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Towards Computation over Communities

Toru Ishida

Department of Social Informatics, Kyoto University
Kyoto 606-8501, Japan

Abstract. With the advance of global computer networks, a dramatic shift in
computing metaphors has begun: from team to community. Understanding that
the team metaphor has created various research fields including groupware and
distributed artificial intelligence, it seems that the community metaphor has the
potential to generate new directions in research and practice. Based on this
motivation, we organized the Kyoto Meeting on Social Interaction and
Communityware in June 1998. This article reports the background and results of
the meeting.

1. Introduction

With the advance of global computer networks like the Internet and mobile
computing, discussion of virtual community [26] has become more active worldwide.
People realized that the Internet and other network technologies could affect not just
industries and economies but also our everyday life.

According to Webster's Dictionary, the word community is defined as “a body of
individuals organized into a unit or manifesting usually with awareness some unifying
trait.”  More specifically, Hillery reported that there were at least 94 definitions for
this word even in the early 1950s [8]. His summary of the factors of community
showed that they include locality, social interaction and common tie. MacIver also
pointed out that the concept of community is based on the locality of human life, and
is the counter concept of association, where people share a common goal [15].

Recently the term community is being used as a metaphor for the next stage of
computing technologies, including the methodologies, mechanisms and tools for
creating, maintaining, and evolving social interaction in human societies.  We believe
there will be a dramatic shift in computing metaphors: from team to community.
Given that the team metaphor has created research fields like groupware and
distributed artificial intelligence, it is quite possible that the community metaphor will
generate new fields both in research and practice. Based on the above motivation, we
organized the Kyoto Meeting on Social Interaction and Communityware from June 8
to 10, 1998 in Kyoto, Japan.

T. Ishida (Ed.): Community Computing and Support Systems, LNCS 1519, pp. 1-10, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



Figure 1.  Kyoto Meeting

The rest of this article includes a summary of the meeting, but a large part is used
to describe our view of the community computing metaphor.  Though the field has not
been established, readers are encouraged to be simulated to tackle this new research
paradigm.

2. Extending Groupware for Communities

We first address how we extend groupware for human community support.
Research into groupware was triggered by advances in local area networks. Various
tools have been developed for communication between isolated people, such as
desktop electronic meeting systems. Though there is no specific definition of the term
group, previous research and practice of groupware mainly addressed the
collaborative work of already-organized people. A typical example is that project
members in the same company synchronously / asynchronously works using
workstations connected by local area networks.

Community computing is for more diverse and amorphous groups of people [12].
We think that the metaphor of community has become important given the advance of
global computer networks such as the Internet and mobile computing. Our goal is to
support the process of organizing people who are willing to share some level of
mutual understanding and experiences. In other words, compared to current
groupware studies, we focus on an earlier stage of collaboration: group formation
from a wide variety of people.
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Every community has rules that can be represented logically. The rules may
specify how to elect leaders, make decisions, collect monthly fees and so on.
Groupware technologies can provide tools for supporting these formal procedures. In
the case of communities, however, people require more than logical support. MacIver
pointed out that, for communities, it is essential for members to share feelings such as
we-feeling,  role-feeling and dependency-feeling.  The obvious problem is whether
community feelings can be established within a virtual space. A similar question is
whether the use of personal digital assistants (PDAs) really encourages people to
develop these feelings. Thus, the challenge is to extend the human community beyond
physical localities through the use of public computer networks.

3. Supporting Social Interaction in Communities

The community metaphor can create five different functions for encouraging social
interaction in communities as follows [13]:

1. Knowing each other;
2. Sharing preference and knowledge;
3. Generating consensus;
4. Supporting everyday life;
5. Assisting social events.

The papers in this volume can be also classified using the above functions.

Various MUD systems have been developed for socialization via global computer
networks. Chat systems using avatars might be useful for maintaining human relations
among people who already know each other. However, the lack of reality sometimes
seriously hinders the emergence of community feelings if the users are strangers.
Various face-to-face meeting environments have been developed to support informal
communication. For example, FreeWalk [20] provides a 3D community common
where everybody can meet and can behave just as they do in real life. This volume
also includes various approaches for knowing each other. IKNOW [5] and
Silhouettell [25] encourage people to encounter each other based on their common
interests. Yajima et al. propose interactive consultation for different electronic
communities [32]. Wexelblat proposes to use history for social navigation for
communities distributed in time [31].

In a community, people want to know what the others know, and sometimes to do
what others are doing.  To share preferences among people in a community,
recommender systems are being studied to select items appropriate to each individual
[16]. There are two ways to generate recommendations. One is called content-based
recommendation, where the system selects items based on user's previous behavior: if
the user selected A, and if B is thought similar to A, the system recommends B to the
user.  The other is called collaborative filtering, where the system selects items based

3Towards Computation over Communities



on the preferences of the community: if the user selected A, and if other members who
select A tend to select B, the system recommends B to the user.  Yenta is a typical
example of this approach [7].

In this context, we have the research issue of community awareness. Since the role
of community computing is helping people to develop their own community, it is
important to encourage people to develop mutual knowledge (to know what others
know) and mutual preference (to do what others do). The question is how to increase
mutual preference, knowledge, and activities without infringing on people's privacy.
In supporting community awareness, the more information is provided about personal
activities, the more people can become aware of the whole activity of the community.
However, the possibility of infringing people's privacy increases at the same time. For
example, using live video to observe the activities of colleagues without any
restriction can be abused as a peeping hole to watch their movements closely. This
dilemma is a serious design problem, since private communication occupies a more
important role in community computing than is true for traditional groupware
systems.

To share knowledge among people in a community, we need an open and informal
representation of heterogeneous information. The goal of the knowledgeable
community project [23] is to develop a computational framework for facilitating the
knowledge acquisition process by humans and computers. Through an analysis of
information systems in medical communities [3], Bowker and Star argue that
community system designers must necessarily build for multiple social worlds
simultaneously. They draw some design implications from this observation: notably
arguing for sensitivity to the nature of the work of representing a community to itself.
Miyashita et al. discussed how to build agent communities toward business
knowledge base generation [18].

For generating consensus over communities, the Open Meeting environment [10]
is intended to support discussions by large numbers of people. One such meeting was
actually held on the Internet for a United States national performance review. Around
4000 people joined the network discussion. The proposals from government consisted
of recommendations that represented goals and strategies, and actions that denoted
tactics.   People could add their comments to the hypertexts denoting the proposal.
The hypertext links provided included Agree, Qualify, Alternative, Disagree,
Example, Question, and Answer. The number of accesses made during the meeting
period (two weeks) was around 35000, and there were 1300 comments. The human
moderator accepted 1013 comments with the aid of a workflow management system.

Community networks have been developed to support everyday life. During the
last decade, various software systems have been created to support local communities
and shared interest groups. Knowledge about the use, users, and effects of these new
systems is needed to create better designs and implementations. The results of a
survey completed by the inhabitants of the Amsterdam Digital City, a large ‘virtual
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community’ can be seen in [1]. Related activities include EdNA  (Education Network
Australia) which is described in [17], and the Mirror, an experiment in virtual reality
technology over the Internet, which provides a vehicle for exploring how to support
evolving communities and enhance communication [29]. Yamakami and Nishio
investigate how social patterns are developed though a case study involving a regional
community network [33].

Internet services are often provided at large social events. However, it seems that
people use the services mainly for reading and writing e-mail messages. More
intimate computing is needed to assist socialization. The challenge here is to apply
mobile computing to assist social events, and also to explore mobile computing with a
large number of terminals. The ICMAS'96 Mobile Assistant Project was the first such
experiment in an actual international conference; 100 personal digital assistants
(PDAs) and cellular phones were used [22]. C-MAP is a mobile assistant for
exhibition tours, and is more advanced than earlier experiments in terms of context-
awareness: a personal guide agent in the mobile assistant directs users with exhibition
maps that are personalized based on the physical and mental contexts of the users
[30].

4. Community Metaphor in Social Information Systems

As an interesting trend, various large-scale social information systems are being
developed: they include digital libraries, collaboratories, digital museums, digital
democracies, digital economies, and telecommuting systems. Many books and papers
have been published on these systems. Though we do not discuss a particular social
information system in this volume, we believe all systems include (or will include)
some of the five functions described above.

For example, the digital library project of the University of Illinois reported an
interesting observation [2]. They questioned people in their university as to how they
got the information required for research. It appears that “most novices search by
keywords and topics.” Undergraduate students typically perform keyword searches
for retrieving material. “More advanced users did more browsing of a directed sort,
for example reading through all recent issues of a particular journal, and did more
snowball searching, chasing the references made in one article.” Graduate students
and young professors interleave searching and evaluating information of particular
interest to them. The most interesting observation is that “experts built their own
information infrastructures; they refined their systems to the point that the information
came to them.” It seems that professors do not perform keyword search or browsing.
Their social relations yield sufficient information.

This observation suggests that the community computing metaphor is applicable to
future digital libraries, so that people can yield and maintain social relations in their
communities. Table 1 describes some of the relations between the listed functions and
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several social information systems. The aim of this table is to provide a uniform view
of the community metaphor in social information systems; a view that is missing in
previous research and development.

Table 1.  Community Support Functions for Social Information Systems

Telecom
muting

Digital
Library

Collabor
atory

Digital
Democracy

Digital
Economy

Knowing
Each Other

� � �

Sharing Preference
and Knowledge

� � � � �

Generating
Consensus

� � �

Supporting
Everyday Life

� � � �

Assisting Social
Events

� �

5. Modeling, Design and Large Scale Trials

Organizations can be classified from the viewpoints of openness and profit. Since
companies are well-organized, typically closed and for-profit organizations,
collaboration can be easily established. Workflow management tools have been
proposed for assisting people to work together. On the other hand, inter-company
relations are more open. Each company is often modeled as a utility maximizer, and
collaboration emerges as a result of competition. However, communities are not
always for-profit organizations. Collaboration cannot be modeled as in companies,
nor can it be expected to emerge from competition between members. This discussion
shows that we need a different approach from traditional groupware or distributed
artificial intelligence to understand and create collaboration in networked
communities.

Table 2 summarizes a comparison of three computing metaphors: team, market and
community. Teams often use local area networks as their infrastructure; the number of
agents in each team ranges from 10 to 100; organizations are typically closed and
participants are ready to cooperate. In markets or communities, however, wide or
global networks are assumed as the infrastructure; the number of agents might reach
105; organizations are open, markets are competitive, while communities are
collaborative. We already have a well-defined computational model for teams and
markets: distributed cooperative problem solving has been studied in the area of
distributed artificial intell1gence ([11] for example); market-based computing (or
economics-based computing) is currently studied. While there is no comprehensive
computational model for communities, Cohen and Axelrod analyzed the complexity
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and adaptation in community information systems [4]; Terano et al. [27] and Deguchi
[6] are applying their computational approaches to building models for communities.

Table 2.  Team, Market and Community

Team Market Community

Network LAN Extranet/Internet Internet

Agent number 101-102 102-105 102-105

Organization
Closed

Collaborative
Open

Competitive
Open

Collaborative

Computation
Distributed

Problem Solving
Market-Based

Computing
Adaptive Complex

System

Application
Sensor Net
Groupware

Network Auction
Information Market

Community Network
Digital City

For designing community support systems, Luff and Jirotka discuss how to support
the early stage of interaction and collaboration [14]. Schlichter et al. propose
awareness as a common base for community support systems, to improve contact
building, as well as for groupware, to maintain group work at a high performance
level [28]. Since people require more than logical support, Nakatsu discusses the
importance of interdisciplinary research between engineering and social,
psychological and artistic areas for future human interface technologies [21]. From
the technological point of view, autonomous agents can take an important role in
designing virtual communities. Hattori et al. applied multiagent systems to
community support [9]. Numaoka proposes to introduce personalized agents in a 3D
virtual environment. Nagao combines agent technologies and mobile computing
technologies to augment the real world environment through actively integration with
an information world [19].

Large scale trials have to be performed to confirm community support systems.
The research issue lies in the evaluation of community interaction. In software
engineering areas, the rapid prototyping model has been widely accepted as a way of
developing application software. However, this model assumes that prototypes can be
easily evaluated. For example, in the case of window applications, though it is hard to
know all specifications in detail in advance, we can assume that their evaluation is
possible at a glance.  The problem in community computing is, however, that we
cannot evaluate software in such a manner. The difficulty is in evaluating the systems
embedded in human organizations. Measuring computation / communication
efficiencies is not enough for evaluating software for networked communities. For
example, people who are interested in digital cities cannot easily determine whether
or not the systems are really useful.  This is because community support systems are
used by a variety of people, not just one person. Therefore, rapid and community-
wide evaluation is as important as rapid prototyping.
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6. Summary

This article discusses the community metaphor as the next stage of network
computing. The first meeting in Kyoto was blessed with lovely weather. Though we
did not organize a formal committee for this meeting, a number of social and
computer scientists joined.  Since the meeting was semi-closed, besides a variety of
invited presentations, a number of papers were submitted to the meeting from the US,
Europe and Pacific Rim countries. The mixture of invited and selected papers made
the meeting moderately open and attractive. Most of presentations made at the
meeting are included in this volume. We also had plenty of discussion time during the
meeting. Some of the discussion results are also included. From these papers, readers
can get a clear image of the actual meeting.

I would like to express my great appreciation of the co-organizers, Toyoaki
Nishida, Takao Terano and Fumio Hattori and all the participants who contributed to
the meeting. I also wish to thank the local arrangement people of the meeting: they
are Toshikazu Nishimura, Hirofumi Yamaki, Hideyuki Nakanishi, Keiki Takadama,
Shoko Miyagawa and Yoko Kubota. Special thanks to Hirofumi Yamaki and
Masayuki Okamoto, who did tremendous work for editing this volume.

I also thank Andre Durand for a discussion on the term communityware. Though
we have independently used this term, it appears that the term is a trademark of
Durand Communication Inc. After long discussion at the meeting and via e-mail, we
have decided not to encourage the use of the term communityware in this volume
except for the names of papers or meetings that have been already realized. The term
in this volume, if any, is thus used as a common noun like groupware.
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Abstract. Issues in community computing and support systems (CCSS)

are roughly categorized into academic / pedagogical ones concerning

social and information sciences, methodological ones including design

and evaluation of experiments, and pragmatic ones such as fund raising.

We have focused on the methodological aspects in CCSS, and discussed

how our methodology will be applied in the real world environment and

insights extracted.

1 Background of the Discussion

The purpose of this group is to identify critical issues in community computing
and support systems (CCSS) and discuss methodologies to develop and test
ideas in real world environments. The background of the participants spans an
interesting range of expertise. Major ones include:

{ education
� EdNA (Mason)
� Education On Line (Sidhu)
� distant education system (Bowker)

{ pleasure and entertainment
� MIRROR (Sidhu)

{ everyday life

T. Ishida (Ed.): Community Computing and Support Systems, LNCS 1519, pp. 11-15, 1998.
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� Digital City (Besselaar)
{ scienti�c context

� environmental hydraulic modeling scienti�c teams (Bowker)
{ academic meeting support

� mobile assistants for an international conference (Nishimura, Nishida)
� mobile assistants for an open house demo (Sumi)
� Community Organizer (Ohguro)
� community communication facilitators (Nishida, Nishimura)

The distribution is diverse in terms of the application �eld and the degree of
penetration into the real world (i.e., from exploratory prototyping to real world
experimentation with thousands of users.)

2 Questions Raised

After all participants explained her/his background and research interest, we
talked about the issues to address. Interesting remarks were made during the
initial discussions, such as:

{ Generating data is easy, but how do we analyze them?
{ We have classic analysis methods, but they are not stabilized set of tools.
{ Community building contains political aspects. We have an implicit assump-
tion that community building is good. Is it always true?

{ Modeling communities with respect to communication: active vs passive,
deep vs shallow.

{ There are potential communities such as a (potential) community of cancer
patients that come only true using networks.

{ How to transmit real world information (e.g., I am a woman) in virtual world
communication, and how much? Privacy issue is also relevant here.

After discussion, we agreed to focus on the following three questions:

{ How do we understand the nature of communities?
{ What is a methodology for designing community information systems?
{ How do we evaluate the e�ectiveness of community information systems?

For the three questions raised, we mainly obtained results for the latter two
questions. For the �rst question, it turned out it contains a lot of deep issues
that should be answered in a long run. In the following section, we overview the
major results.

3 Major Results of the Discussion

As a result of discussions, we were able to identify some key issues concern-
ing a methodology for large scale experimentation of CCSS and �gure out a
shared perspective of the �eld. To base our discussion on a concrete ground, we
conducted a brief case study on existing CCSS systems.
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3.1 Application of methodology during the system development

A conventional model of system development comprises the following sequence
of activities:

requirement capture ! design ! implementation! delivery.

Evaluation proceeds in parallel to the process. Usually, various kinds of loops,
either small or large, are included which cause re-implementation, re-design, or
even re-capture, slowing down system development. Can we employ a classical
methodology as a reference model for designing CCSS as well?

Most participants considered that methodologies having been undertaken for
CCSS so far are quite di�erent from the classic water-fall models. This is mainly
because it is very hard to capture requirements in advance. Many requirements
(e.g., whether classify certain information as public or private) are tacit and are
only captured after a certain period of trial and errors. Participants with ac-
tual development and deployment experiences mentioned that cycles of (partial)
scrap-and-build are unavoidable and the actual development process might be
called an evolutionary spiral of development and evaluation. Throughout the pro-
cess, such notions as standardization, interoperability, and evolution are critical.
An interesting point raised during the discussion is a notion of network external-
ity, which roughly means that phenomenon encountered in a large scale network
is quite unpredictable and di�erent from small scale network. This means that
rapid evolutionary prototyping is a critical part of the methodology for CCSS
development, to capture the real requirements in a large community.

We also discussed about platforms for CCSS. Issues such as security, func-
tionality, or openness are critical features of the platform. On the other hand,
it was pointed out that one might able to experiment a lot with conventional
tools, such as WWW-based systems with database facility.

3.2 Evaluation

Evaluation of CCSS is hard in various ways. It is hard to conduct controlled
experiments on CCSS, for the aim of some community might not be consistent
with that of its members. Interdependency makes measurement problematic.
For example, economic and political factors can act as forces which may compel
individuals, groups, or organizations to collaborate. Therefore, `collaboration' is
not necessarily a category `intent'.

In spite of these diÆculties, we have an inventory of measurement and evalua-
tion methods that have been applied elsewhere. For example, oÆce work support
systems for business communities might be evaluated by such measures as:

{ frequency of communication among workers/month
{ productivity of documents/month
{ frequency of E-mail sending/month
{ frequency of saving E-mails/month
{ increase in the speed of knowing or making relationships other workers.
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In contrast, evaluation of public services for a citizen community might be made
with such measures as:

{ the number of getting new information or notices from a government
{ the number of new generated citizen groups
{ the number of responds to citizen's requests or questions.

For the analysis of MIRROR, a comparison of actual (objective) behavior
and perceived (subjective) feedback makes up the overall assessment.

{ Objective analysis includes:
� usage data: performance statistics of interaction between users and the
community. E.g., frequency of access, movement in space, total session
time, time spent in di�erent worlds, and

� interaction record between users and the community: analysis of the text
�les of communication between users and recordings of visual content.

{ Subjective analysis includes:
� observed behavior: actual observation within the worlds. Researches can
access and study the community as passive and/or active participants.

� on-line questionnaires: target sample of users to obtain feed back related
to key dimensions in communities and speci�c aspects of the trial

� helpline data: problems and issues raised via support, e.g.,WWWHelpline.
Both technical and usability related issues included.

� focus groups/cyberfocus groups: Focus groups carried out both face to
face and within the community.

3.3 Case study

As a summary of the group discussion, we conducted a brief case study of existing
CCSS systems. We chose EdNA, Digital City, and MIRROR, for they are typical
examples of CCSS, and some participants have real experience of having been
involved with development and experiments with these systems. It might be
interesting to include chat rooms and MUD if there is another opportunity of
such comparative study. Table 1 summarizes the comparison of these systems in
terms of development / evolution, requirement capture, platform, delivery, and
evaluation.

4 Future Issues

We consider evaluation and prediction are two issues that are hard enough to
deserve further study in future. We have some experiences with evaluating CCSS
using classical qualitative and quantitative methods, while they do not always
conform with our intuition. Continuous study is required on better methods of
evaluation.

Prediction of the e�ect of CCSS is needed in planning and designing phases of
CCSS. Prediction is hard due to the uncertain operation of network externalities
{ in particular whether or not a suÆcient number of people will join the system
to arouse other people's participation.
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Table 1. Comparison of typical community computing and support systems in use

EdNA Digital City MIRROR

development

/ evolution

[initially]

- information deliv-

ery service

- the process for de-

veloping the infor-

mation delivery ser-

vice was itself col-

laborative and co-

operative.

[later]

- communications

technologies gaining

in importance.

[initially]

- small group hackers

[now]

- organization has de-

velopers in coopera-

tion with advanced

users

- multidisciplinary

team, involving

3D designers, TV

producers, human

factors, software

designers

requirement

capture

[initially]

- diversity of stake-

holders

- to provide Internet

services to schools

and training organi-

zations as well as uni-

versities.

- to screen / regulate

content so quality en-

sured

[later]

- ongoing but has

'scaled down' to spe-

ci�c projects aimed

at speci�c enhance-

ments

[initially]

- none, other than de-

signers view

[now]

- designers and user

interaction

- stakeholders techni-

cal team

- BBC program de-

signers

- potential user

requirements: e.g.,

Internet users, TV

viewers

- platform: security,

remote access, speed

of system, line to

webpages, etc.

platform - Oracle D/B and

Netscape Severs

- Unix and WWW-

based system

- has to meet require-

ments

delivery - metadata speci�ca-

tion and implemen-

tation, important for

adding value to over-

all resource plus for

each 'sub' commu-

nity

- free subscription

- not anonymous

- kicked out after no

use for three months

evaluation - ongoing, project

based

- \by feel": people en-

ter and leaves

- discussion meetings

of users

- debate in bbs

- survey and other re-

search

- objective + subjec-

tive
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Abstract. Recently we have developed a framework for analyzing systems that
are complex and adaptive.  These properties are characteristic of community
information systems.  This paper sets out an abbreviated version of our
framework.  We then apply it to the case of community information systems,
with special emphasis on extracting implications for design.

Introduction

How should community information systems be designed?   It is not easy to point to
principled guidance on such a question.  In older fields, such as the design of
individual user interfaces, there are now large bodies of research-based literature to
rely on.  This is not to assert that the interface design process has become mechanical
as a result.  There will always be important contributions of human inspiration to any
activity properly called "design".   But still we can see that for individual use of
information systems there are systematic principles that can be written and taught, and
one finds them in the curricula of the many higher educational institutions that offer
training in HCI ("human computer interaction").

For the case of community information systems a whole new realm of difficult
issues arises. Many of the phenomena being reported involve the interesting social
dynamics that occur as information moves through populations of individuals. Indeed,
such movement of information often proves crucial in constituting some portion of a
T. Ishida (Ed.): Community Computing and Support Systems, LNCS 1519, pp. 16-42, 1998.
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population as a community.  Research is beginning to accumulate quite a lot of
evidence on what  can occur.  What is needed now is a usable framework for
systematically ordering the observations that are pouring in.

Toward that end, we have found it instructive to consider community information
systems as a special case of complex adaptive systems (CAS).  We have been
working for several years to draw together in a useful form insights about CAS that
have developed in scientific work of the last few decades.  Our intention in this paper
is to apply the framework we have developed for the analysis of complex adaptive
systems to the case of community information systems.

We must first set out the framework.  We do this, in a highly condensed version, in
the next section of the paper.  We then use the framework to consider the core notions
of this application domain: 'community' and 'information'.  Thereafter we develop an
example analysis of the use of distribution lists that applies important ideas from the
framework, such as: exploration vs. exploitation , norm promotion, or interaction
proximity.  Throughout the paper we try to orient our remarks toward issues that are
of interest to those designing and deploying community information systems, or
formulating policies that affect their operation.
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A Framework for the Analysis of Complex Adaptive Systems1

Design and Policy Making in "Interesting Times"

Our society is enmeshed in a major social transformation, driven in part, and getting
much of its distinctive character from, the amazing advances in technologies of
information.  The rate of technical change in processing, storage, bandwidth, sensing,
and effecting is dizzying.  The technical changes in turn facilitate large shifts in most
of our fundamental institutions: in nation states, communications industries, churches,
armies, factories, friendship networks, and more.  The rate of social change is
intoxicating, disorienting, and probably accelerating.2

An Information Revolution invites -- seems to demand -- new system designs at
every level of social organization.  What shall nation states do about encryption or
boundary-spanning financial crimes?  What shall families do about the materials their
children can easily read?  What shall armies do to prepare for attacks on "info-
structure"?  What shall charitable organizations and firms do about the privacy of
records kept on their clienteles?  In all these cases and thousands more, deep
questions are being asked about interventions that will steer future developments in
beneficial directions.  In an era where so many customary social, political, and
economic arrangements seem up for grabs, what interventions will bring us to a future
we would prefer?  How can we foresee the likely consequences of the new systems
we contemplate?

The approach in this document departs sharply from conventional efforts to foretell
our future and draw policy implications for the unfolding Information Revolution.
We begin, as have many others, by acknowledging the difficulty of prediction.  But
we do not proceed by setting those difficulties aside and then doing our best to
extrapolate from available theories.

                                                       
1This section is adapted from a portion of "A Complex Adaptive Systems Approach to

Information Policy", a report presented by Robert Axelrod and Michael Cohen at the
Highlands Workshop, Washington D.C., June 8, 1997.

2We will refer to the transitions underway as the "Information Revolution", although we hasten
to point out that other forces are deeply involved.  Transportation, biotechnology, marketing,
and a host of other technologies have expanded dramatically in the last half-century.
Information technology has fueled these expansions and been shaped by them.  Transport in
particular has always been intertwined with information, from royal postal roads to express
mail and fiber optic cables.  While acknowledging these complications, we concentrate here
on the Information Revolution, the aspect of our era that seems to us to have the most novel
and transforming properties.  We use the phrase "Information Age" to indicate a time in the
future, perhaps several decades hence, when the effects of current transformations will be
more well-established.
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Instead, we consider why at this historical and technological juncture we should
expect the future to be especially difficult to discern.  Our answer lies in the
complexity of the social and technical processes whose rates of change are accelerated.
We argue that theories of complex systems are beginning to provide some guidance to
those who must make design decisions in a hard-to-predict Information Revolution.

We mean "complexity" in a special sense that requires some careful explanation.
After providing that, we go on to show that theories of complex systems -- and
particularly complex adaptive systems -- are beginning to provide us with better ways
of thinking about situations like the ones we confront.  Such theories do not currently
provide sharp predictions of future states of the world. (Our own interpretation -- not
shared by all -- is that they will not do so even when much developed beyond their
current infancy.)  But in their current form they do give us a grounded basis for
inquiring where the "leverage points" and significant tradeoffs of a complex system
may lie, what kinds of situations may be resistant to policy intervention, when small
interventions may be likely to have large effects, and which kinds of interventions
may be surprisingly inconsequential.  For guidance to designers such insights into the
right questions to be asked can be very valuable, even if the theories are too multiple
and too preliminary to support any claim that the theory of complexity implies any
sharply etched expectation about a future scenario and how a particular intervention
will guarantee it.

In the remainder of this section we offer a quite different response to the
widespread sense of the unpredictability of our era: an analysis of the reasons why
prediction is hard. In the next section, we provide a set of insights into systemic
complexity that are consistent with prediction difficulty, and an effort to extend those
insights into some useful methods of thinking through policy problems.

In the final section of  the paper we apply our proposed methods by examining a
series of issues related to the design of community information systems.  Our hope is
that these applications will have direct value in casting important problems in new
light, and will also have two indirect results:

1) that our analyses will stimulate others to a treatment of the substantive
issues that improves upon ours (We surely do not have "the best perspective"
on each issue we discuss.)

2) that responses to our analyses will feed back to improve the complexity-
oriented analytic approach we have developed.

The starting point of our approach is the difficulty of prediction.  Although we all
do our best to foresee important consequences, there is widespread acknowledgment
that this is extraordinarily hard in the current circumstances of dramatic change.
Some of the most famous stories of the half century center on managers and board
members at companies like IBM and Intel who were unable to grasp the world-
changing character of their own potential products.  Industry thought leaders are frank
enough to say in 1997 that they first saw the Mosaic Web browser as an
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inconsequential toy.3 The National Science Foundation remarks that its panel of
distinguished information technology scientists and engineers is consistent in its
unwillingness to predict the future.4  The experience of the unanticipated World Wide
Web explosion is fresh in our memories.  Sections of the U. S. National Information
Infrastructure report were hopelessly out of date less than 18 months after its
publication.  We have strong reasons to suppose that we may not be able to foretell
what is to come.

This wary attitude to prediction is probably healthy, but it presents a severe
roadblock to the normal processes of formulating and implementing policies or
designs.  The standard procedure of design is to develop expectations (predictions) of
how the future will unfold, and to define actions we could take or structures we could
implement that lead to more desirable predicted futures.  This stance can be stretched
to accommodate some uncertainty by bringing in Bayesian or other technology for
dealing with probability distributions on possible futures.  But all the usual
approaches grind to a halt if we don't believe we can envision the likely effects of
proposed interventions.

A second line of response to the difficulty is offered by various forms of scenario
generation.5  This approach explores what are thought to be major driving forces,
looking for policies that are robust over variation in dominant factors and gaining the
benefits of preparation for responding to the unexpected as it unfolds.  The scenario
approach still requires an ability to correctly identify what the major driving forces
are, and how they will affect the questions of interest.  It can also be hobbled if we
cannot say, for example,  how a development like fragmentation of social structure
will be affected by a technology like low-orbit satellite telephony.

We believe that difficulty of prediction does not make the situation hopeless,
although it does require a large shift in the conceptual tactics of social system design.
We hope the approach we develop here will complement and strengthen conventional
and scenario-building approaches to the future.

When experts are asked to write about the future and its requirements their
customary response to this roadblock is to acknowledge the difficulty and then do the
best they can with their particular expertise.  This is entirely sensible.  And
retrospection shows that in hard-to-predict moments there often was someone who
was right about what might happen and had an appropriate sense of what could have
been done.6  But a careful observer of such moments also sees that there were usually
many conflicting expert predictions in play, even for the effects of a single factor.

                                                       
3Donald Norman, public lecture, School of Information, Ann Arbor, MI, April 23, 1997.
4New York Times Sunday magazine Special Supplement, April 20, 1997.
5A useful brief account of the approach is Lawrence Wilkinson's "How to Build Scenarios" at

http://www.wired.com/wired/scenarios/build.html.
6In the domain of information technology a nice example is the now "ancient" essay by

Vannevar Bush, "As We May Think", in Atlantic Monthly, July 1945.
(http://geneva.crew.umich.edu:80/~mdc/611/AsWeMayThink.html).  One can see him
glimpsing something like our World Wide Web fifty years ago, though he thought it would
come much sooner than it has.
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And, before the fact, there was generally no reliable way to discern which would turn
out to be right.

Fortunately we can be confident that many others will  take a more tried course of
arguing for their  best estimates or generating plausible scenarios.  We therefore have
the luxury to "diversify the intellectual portfolio" by stopping to examine the
roadblock that experts usually must bypass.  We can ask two questions that are
normally set aside:

1) "What makes the future of the Information Revolution and the impacts of
possible policies so hard to predict?" and

2)"Do the causes of the difficulty suggest any new ways of responding to it?"

Our argument is that much of the difficulty of prediction relates to the complexity
of the current situation, where, as mentioned, we use the term "complexity" in a
special sense that requires a bit of explication.

We do not mean merely that the "Age of Information" is being shaped by many
simultaneous factors -- although this is certainly true.  This property of "having many
moving parts" we propose to render with the word "complicated", and we certainly do
think that word applies to the current situation.  But there are many systems with lots
of moving parts that are nonetheless quite easy to predict -- think of the gigantic
number of colliding molecules in a perfect gas.  By "complexity" we want to indicate
something else: that the system consists of multiple parts and/or processes each of
which interacts significantly, and perhaps nonlinearly, with some of the others.
Ecologies and brains seem to be well-described as systems that are "complex" in this
more specialized sense.  Spin glasses are good examples of such systems from
physics.7

What makes prediction especially difficult in these settings is that the forces
shaping the future do not act additively, but rather their effects are via nonlinear
interactions among system components.  In such worlds events change the
probabilities of other events --sometimes dramatically.  This is a world of avalanches,
of "founder effects" (where small variations make large differences), of self-restoring
patterns (in which there can be large disturbances that don't ultimately matter), of
apparently stable regimes that suddenly collapse.  A collection of complex systems is
a kind of dynamical zoo, a "wonder-cabinet" of processes that change (or resist
change) in patterns wildly unlike the smoothly additive changes of their simpler
cousins.  It is not strictly necessary for complexity that there be large numbers of parts
or subprocesses, or even that the components follow different laws of action.  Some

                                                       
7There is still no agreement on precisely defined measures of complexity.  Many proposals are

review by Seth Lloyd, "Physical Measures of Complexity" in E. Jen, (ed.), 1989 Lectures in
Complex Systems (New York: Addison-Wesley, 1990).  A popular review of current debates
is provided by George Johnson, "Researchers on Complexity Ponder What It's All About",
New York Times, May 6, 1997, page B4.  Despite this contention, there is enough
commonality in examples and approaches to allow us to extract recurring principles and
concepts that are useful in considering policies.
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very difficult-to-predict complex systems consist of a modest number of identical
elements, each of which is simple to describe in isolation, but which become
formidable to predict as an interacting ensemble. For example, as few as two
Prisoner's Dilemma strategies, each capable of only two actions, can go on for dozens
of periods without stabilizing their collective pattern.8

We cannot say that there is convergence among theorists who have begun to study
complex systems as a class.  It is not a field where a crisp and unified theory has
already been developed, or is expected in the next few years.  But there are recurring
themes in the work of complexity researchers, and we think a number of them can be
distilled and brought to bear on the problem of analyzing policy and design
possibilities in a world that is hard to predict because it is complex.9  The yield of the
enterprise is not a theory that predicts the details of what is to come.  We would liken
the results instead to the artificial selection principles of animal husbandry (a field
that much interested the youthful Darwin).  These are methods that do not assure
specific outcomes, but do tend to foster increasing value of populations over time --
whether the populations are of livestock, of technical innovations, or new community
information systems.

Complex Adaptive Systems

Many complex systems (but by no means all) can be further characterized as
being "adaptive".  By this we mean that events trigger changes within the system that
alter its response to subsequent similar events in ways that change the system's
survival chances or improve its performance on some other chosen metric, such as
profit or response time.  So, classically, the death before reproduction of an organism
with certain disadvantageous phenotypic characters reduces the frequency in the
subsequent population of the responsible genotype.  Subsequently the population has
a different response to its environment.  It will either have higher viability or be
further on its way to extinction as a result of the death.  Or, to take an example from
an artificial rather than a natural system, a signal that stops an assembly line when a
defect is noticed is a standard event in a factory committed to quality improvement.  It
triggers a process for finding and eliminating the defect's source.  Thus it may
eventually improve the quality measures that are the chosen metric in this case.

                                                       
8Research in recent years has provided the starting components of a literature on the properties

of complex systems as a class. Accessible accounts of this work are listed in the Appendix.
An interesting entry point to contemporary and classic pieces in the technical literature is the
volume edited by R. K. Belew and M. Mitchell (Adaptive Individuals in Evolving
Populations: Models and Algorithms, (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley,1996).

9A world that is hard to predict because it is complicated can be attacked in quite a different
way.  Nearly additive contributions of factors means that independent studies of the
important factors can later be merged at acceptable cost.  As an example, the human genome
project is a large bet that much can be understood via such a divide and conquer strategy.
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It is worth noting that the highly interactive character of complex systems
prepares a fertile ground for adaptiveness.  Complex systems are already situations in
which events can strongly alter the probability of subsequent events.  The property of
adaptiveness itself becomes more likely, since systems in which such changes
enhance survival will, on average, be around to be observed  more than others where
this does not occur.  Thus there can be said to be a kind of "selection for
adaptiveness", even in non-biological settings.

For a system to exhibit adaptive mechanisms that enhance survival (or another
chosen metric), it must resolve, either implicitly or explicitly, a very difficult problem
of credit assignment .  If adaptive value is to arise when present events alter the
likelihood of future events or patterns, the changes must be the "right" --survival
enhancing -- ones, at least to a useful approximation.  When an animal (phenotype)
loses out to a predator or disease, all copies of the responsible gene set are typically
destroyed, and its frequency therefore reduced.  This linkage is so tight in evolution
that we hardly dwell on it.  But a different system could "keep the plan back at the
factory".  Then destruction of an instance of the plan would not cause the automatic
future gene frequency adjustment.  Sperm banks are a case of just such a variation in
the mechanism of credit assignment, allowing social processes to assign credit along
with direct success of the corresponding phenotype in reproductive competition.

While the tightness of the linkage in the ordinary gene pool case is one of the
strengths of evolutionary mechanisms in achieving credit assignment, it is still
important to see that the problem is only approximately solved.  For, in the usual case,
only a small portion of the genetic material of the animal is responsible for its fatal
defects.  (On some occasions of random accident no part may be responsible.) But the
individual's entire gene set is destroyed, reducing the frequencies of many worthy
genes in the process.  So the credit assignment is still approximate, though good
enough, it turns out, for the "genetic algorithm" to be able, in many circumstances, to
steadily improve the survival prospects of evolving populations.

A. The Relevance to the Information Revolution We see work on complex systems
-- and especially on those that are adaptive -- as highly relevant to design and policy
deliberations.  Our view can be grounded in a little more detail by considering three
arguments:

1) It has become widely accepted that a major source of prediction difficulty is the
multiplicity of interacting forces that are determining the unfolding the Information
Revolution.  For example, the hard lesson has been learned that technologies are
adopted not only as a function of cost, but also as a function of numbers of others
adopting (so that inferior technology with a small market lead may become dominant,
as in the stories of VHS versus Beta and the QWERTY keyboard).10  Effectiveness of
technology has been observed sometimes to depend on deployment of other

                                                       
10Paul David,  "Clio and the Economics of QWERTY", American Economic Review, vol. 75,

1985, pp. 332-35.
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technologies, such as Internet service provision depending on the installed base of
telephones.

There have been striking cases of process surprise, such as an (originally
expensive) way of replacing carbon paper (xerography) that can  upset the security
mechanisms of nations as well as altering the conduct of basic office procedures.  And
cultural variables have been shown to set a controlling context for technical
developments, as in rural areas of developing countries that may leap-frog wired
communications to go directly to wireless, or when countries with non-alphabetic
languages have sharply different approaches to "word-processing".  Reaping the
benefits of new technology has turned out often to require collateral resources, so that
innovations imagined to favor equality can turn out to accelerate differences between
social classes.  We have learned that the absence in electronic media of socially
controlling status cues can unleash embarrassing episodes of "flaming".11

These lessons, and many more, have taught us all that virtually every important
force in collective life affects the way the Information Revolution plays out: scale
economics, technological preconditions, national developmental sequencing, social
status, economic inequality, internal security postures, cultural context, and many
more forces work to condition the development of information technology impacts.
This is not unique to our episode of the Information Revolution.  The historian
William McNeill points out that the Chinese empire, Islam, and the Christian West
each gave its own distinctive shape to the movable type revolution in printing.
Roughly speaking, the Chinese used printing to reinforce central authority, while
Islam suppressed the technology.  The Western case is one we will discuss in more
detail below.  But here we want to point out that these interactions are just the kind of
non-linear contextual effects that distinguish complex dynamic regimes.

2) If complexity is often rooted in interaction effects, then we might expect
systems increasingly to exhibit complex dynamics when changes occur that increase
the extent of interaction among their elements.  But this, of course, is exactly what
information technology advances are doing: reducing the barriers to interaction
among processes that were previously isolated from each other in time or space.
Information can be understood as the mediator of interaction.  Decreasing the costs of
its propagation and storage increases possibilities for interaction effects, almost by
definition.  An Information Revolution is therefore likely to beget a complexity
revolution.

3) Reflection on the Information Revolution to date, and on previous waves of
major change, shows that adaptation plays a major shaping role.  Indeed, buried in the
detailed mechanisms of many of the conditioning factors mentioned above there is
often an adaptive mechanism.  Some are simple, such as network externalities of fax
machines, making each new one more valuable than the last.  Others are elegant
accomplishments of human intellect, such as the propagation of encryption methods
by members of subcultures intent on fostering individual liberty at the expense of
government potency.

                                                       
11Lee Sproull and Sara Kiesler, Connections: New Ways of Working in the Networked

Organization (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1992).
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Adaptive interactions are especially strongly implicated in the Information
Revolution.  Improvements in processing, storage, transmission, and sensing make it
possible for us to know the state of a system with far greater speed and precision.  We
want this knowledge because it allows us to be more adaptive, and that in turn can
vastly increase performance.  Anti-lock brakes allow adaptation to road conditions at
a time scale faster than native human capabilities.  Financial networks allow buying
and selling based on global knowledge of price movements that could not earlier be
assembled.  Effects of military attacks can be known from sensors and satellites
allowing adjustments to later attacks.  Effects of policies in business and government
can be assessed much more accurately and quickly, allowing for adjustments to
policies (such as monetary rates, inventory acquisitions, or licenses of new
pharmaceuticals) that were unthinkable in previous generations.  Much of the promise
of the Information Revolution rests on the possibility of increasing the valued
adaptiveness of our (often complex) social and technical systems.

Together these three features argue strongly that theories of complex adaptive
systems (CAS) promise to be relevant to our Information Age for deep and intrinsic
reasons.  Dramatic growth in information technology implies, in turn, sharp increases
in interaction, complexity and adaptation.  To explore this potential relevance we
proceed by characterizing a series of patterns that are frequently observed in the study
of complex adaptive systems.  Then we make use of those patterns in analyzing a set
of specific issues where they suggest new approaches to designing community
information systems.

B. Fundamentals Complex systems studies are being conducted across a wide range
of traditional fields.  To note just a few examples: physics (Per Bak on avalanche
dynamics), archaeology (George Gummerman on settlement patterns in the ancient
southwest), epidemiology (Carl Simon on the spread of HIV via non-random
contacts), brain research (Christoph Koch and Francis Crick on the phenomena of
consciousness), economics (Brian Arthur on positive scale economies), and computer
science (Stephanie Forrest on computer immune systems).

In the typical areas of complexity research, the systems under study have many
elements (sometimes referred to as "components", "actors" or "agents").  Those
elements are usually seen as instances of several different "types" (e.g., buyers and
sellers; Bosnians and Serbs).  The elements are connected to each other by relations
such as magnetic attraction, organizational authority, electrical stimulation, combat
unit loyalty, genetic cross-over, or incentives for economic exchange.  The elements
are treated as having local patterns of action, based on their individual circumstances.
The questions of interest center on the emergent global dynamics of the system.  How
(or when) does a system of locally trading agents develop prices that will cause
market-wide inventories to clear? How does a brain made of interconnected neurons
learn?  How does a pile of sand generate its characteristic mix of large and small
avalanches?  How does a gene pool remix itself over time to create and retain
genotypes that will be fit for a changing environment?  How does a network of trust
grow that permits informal credit mechanisms to lubricate trade efficiencies?
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It is usual in this approach to view the global properties of the system as emerging
from the actions of its parts, rather than seeing the actions of the parts as being
imposed from a dominant central source.  This is not a denial that there are times
when systems have central authorities or dominant influences.  But the project of
complexity theories in such cases is to understand how those dominant influences
come about, what sustains (or undermines) them, and how local action responds in the
face of global constraints.  An excellent example is the work of Padgett and Ansell on
the emergence of the state from marital and commercial networks of medieval
Florence.12

Complexity research and its focus on emergent system-level properties has
received considerable attention recently, in some measure because advances in
computation have enabled progress on a number of problems that had long been too
difficult for conventional mathematical tools.  But it is important to remember that the
fundamental orientation of complexity research is actually rooted in long traditions.
Adam Smith's hidden hand, the "blind watch-making" of Darwinian evolution, the
cell-assembly neuro-psychology of Hebb, and the self-reproducing cellular automata
of von Neumann are earlier intellectual developments breaking the same path,
uncovering system-level properties produced by the structured interaction of simpler
components.

This brief description exhibits much of the working vocabulary of our subsequent
discussion.  We will focus repeatedly on some system of multiple elements, which are
instances of various types enmeshed in a structure of interactions that foster the
emergence of its system-level properties.

C. The Usefulness for Design and Policy Analysis Why might this perspective and
its associated vocabulary be useful for design of systems or policies in our hard-to-
predict Information Age? This is a natural question to ask.  After all, the research
questions that are being studied may sometimes seem remote.  (Do the neurons fire in
synchronized waves or incoherently?  Are the magnetic poles of particles oriented
like those of their near neighbors or are they disarrayed?  Do most of the animals in a
population continue to exhibit a certain useless trait, or has this type vanished over
time?)  However, the social issues that can involve many of the same dynamics do not
seem remote.  (Do similar transactions across the economy take place at one price or
many?  Does animal husbandry improve the agricultural value of an animal
population?  Does an infection  -- or use of the Internet -- become endemic in certain
subpopulations?  Do citizens remain loyal to a single large state, or transfer their
loyalties to several smaller ones?)

What can be observed here is one fundamental reason that the approach is relevant:
the occurrence in social systems of dynamic patterns analogous to those of other
systems -- physical, biological, and computational.

A second basis of the approach's value is the fact that many social policy
instruments are directed, at least in substantial part, toward controlling the interaction

                                                       
12J. Padgett and C. Ansell, "Robust Action and the Rise of the Medici, 1400-1434", American
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of types: segregation (and integration) of races; visa and immigration rules; entry
qualifications to religious and social organizations; "cultural revolutions" and "peace
corps" that send the highly educated to less developed areas; political (re)districting;
zoning restriction of commercial, industrial and residential activities; film, television
and Internet ratings to facilitate matching of audiences and contents; or foster care
systems that place children with adults different from their parents.

Many other policies have important or interesting side effects that are related to
interactions of types: e.g., imprisonment that mixes experienced criminals with
rebellious adolescents; public transit patterns that separate urban center residents from
suburban jobs; armies of occupation that result in children of intermarriage; computer
networks for defense and science that increase communication of parents with
college-distant children and facilitate finding of long-lost friends; and so on.

D. Change Mechanisms and Design Principles Our aim is to exploit the
resemblance of change processes often seen in CAS scientific work to those of social
systems that are now occurring in the Information Revolution.  It is our argument that
principles derived from working with CAS research problems shed valuable light on
the issues confronting designers and policy makers in the Information Revolution.

We can begin to develop this argument by characterizing a set of CAS change
mechanisms.  We cannot hope to provide any sort of exhaustive catalog.  But it will
be useful to show how an array of examples fall into a few useful clusters.  A key to
simplifying our task is the observation that most of the mechanisms and related
principles that have policy relevance, center on:

1) changes in the number and/or relative frequency of the system's types, or

2) the way that type variability is channeled over time through the network
of interactions among the elements.

3) the operation of credit assignment and adaptation mechanisms to alter the
existence and frequencies of types.

These are necessarily rather abstract issues.  We can put some intuition into them
by expanding them in turn.  In each case we provide examples from complex systems
studies, along with examples from social systems with more intuitive connections to
policy and design concerns.  (For example, we discuss similarities between crossover
mechanisms that recombine genetic materials and deliberate invention activities that
recombine high order concepts -- such as "horseless carriage" and "engine horse-
power".)  We go on in each section to summarize observations about the recurring
useful concepts that have developed as a result of CAS research in the area.

1. Mechanisms That Alter Frequencies  Complex systems, whether adaptive or not,
generally have a population of agents that are instances of various possible types, and
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they have mechanisms that create, destroy and transform agents.  The prototypical
case of this is probably a breeding population of organisms each instantiating some
genotype.  Death is the most obvious mechanism, destroying agents and possibly
destroying a genotype if all its instances die.

In this genetic case, mutation is an important source of variance, and it can
function to create new types, as well as to alter the relative frequencies of existing
types.  It is striking that many kinds of CAS have mechanisms that function similarly
to mutation.  For example, temperature in systems where the elements have energy
levels, such as annealing of metals, also functions to "mutate" atomic arrangements
into new configurations.  Process errors in factories and laboratories can have this
same impact of creating new types (as with the accidental discovery of the inkjet
principle in the "malfunction" of a research laboratory syringe).  And there are many
other processes that introduce "noise" into operations of copying or re-creation and
thereby produce variants (sometimes novel ones).

The mechanisms mentioned in this group tend to have certain properties in
common.  They introduce variation into the system of interest from uncontrolled
forces external to the system, such as radiation, external heat, or disruptions of quality
control.  As a result of the uncorrelated, exogenous source of variation in types, most
of the variants introduced into orderly systems by such processes are deleterious --
with a sprinkling of very rare spectacular advances.  Exploring for new possibilities
by nearly random variation, can therefore be expensive.  (In fact, it is even slower
than enumerating all the possibilities, since random generation will add duplication.
With random variation, you examine each piece in the haystack and put it back if it
isn't the needle.)

By contrast, there are a number of other mechanisms that produce new types and
change in relative frequencies in a more targeted, less uncorrelated, fashion.  They
tend to be endogenous, triggered by events internal to the system in which they
operate.  Some examples are: selection mechanisms that create copies of the better
elements from some set and eliminate others; and imitation mechanisms that
transform an element by making it into a copy of some other element.  Both of these
tend, over time, to reduce the variety of types in a finite system, although in the
beginning they may increase the relative frequency of some rare types.  Neither
mechanism generates novel types (except through error in copying, as discussed
above).

There are also endogenous mechanisms that do create new types.  In biology one
of the most studied is crossover, a process of recombining genetic contributions from
each of two parents.  This mechanism can also create novel types, but it is vastly
different from mutation.  It works with pieces of already viable genetic material, and
so is far more likely to yield an improvement instead of a lethal mutation.  It has long
been noted that self-conscious activities of deliberate invention have similar
properties.  This can be seen clearly in early forms of inventions, such as the motor
and wagon combinations of the first "horseless carriages" or the self-conscious
decomposition used by the Wright brothers to define subproblems of airplane design
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that could be independently attacked.13  Constraint relaxation is another such
mechanism, frequently practiced in human problem solving.  It seeks solutions to a
hard problem by generating variants that violate some one of the situation's
constraints.  It introduces new variants by starting with materials of established
feasibility and modifying them.  A nice example is "slippery water", a chemical
additive that increases water volume reaching a fire by reducing friction of water
inside pipes and pumps, relaxing what had seemed to be a given physical constraint.

In crossover, constraint relaxation, and deliberate inventive recombination we have
examples of mechanisms that can create new types or change relative frequencies, and
that operate internally, in some degree of correlation with the system's other
conditions.  Mechanisms like these are commonly found in complex adaptive systems.
They implicitly exercise criteria in their creation of new elements, and therefore have
an improved chance of meeting the need for credit assignment characteristic of CAS.

1a. Exploration versus Exploitation

Work over the years with these various complex system mechanisms for creating,
transforming, and destroying elements (and therefore types) has led an important
tradeoff principle, usually referred to as: "Exploration versus Exploitation".  It
captures the tension in complex adaptive systems between creation of untested types
that may be superior to what currently exists versus using copies of tested types that
have so far proven best.  This tradeoff characterization has turned out to be
illuminating across a wide range of settings from simple genetics to organizational
resource allocation, wherever the testing of new types comes at some expense to
realizing benefits of those already available.14  Two extremes illustrate the tradeoff:

"Eternal Boiling".  Levels of mutation, temperature, or noise can be so high
that the system remains permanently disorderly, any preliminary valuable
formations being broken apart before they can be put to use.  Exploration
completely swamps exploitation.

"Premature Convergence".  Needed variability can be lost, for example by
very speedy imitation of an initial success, cutting off future system
improvements. Exploitation quickly swamps exploration.

More generally, investments in options and possibilities associated with
"exploration" frequently come at the expense of obtaining returns on what has already
been learned, "exploitation".  An early and striking exposition of the tradeoff occurred
in the context of the "two-armed bandit problem", in which a player with a fixed
                                                       
13M. D. Cohen, "The Power of Parallel Thinking", Journal of Economic Behavior and

Organization, vol. 2, 1982, pp. 285-306.
14John Holland gave any early formalization of this point in Adaptation in Natural and

Artificial Systems (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1975). James March applies it
to organizational management in "Exploration and Exploitation in Organizational Learning,"
Organization Science, vol. 2(1), 1991, pp. 71-87.
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supply of coins plays two slot machines that have unknown and potentially different
rates of payoff.  To decrease sampling error in estimates of which machine pays more,
and thereby increase long-run expected gains, coins should be played on both
machines.  But to maximize gain in the short run, coins should be played on the
machine that is currently estimated as best-paying.

The tradeoff can be seen in many different practical situations. For example,
companies must decide whether to invest resources, such as capital and management
attention, in developing ideas for wholly new products or in marketing, refining -- or
reducing costs of -- existing products. We apply the tradeoff idea below to design
issues that arise in structuring asynchronous conversations.

1.b. Extinction

A second concept nicely illustrated by the mechanisms that destroy elements is the
possibility of the total loss of a type in systems with discrete elements.  Some
researchers have taken to calling this the "nano-fox" problem after predator-prey
theories that have continuous numbers of animals in them, growing and shrinking by
proportionality constants.  In these continuous theories a tiny fraction of a predator is
always around, so that no matter how severe the starvation, the predator population
will rebound as soon as prey return.  There is no complete extinction in such models.
But in real populations the difference between having a few animals and zero animals
is usually not just a little extra waiting time.  Recreating a lost type is very unlikely
and occupation of the vacant ecological niche by another species is far more to be
expected.

Again there are numerous analogs to design and policy settings. The legal system
distinguishes death from the most severe and permanent incapacitation.  Bankruptcy
has quite different effects on a firm's history than mere extreme debt. These "zero-
points" in social situations correspond to sharp changes in the later dynamics.
Compare what can happen before or after a life-supported patient is declared legally
dead.

A related notion is that all possible types already exist in tiny quantities.  It is akin
to Plato's notion of discovery as a form of remembering truths already dimly known.
Again the discrete complex systems view is that a new idea may not be "waiting in
the wings" for the circumstances that will bring it rapidly to prominence. It matters
enormously whether the number of people who have thought of it is one or zero.  We
see this when we observe, once a theorem is known to be true, how readily theorists
obtain the second and subsequent --shorter and more elegant -- proofs.  The
distinction has relevance for policy strategies such as "counting on the market to find
a solution", which can be expected to work far more rapidly and reliably in domains
where several approaches have been partially worked out, as opposed to domains in
which a feasible approach is yet to be conceived.

The underlying source of this sharp effect of zero is that copying mechanisms
generally work quite differently from synthetic mechanisms that have the power to
create new types correlated with the context. So, for a social example, we have
imitation in a traditional social system, where the procedure of others is carried out
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exactly, without explicit justification of details.  It is a copying process that can
rapidly spread an existing type, such as double entry bookkeeping or the Grameen
banking system for micro-credit.  But imitation of other procedures -- even with
random error -- will only very rarely invent such types where they have never existed.

2. Patterns of Interaction  Thus far we have focused on the mechanisms that create
and destroy types in complex systems, and on principles associated with those
mechanisms.  But very often the events of interest within a system arise from the
interactions of its components.  Trades occur when buyer meets seller. New animals
are created when a male and female breed.  Religious communities grow as adherents
proselytize the uninitiated. This observation suggests a second category of
mechanisms that shape the dynamics of complex systems: the processes and/or
structural factors that determine which elements (or types) will interact with which
others.

CAS research suggests that it is useful to distinguish two classes of determinants of
interaction: proximity and activation, how elements come to be near each other and
how the sequencing of their activity is determined.  The distinction, with good reason,
roughly generalizes that between space and time.

Proximity is a general term that makes visible the commonalities among a range of
factors that make particular elements likely to interact.  The most obvious of these is
the physical space in which buyers and sellers, frogs and flies, Democrats and
Republicans, friend and foe, all play out their lives.  Nearby location in 2- or 3-
dimensional space makes interaction events more likely for a wide range of processes,
from pollination and friendship formation to predation and enemy formation.
Normally, we pay less attention to a host of other relational networks that establish
"proximity", such as organizational hierarchies, old friendship ties, or community
group affiliations.  But these pseudo-spaces also determine which interactions are
more likely, and thus profoundly influence the spread of rumor and disease, the
finding of jobs and marriage partners, and the occurrence of crimes and kindnesses.

This substantial list of proximity factors -- though only a brief sampler -- has
mostly been discussed as a set of static forms within which faster processes play out --
hunting prey in physical space, or finding jobs in friendship networks. But CAS
research often shows that on larger time scales the relationship can be reversed.
Neighborhoods may shape the choices of house buyers, but housing purchases may
ultimately (re)shape neighborhoods.  An exogenous given in a short time frame may
be an endogenous result in a longer one.  And just as with movement that alters
spatial proximity, so most of the other proximity factors mentioned have associated
change processes: business hierarchies are reorganized to make some groups closer
together and to move others farther apart; friendship links form and dissolve;
community groups are joined and left, formed and disbanded; barriers and boundaries
are deliberately introduced into systems (physical and social) with the aim of altering
the rates of interactions among types.  Indeed, as work by Riolo  has shown, even
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random numerical tags can provide an arbitrary pseudo-space in which model agents
can relocate themselves to cluster with others who interact beneficially with them.15

Activation is a general term that groups together many different processes that
affect the temporal structure of component activity. Just as many different factors can
be analogs of space in determining interaction likelihoods, so many factors can alter
the temporal structure of events. CAS research often shows that it is very valuable to
distinguish systems with externally "clocked" activations, such as budget cycles or
seasonally triggered agricultural processes, from endogenously activated processes in
which results of the current event control which events may next occur.  Some
examples of endogenously activated processes are: the movement of a sand-grain in
pile that makes other grains more likely to move, the activation of neuron that makes
other neurons more likely to reach an activation threshold, and the mobilization of a
citizen that increases the chances that those who are socially proximate to her will
become active in her cause.

The distinction of exogenous from endogenous activations is again strongly
relevant to the adaptive aspects of complex systems.  Markets where every actor can
trade one unit per session work very differently from markets where the actors with
the strongest demands can trade much more frequently than others.16  In Anglo-
American intellectual traditions, it is typical to expect the adaptive capacity of a
system -- especially a firm or market -- to be increased when events can be triggered
locally and flexibly rather than globally and rigidly.  But it is vital to point out that
adaptive capacity is two-edged.  As we saw in the simple case of population effects of
organism death, adaptive capacity can speed extinction as well as increase of viability.
Allowing traders to respond to local conditions can let them exploit short-lived
arbitrage possibilities. But it can also let them make ever riskier trades to cover their
own losses. In general, we have acknowledged this two-edged sword by defining
adaptation neutrally, allowing for changes in system survival chances -- both up and
down.

Once again there is an important tradeoff principle inherent in these observations.
It is not identical to "explore versus exploit", but it has a similar flavor.  Where
structural arrangements affecting proximity or activation are designed or analyzed, a
major question is often the extent to which positive feedback loops are possible in
proximity and activation.  Can elements move "nearer" to other elements that benefit
them?  Can elements be repeatedly active if they experience (or help create) extreme
conditions?  At issue is whether interactions will be concentrated among a few pairs
of types or will be spread across a wide range of type pairings. The interactions might
be accomplishing any mix of exploring and exploiting, which is why the tradeoff

                                                       
15R. L. Riolo, "The Effects of Tag-Mediated Selection of Partners in Evolving Populations

Playing the Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma," Santa Fe Institute Working Paper 97-02-016,
February 1997.

16 It is striking that in non-monogamous biological populations, females often follow the once-
per-period principle while males can be active in proportion to fitness and fortune. Thus both
designs are mixed in one system, blending the intense and diffuse interaction modes we will
describe below.
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involved is not identical.  What is involved is rather the tradeoff between "intense
versus diffuse" interactions among types.

So, for example, systems in which reproductive or copying activity is rapidly
triggered by apparent success are highly responsive to current signals, but prone to
loss of variety and premature convergence. Industries where firms that make
decisions about new production technology on an annual cycle may look "stodgy"
compared to industries where firms quickly imitate their competitors' production
methods. But they run less risk of everyone "flocking" to the same method. This
quick copying avoids waste if the new method is better in all circumstances than those
abandoned.  But it can be disastrous if the "winning type" turns out to have bad
consequences in the long run and the suppliers for the alternative methods have
meanwhile gone out of business.  This particular illustration shows how greater
activation intensity might foster excess exploitation.  But there is nothing inherent
about this alignment.  Diffuseness of type interactions can also lead to insufficient
exploration -- or, in other circumstances, insufficient exploitation.  The point about
the intense/diffuse tradeoff is that it generates a set of questions that need to be asked
about how the channeling of proximity and activation in a complex adaptive system
will affect the exploration-exploitation balance. Those questions do not have context-
free answers.

"Edge of Chaos" arguments, have received wide attention for claiming that
evolutionary systems tend to structure their interconnectedness so as to achieve a
good balance between exploration and exploitation. A typical example of such
arguments is work of Stuart  Kauffman17 arguing that evolutionary processes adjust
what we are calling intensity of proximity and activation so that systems are likely to
avoid both "premature convergence" and "eternal boiling".  The claim is much
debated,18 but  the debate is whether some parts of nature tend to a particular balance
in the tradeoffs we have described, not whether the tradeoffs exist.  Kauffman
believes that systems tuned to a favorable balance between exploration and
exploitation will tend differentially to survive. This brings us quite naturally to our
third topic.

3. Credit Assignment We have looked in previous sections at the mechanisms that
create and destroy types and at the processes and structures that govern interaction
among types.  These are two key clusters of concepts that support analysis of complex
systems.  But if the systems are adaptive, then we must consider a third cluster of
concepts, dealing with what we have called credit assignment to types.

An important initial distinction is between implicit and explicit criteria in credit
assignment.  For example, if an organism is highly fit, credit is implicitly assigned to
its genes by copying them -- or variations of them -- into many offspring.  No theory
                                                       
17Stuart Kauffman, The Origins of Order: Self-Organization and Selection in Evolution. (New

York: Oxford University Press, 1993).
18M. Mitchell, P. Hraber, and J. P. Crutchfield, "Revisiting the Edge of Chaos: Evolving

Cellular Automata to Perform Computational Tasks," Complex Systems vol. 7, 1993, pp. 89-
130.
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or alternate representation of the organism's world is involved in this process. On the
other extreme, companies often allocate end of year performance bonuses to
individuals whose contributions are determined by explicit criteria, such as total sales.
This is intended to cause subsequent emulation of the rewarded action on the theory
that the actions (such as sales) are good for the overall organization.

Our definition of "adaptive" has been that events alter future events so as to change
the survival chances of the system.  The main events of interest are creation,
destruction and interaction among types. Credit assignment occurs when an event,
like type creation, becomes more likely because of an event that altered (say,
increased) system survival chances.  So, for example, the birth of a population
member good at obtaining food (which may favor survival), results in multiple
offspring (creating more instances of a successful type). In this case, the reproductive
process of the population has implicitly assigned credit to the genotype of this
particular food-finder.  In the year-end bonus example, an explicit credit assignment
has been designed to encourage imitation of the type of the high-performing
salesperson.

Typically, both implicit and explicit credit assignment mechanisms have serious
limitations.  If we spend a little time examining the two categories we can see that to
some extent the weaknesses are complementary, and this introduces another tradeoff
principle, this time between implicit and explicit credit assignment.

3.a. Implicit Credit Assignment Mechanisms

Many complex systems besides biological populations have implicit mechanisms
that accomplish a credit assignment.  A characteristic property of traditional practices,
for example, is that they spread by imitation of the practice of successful individuals.
Often there is not a detailed causal analysis of how the particular elements of a given
practice might contribute to the success.  Credit is assigned to the whole practice,
which is repeated with as much detailed fidelity as possible.  This gives rise to Little
League baseball players who emulate the spitting habits of their Major League idols.
When causation is not clear, individuals even imitate their own prior practices, as
when a person develops an attachment to a lucky pair of socks.  Because the
fundamental logic of these processes is to copy successful types, the typical errors are
to assign credit to the whole type when only a part is responsible, or to assign credit to
a type when the result arises from an interaction of types. This kind of error results in
what social psychologists call the "Fundamental Attribution Error", crediting an event
to the disposition of an individual rather than to the situation.

An instructive biological case is "founder effects", such as an island populated by
red-spotted birds descended from a red-spotted pair that were among the first to reach
the locale. In the early history of a population an outstandingly fit individual has
offspring that form a large portion of the next generation. Incidental traits of that
"founder" are then carried widely through the population, although the traits
themselves may not confer any reproductive value.  But they co-occurred with traits
that do have value, and the implicit mechanism of credit assignment works at a
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coarse-grained, whole-individual, level that does not distinguish the valuable traits
from the incidental.

3.b. Explicit Credit Assignment Mechanisms

On the explicit side of credit assignment we have many examples in human
systems: prices as signals of value; myriad theories of causal sequences -- some valid,
some superstitious; learning processes that develop reputations of others for
effectiveness or trustworthiness; detailed methods of program evaluation,
experimental design, and statistical inference.  None of these work perfectly either,
though the more refined and expensive mechanisms may avoid some important errors.

A biological example of limitations in explicit credit assignment arises in mimicry
-- as when another species takes on the coloration of monarch butterflies whose taste
is repulsive to predator birds.  This works because birds develop a "prediction" of
taste from appearance and rely on it to avoid both monarchs and their imitators.  One
presumes that the capability to associate taste expectations with appearances, which is
an explicit credit assignment mechanism, serves the birds well overall.  But its
occasional inaccuracies can also be exploited -- in this case by the implicit cleverness
of differential survival for monarch look-alikes. Non-biological explicit credit
assignment has similar limits, of course.  The high performing sales person may
receive a bonus and be emulated.  Years later more careful cost accounting may show
that most of the sales actually lost money for the firm because of eventual refunds or
support costs.

We have seen that both implicit and explicit credit assignment mechanisms can
make what an outsider might call "errors".  From an intra-systemic point of view,
however, it is not always possible to speak of "errors".  If system survival is the
objective function, then credit assignment mechanisms affect it as they do. And their
effects define what is the system that does survive.  Only when the representational
capacities and agency of organisms come into play can there be explicit mechanisms,
embodying representations of the system, its types, and its goals.

Credit assignment schemes are almost always imperfect.  The implicit and explicit
families of credit assignment mechanisms have somewhat complementary
weaknesses.  Limitations of implicit mechanisms stem from ignoring fine structure or
context. Limitations of explicit mechanisms stem from focusing on wrong,
insufficient, or poorly measured aspects of fine structure or context. Thus a designer
or analyst of a CAS can be aided by attending to another tradeoff: between the
problems caused by inaccuracies of implicit omission versus those of explicit
commission. For example, in work teams there can be implicit assessment of
individual's relative contributions formed over the course of doing the work together.
There can also be explicit mechanisms of supervisors observing team members and
rating specific attributes of their performance.  Both systems can have problems, but
they are different in character.  Implicit evaluation can fail to give credit to
individuals whose contributions are not readily visible. Retrospective studies of
pharmaceutical R&D labs have found cases where a few unhonored individuals may
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have had a hand in most of the laboratory's important results.19 On the other hand,
explicit evaluation can be driven by supervisorial theories of the work that do not
match the tacit knowledge skilled workers have of the actual tasks.  The comparative
strengths of implicit versus explicit evaluation will be at issue in our discussion below
of criteria used in assessing community information systems.

Multiple Adaptive Processes

Finally, it bears mentioning that complex systems can often have multiple
adaptive processes.  This gives rise to another whole cluster of principles that center
on the relative speeds of the adaptive processes.  In most situations labeled
coadaptation the processes are presumed to be acting at roughly comparable rates.
This is a reasonable way to look at social processes. An  off-beat example is the
coadaptation of states that sell lottery tickets and citizens who buy them.  Citizens
learn to play or not to play, while states learn what fraction of the players to reward
with what sized returns. Across many US states this coadaptation has converged on a
similar shared implicit notion of a fair return on a wagered dollar (about 44 cents).20

When rates of adaptation differ widely among processes in one system, there
can be many important consequences. Fast processes, like intense activation or
proximity, can alter the balance of exploration and exploitation.

And it is often observed that in hierarchical complex systems, adaptive
processes of varying rates tend to be associated with different hierarchical levels.
Herbert Simon's beautiful essay on "The Architecture of Complexity" pointed this out
thirty years ago, when he noted that goal setting, a major adaptive mechanism in firms,
tends to operate slowly and on major long-term features of the goal structure at high
levels of management, and rapidly on day to day aspects of performance at lower
levels.21  For example, top management may ask "What markets will we be in this
year?" while supervisors on the floor ask "What should be today's production target?"

This  catalog of concepts useful in structuring and managing the interactions
within complex adaptive systems is necessarily brief and abstract.  But it equips us
with a tool kit we can bring to bear on a wide variety of issues that we must confront
in designing systems and policies in the Information Revolution.  We turn first to
considering the concepts central to defining "community information systems".   This
is followed by a section that revisits major ideas from the framework, illustrating each
one by applying it to design issues that arise in community information systems.

                                                       
19J. N. Baron and K. N. Cook, "Process and Outcome Perspectives on the Distribution of

Rewards in Organizations," Administrative Science Quarterly, 37, 1992, pp. 191-197.
20J. Cross analyzes this situation in A Theory of Adaptive Economic Behavior (New York:

Cambridge University Press, 1983).
21Herbert Simon, Sciences of the Artificial (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1969)
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Applying the Framework to 'Community' and 'Information'

Community  In the approach we have outlined, a community can naturally be seen as
a complex adaptive system.  The patterned interactions among its members sustain
themselves for some period of time. In this view, a community appears as a kind of
breeding ground -- not accidentally, but essentially.  Interactions among members are
constantly giving rise to actions and ideas that entail further interactions. Those
actions and ideas may be relatively unchanging or may rapidly evolve, but in any case
they implicitly produce, maintain, modify, or dissolve the boundaries of the
community.

On this view, an arbitrary subset of a larger population (say "all mothers of exactly
four children") does not make a community.  Such a subset may have some
interactions among its "members".  But what would move such a subset toward the
status of a genuine community would be interactions that engender subsequent
interactions among agents of this type.  Examples might be recurring exchanges of
useful information, identification of shared concerns, or the creation of a targeted
communication channel such as a newsletter or a weekly support group meeting.

We do not see this for mothers of exactly four children, but we do for other subsets
of mothers, such as those whose children have specific diseases or disabilities.
Sometimes the definition of such a group is explicitly tied to a shared concern, as in
Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD). Sometimes the communication is a side
effect of other purposes, as among mothers of any number of children who come
together via Parent-Teacher Associations. We note that mothers of four children could
become a genuine community.  It would only require something to make exactly four
children especially significant (e.g., a tax ruling, or a superstition).

In the neighborhood where we live, parents gathering to support the production of
school plays has spawned a group producing their own plays, "The Burns Park
Players".  A latent community of mothers (and fathers) who liked putting on plays
came together and discovered itself in the process of supporting school activities.  No
doubt the budding off of this now separate community was made much easier by
telephones, faxes, copying machines, and, increasingly, eMail.  Differentiation of
communities has an important resemblance to speciation from a CAS point of view.

In this perspective it seems clear why members of a logical category (such as
mothers of exactly four children) are not necessarily a community.  And we see how
the residents of a geographical area may mistakenly be regarded as a community.
Their common geography can be merely a logical grouping.  They may be socially
and politically inert.  The art of community organizers (or labor organizers), is to
bring such a subset of actors into a condition of self-sustaining and effective
interaction.22

In part, community membership seems to be distinguished from membership in a
logical or geographical category by some form of commitment. It does not make
                                                       
22A classic statement is Saul Alinsky's Rules for radicals; a practical primer for realistic

radicals, New York, Vintage Books,  1972.
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sense to talk of a community of radio towers, even if they do bounce signals off each
other.  It might make sense to talk of a community of robots programmed to pursue a
common goal.23  It definitely makes sense to talk of  the community of people who are
working to elect a political candidate or who meet to enact a shared religion.  These
latter cases are distinguished by commitments, various forms of binding the self to the
community.

The objects of commitment can vary widely across communities.  There can be
commitment: to activities  (Friday nights in the corner pub); to specific others
(survivors of a crash); to the  -- possibly changing -- membership of an explicitly
identified group (the trend-setting online conference, "The WELL").  And the bases
of commitment can differ, and hence vary in their influence on an individual's actions:
a simple expectation of gain (commitment to attending job training classes); a notion
of what is valuable (commitment to the Shaker Furniture Club); an identity
(commitment to a gay identity support group).  As we shall see, the varying objects
and bases of commitment that may play important roles in constituting communities,
also enter into the allocations of credit that occur within those communities and give
them distinctive dynamics.

Information In the view we have put forward, information takes on a community-
based meaning.  Faced as we are with the technology of the Information Revolution
as an overwhelming source of metaphor, it is tempting to think of information itself as
a kind of stuff.  But pulses on a wire or letters on a page are an incomplete notion of
information.  The voltage on the wire and the alphabet are media within which
patterns can be created and detected.  But without detectors whose actions are
conditional on the patterns, there is no point in regarding them as information.  Our
conversations on this point with our colleague George Furnas have pushed us to say
that information is a detectable pattern on which action can be conditioned. (So we
end up rewriting an old claim: "Beauty is in the conditional action system of the
beholder.")

If one really pushes this view, there is information in any causal interaction, from
the collision of billiard balls to a reading of the Gettysburg Address. An old tennis
ball conveys information, once a dog has given it new meaning -- training her owner
to throw it for her by bringing it back.  It is less common to think of artifacts like a
ball in this way, but notice that it reproduces detectable and meaningful patterns in
both actors'  (distinctive) sensory fields, and these patterns condition action.

For some purposes, this view of information might be too all-encompassing, but
for our purposes it has two extremely useful consequences:

1) it directs our attention onto detectable patterns, and this has rich
implications via our elaboration of the notions of copies and types; and
2)  it emphasizes the role of the community in determining the meaning of
the information that it generates and detects.

                                                       
23Arthur W. Burks, Robots and Free Minds, Ann Arbor : College of Literature, Science, and the

Arts, The University of Michigan, 1986.
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Once information is defined as action-conditioning pattern, copying comes into
play as the reproduction of pattern. Communities use information systems to
propagate copies of significant patterns, whether those are bits of gossip, coordinating
commands, or emotion-charged symbols.  We can therefore ask the kinds of questions
suggested by our framework: :  what credit assignment processes in a community
define ideas, action patterns, or actors as significant types? what processes in a
community create copies of significant types?, what alters the frequencies of types?
how are variations introduced among types?, how do community information systems
affect the rates of interaction among types?  These are among the questions that will
be explored in our next section.

Information Systems  These views of community and information suggest that
information systems almost always will be seen to play a crucial role in maintaining
communities.  The "systems" maybe as humble as the reciting of epic poems about
ancestors, the whispering places that propagated the news in Cervantes'  pre-
newspaper Madrid, or Judaism's ritual cycle of reading aloud a from sacred text.24

They may be as technically sophisticated as eMail distribution lists, ethnic cable
stations, Internet "push channels", or "samizdat" underground publishing with
photocopiers.   

It is natural for us to think mostly of the more sophisticated cases.  Our
contemporary era has focused heavily on explicit technology in self-consciously
designed systems.  But it is useful to recognize that the idea of community
information systems is far more general.  The traditional cases, however "low tech",
can still be highly instructive.  Office water coolers still function like the whispering
places in the plazas of old Madrid. The information that employees can get at their
company's official website is often not half so interesting as what they may learn from
meeting each other at the shared network printer.

Given the framework we have sketched, we now can summarize our
characterization of a "community information system".  We take this phrase as
denoting the facilities that convey detectable and (potentially) meaningful patterns
among a set of individuals within a larger population who (may) share some traits,
pursuits or interests.  This set of individuals is the (potential) community.   The
facilities may rest upon structures that are accidental (visible distinctive footprints),
traditional (songs of field hands), or thoughtfully designed (aliases for Internet
distribution lists).  The commitments that may be orchestrated may be uniformly
shared by all (fans of Marilyn Monroe), diverse but complementary (business
operators along Main Street), or even constructively antagonistic (buyers and sellers
of rare stamps).  But if there is to be a sustained pattern of interaction among the
individuals that realizes, and perhaps transforms, their commitments, some kind of

                                                       
24A rich account of an apparently simple information system is given by John Seely Brown and

Paul Duguid, in "The Social Life of Documents", first monday, issue #1, 1996,
http://www.firstmonday.dk/issues/issue1/documents/index.html .   
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information system is likely to play an essential role.  And increasingly, it may be a
system that is, in some part, deliberately designed.

Applying Ideas from the Framework to A Design Case

We can now illustrate a number of the framework elements by examining a
hypothetical instance of community information system design:  the introduction of
new distribution list (DL) into and organizational eMail system. This is an extremely
simple case, but it proves to be quite rich and demonstrates the implications of some
of the principal ideas in the framework presentation.

Consider a set of colleagues -- say about half a dozen -- who work in several
different divisions of a company, and have frequently found themselves attending
meetings where parts of the discussion centered on ideas for new products.  A number
of pairwise eMail exchanges have occurred among members of the set, frequently
with copies to some of the others via the eMail cc: capability.  Now one member of
the set is considering whether to establish a DL for the group within the company's
eMail directory.  This DL-founder must decide: whether to establish the list; who
exactly to include; whether to allow the list to be one freely joined by others in the
company, or joined only with her permission;  and whether to use the default name
for the list offered by the system ("DL674"), or choose another more meaningful
name ("newProducts!"). What might be the ramifications of these simple choices?

The immediate expected effect of introducing the name is to alter the pattern of
interactions among the group's members. Messages that were moving among pairs
and triplets of individuals will now be seen, and subject to comment, by all the DL's
members.25  If the DL is used, it seems quite likely that for any member of the DL the
number of message he sends that are seen by other members will rise, as will the
number sent by other members that he will see. In this sense intra-list interaction
intensity rises, and interaction proximity has been increased for the list members by
the creation of the DL.  In consequence, the extent of shared background and meaning
among the DL members can be expected to rise as the list is used.

The principal intent of introducing the list, in this hypothetical case, was to
increase exploration of new product possibilities.  But we cannot say in general that
DLs will favor exploration vs. exploitation. Even in the hypothetical setting, whether
the effect would realize the intent would depend on the opportunity cost: the other
interactions not engaged in as a result of the DL introduction. In order to be active in
the new products DL its members might put less energy into searching for lower
priced inputs to current products (so that the shift would be away from exploitation).

                                                       
25 The organization's mix of "near" and "far" network linkages will also have been changed.

The large potential effects of such changes are studied in the recent doctoral dissertation of
sociologist Duncan Watts: "The Structure and Dynamics of Small-World Systems", Cornell
University Ph.D. Dissertation, August 1997. A related study of the alternative possible
effects of such network changes is by Marshall van Alstyne and Erik Brynjolfssson: "Could
the Internet Balkanize Science?" , Science, vol. 274, 29 November 1996, pp. 1479-1480.  A
later, longer version is at http://web.mit.edu/marshall/www/InfoAccess.html .
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But they might put less energy into talking to dissatisfied former customers (so that
the net shift would be neutral, or perhaps even away from exploration).  The tradeoffs
are not a property of DLs per se, but rather of the interaction of the mechanism with
the situation into which it is introduced.  This is the kind of difficulty of prediction
that follows from the complex adaptive character of the community that is changing
its information system.  Our framework does not provide fixed predictions of the
effects of particular mechanisms.  Indeed, it makes us skeptical of many such
predictions.  It does bring into focus a coherent cluster of important questions to
examine in an actual design setting.

Just as we cannot say in general that introduction of a DL will shift the community
toward exploration of new product possibilities, so we cannot be sure that it will
substitute interaction intensity for interaction diffuseness.  Whether that will happen is
again a situational matter, depending on the interaction of the DL mechanisms with
the mental models and preexisting social structure of those working in the company --
both those in the DL and those outside it.  Presumably, there are many other
competing claims on the attention of all the members.  Some of those claims will get
less attention if the DL gets more (conservation of attention being a fundamental law
of social life).  A DL member might respond to the increase in messages it creates by
filtering out or withdrawing from some other DL. Overall diffuseness of message
interactions could actually increase in such a case. Some might adapt by replying
more tersely to many other messages that they receive. This could have the effect of
increasing rates of misunderstanding, an effect similar to the occurrence of additional
random errors of copying.

Typically, a DL-founder cannot know what these responses to its resulting loads
will be, and therefore must risk wide variation in the possible effects of the
intervention (along with other interventions like it).  This suggests that some control
of information system design might usefully be located at another organizational level,
where there might be better overview of the responsibilities and action patterns of the
whole organization.   This is a point to which we will return briefly below.

In the initial period after the introduction of the DL a number of events can be
expected to occur that will importantly shape its eventual course.  Members will
become aware of it, perhaps by receiving an introductory message sent to the group.
Then they will choose to use it, or to continue sending messages directly to smaller
sets of individuals.  Those groups may not be proper subsets of the membership
named by the founder.  Or they may be proper subsets, but some members may feel
the DL membership is too inclusive so that content for the subset is not appropriate
for all. Such misalignments of membership with the DL members' intentions will
complicate its coming into reliable use.

But if the DL becomes frequently used, its existence may then alter the content of
the messages composed. This is the normal dialectic of "structuration" in which short-
lived actions may lay down long-term constraints.26   Messages in the world with the
DL established will be going to a wider audience than previously, and to some extent

                                                       
26The structuration idea has been developed by Anthony Giddens. See The Constitution of

Society, Cambridge, England: Polity Press, 1984.
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message senders will take that into account, perhaps by choosing content that is more
neutral or guarded if the DL membership is heterogeneous. At the same time, a larger
group is seeing messages that are identical and at nearly identical times.  The effect of
this, as intended in the DL-founding, is to produce a wider base of shared knowledge
among the DL-members.  Over time their internal communication should become
more efficient as shared assumptions and background increase.

As the DL becomes used, an important effect of its existence may occur among
those who are not members.  The name will appear in cc: fields of messages they
receive.  They may find themselves addressing it, perhaps without being sure just who
is in it.  Whether this will happen may depend in part on the name that was chosen. A
non-DL worker in the company with a message on the subject "reasons for caution"
may be willing to send it to "newProducts!" but not to "DL674".   In the latter case it
might go to selected individuals instead, even to a proper subset of "DL674".  But
some members of the list might not see it, or might see it later -- a difference in
activation. And, as countless organizational experiences have taught, early knowledge
of an event or opinion can have large downstream consequences, which makes
organizational actors highly averse to "reading about it in the papers."

In many organizations, processes among non-members bring DL names into
spoken currency, as shorthand for the groups or purposes associated with them.  The
creation of a DL thus appears as an opportunity to publish a newly coined collective
noun and insert it into the community's discourse.  This can be a very significant
effect of a simple act of DL-founding.

The existence of an established DL changes the landscape of credit allocation. The
DL's name, membership, and purpose are more available as objects of commitment.
The successes and failures that occur in the organization's new product development
will be associated with actors who seemed to be involved.  Groups that appear to
contribute to success will strengthen the identification of their members and gain
credibility in the eyes of others.  Once again it can make it a large difference whether
the founder chose "DL674", "newProducts!" -- or "friendsOfSue.  Each alternative, by
its different suggestion of the nature of the group's commitment,  will have its own
influence on the meaning that the list-name takes on over time, and perhaps on the
patterns of commitment that evolve in the community.

In the early stages of a DL's existence various forces previously latent will be
unleashed in the resolution of questions on whether and/or how it is to be used.
Precedents are set by members' choices to use -- or not to use -- the list for issues that
fall into the gray border areas of its announced intent.  Again, the name choice
partially regulates these early events. Meta-conversations may ensue about
appropriate use of the list.  And these may happen over the list itself, or in side
communications.  DL members may take actions on behalf of the list in its early days,
for example, by cc:'ing to it their answer to a message from a member who did not use
the list.  These are the events that bring the DL and its name into the working lexicon
of its members -- and outsiders.  It acquires in the process connotations that may
dwarf its precise denotation as a simple alias for the addresses of a set of individuals.

The structure created by the DL enters into the credit allocations of its members.
The group "identified" by the name may come to think of itself as a meaningful social
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entity.  They may invite each other to parties. They develop commitment to their
community -- its members, its purposes, or both.

As an established part of the mental maps of its members and non-members the list
can serve to distribute credit or blame for subsequent events over its entire
membership.  In its absence, only individuals might have been implicated in a
particular success or failure.  Here again the process is sensitive to the scope of the
name.  A failed new product that came from members of the "newProducts!" group
can be credited quite differently than one that hatched in conversations among the
members of "DL674".

As mentioned earlier, the manifold consequences of a simple act such as
registering a distribution list can be extremely rich and difficult to predict.  We
conclude with two observations about design issues in community information
systems.

First, the difficulty of detailed ("point") prediction -- even in such a simple case --
is truly daunting.  In communities that are complex adaptive systems it will often be
true that general statements about effects of information system interventions will not
be very reliable. Our framework offers a coherent cluster of questions that designers
may want to consider in assessing the likely interaction of specific contexts and
mechanisms.

Second, it is extremely useful to consider the location in the community of various
design capabilities.  In our simple example, the individual making the decision to
introduce a DL may be the one best positioned to assess some of its possible
consequences.  If so, it may be good design to give individual users the power to
restructure eMail flows that we studied in our hypothetical case, even if the larger
system experiences some loss of control. But there is also the need to assess large-
scale implications of many such restructurings. At the level of establishing the system
within which actors play out their strategies, our framework offers a population
perspective for designers.  To take just one other element of the situation, suppose
that many users will found distribution lists.  Is it better for the system to require the
memberships to be modifiable only by the founder, to default to that arrangement but
allow voluntary joining to be enabled, or to default to voluntary joining?  Here the
designers of the overall eMail system are in the position we described in setting out
our framework as analogous to animal husbandry.  Our framework suggests a
coherent set of questions, grounded in what is being learned about complex adaptive
systems and subject to refinement by agent-based simulations, which may help the
designers of community information systems to support the breeding of many thriving
and productive communities.
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Abstract. TRURL is an agent-based simulation environment, which is
designed to analyze social interactions among agents including software
and people in community computing. The unique characteristics of TRURL
are summarized as follows: (1) Unlike conventional simulation systems,
TRURL has so many predetermined and acquired parameters with which
TRURL is able to simulate very complex conditions of the societies.
The former parameters have constant values during one simulation cy-
cle, however, the latter parameters change during the interactions. (2)
TRURL utilizes Genetic Algorithms to evolve the societies by changing
the predetermined parameters to optimize macro-level socio-metric mea-
sures. This means TRURL solves large-scale inverse problems. This paper
�rst describes basic principles, architecture, and mechanisms of TRURL.
Then, it discusses how TRURL evolves the arti�cial societies by auto-
mated parameters tuning on both micro- and macro-level phenomena
grounded in the activities of real worlds.

1 Introduction

Recently, a great deal of arguments have been devoted to the study of (1) dis-
tributed information systems such as Internet applications [15], [3], (2) behaviors
of animats or social insects in the A-Life literature [7], [10] and (3) explainable
and executable models to analyze the social interaction of human organizations
[4], [2]. Researchers of the above categories often utilize techniques including
multiagent systems and evolutionary computation. From the state-of-the-art lit-
erature, they frequently report that simple autonomous agents or arti�cial worlds
are able to evolve global interesting social structures and behaviors [22]. These
research will certainly contribute to uncover the issues related to Community

Computing and its support systems.
However, many of the approaches seem to report too arti�cial results, because

of the following three reasons: (I) Although many agent models are developed
from the bottom-up, the functions the agents have are so simple that the models
can only handle with di�culty to practical social interaction problems. (II) Al-
though the functions are simple from the viewpoint of simulation experiments,
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the models have too many parameters that can be tuned and, therefore, it seems
as if any good result a model builder desires is already built in. (III) The results
seem to have a weak relationship with emerging phenomena in real-world activ-
ities. Thus, these studies have not yet attained a level necessary to describe the
exibility and practicability of social interactions in real organizations.

To overcome such problems, we have developed a novel multiagent-based
simulation environment TRURL [25] ? for social interaction analysis. In our sim-
ulation model, we have extended the ideas of arti�cial societies in [7], [10]) and
computational organization theory [4], [22].

In this paper, we �rst describe the design of the agent architecture, the
arti�cial world model, and algorithms to evolve the worlds. Then, we discuss
socio-metric measures which were used in a survey study to analyze activities
of electronic community-based forums in Japan. Based on this discussion, we
report some experimental results which reveal the nature of both micro{ and
macro-level phenomena which often occur in face-to-face{, e-mail{, Net-News{
, and mass-communication-oriented societies. Finally, concluding remarks and
future issues are given.

2 Basic Principles of TRURL

In conventional simulation models, the simulation is executed straightforwardly:
Initially, many micro-level parameters and initial conditions are set, then, the
simulation steps are executed, and �nally the macro-level results are observed.
Unlike in conventional simulation models, TRURL executes these steps in the
reverse order: set a macro-level objective function, evolve the worlds to �t to
the objectives, then observe the micro-level agent characteristics. Thus, TRURL
solves very large inverse problems. So far, it has been considered di�cult to
adopt such an inverse approach to social system simulation studies, however,
here we succeeded by utilizing a Genetic Algorithms [11] to evolve the societies
by changing the predetermined parameters to optimize macro-level socio-metric
measures, which can be observed in such real societies as e-mail oriented orga-
nizations and electronic commerce markets. Thus, using TRURL, we automat-
ically tune the parameters to observe both micro- and macro-level phenomena
grounded in the activities of real worlds.

The basic principles of TRURL can be summarized as follows: To address
point (I) in Section 1, the agents in the model have detailed characteristics with
enough parameters to simulate real world decision making problems [9]; with
respect to (II), instead of manually changing the parameters of the agents, we
evolve the multiagent worlds using GA-based techniques [11]; as for (III), we set
some socio-metric measures which can be observed in real world phenomena as
the objective functions to be optimized during evolution. Using TRURL, there-
fore, we are able to analyze the nature of social interactions in arti�cial worlds,

? Trurl is a hero of science �ction: "The Seventh Sally or How Trurl's own perfection

led to no good" by Stanis law Lem. Trurl developed a sophisticated micro world for

an arrogant king.
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which are based on such real-world activities as e-mail oriented organizations
and electronic commerce markets.

2.1 Agent in TRURL

Roughly, an agent in TRURL has event-action rules [23]. Each agent exchanges
knowledge and solves its own multi-attribute decision problems by interacting
with the other agents. The agents move around in the world to form groups
with similar attitudes in decision making. They also have the motivation or
energy to send and receive messages. The messages are used to make and/or
modify the decisions of each agent. To implement these functions, the agents
have both predetermined and acquired parameters, by which the characteristics
of micro levels of the agent activities are determined. The former parameters have
constant values during one simulation cycle, and the latter parameters change
during the interaction processes among the agents. Summing up the decisions of
the agents, the total attitude of the arti�cial world is determined as the macro-
level status.

More formally, agent A in TRURL is represented as the following tuples:
A = (fKdg; D;M;Cp; Cc; Ps; Pr; Pa; Pc; �; �; n),

where fKdg is a set of knowledge attributes, D: decision level the agent makes,
M : motivation value or energy level of behaviors, Cp: physical coordinates, Cc:
mental coordinates, Ps: probability of message sending, Pr: probability of mes-
sage reading, Pa: probability of replying attitudes for pros-and-cons, Pc: prob-
ability of replying attitudes for comment adding, �: metabolic rate, � is the
mutation rate of knowledge attribute values, and n is the number of knowledge
attributes the agent has.

The agent usually has some subset of knowledge only which the agent can
use for decision making. The knowledge the agent has is a set of knowledge
attributes, de�ned as:

Kd = (N;W;E;C) ;

where N is a knowledge attribute, W its importance value, E its evaluation
value; and C its credibility value.

Knowledge attributes can be exchanged among the agents via message trans-
formation activities, however, the values of W , E, and C are changed based on
the conforming behaviors determined by the agents' predetermined parameters.
The decision each agent makes can be changed by changing the knowledge Kds.
W and E respectively correspond to the importance factor of Bass's model and
the attribute evaluation factor of the Fishbein model both in consumer behav-
iors of marketing sciences (see, e.g., [17]) for a de�nition of these models). They
are used to obtain the decision Di of agent Ai using a multi-attribute additive
function:

Di =
P

Kj2KAi
WjEj :
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C corresponds to the belief factor of the Bass model, which determines the level
of the agent's belief of a given knowledge attribute. It is also used to determine
comforting behaviors of the agent, which will be described below.

The motivation value M changes during the simulation to measure how
strong the agent is motivated in the arti�cial world. If M becomes zero, the
agent is retired, and a new one with random acquired parameter values partici-
pates in the world.

The metabolic rate � is subtracted from M at every simulation step, when
the agent has no messages. Also, � is added to M per message, when the agent
received it from the other agents, and 2 � � is added to M per reply-message
when the agent receive it.

Cp and Cc represent where the agent is, in both the physical and mental
world in decision making. The probability values Ps, Pr , Pa, and Pc are used to
determine the conforming behaviors and knowledge exchange, which a�ect the
agent decision valueD. The movement and conforming behaviors are determined
by the action rules described below.

2.2 Predetermined parameters of the agent

Predetermined parameters de�ne the agents' congenital characteristics. The pa-
rameters are not changed during one simulation, but are tuned by GA operations
when the world evolves. The predetermined parameters are listed below. They
have values between 0.0 and 1.0.

{ Physical coordinates Cp = (Xip; Yip): The initial physical position of the
agent in the arti�cial world; The values do not change during the simulation;

{ Probability of message sending Ps: The probability that agent Ai sends mes-
sages to other agents Ajs at each simulation step; The probability of select-
ing a speci�c Aj is inversely proportional to the physical or mental distance
between Ai and Aj;

{ Probability of message reading Pr: The probability that the agent reads
messages from other agents at each simulation step;

{ Parameters for conforming behavior �, �, and : The parameters are used to
change conforming behavior of the agent; �, �, and  are respectively used
to control the importance valueW , evaluation value E, and credibility value
C of the knowledge attribute;

{ Probability of having certain reply attitude with respect to similar or op-
posing opinions Pa: The probability that the agent will reply to another
agent with the same opinion Kd; The value 1.0 represents the attitude of
replying to only agents that have similar opinions, while the value 0.0 repre-
sents the attitude of replying to only agents that have opposing opinions. An
agent with a high (resp. low) Pa value has conforming (resp. self-righteous)
characteristics. In our implementation, an agent Ai gives an additional com-
ment regarding Kdk to another agent Aj with the following probability:
Prob = Pa � (Eki �Ekj)2, where Ek� is the evaluation value of Kd by the
agent A�;
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{ Probability of sending additional comments with the reply Pc: The prob-
ability that the agent will send a message containing additional comments
Kdjs, when it receives message Kdi; the value 1.0 means that the agent
always replies with additional knowledge, while the value 0.0 means that the
agent never sends messages with additional knowledge; The agent with high
(resp. low) Pc is talkative (resp. not talkative);

{ Metabolic rate �: The metabolic rate determines the unit of change of the
agent's motivation;

{ Mutation rate �: The mutation rate determines the probability of random
change of the number of knowledge attributes in order to simulate the ran-
dom e�ects of the external environment;

{ Number of knowledge attributes n: The number of knowledge attributes
that the agent knows. It is natural to assume each agent knows only part
of the knowledge necessary for decision making; Therefore, this parameter
represents the concept of "bounded rationality" of agents' knowledge; At the
initial step of the simulation, for Kds which Ai does not have, we set W , E,
and C to 0.0, 0.5, and 0.0, respectively.

2.3 Acquired parameters and action rules

The acquired parameters of the agents will change at each simulation step. At
the initial phase of the simulation, they have random values.

{ Motivation Mi: The value indicates the agent's motivational level in the
arti�cial world;

{ Mental coordinates Cc = (Xic; Yic): The initial mental position of the agent
is given at random in the arti�cial world; The values are changed based on
the conforming behavior during the simulation; When agent Ai increases its
credibility value C by exchanging knowledge Kd with another agent Aj, Ai

will approach Aj by one unit distance; When C is not increased, or when
Ai receives bad messages, Ai will move away from Aj with the probability
of 0.5 or randomly move away for one unit distance. By this behavior, the
agents will form groups with high credibility.

{ Parameters for conforming behaviors: importance value wi
Kd, evaluation

value eiKd and credibility value ciKd: These parameters are changed based
on the following conforming behaviors, when agent Ai makes decisions by
receiving knowledge attribute Kd.

Each agent Ai interacts with another agent Aj at every (discrete) simulation
step based on the constraints of the agents and the arti�cial world. Aj is stochas-
tically selected by Ai proportional in terms of the physical and mental distance
between them. At the interaction, a knowledge attribute Kd is transformed be-
tween Ai and Aj . When Ai receives an unknown Kd, Ai will accept Kd as it
is. However, when Ai receives a Kd which it already knows, the value of the
knowledge attribute will change by the following rules of conforming behavior:
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�wi
Kd =

P
j2S �(w

j
Kd � wi

Kd) �max(0; cjKd � ciKd),

�eiKd =
P

j2S �(e
j

Kd � eiKd) �max(0; cjKd � ciKd),

�ciKd =
P

j2S (1� 2jejKd � eiKdj � max(0; cjKd � ciKd)),

where wi
Kd, e

i
Kd, and c

i
Kd are respectively the importance value, evaluation value,

and credibility value of Kd which Ai has; �, �, and  are parameters; S is the
agent from which Ai receives the message Kd at simulation time t.

Using the rules of conforming behavior, in general, if Kd of Aj has a higher
credibility value than that of Ai, the attitude of Ai with respect to Kd will
become similar to that of Aj. Ai's credibility value ciKd with respect to Kd

becomes higher when the evaluation value eiKd is similar to that of Aj, and ciKd

becomes lower when eiKd is di�erent from ejKd and cjKd is higher than ciKd. If

ciKd is higher than c
j

Kd, Ai does not change the credibility ciKd.

Based on the probability Pa and Pc, Ai will reply to messages from the other
Ajs. The interaction activities continue. and the agents move together based on
the moving rules described above.

The social interaction and changes of behaviors of TRURL agents are sum-
marized in Figure 1.

Function Agent-Interaction(predetermined_parameters) returns socio-metrics

static acquired_parameters

Set-Acquired-Parameters(all_agents)

for each c in simulation_steps do

for each a in agents do

if random() > probability_of_message_reading(a from a') then

if a reads messages_from(a') then

Transform-Knowledge-Attributes(a', Kds)

if credibility_value changes then Approach(a')

else Move-Random()

if random() > probability_of_replying_attitude(a) then

Give-Comments(a')

Give-Additional-Comments(a', probability_of_comment_adding)

New-Message-Send(a', probability_of_message_sending)

else Calculate-Motivation(metabolic_rate)

if motivation(a) <= 0 then Set-Acuired-Parameters(a)

Mutaion(mutation_rate)

end

end

return socio-metrics

Fig. 1. Social Interaction and Changes of Behaviors of the Agents
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3 Four Models for an Arti�cial Society

As a conceptual model of computer mediated social networks such as the Internet
society and/or electronic commerce, we characterize the world by both physical
and mental spaces (Dp and Dc). Dp and Dc consist of two-dimensional grids
forming a torus structure. In Dp, the coordinates of Aj represent the physical
places where Aj is. In Dc, the coordinates of Aj represent the mental positions
among the agents. The movements of agents in the world are learning processes
to form groups with same attitudes. In the current implementation, the size of
both Dp and Dc is 50 � 50.
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(1) Face-to-Face Oriented Society (2) E-mail Oriented Society

(3) Net-News Oriented Society (4) Mass-Communication Oriented Society

Fig. 2. Agents' Behaviors in FFS, EMS, NNS, and MCS

We design the following four arti�cial societies (Figure 2):

1. Face-to-Face communication oriented society (FFS)
The communication among the agents are constrained by both the physical
and mental coordinates.They interact with physical and mental neighbor-
hoods. The ratio is parameterized.

2. E-Mail oriented society (EMS)
The communication among the agents are constrained by the mental coor-
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dinates.In this society, agents interact with each other one by one at each
step.

3. Net-News oriented society (NNS)
NNS is an extension of EMS. It has a virtual white board at the center of
the world. Agents in the world send messages to the white board, and the
white board distributes the messages to all the agents. The credibility value
of the messages is the same as that of the senders.

4. Mass-Communication oriented society (MCS)
MCS has one mass communication agent who gathers the decisions of all the
agents at each simulation step. The decisions or attitudes are then averaged
and are distributed with high credibility values. The mass communication
agent acts as a monitor of the society.

Function Evolving-Society(predetermined_parameters) returns society

static acquired_parameters

Set-Predetermined-Parameters(random())

for each c in generation_steps do

for each s in societies do

fitness(s) <- Agent-Interaction(predetermined_parameters)

end

Select_Elite(fitness, societies)

Crossover(societies) ;;; uniform corssover is used

Mutation(societies, mutation_rate)

end

return society

Fig. 3. Algoritm to Evolving Arti�cial Societies

4 Parameter Tuning of a Society by GAs

As described in the previous section, the agents, their behaviors, and the world
are controlled by many parameters. Therefore it is very di�cult to make them in
order to properly carry out social interaction. Thus, we apply Genetic Algorithms
for this purpose. The outline is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 .

The predetermined 12 parameters of each agent (Cp = (Xip; Y ip), Ps, Pr,
�, �, , Pa, Pc, �, �, and n) can each be represented by integers between 0
and 9, which correspond to real numbers from 0.0 to 1.0. The predetermined
characteristics of an agent are coded into a twelve integer string. Each initial
world is coded into a gene, which consists of a sequence of agent codes with a
�xed number speci�ed by the user. The number represents the size of the agents.
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Fig. 4. Evolving Arti�cial Societies via GAs

In the simulation, we �rst specify the type of world (FFS, EMS, NGS, or
MCS), and set the world's parameters, represented by the gene, to an initial
state, then we execute simulation steps (for example, 100-200 steps) to evolve
social behaviors by changing the acquired parameters. The resulting status is a
phenotype of the world, which is represented by sets of both predetermined and
acquired parameters of the agents.

Each world is evaluated by a speci�ed evaluation function, which represents
some of the socio-metric measures describe in the next section. Based on the
function values, good worlds are selected. We use the size-two tournament selec-
tion method and the elitist strategy. For the reproduction, we adopt the uniform
crossover operator and changing crossover rate from 10% to 0%, proportionally
decreasing at each step of the reproduction.

In the current implementation, a maximum of 500 agents in each world is
allowed. However, in most experiments, we evolve 100 generations for 20 worlds
with 10 to 20 agents.

5 Discussion of Socio-Metric Measures

There are several studies in the literature that analyze social interactions among
participants in computer mediated communities. Among them, an investigation
carried out by our colleague [16] is very interesting because (1) he analyzed data
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of several network forums in Japan for several years and suggested that spe-
ci�c structures and leaders have evolved, and (2) he proposed �ve socio-metrics
measures to reveal the characteristics of the network forums. These socio-metric
measures can be evaluated in TRURL and reect the characteristics of social
interaction in real worlds. We adopted the proposed measures as the evaluation
functions to be optimized in the evolution process of arti�cial societies. The
de�nitions and brief descriptions of the measures are shown below.

Ratio of transmitters

This metric indicates the social structure where a small number of members
(transmitters) sending one-way many messages to other members.

T =
(
P

g

i=1
(Sd�rdi)�

P
g

i=1
(Rd�rdi)+g(g�1))Sd

2g(g�1)2 ;

Ratio of receivers

This metric indicates the social structure where a small number of members
(receivers) receiving one-way messages from other members.

R =
(
P

g

i=1
(Rd�rdi)�

P
g

i=1
(Sd�sdi)+g(g�1))Rd

2g(g�1)2 ;

Ratio of leaders

This metric indicates the social structure where a small number of members
(leaders) acting as both transmitters and receivers. They will manage the
society.

L =

�P
g

i=1
((sdi�rdi)max�sdi�rdi)

(g�1)((g�1)2�1)

�1=2

;

Ratio of local communication

The metric indicates the social structure where half of the members are
active (they always send and receive messages) and the others are passive
(they only receive messages).

D =

P
g

i=1
( ~Sd�sdi)

2)

g(g�1)2=4 ;

Ratio of activation The metric indicates the social structure where the par-
ticipants are active (they always send and receive messages)

A =

P
g

i=1
(sdi+rdi)

2g(g�1) .

In the above equations, sdi is the number of receivers to whom agent Ai

sends messages, rdi is the number of message senders to Ai, g is the number of
members, Sd and Rd respectively mean the sdi and rdi of the agent Ai with the
maximum value of sdi + rdi; and ~Sd, ~Rd respectively mean the average values
for senders and receivers. We omit the discussion on how to derive the measures.
Instead, Figure 5 shows examples of the socio-metric measures applied to simple
network structures to simplify understanding.
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(1) 0.875
(2) 0.031
(3) 0.447
(4) 1.000
(5) 0.400

(1) 0.000
(2) 0.000
(3) 0.000
(4) 0.000
(5) 0.000

(1) 0.500
(2) 0.500
(3) 0.000
(4) 0.000
(5) 1.000

(1) 1.000
(2) 0.000
(3) 0.000
(4) 0.667
(5) 0.200

(1) 0.000
(2) 1.000
(3) 0.000
(4) 0.042
(5) 0.200

(1) 0.500
(2) 0.500
(3) 1.000
(4) 0.375
(5) 0.400

(1) 0.375
(2) 0.000
(3) 0.000
(4) 0.167
(5) 0.100

(1) 0.313
(2) 0.094
(3) 0.342
(4) 0.167
(5) 0.150

(1) 0.250
(2) 0.250
(3) 0.483
(4) 0.146
(5) 0.200

(1) 0.656
(2) 0.000
(3) 0.000
(4) 0.563
(5) 0.300

(1) Ratio of transmitters   (2) Ratio of receivers
(3) Ratio of leaders
(4) Ratio of local communication
(5) Ratio of activation

Fig. 5. The Characteristics of Socio-metric Measures

6 Experiments and Discussion

We have carried out intensive experiments on interactions in electronic medi-
ated societies by TRURL. The experiments have been conducted by the following
principles: (1) Using the four equipped societies, we have compared the charac-
teristics of social interactions in each society, (2) Using the inverse simulation
method, we have designed speci�c societies characterized by the socio-metrics,
and (3) Changing the objective functions to be optimized, we have evolved arti-
�cial societies with various characteristics. The detailed discusiions of the ecper-
iments will be reported elsewhere, Figure 6 summarizes the experimental setup
and results. In the following subsections, some of them are described.

6.1 General observation in the four di�erent societies

In order to show general behaviors of TRURL simulation environment, this sub-
section explains the attitude changes or the averages for the agents' decisions,
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Comparing Social Interactions in Various Societies

Societies Results

Face to Face Oriented Society
E-mail Oriented Society
Net-News Oriented Society

Moderate Change
Rapid Change

Sig. Change; Stable

Higher difference
Lower difference

Face to Face Oriented Society
E-mail Oriented Society

Objectives

(I)   Changes of 
Social Attitudes

(II)   Changes of 
Motivation

Designing Specific Societies

ResultsObjectives

(III)  Society with 
a Leader

Evolving Artificial Societies

ResultsObjectives

(IV) Conforming Society

(V)     Influential Leader 

(VI)   Society against   
Conforming Attitudes

(VII)      Society with 
Mass Communication

The characteristics of the leader is similar to the one in (III).

Mass comm. prevents the society from radical situations 

An evolved leader is not so strong, but it usually read mes- 
sages, replies them with comments,, has wide knowledge.

Agents deeply rely on each other, reply to similar opinions,
have narrow knowledge, and are influenced by each other. 

Agents usually read messages,  and  reply to various opinions 
with additional comments against the message senders.

Fig. 6. Summary of the Experiments Using TRURL

in Face-to-Face, E-mail, Net-News, and Mass-Communication oriented societies.
In the experiment, we give random predetermined parameters and one powerful
agent, and then observe the simulation processes. We do not apply GAs in the
experiment, because we need not evolve any new features for the worlds.

The results are shown in Figure 7. In each graph of Figure 7, the curves rep-
resent one typical epoch with 300 simulation steps. The horizontal and vertical
axes respectively represent the simulation steps and the average value of agent
attitudes (

P
evaluationi � weighti).

The results are clear. Each world shows its own characteristics. In FFS, since
the communication capability is constrained by physical conditions, the attitudes
are moderately changed. The same phenomena can be observed in real social
interactions in daily life. However,

in EMS, the attitude change depends on the initial condition; some societies
show a very rapid change while others show very little change. This depends
on the general agents in the society has dependent characteristics with highly
crediblilty or not. If the agents heavily rely on each other, they form a closer
group and result in the situation where they have the same opinions. If they
donot rely on each other, on the other hand, since the interests diverge, the
total attitude change will become stable.

However, in the very earlier stages of the simulation for NNS, the attitudes are
signi�cantly changed, and then stabilized in the latter stages. This phenomenon
is similar to the \techno bubble" in real electronic commerce activities that has
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(1) Face-to-Face Comminication
Oriented Society (FFS)

(2) E-Mail Oriented Society (EMS)

(3) Net-News Oriented Society 
(NNS)

(4) Mass-Comminication
Oriented Society (MCS)

Fig. 7. General Observation of Agents' Behavior in FFS, EMS, NNS, and MCS

been reported in literature. In the later stages of the simulation, on the other

hand, since the knowledge they have become similar, they do not �nd valuable

comments. Then, the society becomes less credible and less interesting.

In MCS, whether we can manage the "techno babble" phenomenon partic-

ularly in consumer behavior research is a very interesting problem. By mass

communication, in the simulation, we mean that there is a special agent which

gathers all the decisions or attitudes of the agents, and then distributes the av-

erage values, or public opinions, to all the agents. The timing of gathering and

distributing is stochastically determined. Compared with the other graphs in

Figure 7, where there is no mass communication, it is clear that the e�ects of

mass communication suppress conforming behaviors.

6.2 Society with a leader

To analyze the characteristics of the society with leaders, which we often

observe in real electronic mail based forums, we will optimize the function of

ratio of leaders in EMS.
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the Society with a Leader

The result is summarized in Figure 8. The upper two �gures shows two types

of the communication among agents. The lower �gure displays the intermediate

screen image of the simulation.

The circles represent the location of the agents in the world. Their radii and

color represent the level of motivation and the decision made, respectively. The

agents moves according to the behavioral rules.

Figure 9 shows how the society evolves during the GA cycle. The upper,

middle, and lower curves respectively represent the �tness of the highest, mean,

and lowest values of the evaluation function. The �gure suggests that the GA

design works well.

We can observe there are two types of agents: those who communicate with
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Fig. 9. Changes of Fitness during the GA cycle

every other agent, and those who communicate only with two other agents. We

call the former types leaders and the latter types ordinary agents.

Analysis of the predetermined parameters of leader agents reveals the follow-

ing characteristics:

{ The leader agent usually reads messages and replies with comments;

{ Leaders have larger, but not maximum number of knowledge attributes than

the other agents; and

{ Leaders have higher, but not maximum, credibility values with regard to the

knowledge attributes.

The observations are slightly di�erent from our original intuition that the

leader should have maximum values knowledge attributes and credibility values.

6.3 Society with conforming attitudes

There are often cases where very subtle environmental changes cause a radical

change of public opinions. To analyze the situation, we evolve an EMS society

where the agents conform to the opinions of a single strong agent. The evaluation

function is as follows:

Fitness =
Pn

i=1

Pm

j=1 wijeij ,

where, n is the number of the agents and m is the number of knowledge at-

tributes. To give an explicit chance of the conforming activities, we set the
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parameters so that only one agent (powerful agent) always has the decision or
attitude Di =

P
Kj2KAi

WjEj = 1:0.

The characteristics or the predetermined parameters of the general agents in
the world are summarized as follows:

{ Evaluation parameter � of general agents is slightly higher than that of
agents in other societies. This means they tend to rely upon each other;

{ Probability of reply attitude Pa is nearly equal to 1.0. This means they tend
to reply to the agents with similar opinions.

{ They have smaller number of knowledge attributes n. This means they have
interests in narrow topic areas.

The results suggest that in a conforming society, public opinion will be de-
ected, even if there are only a few powerful agents.

6.4 Society with a highly inuential sgent
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Fig. 10. Characteristics of Powerful and General Agents

Opposite to the previous world, in this experiment, we will observe a powerful
agent, which has stronger inuence over the behavior of other agents. In order
to evolve the world, we �rst evolve a conforming EMS society, and then set the
predetermined parameters of the powerful agent by GA operations. The results
are summarized in Figure 10.
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In Figure 10, the average values of 10 simulation are shown. The predeter-
mined parameters are classi�ed as those of a minority of powerful agents and
those of other general agents.

The remarkable characteristics of the powerful agents are as follows:

{ The agents often read messages and reply to them;
{ The agents have interests in various knowledge attributes;
{ The agents have a lower metabolic value; and
{ The agents tend to reply to the agents with di�erent opinions.

7 Concluding Remarks

This paper described a novel model for computational and mathematical organi-
zation theory (CMOT). The model and simulatot TRURL are originally intended
to analize social interaction among agents including software and people. They
also contribute to uncover both theoretical and practical issues in Community
Computing and their information systems.

Although TRURL utilizes conventional CMOT oriented techniques, the prin-
ciples are di�erent from the literatures in the following manner: (I) the agents
in the model have enough parameters to simulate real world decision making
problems; (II) instead of evolving agents, GA-based techniques are applied to
evolve appropriate worlds; and (III) some socio-metric measures which can be
observed in the real world are de�ned as the objective functions to be optimized
in the evolution.

Therefore, using TRURL, we can analyze various aspects of social interac-
tion in arti�cial worlds, which have some grounds in the real world activities.
The most remarkable feature of the approach is that it adopts an intermediate
approach between mathematical models [6] and case studies [21]. The model is
rigorous in the sense that it is operational or executable on a computer and that
it describes the nature of real world phenomena [23].

Future work includes (i) using TRURL to carry out various social interaction
experiments by further de�ning the 'useful' objective functions or socio-metric
measures, (ii) analyzing micro-macro interactions between people, information
systems, organizations, and societies [15], [5], [8], and (iii) extending our idea to
general organizational problem solving and organizational learning models [20],
[14], [24], [1], [12].
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"HFOU #BTFE "QQSPBDI GPS 4PDJBM $PNQMFY 4ZTUFNT
ò .BOBHFNFOU PG $POTUSVDUFE 4PDJBM 8PSME ò

)JSPTIJ %FHVDIJ

,ZPUP 6OJWFSTJUZó (SBEVBUF 4DIPPM PG &DPOPNJDT

:PTIJEBò)PONBDIJó 4BLZPòLVó ,ZPUPó éïéòçêïîó +BQBO

EFHVDIJ!FDPOñLZPUPòVñBDñKQ

IUUQåððEFHVMBCñFDPOñLZPUPòVñBDñKQð

"CTUSBDUñ *O UIJT QBQFS XF GPDVT PO TPDJBM DPNQMFY TZTUFNT UIBU DPOUBJO

BVUPOPNPVT BHFOUT BOE PO UIFJS JOEJSFDU DPOUSPM QSJODJQMFñ *O B TPDJBM

DPNQMFY TZTUFN XF DBO OPU BTTVNF BOZ VOJWFSTBM MBX UIBU SVMFT UIF TZTUFNñ

'PS BOBMZ[JOH TVDI B TZTUFN XF EJTUJOHVJTI UISFF MBZFST PG SFBMJUJFT PG UIF

TZTUFN TVDI BT UIFPSFUJDBMó DPNQVUBUJPOBM BOE TPDJBM DPOTUSVDUFE POFTñ 8F

JOWFTUJHBUF TFWFSBM UZQFT PG BHFOU TPDJFUJFT EFQFOEJOH PO EJGGFSFOU MBZFS

PG SFBMJUJFTñ 8F BMTP EJTDVTT XIZ BHFOU CBTFE BQQSPBDI JT FTTFOUJBM GPS

TVQQPSUJOH DPNNVOJUZñ

îñ *OUSPEVDUJPO
îñî #SFBLUISPVHI JO $PNQMFY 4ZTUFNT 4UVEZ

'JSTU XF QBZ BUUFOUJPO UP UIF UISFF NBKPS CSFBLUISPVHIT JO UIF TUVEZ PG DPNQMFY

TZTUFNTñ 5IF GJSTU POF JT UIF DZCFSOFUJDT SFWPMVUJPOñ *O DZCFSOFUJDT XF GPSNVMBUFE UIF

DPODFQU PG GFFECBDLñ 5IF DPODFQU PG GFFECBDL NBLFT JU QPTTJCMF UP VTF UIF XPSE

¥QVSQPTF¦ BT B TDJFOUJGJD DPODFQU GSPN BO FOHJOFFSJOH QPJOU PG WJFXñ

5IF TFDPOE CSFBLUISPVHI DPNFT GSPN DPNQVUFS TDJFODFñ 5IF DPODFQU PG QSPHSBN

QMBZT BO FTTFOUJBM SPMF JO UIF TUVEZ PG DPNQMFY TZTUFNTñ *O DPNQMFY TZTUFNT XF GPDVT

PO IJFSBSDIJDBM FNFSHFOU QSPQFSUJFT PO UIF IJHIFS MBZFS PG UIF TZTUFNTñ *G XF BQQSPBDI

GSPN UIF BOUJ SFEVDUJPOJTU QPJOU PG WJFX XF OFFE UIF EFTDSJQUJWF CBTJT GPS UIF IJHIFS

MBZFS¨T BDUJWJUJFTñ 5IF DPODFQU PG QSPHSBN QSPWJEFT UIF CBTJT PG OPO QIZTJDBM EFTDSJQUJPO

PG UIF TZTUFNT MBX PO UIF IJHIFS MBZFST PG DPNQMFY TZTUFNTñ )ñ "ñ 4JNPO TUSFTTFE PO

UIF TDJFODF PG QSPHSBN BOE DIBSBDUFSJ[FE UIF DPODFQU PG ¥SPMF¦ BT QSPHSBNFE QSPDFEVSFTñ

5IF PCKFDU PSJFOUFE EFTDSJQUJPO PG DPNQMFY TPGU TZTUFN DPNFT GSPN UIJT QBSBEJHNñ

5IF UIJSE SFWPMVUJPO IBE BSJTFO JO UIF BSFB PG TUBUJTUJDBM QIZTJDTñ 5IF QBSBEJHNT

BSF DBMMFE TZOFSHFUJDT PS TFMGòPSHBOJ[BUJPO UIBU DIBSBDUFSJ[F UIF DIBOHF PG TUSVDUVSF CZ

NBUIFNBUJDBM CJGVSDBUJPO UIFPSZ PG OP MJOFBS EZOBNJDBM TZTUFNT<îóí>ñ 5IF UIJSE

SFWPMVUJPO TIPXT UIF JNQPSUBODF PG TZNCPMJD HFOFSBMJ[BUJPO JO QBSBEJHNTñ )JTUPSJDBMMZ

UIF DPODFQU PG QPTJUJWF GFFECBDLó XIJDI JT TUSPOHMZ SFMBUFE UP CJGVSDBUJPOó JT EJTDVTTFE

JO UIF DPOUFYU PG DZCFSOFUJDTó 5IF PME QBSBEJHN JT DBMMFE TFDPOE DZCFSOFUJDT CZ .ñ
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.BSVZBNBñ *U JT BMTP BQQMJFE UP TPDJBM TZTUFNT UIFPSZñ 5IF DPODFQU PG TFDPOE DZCFSOFUJDT

POMZ MBDLT B NBUIFNBUJDBM GPSNVMBUJPOñ

/PX XF UVSO PVS BUUFOUJPO UP UIF BSJTJOH PG UIF GPVSUI CSFBLUISPVHIñ /FX

QBSBEJHN XJMM FNFSHF JO UIF BSFB PG BVUPOPNPVT NVMUJ BHFOU TZTUFNT<ì>ñ .VMUJ BHFOU

TZTUFNT BSF TZTUFNT JO XIJDI TFWFSBM BHFOUT JOUFSBDUñ 5IF ýBHFOUý USJFT UP BDDPNQMJTI

UIFJS HPBMT VOEFS UIF BDUJWJUJFT PG DPNNVOJDBUJPOó DPPQFSBUJPOó DPNQFUJUJPOó OFHPUJBUJPOó

USBOTBDUJPOó DPOUSPM BOE NBOBHFNFOUñ 5IF TDJFODF GPS B TZTUFN PG IPNPHFOFPVT PS

IFUFSPHFOFPVT BVUPOPNPVT BHFOUT JT CFDPNJOH NPSF JNQPSUBOUñ .PTU TPDJBM TDJFODFTó

SPCPUJDT BOE UIF UIFPSJFT PG TPGUXBSF BHFOUT BSF JODMVEFE JO UIJT BSFBñ

*G XF TIJGU PVS BUUFOUJPO UP B TZTUFN PG BVUPOPNPVT BHFOUT UIF GPSNFS UISFF

QBSBEJHNT BSF JOTVGGJDJFOU UP BOBMZ[F UIF NVMUJ BHFOU TZTUFNñ 'PS BOBMZ[JOH UIF

TUSVDUVSBM DIBOHF PG B TPDJBM DPNQMFY TZTUFN XF IBWF UP EFWFMPQ UIF QBSBEJHN PG

NVMUJ BHFOU TZTUFNó CFDBVTF JU JT WFSZ EJGGJDVMU UP BQQMZ UIF EZOBNJDBM TZTUFNT BQQSPBDI

UP B TPDJBM DPNQMFY TZTUFN PO XIJDI CJGVSDBUJPO JT JOWFTUJHBUFEñ

5IF POMZ FYDFQUJPO DPNFT GSPN UIF BSFB PG FWPMVUJPOBSZ HBNF UIFPSZ UIBU TUVEJFT

QBSUMZ GSPN BHFOU PSJFOUFE BQQSPBDIñ 8F DBO JOEVDF B EZOBNJDBM TZTUFN UIBU JT

DBMMFE SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDT GSPN UIF HBNF UIFPSFUJDBM JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO SBOEPN

NBUDIJOH BHFOUT JO BO BHFOU TPDJFUZñ

/PX XF TIPVME JOWFTUJHBUF UIF GPVSUI CSFBLUISPVHI GPS B TPDJBM DPNQMFY TZTUFN

PG BVUPOPNPVT BHFOUTñ *O UIF GPSUIDPNJOH QBSBEJHN XF QBZ TQFDJBM BUUFOUJPO UP UIF

TZTUFNJD QSPQFSUJFT TVDI BT JOUFSOBM NPEFMó JOEJSFDU DPOUSPMó .JDSPò.BDSP MJOLBHF BOE

NVUVBM SFGFSFODF BDUJWJUJFT BNPOH BHFOUTñ *O UIJT QBQFS XF USZ UP ESBX B SPVHI TLFUDI

PG UIF GPVSUI CSFBLUISPVHI JO QFSTQFDUJWFñ 8F BMTP FYQMBJO IPX DPNNVOJUZ TVQQPSUJOH

TZTUFN JT FTTFOUJBM JO TPDJBM DPNQMFY TZTUFNTñ

îñí 3FBMJUZ "OBMZTJT GPS "HFOU #BTFE 4PDJFUZ

)PX XF DBO NBOBHF BO BVUPOPNPVT NVMUJ BHFOU TZTUFNñ 5IJT JT B LFZ QSPCMFN GPS

BOBMZ[JOH DPNQMFY TZTUFNT XJUI EFDJTJPO NBLFST UIBU JT DBMMFE B TPDJBM DPNQMFY

TZTUFNñ 'PS UIJT QVSQPTF XF QBZ BUUFOUJPO UP UIF TUSVDUVSF PG PVS ¥MJGF XPSME¦ BOE UIF

DPOTUSVDUJPO PG JUT SFBMJUZñ

*O UIJT DFOUVSZ PVS ¥MJGF XPSME¦ IBT FYUFOEFEñ *O UIJT FYUFOTJPO NBOZ BSUJGJDJBM

DPODFQUT TVDI BT OBUJPO TUBUFó DPNQBOZ BOE JOEVTUSJBM QSPEVDUT BSF JOUSPEVDFEñ *O UIJT

EFDBEF NPSF ESBTUJD DIBOHFT IBWF PDDVSSFE JO NBOZ BTQFDUT PG PVS MJGF XPSMEñ 'PS

FYBNQMF TFWFSBM ZFBST BHP OP POF DPVME JNBHJOF UIF JOUFSOFU DPNNVOJUZ UIBU HBWF VT

B HMPCBM EJHJUBM MJGF XPSME PO UIF OFUXPSLñ *U JT JOTVGGJDJFOU UP VTF USBEJUJPOBM TDJFOUJGJD

NFUIPEPMPHZ GPS BOBMZ[JOH UIJT FYUFOEFE MJGF XPSMEñ .BOZ BVUPOPNPVT BHFOUT JOUFSBDU

BDDPSEJOH UP UIFJS PXO BDUJPO SVMFT BOE FWPMWF BOE MFBSO UIFJS BDUJPO SVMFT JO UIF

XPSMEñ 8F OFFE B OFX NFUIPEPMPHZ GPS TVQQPSUJOHó NBOBHJOH BOE TUVEZJOH BO BHFOU

CBTFE TPDJFUZñ

'PS UIJT QVSQPTF XF QBZ BUUFOUJPO UP UIF MBZFST PG SFBMJUJFTñ 8F EJTUJOHVJTI UISFF

EJGGFSFOU BOE JNQPSUBOU MBZFST PG SFBMJUJFT GPS BOBMZ[JOH BO BHFOU CBTFE TPDJFUZñ 5IF
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POF JT B UIFPSFUJDBM MBZFS PG SFBMJUZ XIFSF UIF NBUIFNBUJDBM NPEFMT GPS B TPDJBM

DPNQMFY TZTUFN BSF EFWFMPQFEñ 5IF TFDPOE JT B MBZFS PG DPNQVUBUJPOBM SFBMJUZ XIFSF

UIF GBDUT PO UIF DPNQVUFS BSF VTFE GPS BOBMZ[JOH BO BHFOU CBTFE TPDJFUZñ 0VS EJHJUBM

MJGF XPSME DPOTUSVDUFE CZ DPNQVUFS NFEJBUFE DPNNVOJDBUJPO JT CBTFE PO UIF

DPNQVUBUJPOBM SFBMJUZñ *O UIF TBNF XBZ UIF DPNNVOJUZ TVQQPSUJOH TZTUFN JT BMTP B

UFDIOPMPHZ UIBU JT CBTFE PO UIF DPNQVUBUJPOBM SFBMJUZñ

5IF UIJSE MBZFS PG SFBMJUZ JT B TPDJBM DPOTUSVDUFE SFBMJUZñ *O UIJT MBZFS XF QBZ

BUUFOUJPO UP UIF TVCKFDUJWF BOE JOUFSTVCKFDUJWF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG SFBMJUZ PO PVS XFUXBSFó

JñFñó IVNBO CPEZñ *O PUIFS XPSET UIF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG DPHOJUJWF DMBTT MJCSBSZ BOE JUT

NBOBHFNFOU PO PVS XFUXBSF TIPVME CF BOBMJ[FEñ 'PS EFTJHOJOH UIJT FYUFOEFE MJGF

XPSME BT B SJDI QMBDF XF IBWF UP LOPX IPX PVS TPDJBM SFBMJUZ JT DPOTUSVDUFE CZ

DPNNVOJDBUJPO XIJDI JT TVQQPSUFE CZ UIFPSFUJDBM BOE DPNQVUBUJPOBM SFBMJUJFTñ 5IJT

LJOE PG TVCKFDUJWF BQQSPBDI JT OPX VTFE JO UIF BSFB PG NBOBHFNFOU TDJFODF BT B

DPNQMFNFOUBSZ BQQSPBDI UP UIF IBSE TZTUFNT BQQSPBDI MJLF PQFSBUJPOT SFTFBSDIñ 4PGU

TZTUFNT NFUIPEPMPHZ BOE TUSVDUVSBUJPO UIFPSZ BSF UZQJDBM FYBNQMFT PG UIFTF LJOET PG

TPGU BOE TVCKFDUJWF BQQSPBDIT <ëóê>ñ (BNJOH TJNVMBUJPO JT BO BOPUIFS BQQSPBDI UPXBSE

B DPOTUSVDUJPO PG SFBMJUZ <é>ñ *O UIJT QBQFS XF QBZ BUUFOUJPO UP HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPOñ

0VS .FUIPEPMPHZ JT TIPXO JO UIF GPMMPXJOH GJHVSFñ 5IFPSFUJDBM BQQSPBDIó BHFOU

CBTFE TJNVMBUJPO BOE HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPO DPOTUSVDU NFUIPEPMPHJDBM USJBOHMFñ 5IFTF

BQQSPBDIFT TVQQPSU XJUI FBDI PUIFSñ 'PS EFTJHOJOH TPDJFUZ TVQQPSUJOH TZTUFN PO UIF

WJSUVBM XPSME XF OFFE QPXFSGVM NFUIPEPMPHZ UP VOEFSTUBOE UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG UIF

NVMUJ BHFOU TPDJFUZñ

4PDJBM
$PNQMFY
4ZTUFNT

5IFPSZ

'JHñîñ .FUIPEPMPHJDBM 5SJBOHMF

íñ 5IFPSFUJDBM "OBMZTJT GPS 4PDJBM $PNQMFY 4ZTUFNT
íñî .PEFMJOH 'SBNFXPSL

" TPDJBM DPNQMFY TZTUFN DPOTJTUT PG B OVNCFS PG BVUPOPNPVT BHFOUT BOE B DFSUBJO

NBDSP GVODUJPOBM BHFOUñ 8F JOUSPEVDF B OFX NBOBHFNFOU DPODFQU DBMMFE JOEJSFDU

DPOUSPM XIJDI JT VTFE UP BOBMZ[F UIF UIFPSFUJDBM SFBMJUZ PG TPDJBM DPNQMFY TZTUFNñ

'PS DIBSBDUFSJ[JOH UIF JOEJSFDU DPOUSPM DPODFQU XF JOUSPEVDF SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDT

BOE JUT CJGVSDBUJPO BOBMZTJT PO UIF BHFOU CBTFE TPDJFUZñ 5IF SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDT JT B

QPQVMBUJPO EZOBNJDT GPS NVMUJ BHFOU TZTUFN UIBU JT JOUSPEVDFE CZ NJDSP JOUFSBDUJPOT
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CFUXFFO BHFOUT<èóç>ñ 8F BMTP JOUSPEVDF HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPO GPS QSPWJEJOH BO

FYQFSJNFOUBM CBTJT PG UIFPSFUJDBM BOBMZTJTñ

0VS NPEFMJOH GSBNFXPSL JT TIPXO JO UIF GPMMPXJOH GJHVSF í BOE GJHVSF ìñ

.BDSP

.JDSP
-JOLBHF

*OEJSFDU $POUSPM PS 4PDJBM 4USVDUVSF %FTJHO

'JHñíñ (FOFSBM .PEFMJOH 'SBNFXPSL GPS "HFOU 4PDJFUJFT

8F IBWF UP VOGPME PVS NPEFMJOH GSBNFXPSL GPS B DPODSFUF NBUIFNBUJDBM NPEFMñ

'PS UIJT QVSQPTF XF VTF SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDT BOE JUT CJGVSDBUJPO UIFPSZñ 5IF GSBNFXPSL

JT TIPXO BT GPMMPXTñ

*OEJSFDU $POUSPM PS 4PDJBM 4USVDUVSF %FTJHO

CZ CJGVSDBUJPO QBSBNFUFST

.BDSP

.JDSP
-JOLBHF

'JHñìñ 3FQMJDBUPS %ZOBNJDT .PEFMJOH GPS "HFOU 4PDJFUJFT

8F EJTUJOHVJTI B TUBUF TQBDF PG BMUFSOBUJWFT GSPN B HSPVOE BTTPDJBUFE TUBUF TQBDFñ

'PS FYBNQMF B TUBUF TQBDF PG BMUFSOBUJWFT DPOTJTUFT PG BMUFSOBUJWFT PG HBNF UIFPSZ BOE

B HSPVOE TUBUF TQBDF DPOTJTUT PG QBZPGG PG UIF HBNFñ " TUBUF PG BMUFSOBUJWFT JT

EFUFSNJOFE CZ DFSUBJO EFDJTJPO NBLJOH SVMFT PS QSJODJQMFT TVDI BT /BTI FRVJMJCSJVN

PS B EFDJTJPO NBLJOH QSJODJQMF VOEFS UIF SJTLñ .JDSP BHFOUT TFMFDU B TBUJTGJBCMF

TPMVUJPO GSPN UIF TFU PG BMUFSOBUJWFTñ " NBDSP GVODUJPOBM BHFOU WBSJFT TUSVDUVSBM

QBSBNFUFST GPS GJOEJOH CFUUFS TPDJBM QBZPGG PG BHFOU TPDJFUZñ 5IJT WBSJBUJPO PG TUSVDUVSBM

QBSBNFUFST JT DBMMFE JOEJSFDU DPOUSPM PG BO BHFOU TPDJFUZ<æ>ñ
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8F VTF B SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDT GPS UIF NPEFMJOH PG BHFOU CBTFE TPDJFUJFTñ

3FQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDT XBT JOUSPEVDFE JO UIF BSFB PG FWPMVUJPOBSZ HBNF UIFPSZ JO CJPMPHZ

BU GJSTUñ /PX JU JT XJEFMZ VTFE JO FWPMVUJPOBSZ FDPOPNJDTñ " SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDT JT

GPSNVMBUFE VOEFS UIF HBNF UIFPSFUJDBM GSBNFXPSL CBTJDBMMZñ 8F FYUFOE UIF GSBNFXPSL

BOE JOUSPEVDF UIF EZOBNJDT GSPN NJYFE NPEFM PG HBNF UIFPSZ BOE EFDJTJPO NBLJOH

NPEFM VOEFS B NPOJUPSJOH SJTLñ 8F BMTP TIJGU PVS BUUFOUJPO UP UIF NPEFM GSPN UIF TUBUF

TUBCJMJUZ QPJOU PG WJFX UP UIF TUSVDUVSBM TUBCJMJUZ PG EZOBNJDTñ

íñí 3FQMJDBUPS %ZOBNJDT PG SBOEPN NBUDIJOH QSJTPOFS¨T EJMFNNB

8F JOUSPEVDF BO BHFOU TPDJFUZ UIBU DPOTJTUT PG B SBOEPN NBUDIJOH NPEFM PG QSJTPOFS¨T

EJMFNNBñ *O UIF TPDJFUZ BHFOUT NBLF SBOEPN NBUDIJOH QBJST BOE QMBZ UXP QFSTPO

QSJTPOFS¨T EJMFNNB TIPXO JO UIF GPMMPXJOH UBCMFñ "O BHFOU DBO OPU BQQPJOU BO PQQPTJUF

QMBZFS VOEFS UIF SBOEPN NBUDIJOH BTTVNQUJPOñ

5BCMF îñ 1BZPGG .BUSJY PG QSJTPOFS¨T %JMFNNB

$ %

òòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòò

$ ÷3ó3ö ÷4ó 5ö

òòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòò

% ÷5ó 4ö ÷2ó2ö

òòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòòò

8F BTTVNF UIBU 5á3á2á4 BOE 3á÷5ô4öðí GSPN UIF DPOEJUJPO PG QSJTPOFS¨T

%JMFNNBñ

-FU 1 CF UIF SBUJP PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO PG BHFOUT XIP TFMFDU UIF DPPQFSBUJWF BMUFSOBUJWF

÷$ö PO UIF HBNF JO UIF BHFOU TPDJFUZñ

&÷$ó$öâ3ó &÷%ó%öâ2ó &÷$ó%öâ4ó &÷%ó$öâ5
8<$>â1&÷$ó$ö ô ÷îò1ö&÷$ó%öâ13ô÷îò1ö4
8<%>â1&÷%ó$ö ô ÷îò1ö&÷%ó%öâ÷îò1ö2ô15
8_â18<$>ô÷îò1ö8<%>â13ô÷îò1ö4ô÷îò1ö2ô15

E1ðEUâ1÷8<$>ò8_öâ1\8<$>ò18<$>ò÷îò1ö8<%> ^
â1\÷îò1ö÷8<$>ò8<%>ö ^
â1÷îò1ö\1÷3ô2ò4ò5öô4ò2 ^âï ó XIFSF ï 1 î IPMEñ

E1ðEUâï NFBOT TUFBEZ TUBUFT PG UIF SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDTñ 5IFO Qâî ó Qâï BOE Qâ÷2ò

4öð÷3ô2ò4ò5ö BSF TUFBEZ TUBUFT PG UIJT EZOBNJDTñ

8IFSF ïã 1â÷2ò4öð÷3ô2ò4ò5ö ãî JT SFRVJSFEñ 'SPN UIF BTTVNQUJPO 1â÷2ò4öð÷3ô2ò

4ò5öáî IPMETñ 5IVT UIFSF FYJTU POMZ UXP TUFBEZ TUBUFT TVDI BT Qâî PS Qâïñ E1ðEUãï

BMTP IPMETñ 5IVT POMZ 1âï JT TUBCMFñ
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/FYU XF USZ UP GPSNVMBUF BO JOEJSFDU DPOUSPM CZ WBSZJOH CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPOT PG

SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDTñ 8F JOUSPEVDF B EFDJTJPO NBLJOH NPEFM VOEFS UIF SJTL PWFS UIF

QSJTPOFS¨T EJMFNNB NPEFMñ

8F BTTVNF UIF NBDSP BHFOU TVDI BT B HPWFSONFOU PS B NBOBHFS XIP JT NPOJUPSJOH

BHFOU BDUJWJUJFT XJUI B DFSUBJO QSPCBCJMJUZñ -FU CF B QSPCBCJMJUZ PG UIF NPOJUPSJOHñ

-FU ¥B¦ CF B DPNQFOTBUJPO GPS B CFUSBZFE BHFOU BOE ¥C¦ CF B TBODUJPO GPS B CFUSBZFSñ

5IF QBZPGG NBUSJY JT TIPXO BT GPMMPXTñ

5BCMF íñ 1BZPGG .BUSJY PG QSJTPOFS¨T %JMFNNB XJUI B NPOJUPSJOH SJTL

$ %
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5IFO UIF SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDT JT TIPXO BT GPMMPXTñ
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â1÷îò1ö<÷ Bô4ò2öô1\ ÷CòBöô3ò4ô2ò5^>

8IFSF E1ðEUâï NFBOT TUFBEZ TUBUFT PG UIF SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDTñ 5IFO Qâîó Qâï BOE

1â÷2ò Bò4öð\ ÷CòBöô3ò4ô2ò5^ BSF TUFBEZ TUBUFT PG UIJT EZOBNJDTñ

5IF GPMMPXJOHT BSF UIF FYBNQMFT PG TUSVDUVSBM QBSBNFUFST GPS BO JOEJSFDU DPOUSPMñ
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÷îö âïñçó BâîóCâîñê

÷íö âïñéó BâîóCâîñê

÷ìö âïñëó BâîóCâîñê

8IFSF g NFBOT TUBCMF TUBUF BOE 0 NFBOT VOTUBCMF TUBUF BOE ÷ ó Bó Cö CFDPNF

TUSVDUVSBM QBSBNFUFST PG UIJT EZOBNJDBM TZTUFNñ

5P MFBE UIF BHFOU BDUJWJUJFT UP UIF DPPQFSBUJWF POFT JOEJSFDUMZó E1ðEUáï JT SFRVJSFEñ

'PS UIF QVSQPTF ÷ Bô4ò2öô1\ ÷CòBöô3ò4ô2ò5^áï JT OFDFTTBSZñ *G B C UIFO E1ðEUáï

IPMET VOEFS UIF TVJUBCMF JOEJSFDU DPOUSPM QBSBNFUFS ñ Bâî BOE Câîñê TBUJTGZ UIF

DPOEJUJPOñ

*O UIF QSFWJPVT DBTF B HPWFSONFOU DBO WBSZ UIF QBSBNFUFS VOEFS UIF

DPOEJUJPOT PG BâîóCâîñê UP NBLF BHFOU BDUJWJUJFT CFDPNF DPPQFSBUJWFñ âïñç JT FOPVHI

UP DIBOHF NPTU PG BVUPOPNPVT BOE SBUJPOBM BDUJWJUJFT PG BHFOUT UP DPPQFSBUJWF POFñ

8F XJMM TIPX BOPUIFS FYBNQMF XJUI TUSVDUVSBM QBSBNFUFS âïñëó Bâî BOE Câìñ

8IFSF UIF TUBCJMJUZ PG UIF TUBUFT BSF TIPXO BT GPMMPXTñ

÷ëö âïñëó BâîóCâì

5IF DPOWFSHFODF UP UIF UXP EJGGFSFOU TUBUFT EFQFOET PO JOJUJBM DPOEJUJPOT BT JT TIPXO

JO UIF OFYU DPNQVUFS TJNVMBUJPOñ

ìñ (BNJOH 4JNVMBUJPO GPS 4PDJBM $POTUSVDUFE 3FBMJUZ .BOBHFNFOU
ìñî (BNJOH 4JNVMBUJPO

*O UIJT TFDUJPO XF JOUSPEVDF HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPO GPS NBOBHJOH TPDJBM DPOTUSVDUFE SFBMJUZñ

(BNJOH TJNVMBUJPO HJWFT HPPE UFTU CFET UP WFSJGZ UIF WBMJEJUZ PG UIF NPEFM EFQFOEJOH

PO UIFPSFUJDBM BOE DPNQVUBUJPOBM SFBMJUZñ (BNJOH TJNVMBUJPO JT OPU B DPNQVUFS

TJNVMBUJPOñ *U JT B HBNF EFTJHOFE GPS IVNBO QMBZFSTñ (BNJOH TJNVMBUJPO JT BMTP

EJGGFSFOU GSPN B SPMF QMBZJOH HBNF JO XIJDI UIF SPMFT PG QMBZFST BSF HJWFO CZ TVCKFDUJWF

EFTDSJQUJPOñ *O HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPO UIF SPMF GPS FBDI BHFOU ÷QMBZFSö JT EFGJOFE DPODSFUFMZñ

*O HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPO B QMBZFS BDUT VOEFS UIF XFMM EFGJOFE CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPOT PG UIF

SPMFTñ

8F BEPQU B DFSUBJO HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPO BOE DPNQBSF UIF SFTVMUT XJUI UIF UIFPSFUJDBM

BOE DPNQVUFS TJNVMBUJPO NPEFMTñ 8F QSFTFOU UIF GPMMPXJOH HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPOñ

ìñíñ (BNJOH GPS 3BOEPN .BUDIJOH 1SJTPOFSøT %JMFNNB 4PDJFUZ

8F DBO EFTJHO B HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPO DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF BHFOU TPDJFUZ DIBSBDUFSJ[FE

CZ SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDTñ *O UIJT QBQFS XF TIPX UIF DBTF PG QSJTPOFS¨T EJMFNNBñ 5IF
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EJMFNNB TPDJFUZ DPOTJTUT PG îï IVNBO QMBZFST JO UIJT DBTFñ 5IF QMBZFST QMBZ UIF HBNF

VOEFS UIF SBOEPN NBUDIJOH FOWJSPONFOUñ 5IFSF JT OP IBOETIBLJOH QPTTJCJMJUZ JO UIJT

NPEFMñ

5IF GPMMPXJOH JT B SFTVMU VOEFS UIF QBSBNFUFST BT 5âìó 3âíó 2âîóBOE 4âïñêñ

8IFSF 5á3á2á4 BOE 3á÷5ô4öðí IPMEñ

*O UIJT TJNQMF DBTF B SBOEPN NBUDIJOH QMBZ BNPOH îï QMBZFST NBLFT ê QBJST JO

FBDI TFTTJPOñ 5IF GPMMPXJOH JT B SFTVMU PG UIF TFTTJPO UIBU XBT SFQFBUFE UISFF UJNFTñ

*O UIJT PCWJPVT DBTF POF QMBZFS TFMFDUFE UIF BMUFSOBUJWF % JO UIF GJSTU BOE UIF TFDPOE

TFTTJPOñ *O UIF UIJSE TFTTJPO BMM QMBZFST TFMFDUFE ¥%¦ UIBU JT DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF UIFPSFUJDBM

BOBMZTJTñ *O UIF UIJSE TFTTJPO UPUBM QBZPGG PG UIF TPDJFUZ CFDPNFT îï BOE BWFSBHF

QBZPGG CFDPNFT î GPS B QMBZFSñ *O UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDT 1âï CFDPNFT

TUBCMF UIBU NFBOT BMM QMBZFST TFMFDU ¥%ñ¦

/FYU XF JOUSPEVDF UIF JOEJSFDU DPOUSPM NFDIBOJTN CZ TUBUJTUJDBM NPOJUPSJOHñ 8F

DBO PCTFSWF TUSVDUVSBM DIBOHFT JO UIF TPDJBM QBZPGG BT XFMM BT UIF QPQVMBUJPO PG

BMUFSOBUJWFTñ

8F BEE UIF TQFDJBM NBOBHFNFOU BHFOU DBMMFE (PWFSONFOU XIP BDUT BT B NBDSP

NJDSP MJOLBHFñ 5IF HPWFSONFOU JT NPOJUPSJOH UIF BDUJWJUJFT PG PUIFS BHFOUT BOE WBSJFT

TUSVDUVSBM QBSBNFUFST GPS SBJTJOH UIF UPUBM QBZPGG PG UIF TPDJFUZñ

*O UIF GJSTU DBTF UIF HPWFSONFOU TFMFDUT UIF TUSVDUVSBM QBSBNFUFST BT Bâî ó Câîñê

BOE âïñëñ 5IFO BMM QMBZFST XJMM TFMFDU ¥%¦ GSPN UIFPSFUJDBM QPJOU PG WJFXñ 5IF

QPQVMBUJPO PG UIF TFMFDUFE BMUFSOBUJWF JO UIF FYQFSJNFOU JT TIPXO BT GPMMPXTñ 5IF

SFTVMUT PG UIF HBNJOH BSF TMJHIUMZ EJGGFSFOU GSPN UIF POFT PG NBUIFNBUJDBM NPEFMñ

*O UIF DBTF PG IVNBO BHFOU TPDJFUZ B QMBZFS DPOTUSVDUT B DFSUBJO JOUFSOBM NPEFMñ

5IF NPEFM SFQSFTFOUT QMBZFS¨T CFMJFG PS IJT VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF FOWJSPONFOUñ 5IF

JOUFSOBM NPEFM JT SFGFSSFE BOE MFBSOFE NVUVBMMZñ 5IF JOUFSOBM NPEFMT BOE JUT NVUVBM

MFBSOJOH NBLF BOPUIFS NPEF PG UIF JOEJSFDU DPOUSPMñ *O UIJT DBTF UIF JOUFSOBM NPEFMT

BSF NPSF DPPQFSBUJWF UIBO UIF SFQMJDBUPS EZOBNJDT TBZTñ 5IF QMBZFST QSFGFS DPPQFSBUJWF

BUUJUVEF UP OP DPPQFSBUJWF BUUJUVEF CFDBVTF PG JUT IJHIFS BWFSBHF QBZPGG BT JT TIPXO JO

GJHVSF êñ 4UBUJTUJDBM NPOJUPSJOH QBUUFSO IFMQFE TVDI MFBSOJOHñ #FDBVTF UIF NPOJUPSJOH

XBT EPOF JO UIF GJSTU é TFTTJPOT CFDBVTF PG TUBUJTUJDBM GMVDUVBUJPOñ *O NBOZ DBTFT BHFOUT

BDU NPSF TFOTJUJWF UIBO UIF UIFPSZ QSPTQFDUTñ *O GJHVSF é UPUBM TPDJBM QBZPGG CFDPNFT

CFUUFS UIBO OP NPOJUPSJOH DBTFñ
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'JHñëñ 5IF OVNCFST PG TFMFDUFE BMUFSOBUJWF
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4PDJBM 1BZPGG PG

/P NPOJUPSJOH

5PUBM 1BZPGG PG %

5PUBM 1BZPGG PG $

(PWFSONFOU
1BZPGG

4PDJBM 1BZPGG

VOEFS NPOJUPSJOH

'JHñéñ 1BZPGG JO FBDI TFTTJPO

7BSZJOH 4USVDUVSBM 1BSBNFUFST CZ UIF HPWFSONFOU NFBOT PVS JOEJSFDU DPOUSPM JO UIF

BHFOU TPDJFUZñ "HFOUT TFMFDU UIFJS PXO BMUFSOBUJWFT VOEFS UIFJS PXO EFDJTJPO NBLJOH

QSJODJQMF BOE TUSVDUVSBM QBSBNFUFST EFUFSNJOF JUT CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPOTñ 8IFO ó B PS

C BSF WBSJFE UIF NBDSP TUBUF PG UIF BHFOU TPDJFUZ NBZ DIBOHF ESBTUJDBMMZ CZ UIF

CJGVSDBUJPO PG UIF TUFBEZ TUBUF PG UIF EZOBNJDBM TZTUFNñ

0VS FYQFSJNFOU PO UIF HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPO TIPXT TVDI CJGVSDBUJPO PO UIJT BHFOU

TPDJFUZñ 8F OPUJDF UIBU BGUFS UIF DIBOHF PG NPOJUPSJOH QBSBNFUFST UIF TPDJBM QBZPGG

IBT DIBOHFE ESBTUJDBMMZñ

ëñ "HFOU #BTFE 4JNVMBUJPO PO 4PDJBM $PNQMFY 4ZTUFNT

*U JT EJGGJDVMU UP JOUSPEVDF UIFPSFUJDBM BOBMZTJT GPS NPSF DPNQMFY DBTFTñ 5IF 4PDJBM

EJMFNNB TVDI BT UIF USBHFEZ PG UIF DPNNPOT QSPWJEFT B UZQJDBM DBTF<îïóîî>ñ 8F

BTTVNF UIBU UIFSF BSF MJNJUFE QBTUVSF MBOE BOE TIFQIFSET PO UIF MBOEñ 5IF TIFQIFSET

XBOU UP FYUFOE UIFJS GMPDLTñ )PXFWFS UIF MBOE JT MJNJUFEñ 5IVT UIFSF PDDVSFT B TPDJBM
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EJMFNNB BNPOH BHFOUTñ 5IFSF JT B EJMFNNB CFUXFFO JOEJWJEVBM SBUJPOBMJUZ BOE DPMMFDUJWF

SBUJPOBMJUZ BT XFMMñ

*U JT EJGGJDVMU UP BOBMZ[F UIF DBTF EFQFOEJOH PO UIF UIFPSFUJDBM SFBMJUZñ 5IFSF JT B

HBNF UIFPSFUJDBM BOBMZTJT GPS UIF USBHFEZ PG UIF DPNNPOTñ #VU JU JT EJGGJDVMU UP GPSNVMBUF

UIF WBSJFUZ PG UIF BDUJPOT PG UIF BHFOUT CZ HBNF UIFPSFUJDBM GSBNFXPSLñ 8F DBO

BOBMZ[F UIF WBSJFUZ CZ BHFOU CBTFE TJNVMBUJPO PO UIF DPNQVUBUJPOBM SFBMJUZñ

'PS UIJT QVSQPTF XF JOUSPEVDF UIF DMBTTJGJFS TZTUFN UP EFTDSJCF UIF BDUJPO SVMFT PG B

TIFQIFSEñ *O UIF GPMMPXJOH DBTF GJWF TIFQIFSET BSF MJWJOH PO UIF QBTUVSF MBOEñ

*O UIJT DBTF UXP UZQFT PG JOEJSFDU DPOUSPM BSF JOUSPEVDFE PO UIF QBTUVSF MBOEñ 5IF POF

JT B UBY NFDIBOJTN GPS SJDI BHFOUTñ 5IF PUIFS JT B TVCTJEZ GPS CBOLSVQUTñ

5IF SFTVMUT BSF TIPXO JO UIF GPMMPXJOH GJHVSFTñ 'JHVSF è BOE ç BSF UIF DBTF PG

DPNNPOT XJUI OP JOEJSFDU DPOUSPM BT B QPMJDZñ 5IFSF TVSWJWFT POMZ POF EPNJOBOU

BHFOU JO UIF DPNNPOT BOE UIF DPNNPOT CFDPNF OPO TVTUBJOBCMFñ

'JHVSF æ BOE îï BSF UIF DBTFT PG UIF DPNNPOT XJUI B UBY GPS SJDI BHFOUTñ *O UIJT

DBTF UIF DPNNPOT CFDPNF TVTUBJOBCMF BOE UIFSF TVSWJWF POF PS UXP EPNJOBOU BHFOUT

JO UIF DPNNPOTñ 'JHVSF îî BOE îí BSF UIF DBTFT PG UIF DPNNPOT XJUI B UBY GPS SJDI

BHFOUT BOE B TVCTJEZ GPS CBOLSVQUTñ 5IFO UIF DPNNPO CFDPNFT NPSF TVTUBJOBCMF BOE

B WBSJFUZ PG BDUJWJUJFT JT PCTFSWFE JO UIF DPNNPOTñ
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'JHñîíñ $IBOHF PG UIF SFQSPEVDUJWF SBUF ÷5BY ù 4VCTJEZ $BTFö
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êñ (BNJOH 4JNVMBUJPO GPS $PNQMFY "HFOU 4PDJFUJFT
êñî 4PDJBM %JMFNNB PG UIF $PNNPOT

8F DPNQBSF UIF QSFWJPVT SFTVMUT PG BHFOU CBTFE TJNVMBUJPO XJUI UIF SFTVMUT PG HBNJOH

TJNVMBUJPO CZ UIF TBNF DPOEJUJPOñ 5IF TBNF UZQFT PG BDUJWJUJFT PO IVNBO CBTFE

HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPO JT PCUBJOFEñ 5IF SFTVMUT BSF TIPXO BT GPMMPXTñ

'JHVSF îì BOE îë BSF UIF DBTFT PG UIF DPNNPOT XJUI OPO JOEJSFDU DPOUSPM BT B

QPMJDZñ 5IFSF TVSWJWF B OVNCFS PG EPNJOBOU BHFOUT JO UIF DPNNPOT BOE UIF DPNNPOT

CFDPNF OPO TVTUBJOBCMFñ 5IF XJOOFS BHFOUT XJMM CFDPNF BMPOF JO UIF MPOH SVOñ

'JHVSF îê BOE îé BSF UIF DBTFT PG UIF DPNNPOT XJUI B UBY GPS SJDI BHFOUT BOE B

TVCTJEZ GPS CBOLSVQUTñ *O UIJT DBTF UIF DPNNPOT CFDPNF TVTUBJOBCMF BOE UIF WBSJFUZ

PG BDUJWJUJFT JT PCTFSWFE JO UIF DPNNPOTñ

8F MFBSO BCPVU UIF NFBOJOH PG BO JOTUJUVUJPOBM GSBNFXPSL UIBU JT SFHVMBUJOH B

TPDJBM DPNQMFY TZTUFN UISPVHI UIF FYQFSJFODF PG HBNJOH TJNVMBUJPO BOE BHFOU

CBTFE TJNVMBUJPO ñ $PNNVOJUZ TVQQPSUJOH TZTUFNT TIPVME TVQQPSU UIFTF LJOET PG

NVUVBM MFBSOJOH NFDIBOJTNT BNPOH BHFOUT JO UIF TPDJFUZñ
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êñí 7JSUVBM &DPOPNZ (BNJOH

'JOBMMZ XF JOUSPEVDF UIF WJSUVBM FDPOPNZ HBNJOH UIBU XBT EFWFMPQFE CZ )ñ %FHVDIJ

<îí>ñ 7JSUVBM &DPOPNZ DPOTJTUT PG OJOF BHFOUT TVDI BT "HSJDVMUVSF ó.JMMJOH *OEVTUSZ

ó#SFBE *OEVTUSZ ÷#BLFSZöó 4UFFM .BOVGBDUVSFó .BDIJOFSZ *OEVTUSZ ó(PWFSONFOU ó

)PVTFIPMEó #BOL BOE $FOUSBM #BOLñ 5IF NPEFM JT JMMVTUSBUFE BT GPMMPXTñ

"HSñ

)PVTFIPME

.BDIJOFSZ

'MPVFS

#SFBE

(PWFSONFOU

"HSJDVMUVSF

#BOL

'JHñîèñ 7JSUVBM &DPOPNZ

*O UIF NPEFM FDPOPNZ BHSJDVMUVSF HSPXT XIFBUó NJMMJOH JOEVTUSZ NBLFT XIFBU

GMPVS PG XIFBUó CSFBE JOEVTUSZ ÷CBLFSZö NBLFT CSFBE GSPN GMPVSó TUFFM NBOVGBDUVSF

NBLFT TUFFM BOE NBDIJOFSZ JOEVTUSZ NBLFT NBDIJOFSZ GSPN TUFFMñ *O UIF NPEFM XF

BTTVNFE UIBU UIFSF JT OP NBUFSJBMT GPS TUFFM JOEVTUSZñ )PVTFIPME QVSDIBTFT BOE

DPOTVNFT CSFBEñ " NBDIJOF JT QVSDIBTFE CZ FBDI JOEVTUSZ BT BO JOWFTUNFOU BOE VTFE

GPS QSPEVDUJPOñ "NBDIJOF JT BMTP QVSDIBTFE CZ HPWFSONFOU PS IPVTFIPMEñ 5IFNBDIJOFT

UIBU BSF QVSDIBTFE CZ HPWFSONFOU PS IPVTFIPME BSF DPOTJEFSFE BT BO JOGSBTUSVDUVSF

BOE B IPVTF SFTQFDUJWFMZñ " NBDIJOF JT NBEF EFQSFDJBUJPO PO BDDPSEJOH UP B TDFOBSJPñ

1PQVMBUJPO JODSFBTFT CZ B TDFOBSJPñ )PVTFIPME TVQQMJFT XPSLFST UP FBDI JOEVTUSZ BOE

B HPWFSONFOU BOE IPVTFIPME SFDFJWFT B XBHFñ " HPWFSONFOU DBO JTTVF OBUJPOBM CPOETñ

" DFOUFS CBOL JTTVFT B CBOL OPUF BOE GJYFT UIF PGGJDJBM CBOL SBUFñ )PVTFIPME BOE

JOEVTUSZ EFQPTJU NPOFZ JO B CBOLñ " CBOL MFOET NPOFZñ

5IJT WJSUVBM FDPOPNZ DPOTUSVDUT BO BHFOU TPDJFUZ BT B UPUBM FDPOPNJD TZTUFNñ *O

UIF WJSUVBM FDPOPNZ HBNJOH QMBZFST BDU BT FDPOPNJD BHFOUT TVDI BT HPWFSONFOUó

BHSJDVMUVSFñ 5IF GPMMPXJOH GJHVSF TIPXT B DBTF PG UIF WJSUVBM FDPOPNZ HBNJOHñ 5IF

GJHVSF îç BOE îæ TIPX (%1 HSPXUI DPOUSJCVUJPO PG FBDI BHFOUó OPNJOBM BOE TVCTUBOUJBM

(%1 HSPXUI SFTQFDUJWFMZñ
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'JHñîæ /PNJOBM BOE 4VCTUBOUJBM (%1 (SPXUI

"T UIF WJSUVBM FDPOPNZ HBNJOH JT UPP DPNQMFY XF DBO OPU DPOTUSVDU BHFOU CBTFE

TJNVMBUJPO JO UIJT TUBHFñ 7JSUVBM &DPOPNZ (BNJOH XBT VTFE GPS UIF USBJOJOH DPVSTF

PG 4/" BU UIF .JOJTUSZ PG *OUFSOBUJPOBM 5SBEF BOE *OEVTUSZ ÷ .*5* ö PG +BQBO JO JUT

FEVDBUJPOBM QSPHSBN PO îææê BOE îææéñ 7JSUVBM FDPOPNZ XJMM CFDPNFT B HPPE UFTU

CFE PG BHFOU CBTFE TJNVMBUJPOT GPS DPNQMFY BHFOU TPDJFUJFTñ *U XJMM BMTP CFDPNFT BO

FGGFDUJWF TVQQPSUJOH TZTUFN UP MFBSO BCPVU UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG FDPOPNJD TZTUFNTñ

éñ $PODMVTJPO

*O PVS NPEFMJOH PG BHFOU CBTFE TPDJFUZ XF BTTVNFE B NBDSP GVODUJPOBM BHFOU PO UIF

TPDJFUZ TVDI BT B HPWFSONFOU PS B NBOBHFS XIP DPOUSPMT NPOJUPSJOH BDUJWJUZñ 5IJT

BHFOU QMBZT UIF JNQPSUBOU SPMF PG NJDSP NBDSP MJOLBHFñ 5IF NBDSP BHFOU WBSJFT UIF

TUSVDUVSBM QBSBNFUFST UP BUUBJO B NBDSP GVODUJPOBM TBUJTGBDUJPO DSJUFSJB TVDI BT CFUUFS

TPDJBM XFMGBSFñ 5IJT JT DBMMFE JOEJSFDU DPOUSPM PG BHFOU TPDJFUZ UIBU XBT TIPXO JO GJHVSF
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Abstract. Due to the proliferation of computer networks the electronic

support of geographically distributed groups has become increasingly im-

portant. With respect to groups we can distinguish between teams and

communities. In general, team members know each other and collaborate

to achieve a common goal while community members have just common

interests or preferences. Often there is no personal contact between com-

munity members. The electronic support for both group types has de-

veloped independently. While community support systems concentrated

mostly on the building process, i.e. �nding people with similar interests,

groupware focused on the collaboration process, i.e. the synchronization

and exchange of information in the context of a speci�c team task. The

paper proposes awareness as a common base for both community sup-

port systems to improve contact building as well as for groupware to

maintain group work at a high performance level. We discuss communi-

ties and teams in educational settings and propose an architecture which

integrates the awareness mechanism.

1 Introduction

Due to the proliferation of personal computers and computer networks the elec-
tronic support of geographically distributed groups has become feasible and in
recent years increasingly important. The distribution may range from di�erent
oors within the same building to locations within di�erent countries or even
time zones. Furthermore, a group of people may also be distributed across or-
ganizational boundaries. Thus, the electronic support must include intra- and
interorganizational interaction and collaboration as well.

With respect to groups we can distinguish between teams and communities.
In general, team members know each other and collaborate to achieve a common
goal while community members have just common interests or preferences. The
team is often formed through a management decision selecting team members
according to their skills, competencies and potential contributions to the speci-
�ed team goal. Usually teams are tightly interacting groups with team interests
dominating over personal interests of the individual team members.

Communities do not have a common goal and thus, the interaction between
community members is usually loose. In most cases they do not know each other
and personal interests dominate over community interests.

T. Ishida (Ed.): Community Computing and Support Systems, LNCS 1519, pp. 77-93, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



The electronic support for both group types has developed independently.
While community support systems concentrated mostly on the building process,
i.e. �nding people with similar interests, groupware focused on the collaboration
process, i.e. the synchronization and exchange of information in the context of
a speci�c team task. Groupware systems are often targeted to a speci�c task
domain. Teufel et al. [24] categorize groupware systems according to their com-
munication, coordination and cooperation support. The major system categories
are conferencing systems, e.g. E-mail and video conferencing, workow manage-
ment systems, e.g. FlowMark [13], workgroup computing systems, e.g. Iris [14,16]
and shared information spaces, e.g. BSCW [2].

Typical software tools supporting the building and interaction process of
communities are Internet Relay Chat [20], MUDS [4] and in more modern en-
vironments presence indicators and chat tools integrated into web pages. We
de�ne

{ community support system as a medium for initiating contact with unknown
collaborators who have similar interests and preferences, and

{ groupware as a medium for contacting and interacting with known collabo-
rators in order to achieve a shared goal.

Even though support systems for both group types have developed inde-
pendently, both areas have something in common: the contact facilitation with
unknown or known collaborators. We propose awareness as a common base for
both community support systems to improve contact building as well as for
groupware to maintain group work at a high performance level.

In Section 2 we present de�nitions of the terms community and team, and
highlight the di�erences. Section 3 discusses possible support mechanisms for
both group types, concentrating especially on awareness issues. Section 4 focuses
on communities and teams within educational settings. Section 5 proposes an
architecture which integrates the awareness mechanism supporting communities
and teams as well as the transition between these group types.

2 Communities and Teams

The term \community" has been de�ned in the literature in di�erent ways; for
example Elisabeth Mynatt [17] sees a community as a \social grouping which

exhibit in varying degrees: shared spatial relations, social conventions, a sense of

membership and boundaries, and an ongoing rhythm of social interaction".
For this paper we will further elucidate this de�nition based on the de�nition

of the term `community' in Webster's English Dictionary [25]: \1) social group

of any size whose members reside in a speci�c locality, share government, and

often have a cultural and historical heritage; 2) a social, religious, occupational,

or other group sharing common characteristics or interests and perceiving itself

as distinct in some respect from the larger society within which it exists".
So our understanding of community is a set of people who share something

(e.g. a language, a network access, ...) but who do not necessarily know each
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other or interact on a personal basis. Examples for communities are all students
at an university, or all Java programmers speaking English. The main usefulness
of comunities lays in its being a starting point for identifying a set of people
one could interact with, e.g. to �nd some help for solving problems or to share
experiences.

Groups According to our de�nition, community members do not necessarily
know each other. It makes a di�erence for possible support mechanisms when
the members of a grouping know each other. Therefore, we will use a di�erent
term for communities whose members know each other. We will refer to such
groupings as \groups".

In contrast to teams which we will de�ne in the next paragraph, groups
do not necessarily cooperate. Thus, the interaction is loose because there is no
shared task or common goal. Examples of groups are a group of friends or the
members of a research institute.

Compared with communities contact building within groups for cooperation
on a project or a task is easier because there is already a certain level of knowl-
edge and understanding between group members.

Teams The most advanced form of a community is a \team". The members of
a team know each other and are cooperating to achieve a common goal sharing
some artefacts they are working on, e. g. a jointly edited document. This descrip-
tion corresponds with a de�nition found in Webster's Dictionary [25]: \team: a

number of persons associated in some joint action".

Teams

Groups

Communities

Fig. 1. Communities, groups, and teams

The main di�erences between these three group types are the level of inter-
action between the members and the existence of shared goals and artefacts. It
should be noted that there is no clear separation between these group types.
Seamless transitions occur between them and groups and teams can exist inside
communities (see Figure 1).
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3 Support Mechanisms for Communities and Teams

In the following we will discuss di�erent support mechanisms available for group-
ings of people. Thereby we will not consider groups as a separate type of grouping
but concentrate on support for communities and teams.

3.1 Goal of Support for Communities and Teams

The basic questions concerning support mechanisms are the following: Does the
mechanism only support one individual in the community/team, can it only be
used for supporting the majority of individuals or is it restricted to supporting
interaction of two or more members of the community/team?

We will focus on communities and teams as an environment for cooperation.
Thus, there must be mechanisms to initiate and to carry on the cooperation pro-
cess. Dividing the cooperation process into smaller stages might help to identify
possible support mechanisms. The following stages can be identi�ed:

1. �nd someone to collaborate with

2. make contact with the selected people

3. build a common understanding; this includes trust building, the identi�ca-
tion of a goal, and the negotiation about the way how this goal should be
reached.

4. collaborate; collaboration usually consists of two alternating phases

{ the execution of individual work and

{ the communication between co-workers in order to coordinate activities
and work plans.

The emphasis of community support systems is on the �rst two stages while
groupware concentrates on the last two stages.

3.2 Support for Communities

According to our de�nition in Section 2 a community is a set of people who share
something (e.g. a native language or an interest) but in general who do not know

each other personally. One potential bene�t of being part of a community is the
easier identi�cation of others who might provide some help for the appropriate
execution of an individual (or group) task. For example, to �nd a person who
has the required competencies and skills and who is willing to collaborate and
to exchange information.

Hence, the main aspect of community support is to facilitate the identi�cation
and selection of potential collaboration partners. Collaboration can be as short
as posing and answering a question, but it can also lead to long-term cooperation
and even to the founding of business enterprises.
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Contact Facilitation There are several ways of supporting contact facilitation.
Here are three real life examples:

{ In Usenet newsgroups one can identify partners by reading news articles or
by analyzing answers after posting a request article.

{ In a company which maintains an internal employee database one can �nd
the relevant contact partners by querying the database.

{ In a library one can �nd possible partners by looking at the lending history
of a book one might be interested in.

Common to these examples is the goal of identifying and selecting the rele-
vant individuals of a community for interaction. In order to support this process,
attributes describing the individuals are required. This information can be ob-
tained along di�erent ways, e.g. by conversations (newsgroups), by querying a
database which contains information about people with respect to skills, com-
petencies and interests, or by watching objects where one assumes that access
to these objects indicates certain characteristics of the user one is looking for
(library). The monitoring of accesses to Web pages is a typical example of the
latter category.

These examples already demonstrate a two-step approach to support contact
facilitation. In the �rst step an object is speci�ed whose access and use might
identify potential contact partners. Object examples are newsgroups, the em-
ployee database or an arbitrary object, such as a document or a book. In the
second step, the object is monitored with respect to its usage by other people.
Thus, awareness of what is going on with the speci�ed object is of major interest
during contact facilitation.

Collaborative Use of Knowledge After the identi�cation process a direct
communication channel is established to that person. Thus, after contact a coop-
eration environment is set up similar to working environments of teams. Contact
facilitation results in the establishment of a temporary team.

Indirect cooperation is another mechanism often found in the context of
communities. Here people cooperate without knowing each other personally. In-
formation provided by some people is used by other people to support their own
work. Classic information systems where di�erent users insert and retrieve data
are typical examples of this support mechanism. Increasing the number of sub-
mitting people might lead to a larger, less specialized community and the pure
database solutions no longer work e�ciently. Another class of systems that can
help to �nd interesting data in large databases (e.g. the Web) are recommender
systems where people rate the information they read and other people use these
ratings for �ltering incoming information according to their interest level (e.g.
Firey1).

In recent work on recommender systems selection of users and recommenda-
tions are often combined, that is: the system does not incorporate the ratings

1 see http://www.�rey.com/
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of all users but only of those which have been selected as advisors (see Knowl-
edgePump [9]).

For the rest of the paper we will concentrate on direct interaction rather the
shared databases or recommender systems.

3.3 Support for Distributed Teams

Collaboration within teams requires the coordination of activities which are per-
formed by the team participants in order to reach the shared goal. In general,
coordination is achieved via communication between team members.

There are two di�erent types of tasks which should be considered when dis-
cussing computer support for distributed teams: structured and unstructured
tasks. The former are tasks which are performed according to a standard pro-
cedure, such as approving a business trip or processing bank loan applications.
These tasks are often formalized by a detailed model that clearly describes the
steps necessary for completing the task. Unstructured tasks are never standard-
ized because they are inherently chaotic. Examples are creative work such as
writing a paper for a conference or the production of a movie. In contrast to the
�rst task type there is no obvious structure. Single steps inside the task can only
be described in a very complex and often fuzzy manner.

For structured tasks explicit support for coordination is suitable. Work-
ow management systems are increasingly applied to handle the coordination
of structured tasks as well as the execution of the individual steps associated
with these tasks.

For unstructured tasks, however, there is no abstract work model that de-
scribes the steps necessary for performing a task. Instead, the system must o�er
as much exibility as possible to team members so that they can do whatever
they think is necessary to achieve a particular goal. This requires a high degree
of group awareness where co-workers are aware of each other's past, current and
possible future activities within the shared environment. The propagation and
exchange of group awareness information results in \implicit coordination" of
team work.

The exchange of information may be achieved by direct or indirect commu-
nication. There are several factors contributing to the success or failure of the
collaboration between team members:

{ For direct synchronous communication it is necessary to know when the
communication partners are available, e.g. for spontaneous collaboration,
for initiating direct communication or for explicitly coordinating activities
or access to shared resources.

{ In addition to planned direct communication there must be a method of
supporting spontaneous direct communication. Therefore, awareness of who
is around is needed.

{ In order to enhance group awareness required for implicit coordination it is
necessary to generate, distribute and display various information about the
current state of the work and co-workers as well as about the history of past
activities and events (indirect communication).
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In the following paragraphs we give a brief overview of support technology for
these areas. More information can be found in publications of the \Computer-
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)" area (e.g. biannual ACM CSCW con-
ferences).

Contact Facilitation / Media Spaces Contact facilitation in teams helps
the user to determine when to communicate with someone he already knows,
rather than �nding a new partner. It provides awareness information concerning
the absence of team members, availability of team members for conversation and
social acceptability of initiating a conversation with any of them.

Several interface techniques have been developed for contact facilitation within
teams. Media spaces are one way of providing distributed groups with informal
awareness of each other. Video walls, for example, rely on continuous video and
audio for information about who is around at other sites [1]. Video snapshots,
such as Portholes provide periodically updated video snapshots of other people's
o�ces [6]. Video glimpses, as in Montage give short video views into another
person's o�ces without any additional audio channel. Minimalist awareness sys-
tems, such as PeepHoles [10] indicate how long a person has been absent from
his computer.

Support for direct Communication Direct communication of a distributed
team can be realized through standard synchronous and asynchronous methods
of computer and network based communication: telephone calls, video and audio
conferences, text talk, email/news.

In addition to these standard means we refer the interested reader to recent
approaches to make video conferencing more conference like (e.g. MAJIC [11])
and the use of 3D virtual spaces which provide places for direct communica-
tion (text based: Blaxxun CommunityClient/Server2 [21] - audio/video based:
FreeWalk [18]).

Processed Awareness Information In general, Media Spaces only transmit
pictures or audio information recorded at one site to all other connected sites.
The interpretation is left to the user. It is not possible for the system to prepro-
cess or �lter the information.

Informal team awareness is the general sense of which of the team members
is around and what others are up to. These are the kinds of things that people
track when they work together in the same physical environment. This awareness
is the glue that facilitates casual interaction, the spontaneous and one-person
initiated meetings that form the backbone of everyday coordination and work
[3,8].

The informal awareness and the casual collaboration triggered by informal
awareness is an essential and highly productive part of the work experience [5].

2 see http://www.blaxxun.com/
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To summarize, one can say that awareness \is part of the glue that allows groups
to be more e�ective than individuals" [10].

Media spaces and awareness systems intend to provide informal awareness
for distributed teams which do not share the same physical environment. Besides
media spaces awareness information can also be distilled from interaction with
workspace objects and displayed in special views to the team members.

3.4 Awareness as a Common Base for Communities and Teams

The electronic support for communities and teams developed independently.
While community support systems concentrated mostly on the building process,
i.e. �nding people with similar interests, groupware focused on the collaboration
process, i.e. the synchronization and exchange of information in the context of
a speci�c team task.

As we showed above there is one task needed in both settings: contact fa-
cilitation with unknown or known collaborators. Additionally, there is a need
to seamlessly switch from community support systems (contact facilitation) to

groupware (accomplishing group tasks). Hence, the two areas should grow to-
gether. In our opinion the notion of awareness is a common base to connect
the two application domains. Making contact requires awareness of who is in
the same (virtual) place and who is interested in the same data. For successful
synchronization in teams it is essential to have some knowledge of what is going
on in the team.

Most of recent CSCW research has emphasized awareness-oriented collab-
oration systems where users coordinate their work based on the knowledge of
what the members of the collaborating group are doing or have done. Group
awareness can be de�ned as \an understanding of the activities of others, which
provides a context for your own activity" [6]. Pedersen describes awareness as
an \ability to maintain and constantly update a sense of our social and physical
context [19]".

An increase of awareness within a collaborating group has several advantages:

{ It encourages informal spontaneous communication (e.g. via video confer-
ences, phone calls, etc.), since people are more likely to contact others di-
rectly if they know their partner is at leisure and can be interrupted without
interfering too much with his/her ongoing work.

{ Awareness is important for keeping the group members up-to-date with im-
portant events and therefore contributes to their ability to make conscious
decisions.

Awareness is needed for both, contact facilitation in communities and teams
and for maintaining team work at a high performance level within teams.

The reason why recent awareness systems have focused on one of the two
areas is caused by di�erent needs of the di�erent user groups. The main di�erence
is that context is available in team work while not in communities (people do not
know each other). Thus, in the latter case there is some need to establish context
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(e.g. information on which page both users are working upon, where the user
is from, exchange of business cards, etc.). In teams there is more background
information available on the team goals as well as on the characteristics of the
team members. Therefore contact facilitation can work with less information
displayed. Thus, it is enough to display an image of the co-workers; additional
information, such as the individual interests and skills is not needed.

As a result, di�erent information is required for providing awareness in teams
as opposed to communities. However, it is possible to provide a seamless transi-
tions between these two types.

In the following section we will present mechanisms of using awareness in-
formation in di�erent educational settings. Educational environments comprise
both group types, communities as well as teams. Our main goal has been to
use the same services in all settings and to provide seamless transition between
communities and teams.

4 Communities in Education Systems

4.1 Collaboration Entities of Educational Environments

At a university cooperation is a ubiquitous work form of interaction between stu-
dents, professors and research assistants. Both learning and teaching can be re-
garded as a kind of cooperative process. Lectures, seminars and practical courses
serve as places where cooperation is organized and takes place.

The collaborations occurring at di�erent level of abstractions as well as be-
tween di�erent entities lead to the forming of a variety of communities and teams.
According to the organizational view (see �gure 2) a university is organized into
departments, chairs and project teams which respectively correspond to commu-
nity, group and team as de�ned above. On the other hand, we will subsequently
investigate another kind of view, the event oriented view.

Both views reect the same relationships between communities, groups and
teams. Interpreting the di�erences between the pyramid bottom and its top, one
can observe the following trends from the bottom to the top: less members, but
closer cooperative relationships between the members; informal spontaneous in-
teractions dominate within a community (at the bottom of the pyramid) whereas
the work in a team (at the pyramid top) is usually planned and goal-oriented.

4.2 Communities and Teams in Lecture 2000

The geographical distribution of a university often restricts and encumbers the
cooperation between students, professors and research assistants. For example,
the fourteen chairs in the Informatics department of the Technische Universit�at
M�unchen (TUM) are located at six di�erent sites requiring up to half an hour
travel time by public transportation to go from one site to another. Students
must shuttle between dormitories, chair locations and the main campus of the
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Fig. 2. Di�erent views of communities, groups, and teams in educational systems

university to attend classes and to interact face-to-face with tutors and fellow
students. The project Lecture 2000 [23] aims at supporting and enriching com-
mon university lecturing by applying the potential of new technologies and by
designing and implementing an integrated multimedia based learning and teach-
ing environment. It enables and facilitates the cooperation between students,
professors and research assistants even when they are distributed across several
locations.

Derived from the characteristics of the learning and teaching process Lecture
2000 distinguishes between the following collaboration entities (event oriented
view): the class of a lecture as a community, learning groups for the lecture
as teams, a discussion group and spontaneous groups facilitating the transition
from the community to the teams inside the community.

Class as a Community attending a Lecture People who come to attend a
lecture may come from di�erent departments of a university, from other cities
or other states of a country, and even from other continents. At present, such
a group of people can either sit together in a classroom or attend the lecture
remotely. As an e�ort to remove the geographical obstacle some lectures at the
TUM are propagated to the wide area network via Mbone. The common interest
in the lecture serves as a \glue" to unite people who often do not know each
other personally. They constitute a community called \class". Notably, members
of the community also include those who never actually make their appearance
in class but are nevertheless interested in the content of the course.

The class exists only as a very loose and often only as virtual community. Ex-
perience shows that students prefer to participate in discussions in small groups
composed of 2 to 5 persons in order to discuss course related issues. Normally,
the work of a small group can lead to the answers to the issues arising from the
learning process which can be stored as histories for future studies and examina-
tions. Therefore, these small groups will be regarded as teams derived from the
community. In section 3.1, we have considered it central for community support
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to facilitate the identi�cation of potential collaboration partners. The follow-
ing will discuss contact facilition in educational settings distinguishing between
asynchronous and synchronous modes.

Discussion Group for asynchronous Contact Facilitation Associated
with each lecture there is a discussion group available to all attending students
providing asynchronous contact facilitation. The discussion group can be re-
garded as a public service which enables lecture participants to communicate
with others more easily. Normally, the members of such a group share common
interests in exchanging learning experiences and discussing problems connected
with the learning process.

Under these circumstances people contact each other asynchronously and
often anonymously using nick names. In practice, a discussion group of a lecture
plays a similar role as the Usenet newsgroups mentioned before. As interactions
mature people can establish a team for conducting a more e�cient and closer
cooperation. A discussion group represents a subgroup in a small community.

Spontaneous Groups for synchronous Contact Facilitation Informal
spontaneous interactions have proven to be very important in communities. In
a distributed community, where members do not know each other, this kind of
\unintented" meeting plays a very important role in facilitating the identi�cation
of potential collaboration partners.

In [12] four categories of interactions have been distinguished: planned (pre-
arranged meeting), intended (explicitly sought by one person), opportunistic
(anticipated by one party but occurring only when the parties happened to see
each other) and spontaneous (unanticipated by either party). These latter two
types of interactions are called \unintented". The term \spontaneous (tempo-
rary) group" speci�es a group formed by people when they meet each other in an
\unintended" manner. These kinds of meetings lead to synchronous interactions.
Previous research has shown that synchronous interactions provide people with
better opportunities for developing a common understanding than asynchronous
interactions.

Learning Groups Cooperation in education could be described as the speci�c
cooperative relationships characterized by common goals and responsibilities
shared by a group of people. The common goals and responsibilities can be
better achieved and assumed in a small group than in a large one. Therefore, the
interactions within loosely coupled discussion and spontaneous groups often lead
to the creation of small groups for preparing and reviewing the lecture content in
more detail. These small groups, called Learning Groups, distinguish themselves
from the discussion groups by fewer members, closer relationships and clearer
objectives. Mostly the members of learning groups communicate with each other
synchronously. Learning groups are examples of teams as de�ned above.
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5 The Lecture 2000 Environment

Lecture 2000 [23] provides a comprehensive information space and supports col-
laboration facilities. The following will focus on the latter aspect and discuss the
support of communities and teams and the seamless transition between them.
We will �rstly describe our system design and then briey show how this support
is achieved in the system. Finally, some issues with respect to awareness support
revealed by the design will be explored in more detail.

5.1 Architecture of Lecture 2000

Lecture 2000 is client/server based. For each lecture there is a separate server (see
Figure 3) which after the initiation phase consists of a tutor studio, a discussion
group and an entrance hall. As the lecture progresses new learning groups and
spontaneous groups might be established. A server which is entered via the
entrance hall represents a lecture community. From the entrance hall a student
can go into the discussion group, one of the learning groups, the tutor studio,
or initiate a spontaneous group with other people whom he encountered in the
entrance hall.

CB

D

Server

A

Tutor Studio

Entrance Hall

Learning
Group

Learning
Group

Learning
Group

Learning
Groupspontaneous

Group
Discussion

Group

Fig. 3. The structure of a server in Lecture 2000. It consists of Discussion Group,

Learning Group, Tutor Studio and Entrance Hall

Discussion Group A discussion group provides an asynchronous interaction
mode for lecture participants to discuss and solve lecture related issues.
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Learning Groups A learning group is a team that is composed of several stu-
dents who meet regularly for preparing and reviewing the lecture. Entrance into
a learning group is protected by a password selected by the owner of the group.
However, the tutor of the lecture is allowed to take part in team discussions
without providing a password.

A learning group exports the following information about itself: (1) current
group state: there can be four possible states represented by a door sign: between
sessions (a closed door), open to all (an opened door), closed to all (a closed door
with a red light), and opened after contact (a closed door with a green light); (2)
group membership and the contact information of group members; (3) data list
of group activities. Based on the exported information members of the lecture
community might interact with learning group members and thus participate in
team discussions. It can even lead to the change of team membership.

Tutor Studio It is assumed that a tutor occasionally participates in learning
group discussions. Additionally there is a tutor studio which aims at increas-
ing the collaboration possibilities between students and the tutor. In practice

a tutor studio is similar to an o�ce. Entrance into the studio is restricted to
pre-determined consulting hours.

Like a learning group, a tutor studio exports information to provide people
with the current state of the studio, data lists and contact information such as
the secretary's telephone number.

Entrance Hall The entrance hall is furnished with a variety of information
about activities occurring in other places on the server, such as in learning groups
and the tutor studio. In particular, one can learn about others who are also in
the entrance hall at the same time. Then, the entrance hall provides a medium
for awareness and it facilitates all possible interactions in the lecture community:

{ With help of the exported information of a learning group people in the
entrance hall can attempt to contact team participants. If possible, they can
join a team and take part in its discussions.

{ People in a learning group can notice those who appear in the entrance hall.
When a user has found a potential collaboration partner in the entrance hall,
he can invite him to join the group.

{ People who happen to meet each other in the entrance hall can initiate a
spontaneous (temporary) group. If they agree to form a team for a close and
regular collaboration, they can also do so. Thus, the spontaneous group may
change into a team (learning group).

{ From the entrance hall one can also judge whether or not entrance to the
tutor studio is permitted by checking the information on the door of the
studio.

{ Finally, one can enter into the discussion group to seek possible collaboration
with others.
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5.2 Support Mechanisms for Community and its Teams

In the design, we have mainly used two contact facilities (discussion group and
entrance hall) in supporting the �rst two cooperation stages depicted in section
3.1. Compared with other methods such as the deployment of an internal em-
ployee database, the entrance hall supports synchronous interactions which pro-
vide much better opportunities for developing a common understanding among
encounters.

Within a team, every place is equipped with groupware tools in supporting
the collaboration work among the members of the team, for example multiuser
editor [15], chat tool and so on. However, one of our main concerns in supporting
the collaboration activities within a team is the link between the discussion
process and the information space provided by Lecture 2000. The material stored
in the information space serves as a basis for the discussion. Discussion results
with respect to the issues can be stored in either private or public workspaces
for the future use of the members, and the movement of results between the sites
will also be supported.

5.3 Related Issues

In section 3 we have explored the idea that awareness provides a common base for
both community and team support. As decribed above, people can use various
groupware tools to do collaborative work. Without a doubt, awareness plays a
key role in groupware tools. Here, we mainly focus on the investigation of issues
related to the awareness support in a community.

Awareness and Privacy Control Awareness involves knowing who is around,
what activities are under way, who is talking with whom; it provides a view of
one another in the daily work environment [7]. In other words, it means that
an individual must enter into public or private areas in order to learn as much
as possible about others and their activities. Media space technology typically
focuses on the use of direct audio and video connections as a means to obtain such
information. However, it is di�cult to distinguish between public and private
spheres in some situations. Privacy is relative. Even in a public area (e.g. in a
cafe), staring at someone is considered impolite. Privacy issues have often been
a major concern when designing and installing media spaces.

To enable participation within a widely distributed community Lecture 2000
is designed to support people with audio-video equipment, audio only, or perhaps
even text only devices. Furthermore, students have no permanent workplaces
compared with workers in a company. Thus, the environment of Lecture 2000
does not depend on the media space technology to obtain awareness information.

Place for Awareness Support Lecture 2000 uses a variety of places to sup-
port awareness for the communities. Places, such as \rooms" in TeamWave and
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\virtual hallways" in the original design of the Cruiser media space [22] have be-
come increasingly popular in collaborative systems. They facilitate and structure
interaction between people.

The awareness provided by a place can be observed in two ways: within a
place and outside of a place. Within a place, awareness reects a kind of interest,
preference, cultural background and rules implied by the place. For example,
when somebody enters into a lecture room of a university, it means that he is
interested in the content of the lecture and will comply with the university rules.

Outside of a place we pay particular attention to the ways people enter the
place. Di�erent people may use di�erent ways. A place itself often implies the
mechanism in which it should be entered from the outside. For example, a student
should knock at the door before he enters into the professor's o�ce whereas he
can walk right into a lecture room.

Places in Lecture 2000 Thus, a place as a spatial metaphor can both provide
awareness for a community and also serve as a workplace for a team. Further-

more, places which can easily be located will facilitate a variety of spontaneous
interactions. However, a place which has no boundaries can also lead to unex-
pected annoyances and privacy violations. On the other hand, if a place provides
very tight boundaries it can encumber the collaboration possiblities with those
outside of the place.

Thus, Lecture 2000 provides places which have boundaries but which can
export necessary information to the outside. This information may link both
sides of a place. Additionally suitable privacy considerations make a place more
open and more usable. The places of Lecture 2000 not only have boundaries for
privacy protection but they can also export information for supporting a variety
of spontaneous interactions.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a model that connects the application areas
of community support systems and groupware. Taking this model as a starting
point we have highlighted (group) awareness as the connecting point and then
presented the Lecture 2000 example where these results are used in a system
supporting di�erent community types in an university setting.

The Lecture 2000 project started in 1996. Initially the project focused on the
information space publishing and distributing the complete material of several
courses electronically as well as teleteaching aspects for online courses. From the
very beginning we tried to integrate support mechanisms, such as a study advi-
sor, self assessment tests and chat tools for spontaneous interaction. Currently
we are re�ning the design for the lecture server to support communities and
teams as discussed above.
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Abstract:   Human interface is defined as technologies for supporting human communications

and, therefore, it has close relation with other areas concerning human communications.   In this

paper, the basic concept of human interface is examined and it is pointed out that interdisciplinary

research between engineering and social, psychological, and artistic areas should be carried out

for the development of future human interface technology.   Also several examples of this type of

research are described.

1  Introduction
   In recent years, the meaning of "human interface" has been extended from the base
concept of a "man-machine interface."   It can now be taken to refer to research into how
the computer can support communication both between humans and between humans
and computers.   For this reason, human-interface research must take into account so-
cial, psychological, and artistic aspects in addition to technological aspects, which were
the sole concern of the conventional approach to this kind of research in the field of
engineering.   The problem then arises as to how best to proceed with human-interface
research that includes these factors while using engineering as a base to work from.
This paper examines what forms these aspects might take in the human interface and
points out important problems that need to be addressed.   It also presents examples of
research being performed at the ATR Media Integration & Communications Research
Laboratories that take into account these aspects from an engineering perspective.

2  Role of the Human Interface
2.1 The human interface and communication
   In a narrow sense, "human interface" can be taken to mean a "man-machine inter-
face."   From this point of view, much research has been performed on how computers
as representative of machines can be made easier for people to use.   Considerable
attention has therefore been placed on methods of communication between humans and
computers.   However, as computers come to play a significant role in our lives in a
variety of forms, the problem goes beyond how to establish an effective interface be-
tween a single computer and a solitary human user.   In particular, a multi-dimensional
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problem arises that involves how communication among people is developing and how
it should be done in an environment characterized by the ubiquitous computer.   For
example, as communication between people connected to networks like the Internet
goes beyond real-time speech and takes on an asynchronous character in the form of
media like text and pictures, the narrow definition of the problem as one of how to
construct an interface between a human and a computer no longer holds. We therefore
view the human interface in the following manner.
(1) Researching the human interface means researching human communication activi-
ties.   Communication in this case includes that between humans and between humans
and computers.
(2) The central issue of human-interface research is determining how the computer should
support human communication activities
Once the problem is set up in this way, the question as to how to treat the human inter-
face becomes clear.   In other words, the problem shifts from how to make it easier for a
human to use a single computer to how to make a computer support human communica-
tion.
   Next, from the viewpoint of communication, let's take a look at the way in which the
human interface has been researched up to now mainly in the field of engineering.   Here,
we can point out that engineers have traditionally been focusing their research on ro-
bots, computer agents, and other entities that feature a function for communicating with
humans.   It can also be said that this research has for the most part concentrated on the
language component of communication.   On example of such research is voice recog-
nition systems that aim to extract meaning from speech, or in other words, logical infor-
mation.   In recent years, however, it has come to be recognized that the conveyance of
emotion and sensitivity, i.e., non-language communication, plays an important role in
our daily lives. Speech, for example, includes both logical information and non-logical
information, with examples of the latter being information related to the speaker (indi-
vidual information) and information related to emotions (rhythm information).   Tech-
nology associated with non-logical communication should become an important ele-
ment of future research on the human interface.

2.2 Communication model
   Figure 1 shows a diagram of a human communication model.   The topmost layer
controls communication functions based on the use of language. Researchers in the
human interface and artificial intelligence (AI) fields have been studying the mecha-
nisms of this layer. As mentioned above, typical examples of such research are voice
recognition.   In the field of voice recognition, research has been performed for many
years on algorithms that could hopefully provide a high level of recognition.   Neverthe-
less, actual performance has fell short of expectations, and the reason for this has some-
times been attributed to inadequate recognition algorithms.   Could the real reason,
however, be that the true nature of the problem has been ignored?
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   The objective of voice recognition has been to extract only logical information in-
cluded in speech.   As explained previously, though, logical information is merely one
type of information making up speech.   Also included are very rich forms of informa-
tion associated with emotions and sensitivity. We can consider these types of informa-
tion to be generated in the lower layers in the figure, specifically, the interaction layer
and reaction layer.   The interaction layer here controls actions like generating the speaker's
rhythm and taking turns to speak in order to maintain a communication channel.   This
layer plays an important role in establishing smooth communication between people.
Beneath this layer is the reaction layer, which controls basic human actions like turning
one's head in the direction of an arriving sound and shutting one's eyes in response to a
bright light.   We can view such primal functions as being acquired deep in man's past
during a time when he was still in an animal stage.
   In the above way, we can say that low-layer functions, which differ from those that
treat logical actions and logical information on a higher layer, play an important role in
human communication, and that non-language information like emotions and sensitiv-
ity is generated and understood by these functions in the lower layers.   We can postulate
that the limit reached in voice-recognition performance resulted from the treatment of
such essential information as noise and not worthy of attention.   To therefore achieve
comprehensive human communication functions that also include the transmission and
reception of non-logical information, the mechanisms of the above interaction and reac-
tion layers must be researched and eventually integrated with the functions of the top
communication layer[1].

3  Aspects of the Human Interface
   As described above, the broader meaning of the human interface requires that we
think of it in terms of its ability to support human communication.   Moreover, in con-
trast to the traditional engineering approach of dealing only with logical information

Communication
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Interaction

Reaction

AI
Human Interface

Fig.1. Communication Model
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among the various types of information exchanged in communication, non-logical in-
formation associated with the senses, emotions, and sensitivity will also have to be
taken into account if a superior human interface is to be achieved.   As described below,
dealing with this type of information will require an interdisciplinary approach as op-
posed to past human interface research characterized by engineering work only.
   To reiterate, human communication does not stop at logical information; it includes a
wealth of non-logical information that plays a major role in daily communication.   We
can now pose the question: from what points of view should this kind of information be
dealt with?   In response, we can say that non-logical information is deeply related to
various levels of behavior in human communication, and must therefore be treated in
terms of the following aspects.
(1) Social behavior in human communication
   It is said that man is a social animal.   While engaged in person-to-person communica-
tion, a human being also communicates as a member of society.   This gives rise to
behavior in communication based on organizational and social rules that go beyond
individual norms of communication.   In addition, organizations and society tend to
change with time as well as with progress in technology.   Research of communication
behavior must therefore take these two items into account.   We will refer to this aspect
of communication as the "social aspect of the human interface."
(2) Basic behavior in human communication
   As indicated by the communication model presented earlier, basic actions in human
communication are controlled by the paleocortex through a mechanism shared with the
animal kingdom.   Both humans and animals such as dogs and cats therefore react on the
basis of whether intent has been communicated or not.   To research this type of basic
mechanism, the following method is adopted: focus on communication behavior when
people are sending or receiving basic stimuli to or from the outside world; examine
basic behavioral mechanisms by analyzing this type of behavior through psychological
experiments; and create models.   On the basis of this approach, we refer to this aspect of
communication as the "psychological aspect of the human interface," and the informa-
tion that is sent and received here as low-order sensory information.
(3) High-order behavior in human communication
   In addition to communication that deals with non-logical information like that associ-
ated with the senses, humans can engage in communication having even higher orders
of non-logical information.   The impression felt when viewing or listening to a great
work of art or music is clearly high-order information different from low-order sensory
information handled by humans as an animal response.   Such high-order information is
a major element in distinguishing man from animals and will therefore be referred to
here as high-order sensory information or "Kansei" information.   Because this kind of
information is typically handled by painters, musicians, novelists and other artists, we
will refer to the aspect of communication related to the sending and receiving of high-
order sensory information as the "artistic aspect of the human interface[2]."
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   The above discussion shows that research of the human interface can no longer be the
sole domain of engineering but must take on an interdisciplinary character involving
sociology, psychology, and art in addition to engineering.   The following sections will
describe the way that research should proceed for each of the above aspects, and will
introduce studies now being performed at the ATR Media Integration & Communica-
tions Research Laboratories as concrete examples of research on the human interface.

4  Social Aspect of the Human Interface
4.1 Approach
   Human communication actually includes a variety of social aspects. This section will
point out those points considered most important to our discussion and will also propose
a specific research approach.
   In addition to human beings, future society will feature virtual entities created by
computer.   These entities, or "agents," are expected to play a big role in our lives, and as
they take on a ubiquitous existence, human beings will have no choice but to coexist
with them.   The agent side in such a society will therefore have to act in a manner that
satisfies the social nature of communication. In other words, we are entering an era that
demands "social agents."   Our response in this regard should be as follows.
(1) First, behavior under the social conditions present when people talk to each other
must be examined, its basic model and mechanism determined, and that mechanism
incorporated into agents. In this way, agent behavior can be made more human.
At the same time, we can imagine that communication behavior on the human side will
change depending on whether the other party is another human or a computer agent.
The approach is therefore not simply to model the communication behavior of people
and incorporate it into agents, but must include the following step.
(2) The behavioral principles of humans when the other party is an agent must be mod-
eled, an optimal agent model for this situation created, and that model incorporated in
agents.
   The analysis of communication between people in a social situation is a field of soci-
ology, and for this reason, research with regard to step (1) above must be pursued in
cooperation with sociology and related fields.   On the other hand, communication be-
havior in a virtual environment corresponding to step (2) above is an area that has not
been dealt with to any great extent in sociology.   Nevertheless, how to go about estab-
lishing an agent society is a problem that cannot be ignored in the coming years. It will
therefore be necessary for the fields of engineering and sociology to cooperate in deter-
mining the conditions for communication under a variety of virtual environments, and
in observing and analyzing communication under such conditions.

4.2 Research example: rhythm in conversation
   Based on the above ideas, the author and his colleagues are focusing certain research
on:
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(1) Observing and analyzing communication activities among people; and
(2) Establishing virtual communication conditions and observing and analyzing com-
munication activities under such conditions.
   Here, we describe the observation of rhythm in conversation between people as a
specific example of research work[3].   While it has already been shown that two speak-
ers in a conversation will mutually adjust their response time and speech rate, this has
only been done in a qualitative manner.   Here, we will focus on "rhythm" in conversa-
tion and observe the way in which rhythm is adjusted between two speakers engaged in
a conversation.   The target conversation of analysis is performed over the telephone
whereby one speaker informs another speaker of a route on a map.   Here, one unit of
speaking delimited by an interval of silence is called a sub-utterance unit (SU), and the
average mora duration (AMD) within a single SU is taken to be an evaluation standard
when measuring rhythm.   Two adjacent SUs are called a non-opening pair (NOP) when
made up of elements like question/answer and request/consent, and an opening pair
(OP) when a new topic of conversation begins.   The difference in AMDs between two
adjacent SUs are measured: a positive result indicates an utterance rhythm that is accel-
erating, and a negative result an utterance rhythm that is decelerating.
   The problem here is to determine how NOPs and OPs accelerate or decelerate for a
single speaker and for both speakers in the conversation.   The results of analysis are
shown in Fig. 2.   It was found that: (1) The rhythm of conversation accelerates for NOP
and decelerates for OP; and (2) This phenomenon is the same when measurements are
made for either the same speaker or between two speakers.   In other words, each of two
speakers in a conversation adjusts his or her speech to the rhythm (speech rate) of the
other party's speech.   In addition, rhythm speeds up if the topic of conversation remains
unchanged, and the rhythm resets and slows down when the topic changes. In short, two
speakers in a conversation adjust their rhythm just like two dancers, and work closely
together when speeding up and slowing down the conversation.
   These findings indicate that such a mechanism must be incorporated in agents to make
them more human like.   It is not sufficient to simply understand the contents of the other
party's speech; rather, the rhythm of the other party's speech must be detected and the
agent's responding rhythm must be set based on the contents and rhythm of the other
party's speech and on the appropriate reply to these.   Although much research is being
performed on agents having a function for conversing with humans by voice means,
there is yet no example of incorporating such a function, and it remains a major research
subject.

5  Psychological Aspect of the Human Interface
5.1 Approach
   As described above, basic information such as that associated with the senses is re-
ferred to as low-order sensory information in this paper.   Engineering that deals with
this type of information is generally called "Kansei processing," and a variety of re-
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search has come to be performed under this name.   It should be pointed out here that the
information targeted by Kansei processing is limited to low-order sensory information.
However, the term "Kansei" has often been associated with high-order sensory informa-
tion to be described later, and misunderstandings can easily occur.   As a result, research
has been appearing that attempts to deal with high-order sensory information within the
same framework as conventional engineering.   In this regard, we point out that engi-
neering still operates on the basis of Descartes' idea of mind and matter as separate, and
it has advanced to its current state through the study of matter.   High-order sensitivity
belongs to the mind, so to speak, and the manner in which it is manifested is indefinite
and unclear.   It is therefore contradictory to deal with mind-associated high-order sen-
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sory information on the basis of engineering methodology that deals only with matter.
   However, if we limit sensory information to low-order sensory information, much of
it will be shared in common by people.   This means that by clarifying the relationships
between physical stimuli and the senses through psychological experiments and the
like, human communication mechanisms can be researched at the level of low-order
sensory information.   The following points are significant with regard to this approach.
(1) The basic format of this approach is "bottom-up" beginning with research of the
relationship between simple stimuli and the senses and gradually shifting to research of
compound stimuli and the senses.   (2) Examining the relationship between real, com-
plex phenomena and the senses using only the above methodology is difficult.   Accord-
ingly, when researching the relationship between complex, compound stimuli (like land-
scape images ) and the senses, hypotheses will be formed and tested in parallel with the
bottom-up methodology in an effort to clarify the relationship.   (3) Emphasis will be
placed on storing the high-order sensory information possessed by artists, designers,
etc., as data in a reusable format instead of simply analyzing the information.

5.2 Research example: the COMI&CS image handling system
   In communication, how to go about creating and transmitting images that one wants
to convey to other people is becoming an important topic.   We have been researching a
system called the Computer Organized Media Integration & Communication System
(COMI&CS) that performs these functions[4].   The configuration of COMI&CS is
shown in Fig. 3.   This system stores individual elements for creating images as compo-
nents that users can freely manipulate and edit to generate a desired image.   The system
also stores knowledge and data associated with the senses that are possessed by experts
in relation to media manipulation, creative techniques, etc., as an aid to non-expert us-
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ers.   System features are described below.
(1) Multimedia component database
   The system stores various kinds of image and sound data.   Moreover, in addition to
video and audio materials, which are most commonly associated with multimedia, the
system also stores the various types of elements making up images and sounds as mul-
timedia components.   These might be the shape and movements of objects appearing
inside an image, description of camera work, lighting conditions, etc.   These compo-
nents can be searched for, combined, and output so as to create one image, and informa-
tion describing the combination of these components can be stored in a database in the
form of scripts.
(2) Database processing by an impression-based language
   The system allows a user to search for stored images most similar to the one that he or
she wants to create and to search for components needed for that image.   The user can
also exchange components in the retrieved image and manipulate it in other ways to
achieve the desired image.   To perform these tasks, the system includes a function that
enables the user to search for and process images on the basis of an impression-based
language that includes expressions like "more refreshing" and "faster."   In this way,
users do not have to be an expert like an artist or designer to be able to create simple
images to their liking.
   To effectively implement the above, the relationship between the senses and color,
texture, shapes, etc., must be clarified by psychological experiments.   At the same time,
in order to automatically associate impressions with compound images like landscapes
and to search for images based on these impressions, research must be performed on the
factors involved in determining what impressions are to be associated with a certain
image.
(3) Storage of expert knowledge and reusability
   In parallel with the above research, an important problem to be addressed is how to
incorporate the intuition, feelings, etc., of artists, designers and other such experts into
the system.   Because intuition and feelings of such experts do not have properties that
can be easily analyzed to clarify basic principles, these elements will instead be stored
as knowledge in a form that can be reused.   Specifically, by having actual experts
operate COMI&CS to create various forms of content, records can be made of the way
they search, manipulate, and combine media components, and these records can be stored
in a database as scripts.   Then, by having general users make use of these scripts, some
of the work performed by experts can be reused. Figure 4 shows a scene of COMI&CS
being used to manipulate various types of media.

6  Artistic Aspect of the Human Interface
6.1 Approach
   As described above, research of human interfaces in the field of engineering has up to
now focused on the treatment of logical information in human communication.   As
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research advances, however, it is now being recognized that behind this external form of
communication lies a deeper level of communication mechanism based on human sen-
sitivity or Kansei.   In particular, high-order sensory information like impressions is
very difficult to deal with by engineering only.   On the other hand, artists have long
been dealing with issues of sensitivity.   To therefore deal effectively with high-order
sensory information, we can expect research in the coming years to approach the prob-
lem from both engineering and artistic points of view.
   At the same time, a field called interactive art is now developing as a new movement
in the art world. In this regard, we first point out that the most important function of art
is to convey an artist's idea or message by appealing to the emotional or sensitive cogni-
tive abilities of the viewer or reader.   During the long history of art, this technique of
communication has become quite refined and advanced.   In traditional fields of art,
however, information in communication flows in a passive and uni-directional manner
from artist to viewer via the work of art.   In contrast, the new field of interactive art
allows the art audience to change the artistic expression of the work by interacting with
it.   In this process, feedback is first generated from the audience to the work of art, and
then from the work to the artist, who examines the modified work.   In this way, infor-
mation flows from the audience to the artist.   In short, interactive art enables informa-
tion to flow in a bi-directional manner thereby achieving a higher level of communica-
tion.   Figure 5 shows a comparison between the flow of information in traditional art
and new interactive art.   Unfortunately, interactive art is still in a developing stage
characterized by many primitive systems in which responses are generated through push-
button interaction.   Interaction techniques must therefore be enhanced and brought to a
higher level of communication by incorporating advanced techniques, especially those
associated with image and voice recognition.
   In the above way, engineering is seeking the cooperation of the art world to enable
high-order sensory information to be handled by computer.   At the same time, the art

Fig. 4. COMI&CS being used for image expression
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world is searching for new technologies to enhance current interactive art and to raise
interaction to a higher level of communication.   Since these objectives are mutually
agreeable, we can say that the groundwork has been laid for advancing research through
cooperation between art and engineering.   These two approaches, moreover, are both
contrastive and complementary.   Engineering features an analytical approach in which
phenomena are measured to provide a basis for constructing models.   Art, on the other
hand, adopts an approach based on the intuition and sensitivity possessed by artists.
Because these two methodologies are contrastive and complementary, we can expect
the cooperation of these two fields to yield beneficial results.

6.2 Research example: emotional agent MIC
   Based on the ideas presented above, we have been engaged in collaborative research
with engineers and artists with the goal of developing new means of communication.
The following presents one example of this research.
   In speech-based communication, emotions play an important role, some times playing
an even bigger role than the logical information included in speech.   This phenomenon
can be observed in the way that a baby learns to recognize emotional information before
understanding semantic information in mother's speech.   Adults too recognize emo-
tional information along with semantic information in speech, and by integrating the
two, can come to understand what the other party is trying to say at a deeper level, which
makes for smoother communication.
   The solution to this sort of problem from a technical perspective lies in the research of
emotion recognition technology.   Here, however, "emotion recognition rate" has little
meaning, and what might be of more significance is to create an agent having an emo-
tion recognition function and to determine how humans evaluate this agent.   With this
in mind, we have created a pair of computer characters called MIC that recognize and
respond to emotions[5].   This is a collaborative project with an engineer and an artist in
which the emotion recognition section is developed by an engineer and computer graph-
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ics and response animation associated with these computer characters are created by an
artist.   MIC has the following features.
(1) MIC engages in non-language-based communication with humans using emotions,
sensitivity, etc. MIC is a character that recognizes emotion in human speech and re-
sponds to it.   Emotions that MIC can recognize are eight typical human emotions:
delight, happiness, anger, sadness, fear, mockery, kidding, and calmness.
(2) The entire bodily image of the character is prepared by computer graphics and an
emotional reaction is expressed not just by a facial expression but with action by the
entire body.   Moreover, by using images in the background that also respond to emo-
tion, the audience is able to easily understand the current emotional state of these char-
acters.
(3) Adoption of the following systems has enabled us to achieve high-level emotion
recognition functions.   Eight Neural networks corresponding to each of the above eight
emotions have been prepared and arranged in parallel to form an emotion recognition
system.    A large amount of speech training data have been prepared on the basis of
voice data spoken by multiple speakers with various emotions and consisting of mul-
tiple words lacking phoneme balance.   Use of this training data makes emotion recog-
nition possible for non-specific speakers and arbitrary content.
   The total process flow is shown in Fig. 6 and a typical MIC response pattern is shown
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Speech processing
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Fig. 6. Processing flow of MIC
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Fig. 7. An example of MIC’s reactions

in Fig. 7.   At present, these characters are being presented at various art and technology
exhibitions to allow the general public to interact with them, and favorable evaluations
are being received.

7  Conclusion
   The human interface, which in the past was often considered synonyms us with "man-
machine interface," has come to be targeted by a wider range of research areas as the use
of computers become widespread and the relationship between them and people takes
on many forms.   Nevertheless, it still appears that discussions on the human interface
are for the most part held within the field of engineering.   In this paper, we have pre-
sented a research area that reconsiders the meaning of the human interface and ques-
tions how the computer can support human communication on the basis of a new ex-
tended meaning.   We have also shown that when considering the human interface from
this point of view, social, psychological, and artistic aspects must be taken into account
in addition to the engineering aspect, and that to study these aspects in future human
interface research, an interdisciplinary approach including engineering, sociology, psy-
chological, and art becomes vitally important.   Examples of actual research in this area
now being performed at the ATR Media Integration & Communications Research Labo-
ratories have also been presented.
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During the last decade, various systems have been created to support local
communities and shared interest groups. Knowledge about the use, users, and
effects of these new systems is needed to inform design and implementation. In
this paper we present the results of a survey among inhabitants of the Digital
City, a large infrastructure for ‘virtual communities’. The number of users, the
range of facilities offered in the Digital City, and mutual interaction between
the users does increase. At the same time, the original local (Amsterdam) base
of the system has disappeared, and today’s users are living all over the Nether-
lands. The population of the Digital City is fairly homogeneous, and therefore
does not reflect the heterogeneous nature of a ‘real’ city. Use of the Digital City
is mainly recreational, and not yet integrated with other aspects of daily life.

1. Introduction

Information and communication technology (ICT) is used intensively in the economy
and in organizations. However, since the late eighties, it has been recognized that ICT
also can be used to support community life, and community networks have emerged as
extensions of public domain within cyberspace.1 A community is an association be-
tween people, which is not coordinated by money (the market) or by power (formal
organizations) but through communication based on shared norms and interests.
Communities are often defined as local [7], but this locality can be in geography
(villages and neighborhoods) as well as in information space (special interest groups,
using the Internet as a medium). Community networks are meant for rebuilding com-
munity life by improving communication, economic opportunity, participation, and
education. [16] To do so, community networks offer various functions, such as access
to community services and information, tools for communication, and discussion
platforms related to community issues. Early community networks used BBS technol-
ogy, and during the mid-1990s, a transition to WWW-technology took place. More
recently, new tools are being developed to increase the functionality of community
networks. These include awareness tools, intelligent agents, and filtering tools [7].

                                                          
1 Literature on community networks is growing, e.g., [5, 8, 13, 15, 16, 17]. A useful overview

from an activist point of view is [15]. For an overview from a computing point of view see
[7].

T. Ishida (Ed.): Community Computing and Support Systems, LNCS 1519, pp. 108-124, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



The development of community networks and digital cities can be studied from the
wider perspective of coordination mechanisms in society. In modern societies, various
mechanisms exist for the coordination of social, economic, and political life. On a
somewhat abstract level, three classes of mechanisms can be distinguished: markets,
hierarchies (formal organizations), and social networks (or communities, e.g., fami-
lies, neighborhoods, special interest groups). [18] Which of these mechanisms are
appropriate in a certain situation depends on the transaction costs (coordination costs)
involved. [2] As transaction costs are mainly for information and communication,
they are expected to change because of the use of modern information and communi-
cation technologies (ICT). Markets are developing into electronic markets [10], using
the new technology for reducing costs of gathering information and coordinating
market transactions. At the same time organizations are changing into virtual organi-
zations [11, 12]. And, because ICT influences the various transaction costs in differ-
ent degrees, the relative efficiency and effectiveness of markets, hierarchies, and
social networks may change. For example, Malone, Yates, and Benjamin [10] have
argued that ICT reduces the transaction costs of markets more than of hierarchies. In
other words, while electronic markets and electronic hierarchies are emerging and
replacing traditional markets and hierarchies, the balance may shift to more market
and less formal organization. Whether this tendency is dominant and irreversible, is of
course highly dependent on the direction of technological development and on the
way new technologies are adopted.

Also the role of communities and social networks in society depends on their rela-
tive efficiency. In pre-modern, traditional society, local communities carried all the
different functions needed for the reproduction of the community. During the histori-
cal process of modernization and differentiation of society, traditional communities
have lost many of their social functions, which have been taken over by the market,
and by government. However, with the emergence of ICT-based community support
systems, transaction costs in communities and social networks may decrease. Mod-
ernized, social networks may become more important again for society.2

Whether community networks succeed in improving community life, depends of
course on the design of the community systems, but also on contextual factors. For
example, Van Alsteyne and Brynjofsson have demonstrated that the use of the Inter-
net by scientists can result in widening access, as well as in a balkanization of science
[19]. Science, as other social systems, behaves as a complex adaptive system [4], and
the effects of technological change therefore may be counter-intuitive. Community
networks add additional layers of communication to existing communities, which may
reinforce the social network, but also lead to new communities, and to a change or
disintegration of existing communities. Therefore, it cannot be concluded from the
mere technological possibilities that community life will benefit from adopting ICT-
based community networks.

                                                          
2 It has been argued that the market and the state are no longer able to solve the unemployment

problem. Advocates claim that community networks may strengthen local economy, and also
support a ‘social (non-monetary) economy’ [15]. If this is true, community networks may
become a useful tool in the creation of new forms of employment. [20]
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This uncertainty opens up a whole research agenda into the use, the effects and the
design of community networks, and other forms of community computing. Under
what conditions will these new media for communication and interaction transform
and create sustainable communities? What tools (for filtering, awareness, decision
making, information search, chat) are useful in various situations? What infrastruc-
tures are appropriate in which contexts? Do modern means of communication create
new ‘hybrid’ communities, less based on real space and more on information space?
What does this imply for the design of community systems? Because it is uncertain
how community networks and community support systems will influence society [4],
it is relevant to study the functioning of existing community systems, and how these
community systems affect social networks, and society at large. In this paper, we
analyze the development of a large community system: the (Amsterdam) Digital City,
as a contribution to this research program.

2. The Digital City: History and Organization

Early in 1994, the Amsterdam Digital City began as an initiative of hackers and cy-
berspace activists, the objective being to democratize access to the Internet. The or-
ganizers, funded by the local government, created a text based (BBS) system,
accessible through telephone and modem. As the number of Dutch people with Inter-
net connections and modems was very low in 1994, terminals were installed in public
places, such as libraries and cultural centers, to improve access to the system. The
main project was to use the Digital City for communication between citizens and local
politicians and for the dissemination of political information among the citizens of
Amsterdam. The DDS was founded shortly before the local elections in 1994 in Am-
sterdam, and the ten week experiment was planned to end after the elections. How-
ever, the Digital City was a large success, and it stimulated the interest for the Internet
in the Netherlands enormously. The number of registered users increased very fast:
during the first ten weeks, some 10.000 inhabitants were registered, and over 100.000
visits took place. Growth has continued ever since. In 1996, the population had in-
creased to 48.000, with in average 8000 visits per day. Additionally, per day some
2000 (non-registered) ‘tourists’ were visiting the Digital City. In June 1998, the num-
ber of inhabitants had grown to 80.000, despite the fact that citizens who do not use
the facility for more than three months, are expelled from the Digital City.

From a grass roots and subsidized initiative (in 1994), the Amsterdam Digital City
(DDS3) evolved into a non-subsidized not-for-profit organization, with a turnover (in
1997) of about $ 500.000, and employing (in 1998) more than 25 persons (all together
filling 17 full time positions). Its main objectives have become broader:
• Democratizing the electronic superhighway: creating an electronic sphere that

allows for participation, discussion and information exchange. In other words, the
creation of an electronic public domain, freely accessible, and with freedom of

                                                          
3 The acronym DDS stands for De Digitale Stad, Dutch for The Digital City.
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expression. The DDS offers its inhabitants free email, the possibility to create a
‘digital house’ in the city (WWW-page), facilities for chat and discussion, and
access to a myriad of information about all aspects of daily life.

• Innovation: development of knowledge, and conducting research and develop-
ment about information and communication infrastructures, and disseminating
this knowledge.

• Supporting small and medium sized firms in using the Internet and WWW, and
improving the regional economic structure.

The DDS earns its income mainly through the second and third objectives: by advis-
ing other organizations about the use of the Internet and WWW, by providing com-
puting facilities, by providing WWW services, and by providing digital office space
and possibilities for advertising within the DDS. The local government in Amsterdam,
which funded the start of the DDS, is now paying for services.

The fact that the DDS has to generate its own income, based on its expertise (con-
sulting) and its sizable population (renting virtual offices as well as space for adver-
tisement), also affects the way the DDS is organized. Although it started as a local
grass roots movement, the DDS has lost its original democratic structure. In contrast
to the dominant idea of community networks as bottom up activities, owned by the
users, and often based on public funds [13, 15], the DDS is a ‘not-for-profit com-
pany’. The digital citizens are ‘customers’, without a formal and organized represen-
tation in the DDS. An early plan to establish an ‘advisory board’ with users of the
system, never materialized.

An example of an important top-down decision, initially not having support of the
users, was a major change in the design of the system. When the DDS moved from a
text-based interface to a WorldWideWeb interface, many ‘digital citizens’ opposed it
as unnecessary. However, the leadership of the DDS felt that they had to use the most
advanced technology (in 1995: WorldWideWeb) to remain attractive in the long run,
even if users initially opposed the change.

On the other hand, the lack of formal influence has never resulted in questions of
legitimacy. Several users of the Digital City participate in various design aspects, e.g.,
in an advanced users group, where new designs and tools are discussed and tried out.
In this sense, the DDS is similar to traditional participatory design projects. [3]

3. The Design of the Digital City

The current (third) system of the Digital City is a WWW based system, in which the
metaphor of the city is implemented quite literally. Figure 1 shows the map of the
DDS, which can be found at http://www.dds.nl. The city consists of more than thirty
squares with cultural, recreational, technological, civic, and political themes, provid-
ing a meeting place for ideas and information exchange. A list of the squares is added
in appendix 1. The squares are the location for the commercial information suppliers,
and for not-for-profit organizations. On the squares, companies and organizations can
rent virtual offices, to provide information, and to sell products and services. For
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example, the ‘Europe Square’ houses the Dutch Office of the European Commission,
and other organizations related to the European Union. They provide information to
the public. Political debate around European issues takes place here.

Fig. 1. The map of the Digital City

The ‘houses’ of the digital citizens are located around the squares (in the form of
WWW-pages). Digital citizens use their houses for presentation of themselves, and
for information they feel may be of interest to the visitor. Some very interesting
houses exist, such as a house that provides links to the homepages of various media
(journals, magazines, movies, etc.) from the entire world. The main difference be-
tween the shops and offices and the private houses is, that the latter are free. There-
fore, one is not allowed to provide commercial information in one’s house. Private
houses lack tools for communication.

Because the number of inhabitants increases faster than the number of squares,
there is a shortage of building space for houses. A variety of measures have at-
tempted, only with partial success, such as building ‘skyscrapers’. It is also permitted
to ‘squat’ houses that are not maintained by their inhabitants. By now, it is also al-
lowed to build houses in the Digital City that are not properly located in the ‘city
structure’. In 1996, some 3300 inhabitants had their house, a number that doubled to
6500 a year later. Of these, some 1500 houses are properly located, that is, have a
‘door’.  The others can be accessed through an index.

A popular facility in the Digital City is the ‘metro’, a complex text-based Multi
User Dungeon. Other facilities are the weekly DDS-magazine, various café’s and
kiosks, email, and discussion groups. Many ‘billboards’ for advertisements and an-
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nouncements are spread over the DDS. Originally, the DDS provided free and full
Internet access. This was terminated quite early, because of the costs involved, and
because many Internet access providers entered the market in the Netherlands from
1995 onwards. The Digital City maintains both a text-based interface and a WWW-
based interface; 82% of the users are using the WWW-based interface.

3.1 Innovation

In 1997, the Digital City started to experiment with 3D virtual reality. Dam Square
has been built as a 3D model (http://dam.dds.nl/xdam/damBang.html), and citizens
were invited to extend the 3D virtual space with their own buildings, streets, and
squares. This experiment with 3D was a consequence of the need for the DDS to
attract users, and to remain competitive in the WWW-advisory market and in the
market for Web-commercials. However, the use of advanced technology may result in
decreasing accessibility, because users need fast computers and especially fast tele-
communication connections to use the 3D interface. Recently, the DDS decided not to
move into the 3D direction, as it is still much too slow. An updating of the interface,
and new awareness and communication tools, however, are being developed.

3.2 Community Networks and Digital Cities

What is the difference between a ‘digital city’ and a ‘community network’, as variants
of ‘community computing’? As already discussed, communities share geographical
space or information space, and community networks can be designed for both types
of communities – however, different architectures and different functions may be
required. A digital city is simultaneously similar to and different from both types of
community networks. The DDS does not see itself as a local community network,
because the scope of the Digital City is much larger – the content is not restricted to
the Amsterdam region, and the services are available for everybody who wants to
register. In fact, the users of the DDS live all over the Netherlands. The DDS is also
not a topical community network, as it covers a large number of different topics. This
is clearly represented in its various squares, each focusing on a certain topic:
Women’s Square, Books square, Music square, Gay Square, Culture Square, Tech-
nology Square, and so on. On the other hand, the DDS does have a local component,
as much information in the DDS is about Amsterdam.

In other words, the DDS aims at providing an infrastructure for many different
thematic communities. The DDS is a community of communities, and, consequently,
the city-metaphor has broader implications than simply as an interface. As in real
cities, the DDS supports highly diverse activities. And, as a real city, the DDS attracts
people from many places outside.

To what extent is the Digital City successful in realizing these goals? Does the
new communication infrastructure of the DDS result in the emergence of sustainable
(local and topical) communities? Does the DDS offer functions, which are useful, and
integrated into peoples’ everyday life? What is the connection between cyberspace
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and community space? [17] In this paper, we present results of surveys among users
of the DDS towards answering these questions.

4. Data and Methods

Some months after the start (in January 1994) of the Digital City, a survey was held
among the users (Schalken & Tops 1994). We organized a second survey (May/ June
1996) to investigate digital life in a more mature environment. We did not yet finish
the analysis of the data from the third survey (May/June 1998), and therefore we can
only present some preliminary results of the last survey. The research is a cooperation
between the Digital City and the University of Amsterdam, and will be repeated on a
regular basis. This may result in a growing body of knowledge about citizens and city
life in digital cities.

Of course, a survey method is not sufficient to generate a complete picture of
social relations and processes in digital environments. Therefore, we also undertake
more detailed studies, based on interviewing and observing users. However, the sur-
veys provide us with information about tendencies in use and users, which is the focus
of this paper. Where appropriate, we will add information obtained from the more in
depth interviews and observations.

4.1 The Questionnaire

The questionnaire, in the form of Web-pages, was announced at several localities in
the Digital City. The questionnaire remained for about five weeks in the DSS, to en-
able more incidental users and tourists to participate, too. Apart from the 50 questions
(included as appendix 2), we also asked respondents to (voluntarily) fill in their name
and address, and about three quarters did so. We will use this database for interview-
ing, and for longitudinal research.

To become a citizen of the DDS, one needs to register. In 1996, at the time of our
second survey, 7% of the registered citizens had either a house or a homepage in the
DDS. This stands in contrast to 22% of our respondents who had this high level of
involvement. As a consequence, the sample is not representative, and we expect the
more active digital citizens to be over-represented, and the incidental visitors under-
represented. After the first analysis of the data, we re-weighted the sample to match
available population statistics: growth of the number of digital citizens, the share of
users with a house. The results before and after the correction of the sample, however,
are quite similar. We base our analysis on the data from the original sample.

4.2 The Analysis: Data and Method

After answering the questions, the respondents needed to click a button on the screen
to send their responses. These were then automatically placed into a data file, accessi-
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ble to SPSS. The analysis consisted of various steps. First the descriptive statistics
were produced on users and use of the Amsterdam Digital City. In a second phase, we
searched for relations between the independent variables (characteristics of the users,
such as gender, age, education, experience with the Internet, and so on), and the de-
pendent variables (indicating the use of the DDS). In a third phase, we used factor
analysis to reduce the number of ‘DDS-use’ variables to underlying dimensions. This
resulted in several identifiable factors, representing various use-dimensions. The
analysis was aiming at 1) describing use and users of the DDS, and 2) trying to find
out whether ‘typical’ groups of users and ways of using the DDS do exist.   

Table 1. Some basic statistics

May
1994

May
1996

May
1998**

Total number digital citizens 10.000* 48.000* 80.000*
Average visits per day   2.000*   8.000*
Tourists per day   2.000*
Respondents   1.200   1.300    700
Of which:  Male   91%   84%     79%
           Higher education#   86%   86%     64%
           Age 18-25   29%   48%     38%
           Amsterdam based   45%   23%     22%
           Working   49%   39%     40%
           Unemployed, old aged    8%    0.5%     12%
           Housewives    0.1%    0.6%     ***
           Student incl. high school   31%   56%     48%
Turn over in 1997 $500.000
Number of employees About 15 About 25

* Provided by the Digital City. 
** Preliminary results.
*** Included in ‘unemployed’.
# Users studying at college or university, or with a degree.

5.  Results: Use and users of the Amsterdam Digital City

An overview of some characteristics of digital citizens is given in table 1. As is clear,
the digital citizens are male, young, high educated or trying to become so. The de-
crease (between 1996 and 1998) of the ‘high educated’-group and the ‘age 18 to 25’-
group is due to the quickly increasing number of high school students in the DDS.
Inhabitants with a job are mainly working in education, culture, business services, and
public administration. Digital citizens are also increasingly distributed over the entire
country: only 23% of the 1996-respondents were based in Amsterdam, and this share
is even lower in the 1998-survey. Ethnic and cultural minorities (the language in the
DDS is Dutch!), the lower educated, the elderly, the unemployed, housewives are all
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underrepresented, although their share in the DDS populations seems to increase
again. However, the DDS is still a homogeneous community and not a modern het-
erogeneous urban community. The Digital City is more like a digital suburb, or a
digital campus.

The figures reflecting the number of visits per day suggest a rather intensive use of
the system. On average, these figures suggest that digital citizens visit the city a little
more than once a week. This is corroborated by the answers in the questionnaire.
However, our systematic ‘ethnographic’ observations over a three week period never
found such large numbers in the DDS. This is most likely because the system does not
register on-line use in a meaningful way. This is a problem that has been reported by
the DDS, and has not been solved during the last two years. As a consequence, the
possibilities of interaction in the system are not optimal: one cannot communicate on-
line with fellow citizens if one is not aware of their presence.

5.1  Use of the Digital City: City Life

An important characteristic of communities is the level of interaction and communi-
cation. Are digital communities emerging within the DDS? To get a provisional ans-
wer to that question we asked whether digital citizens have contact with fellow digital
citizens. The question was also asked in the 1994-questionnaire, and therefore we are
able to see changes.  Table 2 gives the results, suggesting that a digital community is
emerging over time. The frequency of mutual contact clearly is increasing.

Table 2. Frequency of communication between digital citizens

1994 1996

Often   3% 20%
Sometimes 18% 37%
Seldom 33% 22%
Never 46% 21%

As described above, the DDS offers various functions to its inhabitants. In the ques-
tionnaire, we distinguish the following functions: information supply (through
WWW-pages), information retrieval, debate on political, social and other issues (dis-
cussion groups), asynchronous communication (electronic mail) and synchronous
communication (web café’s, chat).

Table 3. What do digital citizens do: use of various functions*

Activities: 1994 1996
Email 52% 95%
Information search 54% 85%
Information supply 55%
Debate 16% 40%
Virtual face-to-face 22% 30%

* % (very) important
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We asked the respondents how they value these functions and how they use the func-
tions (for private activities and/or professionally). As table 3 shows, email and search
for information are the most important functions for the respondents, and the supply
of information, debate and chatting are less important. Additionally, the use of these
functions is predominantly private, rather than job related.

What kind of things are digital citizens doing and talking about? This may be indi-
cated by the thematic squares that the respondents consider important. Table 4 shows
a classification of the various squares in six categories: 1) Internet related squares; 2)
culture, lifestyle and leisure related squares; 3) information and education; 4) politics
and civic activities; 5) squares related to work and economy; and 6) miscellaneous.
The distribution of information providers and discussion groups over these six catego-
ries is also exhibited. Finally, the table shows (on a ten points scale) how the respon-
dents value the relevance of the various squares. Appendix 1 gives the scores per
square.

Table 4. What do digital citizens do: fields of interest

Topics Important
Squares*

Information
Providers**

Discussion
Groups**

Technology, Internet, DDS 10 13% 12%
Culture, leisure, lifestyle   7.5 35% 64%
Information & education   7 15% -
Politics & civic   4.5 20% 24%
Economy & work   3 12% -
Miscellaneous   - 05% -

* 1996-Survey
** Adapted from [6].

The figures suggest that the use of the DDS is Internet related and mainly recrea-
tional. This is also reflected in the distribution of information providers in the DDS
and the distribution of the discussion groups. Although the DDS started as an activity
aiming to improve local democracy, it is not very strong in political issues and civic
activities. The DDS does not play a main role in the local political debates, and the
political community is not very active in cyberspace. ‘Traditional’ communication
media are still far more important here. It should be noted that civic organizations are
only starting to use the DDS (and the Internet in general), and therefore their activities
on the Web are still in their infancy.4

5.2 Patterns of Use

The above figures are averages.  However, we are also interested in whether different
groups of digital citizens use the DDS in different ways. For example, do men use the
DDS differently from women? Do differences exist between use by older and by

                                                          
4 Kole [9] studied email use by women’s organizations and NGO’s in the context of develop-

mental issues. She found that these organizations generally are just starting with email.
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young citizens? Between students and workers? Between digital citizens with and
without a house in the DDS? And, what is the link between community space and
cyberspace; do users who live in Amsterdam use the DDS differently from others?
Using analysis of variance, our data suggest the following similarities and (sometimes
small) differences:

Men versus women. Female users have less experience with the DDS, use it more
often, and stay a little longer on-line. They use the DDS somewhat less for profes-
sional purposes, although professional use by men is low as well. Women use the chat
facility in the web café more than men, but a male user is more apt to have a house in
the DDS. There are some indications that women have slightly more contact with
fellow DDS citizens than men do. Finally, we saw a small difference in the way men
and women navigate in the DDS. Men more often use URL’s, and women more often
the index and map of the DDS.

Student versus employed. Employed persons (of course) use the DDS more often
professionally than students, however professional use is generally low as already
mentioned. Students have more contact with other DDS-users. Chatting in the Web
café is more important for students than for other users; for discussion groups the
reverse is true.

Users with a ‘house’ versus other users. Digital citizens with their own house in the
DDS have more contact with other users. They also make professionally use of the
DDS more often, and are generally more experienced. They consider the information
function as more important than do other DDS users, but this relation does not hold
true for the communication and discussion functions.

Level of education. The more highly educated digital citizen uses the DDS more often
for professional aims, has more experience with the DDS and the Internet, and has
much more contact with others. Interestingly enough, he values ‘information search’
less than the less educated user does.

Age related use. Younger users have significantly more contact with others in the
DDS. This is not surprising, as age strongly correlates with the student-employed
distinction (see above). The relation holds when checking for gender.

Amsterdam based users versus others. Amsterdam based users arrived earlier with the
DDS and later with the Internet than others, indicating that the DDS may have func-
tioned as a learning tool for Amsterdam based users with respect to the Internet. There
is no difference between the two groups with respect to the frequency in use of the
DDS and the Internet. Also the frequency of contacts with others in the DDS is iden-
tical, as is the relative value they place on the communication and discussion func-
tions. However, Amsterdam based users seem to place less value information search,
the web café, and the chat facilities than do other users. On the other hand, they score
higher on creating and accessing Web sites. Finally, the Amsterdam based user scores
slightly higher on professional use. Summarizing, the differences between Amsterdam
based users and others do not indicate strong relations between community space on
the one hand and cyberspace on the other.
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Frequent versus infrequent users. Frequent users have more contact with other users,
and sign on for longer sessions in the DDS. They especially value making WWW-
pages and use of email, but there is no difference with respect to their job related use
of the various functions.

Experience and use. The longer one visits the DDS, the higher the various functions
are valued, and the more the user communicates with others. New users are more apt
to make professional use of the DDS.

Another way of approaching the question of differences in ways of using the DDS is
based on a factor analysis of the 22 items in the questionnaire which are related to the
use of the DDS. The analysis resulted in the following six ‘use dimensions’, that have
been used to identify various ‘typical users’, and ‘typical behaviors’.
• Degree of professional use;
• Contact with fellow DDS-citizens;
• Degree of substitution of other media by email;
• Use of chat facility;
• Use of the information function;
• Use of communication & discussion function.

Combining the results of the comparison of groups with the results of the factor
analysis, we are inclined to distinguish five overlapping groups in three dimensions:
main activity of the user (employed versus studying), type of use (professional versus
recreational), and level experience of users (new users). Summarizing the findings
results in the ‘use map’ (figure 2).

6.  Conclusions and Discussion

On the basis of the first two surveys (1994 and 1996), a few preliminary results of the
1998 survey, and some additional observation and interviewing, we can now answer
the question whether a virtual public space and cybercommunities are emerging in
addition to ‘real’ space and local communities. The answer is ‘yes and no’. Yes, in the
sense that:
• An increasing number of DDS squares are built, with social, political, and civic

topics, and related organizations.
• An increasing number of digital citizens have regular contact with fellow citizens.
• The DDS as a digital sphere is successful and sustainable, with many enthusiastic

citizens, a rapidly growing population, and potentially a viable combination of
‘civic’ and ‘economic’ activities. Although the survey did not show the emergence
of more or less stable communities within the DDS, it becomes clear from inter-
views that on a smaller scale some active communities are existing. Examples are
groups of enthusiastic users of the MUD (the Metro), around the Chess Café and
the Literature Café, the Motor Club and the Skeeler Club, and around Gay Square.

• Similar to a ‘real’ city, the DDS attracts a lot of people from the entire country.
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Fig. 2. Use map (1996)

However, also opposite tendencies were discovered:
• The DDS is mono-cultural and used in a mono-functional way, and does not reflect

the social structure of ‘real’ urban communities.
• Although the DDS covers many civic topics, the actual level of activity around

these topics is low. This is as well true of the organizations that are present on the
civic squares. They probably are still unsophisticated users, and the DDS is not a
part of their organizational culture. Alternatively, the DDS may not offer enough
added value for these organizations.

• In sum, the level of economic, work-oriented, and professional activities is low.
Much office space is empty. Digital citizens generally do not use the DDS for work
related issues. In other words, the relevance of systems as the DDS is not (yet)
clear for this type of use.

Different tendencies are visible simultaneously. Existing interest groups are only
beginning to use network technology to improve their communication and informa-
tion exchange. For these groups, the DDS may become a resource and a medium.
However, although the mutual interaction within the DDS increases, it is less clear
whether new (thematic) communities emerge from interaction within the DDS.

Students 56%

- much contact
- synchronous communication
- email
- frequent use
- mainly private use
- relatively often a house
- young

Recreational users 80%
- much contact
- frequent use
- often a house
- young and experienced
- synchronous communication
- not interested in information

New users 19%
- no house
- not much contact
- professional and

private use

Professional users 20%

- not much contact
- information search
- asynchronous comm.

Employed 39%
- no contact
- asynchronous

communication
- professional & pri-

vate use
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For the majority of the digital citizens, the Digital City does not seem to be part of
their ‘normal’, every day activities. This can be concluded from what are the most
popular functions of the DDS, and the most popular squares (i.e., topics), and from
the valuation of the various available functions. For example, recreation sites are most
popular, while the civic and economy oriented squares are among the least visited.

The social structure of the Digital City differs significantly from the social structure
of the Amsterdam population and of the Dutch population as a whole. This is not
uncommon with the use of new technologies: various social groups are entering cy-
berspace in stages. In 1996, university and college students received access to the
Internet. More recently, this has been the case for high school students. On the other
hand, to push the city metaphor a bit further, it also may indicate that within the new
media landscape, digital communities are the garden cities, not yet accessible for the
socially and culturally deprived citizens.

Despite the differences in use and users, the general picture is one of homogene-
ity. This may change with a possible arrival of new groups of users, and with the
maturing of the medium and of its use (learning by using). Additional research may
answer these open questions.
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Appendix 1. The squares in the Digital City (1996)

Square R* Square R Square R
Book Square 185 Gay Square 219 Park Square 27
BVE Square (educ.) 57 Health Square 48 Politics Square 84
Computer Square 346 IBM Square 52 Square 13 (Youth) 48
Culture Square 221 Internet Square 422 Sports Square 144
DDS Central Square 2119 Local Government Sq 46 Technology Square 73
Digital Cities Sq. 267 Metro Square 285 Tourism Square 22
Ecology Square 65 Movie Square 272 Travel Square 58
Education Square 118 Music Square 340 TV & Radio Sq. 131
Entrepreneurs Sq. 61 National Government 112 World Square 60
Europe Square 66 News Square 267 Work Square 28

* Respondents were asked to mention three squares most important to them. A first
place is good for three points, a second place is good for two, and a third place for one
point. The table ( R ) gives the total number of points per square.
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire

Nr. Variable Values
Var1 Gender Male / female
Var2 Age 0-99
Var3 Education Highest school level
Var4 Main activity Work/school/household/civic duties
Var5 Employment Industrial sectors
Var6 Occupation Management/professional/clerical/sales/

services/other
Var7 Income Net income per month
Var8 Political orientation Political parties
Var9 Political commitment Do you vote – last elections
Var10 Civic duties Yes / no voluntary work
Var11 Civic duties Hours per week
Var12 Member DDS Yes/no login name in the DDS
Var13 Internet experience before DDS Yes / no
Var14 Entering DDS from Home/school/work/public terminal/

     other
Var15 Speed modem Bautrate
Var16 Entering DDS through Modem bank / internet provider
Var17 Which provider Name
Var18 Since when internet Date (half year periods)
Var19 Since when DDS Date (half year periods)
Var20 How often in DDS Number of times per week
Var21 Average stay in DDS Minutes
Var22 Learned about DDS Various media
Var23 Average stay in Internet Minutes
Var24 Most important square Names
Var25 Second square Names
Var26 Third square Names
Var27 Importance of information 5 points scale
Var28 Use of  27 Private / professional – 5 points scale
Var29 Importance of web-café 5 points scale
Var30 Use of  29 Private / professional – 5 points scale
Var31 Importance of IRC 5 points scale
Var32 Use of  31 Private / professional – 5 points scale
Var33 Importance www-making 5 points scale
Var34 Use of  33 Private / professional – 5 points scale
Var35 Importance www-browsing 5 points scale
Var36 Use of  35 Private / professional – 5 points scale
Var37 Importance of email 5 points scale
Var38 Use of  37 Private / professional – 5 points scale
Var40 Use of  39 Private / professional – 5 points scale
Var41 Does email influence phone use 5 points scale
Var42 Ibid. fax use 5 points scale
Var43 Ibid. letters 5 points scale
Var44 Ibid. face to face communication 5 points scale
Var45 Own house in the DDS Yes / no
Var46 Contact with other inhabitants 4 points scale
Var47 Confrontation with sexism 3 points scale
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Var48 Hinder from sexism 5 points scale
Var49 Confrontation with racism 3 points scale
Var50 Hinder from racism 5 points scale
Var51 Confrontation with rude behavior 3 points scale
Var52 Hinder from rude behavior 5 points scale
Var53 Type of interface Text / graphics
Var54 Ability to navigate in DDS 5 points scale
Var55 Navigate through URL 4 points scale (from always to never)
Var56 Navigate through map 4 points scale (from always to never)
Var57 Navigate through index 4 points scale (from always to never)
Var58 Navigate through walking around 4 points scale (from always to never)
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Abstract. This paper describes evolving notions and expressions of community
and networks in the context of educational culture which is engaged in the
process of discovering the opportunities and challenges presented by
Communications and Information Technologies (CITs). Supporting this focus is
a brief analysis of socio-cultural change providing a context for presenting a
case-study overview of Education Network Australia (EdNA), a government-
sponsored ‘meta-network’ formally launched in Australia in 1997 primarily as
an online Information Directory Service. In its current stage of development
EdNA has firmed as a framework geared toward fostering collaboration and co-
operation throughout the various education and training systems and sectors. As
such, it is an exemplar of ‘Community Computing and Support Systems’ which
extend collaborative computing beyond the conventional limits of groupware.
A key success factor in its development has been the convergence of the
structural opportunity inherent within any growing network with the need for
strengthening and developing identity within and among related communities.

1 Introduction

Communications and Information Technologies (CITs) provide both enacted and
potential opportunities for human communication and interaction which have not
hitherto been possible. However, despite this enabling potential, CITs are not
intrinsically enabling and evidence exists which suggests the contrary. [2], [11] While
this is an important perspective it is still true that CITs have been, and are, pivotal to
the emergence and development of so-called ‘electronic communities’, ‘virtual
communities’, online ‘learning communities’, and other associated collaborative and
co-operative activities which occur in online environments (with ‘online’ being used
here in its broad and common usage to include both synchronous and asynchronous
computer networks). The communications cultures evolving with usage of these
technologies are unprecedented and in educational settings pose transformative
challenges (opportunities and threats) for the established pedagogical and
organisational cultures. [5], [20] Conceived initially in 1995 as an initiative with a
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focus on connectivity and infrastructure, Education Network Australia (EdNA) now
represents an exemplar of this new culture with collaboration and co-operation its
guiding principles. In the history of education in Australia this collaborative
endeavour is unprecedented, thus making EdNA an excellent case-study of
Community Computing and Support Systems (CCSS).

2 Socio-Cultural Change

To be rigorous, any analysis of CCSS must be cognisant of the co-evolution of social
institutions, organisational structures, and technology. It would be an error to
conceive of CCSS as driven primarily by the enabling characteristics of
communications technologies, though this terminology lends itself to this kind of
association. At the same time, the emergence of the so-called Information
Superhighway amidst the complexities of socio-cultural dynamics suggests that
recognition of the current historically pivotal role of technology is not unreasonable.
[1], [14] On this point, however, Castells concludes:

“the dilemma of technological determinism is probably a false problem, since technology is
society, and society cannot be understood or represented without its technological tools.”
[1]

2.1 The Meaning of Community

In determining the semantic domain of ‘community’ it is worthwhile considering the
mission statement of the Center for the Study of Online Community at UCLA:

“There are many ways to approach the social, technical, political, economic, and cultural
explosion that surrounds computers and the networks that interconnect them.
The Center for the Study of Online Community seeks to present and foster studies that focus
on how computers and networks alter people’s capacity to form groups, organizations,
institutions, and how those social formations are able to serve the collective interests of their
members. If you are willing to use the word loosely, all of these social formations can be
thought of as some form of community.” [16]
Indeed, the word ‘community’ can be laden with blurred meaning. For example,

while one could loosely refer to the ‘Internet community’ or a specific ‘Newsgroup
community’, any attempt at an analogous statement applied to telephone or television
usage seems absurd. At the recent WWW7 conference held in Brisbane, Australia,
there were plenty of examples of discourse adopting this common usage: such as,
‘resource discovery communities’, the ‘Dublin Core community’, the ‘Australian
community’, etc. [21] In the bulk of these cases, the semantics indicate some
descriptive identity of a particular group. In terminology recently coined by learning
theorist Etienne Wenger, “communities of interest” also act as “communities of
practice”. [19] Perhaps, though, the wide semantic usage or ‘looseness’ of the word
community also points to the fact that it is a term indicative of inclusiveness. It
therefore seems that in identifying or defining the elements and drivers of effective
CCSS we must proceed with caution. Furthermore, while the word ‘community’ is
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likely to conjure up ‘civic’ or ‘neighbourly’ connotations, more often than not there is
evidence to suggest that the early adopters of communications technologies are from
either the military or criminal elements of society! The most notable example of this
is of course the origins of the Internet itself within a research unit of the USA military
in the late 1960s as the world’s first decentralised data communications system.
Furthermore, with the (sensationalised) help of the mass media, the presence of
‘unwholesome’ activity and information on the Internet (such as hardcore
pornography and all kinds of ‘anti-community’ violence) is what seeded the
widespread and ongoing debate on censorship and privacy of recent years. It was
indeed a significant win for ‘free speech’ in the USA in 1996 when a three-judge
panel ruled to extend the individual’s and community’s rights under the USA First
Amendment to cyberspace: they have been quoted as describing the Internet:

“as a never-ending worldwide conversation…[and]…the most participatory form of mass
speech yet developed.”[10]

2.2 CIT and CMC

Some CITs are geared primarily as ‘groupware’ or software applications designed
specifically for enabling collaboration and enhancing workgroup productivity through
application and data sharing within an organisation. With the popularisation of the
Internet via the World Wide Web, the power of groupware solutions is challenged by
the power of the network, though common to both is the lure of efficient
communication and data exchange. In the corporate world this challenge has been
recognised as a major opportunity – for example, Sun’s ‘the network is the computer’
slogan is also descriptive of its organisational structure where groupware and
geographically dispersed networks have merged. But, whether it is groupware
supported or an expression of a less cohesive but nonetheless highly functional
networked community, the significant cultural component of CIT usage is what is
termed Computer Mediated Communication (CMC). Without CMC, groupware and
CCSS are meaningless concepts. In many respects, CMC is a pivotal component in
contemporary flexible education systems. [12]

2.3 Language, Communication, Education and CMC

It is a rather trite observation that (most) human beings are naturally gregarious. That
they are disposed toward the process of ‘networking’ is a little less obvious to some
as it is very clear that some individuals and social groups are more disposed to it than
others! From an historical perspective, civilisation has been a story of the evolution of
small tribal communities into large city-states and nations. Together with this other
key historical foundations of civilisation are the evolution of language and
technologies for interacting with the environment, and with fellow human beings. In
the late twentieth century there is much talk of globalisation, communications
revolutions and a new world order, though some commentators have referred to the
latter as a new world ‘disorder’. [1], [4] With all this change, however, language can
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be regarded as the primary vehicle for communication and in the new world of online
learning communities it occupies a primary position. Or, as Castells expresses it:

“How specific is the language of CMC as a new medium? To some analysts, CMC, and
particularly e-mail, represents the revenge of the written medium, the return to the
typographic mind, and the recuperation of the constructed, rational discourse. For others, on
the contrary, the informality, spontaneity, and anonymity of the medium stimulates what
they call a new form of “orality,” expressed by an electronic text.” [1]
But, he adds, the significance of CMC does not overshadow other socio-political

realities:
“Because access to CMC is culturally, educationally, and economically restrictive, and will
be so for a long time, the most important cultural impact of CMC could be potentially the
reinforcement of the culturally dominant social networks, as well as the increase of their
cosmopolitanism and globalization.”  [1]
Castells’ argument is somewhat more sober than Rheingold’s earlier perspective

although for Rheingold the primacy of language is also emphasized while pointing to
the fundamentally disembodied character of virtual communities:

“People in virtual communities use words on screens to exchange pleasantries and argue,
engage in intellectual discourse, conduct commerce, exchange knowledge, share emotional
support, make plans, brainstorm, gossip, feud, fall in love, find friends and lose them, play
games, flirt, create a little high art and a lot if idle talk. People in virtual communities do just
about everything people do in real life, but we leave our bodies behind. You can't kiss
anybody and nobody can punch you in the nose, but a lot can happen within those
boundaries.”  [15]
From more of an educational perspective, Tiffin and Rajasingham provide a

theoretical model applicable to online teaching and learning which identifies
communication, rather than language, as primary. In developing this model they argue
that:

“Education systems are communication systems and therefore they are networks which can
exist at different fractal levels.” [17]
These fractal levels are categorised as intrapersonal, interpersonal, group,

organisational, mass, and global where communication is defined as having three key
components: transmission, storage, and processing. [17] While ‘community’ as such
is not discussed, their model of intermeshed networks may have application in the
design and development of CCSS:

“Systems for organised learning are complex communications systems concerned with the
transmission, storage and processing of information. Their purpose is to assist learners so
that from being unable to deal with problems they become proficient problem solvers. This
depends on communication networks that intermesh four related factors: learning, teaching,
knowledge and problem. There appears to be a fractal dimension in that the network that
intermeshes the four related factors can prove to be a node in a network at a higher level.
Similarly, a processing node in a network can, at a lower level, prove to be a network. The
existence of different levels in a communications system for learning allows learners to shift
levels in the process of learning.”  [17]
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2.4 Meta-Networks, Community and Identity

In a pilot study commissioned by UNESCO in 1997 addressing regulatory issues
relating to content on the Internet, it is argued:

“It is widely recognised that if the Internet is to be used to its full potential, there is a need
for enhanced community understanding of the Internet and the opportunities it offers.” [18]
While such a comment is contextualised within a broad concern for community

education it reveals that ‘community’ has a fundamental role for the Internet. After
all, as an inter-network or meta-network, it also represents a ‘community’ of users.
However, despite the awesome information resources and communications potential
of the Internet it is still largely unregulated or uncontained and therefore this very lack
of boundary tends to also limit the scope of community as it is conventionally
understood. Do we speak of the Earth community?

With the Internet clearly established as the Meta-Network of all meta-networks it
is identification with a particular community which can make an electronic network
truly value-added and conducive toward collaboration. Thus the earlier reference to
the profusion of diversely labeled communities at forums such as WWW7 – the
‘Dublin Core community’, for example, clearly identifies a common interest that
brings together individuals and other groups. This identification helps build a
network. Clearly, there is not much point to building a network from a collection of
nodes without some reason that provides meaning.

Rheingold’s (1993) exposition of ‘virtual communities’ was mainly concerned
with such interest groups who are often organised or share a common purpose. In the
case of EdNA (Education Network Australia), it is the education and training
communities of Australia, and indeed the Australian focus, which serve to define the
identity of the network – or more accurately, this meta-network since it brings
together several other large regional networks. Castells lends theoretical weight to this
argument in his important recent sociological analysis outlining the “rise of the
Network Society”:

“New information technologies are integrating the world in global networks of
instrumentality. Computer-mediated communication begets a vast array of virtual
communities. Yet the distinctive social and political trend of the 1990s is the construction of
social action and politics around primary identities, either ascribed, rooted in history or
geography, or newly built in an anxious search for meaning and spirituality. The first
historical steps of informational societies seem to characterize them by the pre-eminence of
identity as their organizing principle.”[1]

3 The Framework of EdNA

Education Network Australia (EdNA) is an initiative of the Commonwealth, State and
Territory governments together with key stakeholders from the Education and
Training sector within Australia. It has been established to provide value-added online
services to this community and as a means of optimizing the potential for
communications and information technology in education and training. [6]
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Since its original conception, in 1995, EdNA has undergone a number of
significant changes. These changes demonstrate to some extent that the sustained
response to technological development has been one concerned with facilitating
collaboration and the development of professional networks and communities of
users. Originally, EdNA was conceived as a physical network with emphasis being
placed on infrastructure development and connectivity, particularly for the schools
and Vocational Education and Training (VET) communities (AARNet, the Australian
Academic and Research Network already being well-established for universities). As
Internet usage in Australia has increased over the last few years, EdNA has developed
to its current form as a national framework for collaboration between all sectors of the
Australian education and training community, with a view to maximizing the benefits
of CITs in education. A key component of this endeavour is the building of a value-
added Directory Service that utilises metadata (customised from the Dublin Core) as a
means for ensuring that information retrieval and resource discovery is effective,
thereby maintaining quality of content. This is currently at an early stage of
development but much progress has already been made.

In order to proceed along the path of collaboration (and, of necessity, co-operation)
a number of consultative groups have been established, which in turn are geared
toward facilitating further diffusion of collaboration in the applications of CITs as
well as in the ongoing development of the EdNA Directory Service. Sectoral advisory
groups have been established to provide input to the development of EdNA from each
sector’s perspective and to exchange information and ideas about the use of
information and communications technologies in education.

It can be argued that this framework has an economic agenda in that significant
cost savings will likely follow-on through the avoidance of excessive duplication and
overlap. Perhaps this is more keenly observed by government stakeholders but it
would be quite inaccurate to see this as the primary opportunity or unstated agenda.
There is much more to networks than the economics of minimising costs, even though
a new economics will also likely ensue in the broader marketplace. Yes, it may be
true that the EdNA initiative can be viewed as having a strong economic appeal and it
is also very true that there is a decline in public funding of higher education
worldwide with governments scrutinizing university management more closely. But
the opportunities that accompany the new so-called ‘global’ economy (what some
commentators prefer to describe as a trend toward an ‘Informational Economy’ or a
‘Network Economy’) are shaping new economic ‘rules’. [1], [9] A tightening of
public funding in higher education may be the downside but as the networks develop
so do the opportunities for new alliances and markets. In this scenario it is the
connections and the potential for collaboration that will be a driving force for change.
As Kelly puts it:

“The grand irony of our times is that the era of computers is over. All the major
consequences of standalone computers have already taken place. Computers have speeded
up our lives a bit, and that's it. In contrast, all the most promising technologies making their
debut now are chiefly due to communication between computers - that is, to connections
rather than computations. And since communication is the basis of culture, fiddling at this
level is indeed momentous. Information’s critical rearrangement is the widespread,
relentless act of connecting everything to everything else. We are now engaged in a grand
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scheme to augment, amplify, enhance, and extend the relationships between all beings and
all objects. That is why the Network Economy is a big deal.” [9]

3.1 Organisational Framework

The sectoral groups and Ministerial nominees, both State and Commonwealth,
come together in a common forum as the EdNA Reference Committee to provide
advice on matters relating to the use of information technology in education and to
the Ministers. The Reference Committee has representatives from each State and
Territory school and VET system, from the Catholic school system and the
Independent schools sector as well as from the higher education sector. It is currently
chaired by the Commonwealth representative. Overall management of the process is
effected by a small non-profit company, Education.Au Limited, based in Adelaide
and jointly owned by the Ministers of education. Its Board meets regularly and makes
policy recommendations to the Ministers.

Thus, it is clear that EdNA has established an organisational framework and vision
for collaboration with respect to the utilisation and development of online services in
educational contexts within Australia. However, while these foundations are in place,
their durability and effectiveness in supporting value-added services for the education
and training communities is yet to be tested over time. Some commentators warn that
such networks may even be short-lived, reflecting the demise of ‘goodwill’ in
cyberspace culture as e-commerce gains the ascendancy. [3]

The politics intrinsic to the EdNA process is also an important factor in making
progress and it would be fair to say that most of those active stakeholders contributing
to the process have a developing appreciation for the complexity of agendas and
needs that must be considered. The bottom line would suggest that ongoing
participation by a number of communities, which vary both in scope and scale, will
be the measure of future success. Without doubt, the evolution of EdNA will provide
a rich resource for research on determining critical success factors or impediments
concerning online culture.

3.2 The EdNA Directory Service

Complementing and supporting the organisational framework is the EdNA Directory
Service, an online ‘first entry-point’ (Website) for a wide range of information and
resources relevant to education and training in Australia. One key feature of the
Website is that the collaborative and co-operative framework is also reflected in its
administration. In terms of scale of implementation, this is indeed a unique initiative
insofar as CCSS is concerned. Of course, for many people the EdNA Directory
Service may be experienced as just another fairly ordinary Website. This is certainly
true of its various iterations of interface design to date. However, where content is
concerned, both high quality catalogued online information resources are made easily
accessible as are a wide range of discussion groups, or ‘communities’, also hosted.
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The EdNA Directory Service was officially launched by the Commonwealth of
Australia on November 28th, 1997. [6]

The following discussion provides an overview of the system, network
configuration, software, and category structure for the storage and retrieval of
resources.

3.2.1 System Overview
The EdNA Directory Service undergoes continued development and enhancement. It
is guided by principles of quality information retrieval and resource discovery
together with the provision of networking opportunities to its stakeholders. The first
version of the Directory went online as a Website in early 1996, although at this time
it was very much in a prototype phase. The architecture that was implemented at this
time still persists and is based on an Oracle database Web Server, where the bulk of
Web pages delivered to the user are dynamically constructed (see Fig. 1 at end of
discussion). This is run in conjunction with the Netscape Enterprise and Collabra
Servers together with Majordomo which combine to deliver general Web and
messaging services. In this configuration, customised PL/SQL code is also
implemented, particularly for specific functionality such as the administration of the
site, which is based on a distributed model and, as such, mirrors the system and Web
architecture itself. That is, all stakeholder groups have an opportunity to participate in
the uploading of items into the database, the maintenance of collections relevant to
their sector, and various other functions.

Users can access information stored on the EdNA Directory through browsing the
extensive category tree of core items or through using the search function. Items are
indexed and attached to specific categories, with core items having metadata attached
to enable well-targeted resource discovery. The database also stores harvested
(robotically-collected) ‘non-core’ or ‘leaf-node’ items which are indexed from
specified levels referenced from the core items. The Search function allows for
retrieval of these resources. Navigation cues on the homepage also provide users with
a variety of other options including Noticeboards, a ‘What’s New’ list, a Help system,
and an entry point into Discussion Groups hosted on the site.

Search functions on the Website are built around Harvest Gatherer software in
conjunction with the Verity Topic search engine. Users can specify standard search
requests based on keywords and ‘freetext’ matches. Resources searched include core
items, harvested items that are collected with the Gatherer software, as well as
archived discussion lists. There have been various iterations of the search function
and in mid 1998 plans to enhance the functionality of search were underway. These
include the likely replacement of Harvest with the Netscape Compass (Catalogue)
Server and implementation of appropriate thesauri developed specifically for the
education sector.

Redundancy is built into the system for security and backup purposes. Equipment
used consists of 3 Sun Microsystems Sparcstations: one each for development, testing
and production. Most users only interact with EdNA-prod though authorised
stakeholders use EdNA-test prior to uploading (publishing) any static pages or for
evaluating prototype enhancements.
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3.2.2 Network Configuration
The EdNA Directory Service is currently connected to the Internet via a dedicated 2
megabit per second link. Network infrastructure, however, varies considerably across
the various education and training sectors. Universities were the first to establish
connectivity to the Internet (in 1989) through the establishment of AARNet (the
Australian Academic and Research Network) under the direction of the Australian
Vice-Chancellors’ Committee. In 1997, much activity proceeded throughout the
sector as a result of government legislation concerning de-regulation of
telecommunications. Universities responded by collaborating in implementation of a
number of high-speed ATM regional networks. These regional networks combine to
form what is now known as AARNet2.

For schools and the vocational training sector the story of connectivity began a
little later and in many respects has not been planned – certainly not in the way as it
currently is in China! [21] This is not to say that State Governments have not
provided resources but what makes this situation different to the universities is the
number of institutions involved and the disparity in resources available. Unlike
AARNet2, which purchases its bandwidth in bulk from one of the major carriers,
schools and TAFE institutes enter into arrangements with local Internet Service
Providers, and in some cases State governments have brokered deals. By and large
progress on this front has been substantial in the last few years and the initial EdNA
vision which was actually framed around addressing the disparities in connectivity is
being realised although EdNA does not play a significant role in any roll-out of
infrastructure these days.

3.2.3 Category Structure
The top level of the EdNA Directory Service category structure is as follows:

General References
Educational Organisations
Adult Community Education (ACE)
Higher Education
Schools
Vocational Education & Training (VET or TAFE)

The category tree branches several levels deep and there are over 1000 discrete
categories on the Directory Service. While this number may seem large, about 30% of
these occur as sub-categories (particularly where location is represented according to
State or National coverage). Because of the current size of the category structure,
discussions are now proceeding among stakeholders aimed at developing a more
efficient architecture. While the Oracle database was important in the beginning
process of building the present category structure, and while many iterations and
revisions took place, it no longer makes a lot of sense to involve a database query at
the level of the category tree itself. With the indexing capabilities of Netscape
Compass Server there seems to be a straightforward solution at hand.
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An example of branching in the category tree from the Higher Education Teaching
and Learning category is as follows:

Discussion Forums and Email Lists
Educational Multimedia Development
Electronic Publications and Journals
Libraries and Archives

Australian Archives
Australian University Libraries
International University Libraries
Other Library Resources

Subject Gateways and Clearinghouses
Teaching and Learning Centres
Teaching and Learning Resources

Administration, Business, Economics, Law
Agriculture, Renewable Resources
Biological Sciences
Built Environment, Architecture
Chemical Sciences
Earth Sciences
Education
Engineering, Processing
Health and Medical sciences
Humanities
Mathematics, Computing
Physical Sciences
Social Sciences
Visual/Performing Arts

Linked to all these categories are currently around 7,000 core, or ‘approved’ items
and a further 15,000 leaf-node items. Of the approved items, 63% represent
Australian content.

3.3 Parallels of EdNA

There is an increasing number other developments around the globe which parallel
the EdNA initiative to some extent: in the UK, the Department of Education and
Employment launched in 1997 a discussion paper, ‘Connecting the Learning Society:
National Grid for Learning’ as part of a consultation process concluded at the end of
1997. Implementation was planned to begin in early 1998. [13] In North America,
EDUCOM has merged with CAUSE to become EDUCAUSE and released a metadata
specification specifically for the education community. This metadata specification is
more extensive than EdNA’s but both specifications are based on the Dublin Core
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standard and aimed at developing quality online resources useful to education
communities. [7] In Europe, the European SchoolNet Project (EUN) is established for
the purposes of providing value-added services to the European K-12 community. Its
espoused goals are very much framed in language that expresses collaboration and co-
operation between key stakeholders. [8]

4 Conclusion

In the case-study outlined the EdNA Directory Service can be characterised as an
exemplar of Community Computing and Support Systems (CCSS). However, it did
not begin as such. The use of the terminology of CCSS here is intended to be
indicative of computer systems which are both complex and dynamic as a direct result
of a reflexive relationship with human communities engaged in a common pursuit of
developing online support systems. Close analysis of the development of EdNA (and
the EdNA Directory Service) reveals that the process is iterative. The EdNA
Directory Service began as an online information delivery service but through
ongoing and widespread collaboration, aimed at value-adding, it is broadening
through developing interactive services and facilitating networking opportunities for
its diverse stakeholders. As such, there is a congruence of culture on the one hand and
technology on the other. That is, the collaborative and co-operative effort that is
manifest in the development of EdNA – itself an expression of networking – maps
well to the architecture of the Internet and cyberspace made possible by
Communication and Information Technologies. This is a critical point, for without
both a viable community and a robust technology expressed as CCSS cannot evolve.

Fig. 1.  Dynamic generation of Web pages on EdNA (source: DEETYA, Commonwealth of
Australia, 1997)
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Abstract. This paper presents the objectives and progress of the Context-

aware Mobile Assistant Project (C-MAP). The C-MAP is an attempt to

build a personal mobile assistant that provides visitors touring exhibi-

tions with information based on their locations and individual interests.

We have prototyped the �rst version of the mobile assistant and used

an open house exhibition held by our research laboratory for a testbed.

A personal guide agent with a life-like animated character on a mobile
computer guides users using exhibition maps which are personalized de-

pending on their physical and mental contexts. This paper also describes
services for facilitating new encounters and information sharing among

visitors and exhibitors who have shared interests during/after the exhi-

bition tours.

1 Introduction

This paper presents the objectives and progress of the Context-aware Mobile

Assistant Project (C-MAP) [1{3]. The C-MAP is an attempt to build a tour

guidance system that provides information to visitors at exhibitions based on

their locations and individual interests.

Our long-term goal is to investigate future computer-augmented environ-

ments that enhance communications and information sharing between people

and knowledgeable machines. The introduction of computer and network tech-

nologies into human communications is expected to enable us to go beyond

temporal and spatial distributions. Ste�k [4] has proposed the notion of a new

knowledge medium, which is a kind of information network with semiautomatic

services for the generation, distribution, and consumption of knowledge in our

society. We believe that the consideration of computer networks that include

humans as knowledge media will reveal the future form of Human-Computer

Interaction (HCI). The knowledge media include environments for the collabo-

ration of humans and machines, where software acts not as a passive tool but as

an autonomous and active machine agent.
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In order to investigate how to create such a knowledge medium, we have cho-

sen museums and open house exhibitions as our research laboratories. These are

places where knowledge is accumulated and/or conveyed, and where specialist

exhibitors provide knowledge to visitors with diverse interests and viewpoints1.

Actual exhibitions, however, have many restrictions. For example, exhibitors

are unable to display all of their collected material due to temporal and spa-

tial restrictions, all visitors are unable to receive individual explanations from

exhibitors, all visitors are provided with the same information prepared before-

hand, and the one-way communication ow from the exhibitors to the visitor

is often limiting. As a solution, recent computing technologies, such as mobile

computing, are expected to remove many of the restrictions preventing natu-

ral two-way communications between exhibitors and visitors. At this time, we

believe that the mediation of real objects in actual exhibitions is inevitable for

knowledge sharing, even in the forthcoming digitized society.

The main goals of the C-MAP are as follows:

(1) To provide visitors touring exhibitions with information based on temporal

and spatial conditions as well as individual interests, and

(2) To provide users with onsite and o�site services through the Internet (online

exhibit information and communications support between exhibitors and

visitors in combination with onsite services)2.

The �rst goal will involve an approach to facilitating communications mediated

by real objects by augmenting real environments with computing technologies

[6]. The second goal will aim at implementing communications support between

exhibitors and visitors in the long run.

Both goals are expected to enhance human communications distributed tem-

porally and/or spatially. One characteristic of our approach is a mutual augmen-

tation between two spaces, i.e., the information space and the real space. That

is, the information space with guide services will reinforce tours in the exhibition

(real space), and conversely, tours in the exhibition will provide users with mo-

tivation and focal points for communication beyond the existing temporal and

spatial restrictions.

2 Related Work

The Cyberguide [7] is another attempt at providing a tour guide system. The

authors of the Cyberguide proposed the concept of context-aware mobile appli-

cations, and prototyped a system that is able to provide users with location-

sensitive information on exhibition site maps displayed on portable PCs. Al-

though the technologies used in the Cyberguide and the C-MAP are similar,

1 Kadobayashi [5] has discussed this in detail.
2 In this paper, we call services provided at exhibitions \onsite services", and services

provided through a network before and/or after exhibition visits \o�site services".
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there are two big di�erences. First, the context-awareness achieved by the Cy-
berguide can only detect the user's location, i.e., physical (temporal and spa-
tial) context. In contrast, we focus on capturing and utilizing the user's interests
(mental context) as well. In the C-MAP system, two maps which visualize the ge-
ographical and semantic information of the exhibition space are used for showing
exhibit information to the user, capturing his/her interests, and providing per-
sonalized information based on his/her individual context. Second, the C-MAP
introduces an interface agent which mediates interactions between the system
and the user. The interface agents have a life-like appearance, with animated
characters. Residing in the mobile assistants, they draw the user's attention to
information provided by the system, and show messages according to situations.

The Ubiquitous Talker [8], which consists of an LCD display and a CCD
camera, allows users to view real objects (exhibits in our case) with related
superimposed information by attaching color-bar ID codes to the objects. It
also allows speech interaction, and hence, the users feel as if they are speaking
with the objects themselves. The authors of the Ubiquitous Talker intend to
demonstrate the augmentation of real space with information space, which we
are also interested in. However, one of the goals of our system is to facilitate
person-to-person interaction, e.g., new encounters based on shared interests and
information exchange, as well as person-to-exhibit interaction. Our feeling is
that the people behind each exhibit are knowledgeable and interested in this.
The exhibit is a focal point for particular communities and guide agents should
help visitors become part of them, if appropriate. In the C-MAP, we intend to
increase mutual awareness among people having shared interests by providing
them with information on exhibitors and visitors who share similar interests on
the exhibit as well as information on the exhibit itself.

The ICMAS-96 Mobile Assistant Project [9] was an attempt to support com-
munities that share certain interests by using mobile technologies. The project
provided portable digital assistants with various services to assist conference at-
tendees. The users could use e-mail and online-news services. They were also able
to use the InfoCommon [10], which supports the exchange of information related
to the conference, and the Community Viewer [11], which supports the formation
of communities. The latter two applications were pioneering attempts at com-
munity support. Communities do not share clear goals and tasks like groups do,
but often have wide interests. Therefore, community formation and communica-
tion hold the dynamics of a collaborative kind of creativity. Hence, community
support research has been attracting many computer scientists recently [12]. In
the ICMAS project, however, network communications was made possible by
cellular phones, so the users themselves were responsible for connecting to the
network to use services, and the servers could not provide spontaneous services.
In contrast, the C-MAP system uses a wireless radio LAN to connect portable
PCs. The constant, high-speed access allows servers to spontaneously provide
information based on the current situation, and the users' portable PCs are able
to communicate in real time. Moreover, for community support, providing only
onsite services during the conference is insu�cient. Accordingly, the C-MAP
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of C-MAP system

system uses the Web as an infrastructure for system development, enabling its

services to o�er o�site services.

3 C-MAP System

3.1 Hardware Architecture

We prototyped a mobile assistant at a two-day open house exhibition held by our

research laboratory. Fig. 1 illustrates the hardware architecture of the system.

The system principally consists of servers providing exhibit-related information

and guide information, and portable PCs connected with the servers by a wireless

LAN.

We use Windows95 PCs with 32MB of RAM, i.e., �fteen Mitsubishi AMiTYs

with pen-based interface and �fteen Toshiba Librettos with keyboards. To con-

nect these PCs to the servers, we use a 1.2GHz radio wireless LAN (WaveLAN)

that allows 1Mbit/sec communications.

The Web server is used as a server of Java applets for the mobile assistant,

and as a server of Web pages related to the exhibits.

Olivetti's Active Badge System (ABS) [13] is used for user location detection.

The ABS server has many sensors at the exhibit sites, to detect the locations of

the users by infra-red linking to the badges that they wear. The server gathers

the latest sensor data and updates the location data of all users. The sensors

can detect badges within a 1 to 2 meter perimeter.

The agent server provides guidance, such as route planning and exhibit rec-

ommendation, by monitoring the ABS information and each user's interaction

with the system on the portable PCs. The guide agent for each portable PC,

which runs on the agent server, processes the personalized guide according to

the user's context and displays the result on the portable PC. Therefore, thirty
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guide agents (equal to the number of PCs) at most run simultaneously on the

agent server. We use SGI's Onyx with four processors and 128MB of RAM for

the agent server. The servers and the portable PCs connect via the LAN, which

further connects with the Internet, and is therefore open to the outside. This

facilitates the collection of content and guidance material from the outside, and

the provision of o�site services.

Note that since most exhibits demonstrated computer applications at our

open house, the exhibit applications were able to share information with the

mobile assistant servers by the LAN. Consequently, for example, exhibitors were

able to provide highly personalized demonstrations by using the personal data

(e.g., personal interests, touring histories, pro�les) accumulated in the guide

agent server.

3.2 Prototyping the Mobile Assistant

Overview of the Mobile Assistant Each portable PC runs the HotJava

browser3 for Java applets to guide the tour, show exhibit-related information,

interact with the user, and display the animated characters of the guide agents.

Examples of a portable PC's display are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Both

displays have a main window on the right and a frame on the left. The user

obtains visual guidance of the exhibition space in the main window by alterna-

tively viewing a physical map applet (Fig. 2), which displays the geographical

layout of the sites, and a semantic map applet (Fig. 3), which visualizes the se-

mantic relationships between the exhibits. The controlling frame displays links

for viewing the two applets and the animated character and message box of the

personal guide agent.

To provide the user with a personalized guide, we need to personalize the

mobile assistant on the portable PC in some way. However, putting an individ-

ual's data into a portable PC just before he/she begins the tour is undesirable

because the thirty portable PCs are used by many visitors. Instead, we install

only the HotJava browser on each portable PC and put all of the information

into the servers, e.g., the HTML �le loaded by the browser, Java applets, guide

agent server programs, and individual data dynamically obtained during the

tour. First, data for identifying an individual PC and its user (badge ID) are

written in the HTML �le automatically generated at the reception. Second, the

HTML �le is loaded by the browser onto the PC, and �nally, the agent applet

started on the browser registers itself to the agent server.

We next explain the two guidance applets of the exhibition space and the

personal guide agent provided on each portable PC.

Visualization of Exhibition Space: Physical Map and Semantic Map

The principal function of the mobile assistant is guidance based on the visualized

3 Since we needed to use the latest JDK1.1 to utilize the facilities of network commu-

nication and Japanese processing, HotJava was the only web browser able to support

the JDK1.1.
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exhibition space. This provides the user with the whole view of the exhibition
space involving two aspects, i.e., a geographical map of the exhibition sites and
a visualization of the semantic relationships between the exhibits. We believe
this complementary guidance helps the understanding of the visitors during the
tour because visitors tend to lose the overall view of the exhibition after visiting
several of the individual exhibits, viewing demonstrations, and/or speaking with
exhibitors (researchers).

The physical map shown in Fig. 2 displays a two-dimensional view of the
exhibition oor. This map provides the locations of exhibit sites (19 in our open
house) and the posters (about 70) at the sites. A user can view short explanations
by moving the mouse pointer to site/poster marks on the map. The map also
shows the user his/her current location as another color mark by using the ABS
data.

The semantic map shown in Fig. 3 displays the graphical relationships be-
tween exhibits. The rectangular icons in the graph signify exhibits and the oval
icons signify keywords and researchers (exhibitors). The keywords are technical
terms characterizing the contents of the exhibits, which were previously extracted
from outline texts prepared by the exhibitors. The semantic map provides the
user with graphs having links between exhibit icons and keyword/researcher
icons; this helps the user connect the fragments of knowledge.

However, because the keyword/researcher icon total is 75, a graph including
all of these does not provide useful visualization. Therefore, we have adopted
a display method with only the keyword/researcher icons selected by the user
based on his/her interests. As a result, the graph of the semantic map can be
structured based on the individual user's interests. For example, if the user selects
the keyword \art", he/she can view a partial graph formed with only \art"-
related exhibits. If the user selects other keywords, the semantic map restructures
the graph based on the corresponding viewpoint.

What keywords the user selects a�ects the restructuring of the semantic map
and the guide agent's recommendation of exhibits as well. Whenever the user
pushes the keyword selection button, an interest vector4 that quanti�es the user's
interests is sent to the agent server, and the personal guide agent calculates a new
recommendation with the current interest vector of the user. In addition, this
interest vector can be used to support meetings between visitors and exhibitors
based on their current and previous interests.

The reason why we adopt this approach is due to our previous research [14,
15], which showed us that personalizing shared information based on individual
viewpoints and exploiting the results can facilitate mutual understanding and
information sharing between people with similar interests. To accomplish this
task, we visualize the structure of the information space. In [14, 15], we visualize
the information space structure of a set of texts by adopting a statistical method
for quantifying the texts with weighted keywords as multivariate data, and we
then compose two-dimensional metric spaces with two principal eigenvectors

4 An interest vector is a multi-dimensional keyword vector, which is a sequence of 0

and 1.
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of the data. However, with the mobile assistant used in tours, each and every

user requires simple use and results that are easy to understand. Accordingly,

we adopt another method to visualize the semantic structure of the exhibition

space, by linking icons together and simulating dynamic behaviors with a simple

spring model.

To provide the user with an overview of the exhibition, the semantic map

displays all of the exhibit icons including those with a keyword not selected

by the user. However, the semantic map displays exhibit icons having selected

keywords with a larger size and more conspicuously, and in contrast, displays

exhibit icons having non-selected keywords with a smaller size.

By double-clicking the exhibit icons, the user can view popup windows with

a short explanation of the exhibits, and there are links to Web pages of research

projects related to the exhibits.

Guide Agent: Recognition of User Situation, Exhibit Recommenda-

tion, Agent Character We have designed a personal guide agent that provides

its user with personalized guidance in an exhibition. The guide agent calculates

the user's mental context, processes the tour guidance by capturing his/her

temporal and spatial context with the ABS information, and monitors the in-

teraction between the user and the mobile assistant. The internal process of the

guide agent is performed in the agent server and it is started for each portable

PC, basically, for the user of the mobile assistant.

We prototyped the task of exhibit recommendations based on some user

contexts, for spontaneous guidance by an agent. Several criteria were used for

the recommendations, e.g., the similarity between the interest vector described

in the previous section and each exhibit's keyword vector, the touring histories

of users, the geographical distances between exhibit sites and user locations, the

exhibit site attendance, and the exhibit demonstration schedule. The calculation

of a recommendation responds to changes in the contexts, e.g., a user's selection

of keywords on the semantic map and the user's movement to di�erent exhibit

sites. Recommended exhibits are indicated to the user by the highlighting of

three icons (with higher scores) on both the physical and semantic maps.

The guide agent must interpret the primitive information obtained from the

ABS to detect the user's movement through the exhibition sites and to gener-

ate individual touring records. The ABS server gathers badge IDs detected by

the individual sensors every ten seconds or less. When the guide agent notices

that a certain sensor successively detects the same badge, it interprets only one

detection as \cruise", two detections as \enter", and more detections as \stay".

Accordingly, when a user's badge is successively detected twice by a sensor lo-

cated at a certain exhibit site, the guide agent decides the person has entered

the exhibit site. When detected three or more times, the agent decides it is a

visit and then records the time of the visit for the touring record.

One characteristic of our guide agent is the life-like character residing in the

mobile assistant. It plays a role in the interaction between the user and the mobile
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Table 1. Determination of agent motion and message according to internal state

Internal state Action Message

Recommendation Suggesting \Please check for highlighted sites!"
In calculation Thinking \Please wait. I'm thinking."

Urging to move Hurrying \Please hurry to the next sites!"

(No guide) Idling Random messages

Random messages: \How is it going?"

\I hope you are enjoying yourself!"
\Double click on the Semantic map for further information!"

\Click on the Map to zoom!"

\Move onto the site on the Map for a short overview!"

assistant and represents its internal state. The agent character is presented by

an animated applet using GIFs with a text message box. Its roles are:

{ To express the internal state of the guide agent with the animated character

behaviors,
{ To draw the user's attention to the results of the exhibit recommendations

shown in the maps,
{ To hurry the user to the next site if he/she appears to be using up too much

of the tour time5, and
{ To inform the system usage by messages and encourage the use of the system.

Table 1 shows the correspondence of the guide agent's internal state with its

behaviors and messages. We have prepared four actions for each animated char-

acter, i.e., suggesting, thinking, hurrying, and idling, and several corresponding

messages. The guide agent switches these actions and messages according to its

internal state. When it is idle, it displays messages for basic system usage in a

random order.

4 Public Experiment and Evaluation

4.1 Outline of the Experiment

Using our annual open house held November 6th and 7th, 1997, we carried out

a public experiment on the �rst version of the C-MAP system by setting up a

reception booth for use of the mobile assistants at the entrance of the exhibition

oor. The exhibition space consisted of �ve rooms. Fig. 4 shows snapshots of

the open house.

For a total of ten hours on the two days, approximately 170 users were reg-

istered for use of the mobile assistant. The static data of the users (names,

a�liations, and so on) were recorded into a database at the time of user reg-

istration. After that, the host name of the portable PC, badge ID, and guide

character6 selected by the user were registered to generate the personal guide

5 Because of the limitation of the portable PC's battery, we set a time limit of two

hours for the guide service.
6 We prepared eleven kinds of characters for the guide agent.
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Fig. 4. Snapshots of a public experiment

agent. For �rst-time users of the system, we prepared three model courses of the

tour to determine the default values of their interest vectors. Moreover, we tried

to lighten the burden imposed on the receptionists by preparing desktop PCs

which would let each of the visitors do the user registration by himself/herself

and preview the exhibition by using the semantic map. The exhibition oor held

nineteen exhibit sites and approximately seventy posters. The scale was appro-

priate for a 1 to 2 hour tour. We set up thirty ABS sensors on the walls of the

exhibition site.

4.2 Evaluation of the Mobile Assistant: What Worked and What

Didn't

The prototyped mobile assistant runs with the cooperation of several distributed

sub-systems. Below, we summarize the parts which worked properly and those

that did not.

{ The procedures for user registration, preparation of the mobile assistant,

and battery replacement (for the portable PCs) at the reception booth went

smoothly. Although these procedures were done by receptionists unrelated

to the system development, there were no errors in initiating the use of the

mobile assistants.

{ Each of the applets, i.e., the semantic map, the physical map, and the ani-

mated character, performed well.

{ The exhibit recommendations by the guide agent were simple yet functional.

The interest vector from the semantic map was properly used for the calcu-

lation of each recommendation.

{ The ABS did not work as advertised by Olivetti as it was incapable of mon-

itoring more than six sensors. Due to this complication, we had to limit our

experiment using the location data of users for six demonstration sites inside

one room.
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Fig. 5. Prototyping a virtual exhibition space including user avatars

{ The guide agent did not use any location information for the exhibit recom-

mendations because the ABS did not work properly.

{ In the room with the ABS sensors, the location detection of the users was

properly done. The location-aware services worked by displaying each user's

current location on the physical map. However, badge detection by the sen-

sors was unstable; sometimes a badge was not detected for a while after the

user wearing it entered a new site.

{ The animated character was able to display the di�erent states of the agent

with animation behaviors and text messages. However, the guide agent itself

was not very complex so there were no states to display.

4.3 Combination with Exhibit Applications

As described at the end of Section 3.1, we can combine our mobile assistant with

exhibit applications by allowing the applications to use the user information

accumulated in the agent server. In this section, we show two examples.

Fig. 5 is an example of reproducing a virtual exhibition space with 3D

graphics. This was accomplished by taking previous pictures of the exhibit sites

and mapping these on the walls of the 3D space for texture. The 3D graphics were

rapidly prototyped with an interpretive VR description language called InvenTcl

[16] which is being developed at our laboratory. In the virtual exhibition space,

there are avatar icons7 of the current C-MAP users, which reect the location

information of these users by the C-MAP's agent server. By clicking on the

avatar icons, one is able to view pro�le information of the users. Although this

exhibit application was originally prototyped to lend appeal to the development

7 Because we could not prepare users' portraits or illustrations, we mapped the illus-

trations of their agent characters on their avatar icons instead.
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e�ciency of the VR description language, the users could use it to determine
whether remote exhibit sites were crowded or to obtain information for meeting
other C-MAP users. At the beginning, we had thought of providing meeting
support for the guide services, but we left its implementation out because of
insu�ciencies in the portable PCs to perform calculation and display. In fact, this
application was accomplished by implementing and running a high-performance
graphics computer, SGI's Indigo2. However, since we assume that such computer
restrictions will be removed in the near future, we are continuing to examine how
to provide such applications for mobile assistant services.

An attempt to personalize an exhibit demonstration according to personal
user data obtained by the mobile assistant, is another combination example.
Fig. 6 shows an exhibit application where a user's personal guide agent char-
acter appears. This application is called VisTA-walk [17]. VisTA-walk is an ex-
perimental system being developed at our laboratory that will allow users to
walk through and access information in 3D virtual spaces with gestures by using
Computer Vision technology. Usually, the users of VisTA-walk explore virtual
spaces alone. In this example, however, once a user's badge is detected by a
sensor located in the demonstration area, the agent character residing in his/her
mobile assistant automatically appears and leads the user in the virtual space of
VisTA-walk. For a combination of exhibit applications with the mobile assistant,
various directions are expected such as exhibit guidance personalization based on
the individual interests and knowledge of the user, inferred by his/her previous
touring records. This time, the user's frequency in using the mobile assistant was
used to quantify the activity and (based on this value) to automatically switch
the demonstration courses of VisTA-walk [18]. This personalization is simple but
e�ective for increasing user satisfaction in experience-based demonstrations.
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4.4 User Evaluation and Discussion

We asked the users to �ll in a questionnaire about the usability of each function

after use. In this section, we present a summary along with a discussion.

{ The usability of visual guidance for the exhibition space with the semantic

and physical maps was evaluated. The frequency of keyword selection on the

semantic map, which can be regarded as a standard of user activity in our

system, reached 3.7 times during the tour for an average of 84 users. More

than 10% of the active users performed the keyword selection approximately

ten times. Considering the inconvenience of the portable PC and the scale

of the exhibition, this result seems to show the acceptability of the semantic

map. We believe the semantic map is simple and easy to understand for all

users; visitors, in fact, are generally eager to receive background information

about the exhibits they attend.

{ According to the evaluation, the users had a feeling of intimacy with the

character of the guide agent. However, they did not think it was helpful

for improving the agent's reliability and the representation of its internal

state. If we consider the combination of the exhibit applications shown in

the previous section, the appearance of the identi�able guide agent enhances

the consistency of the entire guidance for the user.

{ We received many comments that the portable PCs were heavy and hard to

use. We therefore need to improve the portable devices, e.g., the separation

of the user interface part from the computer itself, and the ubiquity of the

interface devices in exhibition environments. This is an important future

modi�cation.

{ We received many requests for voice guidance. Actually, it could be e�ective

to use audio information together with visual information, especially when

the guide agent provides spontaneous guidance.

5 Current Directions: Extending O�site Services

5.1 Online View of Exhibit Information

In this section, we describe one of our current issues, i.e., enrichment of the

services in the information space in order to facilitate deeper person-to-exhibit

interaction and person-to-person interaction as well.

Although we had prepared links to Web homepages related to the exhibits

on the semantic and physical maps, Web-sur�ng by users was rarely observed

during the open house exhibition. This is understandable because, in general,

users are not expected to search the Internet with such inconvenient PCs when

the actual exhibits are in front of them. However, when we consider the provision

of these applets as an o�site service, the semantic map is useful for providing

homepages of projects in our research laboratory, and it is adaptive to restruc-

turing according to the individual interests of users. Evaluation of such cases by

publicly providing o�site services is our present focus.
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Fig. 7. Graphic view of a social network

Our mobile assistant can be used on Web browsers in remote sites because its

user interface is built with Java applets. For example, although its development

was not completed in time for the experiment, if we had released the semantic

map before the open house it could have allowed potential visitors a preview of

our research exhibition. This would have helped in the advance preparation of

the personalized guide agents and in improving the exhibit.

Since the user data that can be obtained by the mobile assistant during a

tour is limited, obtaining detailed user data such as user interests and areas of

expertise by online services would be very bene�cial. We are currently developing

such an o�site service, i.e., an online viewing system based on question-and-

answer interaction, which personally directs a user in exploring the information

space of exhibitions [19].

5.2 Constructing Social Networks: Community Support

One of the main objectives of the C-MAP is to encourage human-to-human

communications based on exhibitions. Namely, we aim to support communica-

tions among visitors/exhibitors sharing interests and knowledge concerning the

exhibits.

Accordingly, we are planning to structure the records of mobile assistant

users to provide them with social networks [20] that can be accessed by the Web.

The social network's structure will be a graph whose nodes represent visitors,

exhibitors, and exhibits and will have connections between people and exhibits

according to their degree of attachment to exhibits8.

Fig. 7 is a graphic view of the kind of social network which we are aiming

for. We applied the semantic map applet to graph social networks by represent-

ing exhibits with rectangular icons and visitors/exhibitors with oval icons. The

network in this example was constructed by placing a visitor, \USER-A", in the

8
By attachment to exhibits, we mean exhibitors being involved in the exhibits and

visitors being interested in them or spending much time to see them.
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center. The exhibit icons which are directly connected to the \USER-A" icon are

the exhibits in which he had deep interest. Beyond these exhibit icons, you can

�nd other visitors and exhibitors, who are also deeply attached to the exhibits.

Further beyond these visitor/exhibitor icons, you can �nd other exhibits, which

other visitors/exhibitors are attached to.

The degree of attachment between visitors/exhibitors and exhibits might

be determined by individual user data such as the interest vectors which we

described before, pro�les, touring histories, and so on. We expect o�site services,

described in the last section, to capture more detailed data of individual users.

In the example, we simply determined the degree by keyword co-occurrences

between users' interest vectors and exhibits' keyword vectors, which were all

of the quanti�ed data we could capture during the open house exhibition. The

selection of visitors to be shown in the network, which are related to \USER-A",

was also determined by keyword co-occurrences between their individual interest

vectors.

It is hoped that such a social network can be used to encourage new en-

counters between individuals and the formation of new communities based on

their shared interests. For example, by viewing the social network, USER-A can

easily notice the existence of exhibitors and other visitors, such as USER-B and

USER-C, for exhibits which attract his interest.

Another expected e�ect of social networks is the social (collaborative) recom-

mendation of exhibits. For example, the social network may encourage USER-A

to visit exhibits which had not been noticed by him yet but had been deeply

appreciated by USER-B, who shares many interests with USER-A.

The Thinking Tag [21] is well known as another e�ort to facilitate commu-

nication between humans sharing interests at places where many people gather.

This is an electronic name tag that is capable of displaying the degree of agree-

ment between the interests of two persons wearing the tags in a face-to-face

encounter. Individual users' interests are quanti�ed by means of questionnaires

at the entrance to the party place. Compared with the Thinking Tag, the char-

acteristics of our method are: The users do not have to face each other; the

users can view shared information among them, which may be common ground

for communication; and the social network can be dynamically reconstructed

according to changes in the contexts of users and exhibition environments.

Practical issues for providing social networks are topics for future work, e.g.,

forms of provision, combination with other information resources, privacy pro-

tection against the public dispersal of individual information, and so on.

6 Conclusions

We have prototyped a mobile assistant that can personally guide visitors tour-

ing exhibitions based on their locations and individual interests. This mobile

assistant was used as a testbed at our two-day open house. The usability of geo-

graphically/semantically visualized guidance was experimentally demonstrated.

In addition, a personal guide agent that spontaneously recommends exhibits
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based on user context was demonstrated. We also proposed a novel style of exhi-

bition, i.e., the personalization of exhibit demonstrations from user data obtained

by the mobile assistant.

The characteristics of our project's targets can be summarized as follows:

(1) To extend the concept of context-awareness for exhibition guidance,

(2) To design a life-like agent that spontaneously guides a visitor,

(3) To facilitate communication in a community by the sharing of knowledge

and interests related to the exhibition, and

(4) To extend the temporal and spatial view of exhibit-related services including

o�site services.

Targets (1) and (2) were partially accomplished and o�ered material for the

evaluation and discussion of such forms of HCI. Targets (3) and (4) have not

been completed, but we have prepared an infrastructure for carrying them out.

Our system consists of many distributed sub-systems and users who work

together cooperatively. In this system, communication and information sharing

between people and knowledge-bases are mediated by machine agents that fa-

cilitate their knowledge conveyance and future association. This is an approach

that shows one direction of the future HCI. Although the current version of the

C-MAP system uses only a guide agent as a machine agent, we plan to design

an agent that acts as an exhibitor, one that acts as an interface secretary for

visitors, and one that acts as a mediating agent for all participants including

these machine agents. This will involve human-to-agent communication as well

as agent-to-agent communication and will have great relevance to recent multi-

agent research.

Finally, we mention the distributed cooperation performed in the project. In

this project, there were various collaborations among project members. For ex-

ample, the system development involved the collaboration of approximately ten

members. To collect content and combine the exhibit applications, we relied on

the cooperation of close to �fty researchers in our laboratory. To carry out the

public experiment, we relied on the cooperation of receptionists in the reception

procedure. In order to achieve the above forms of cooperation, the infrastructure

of the Web was indispensable. The Web facilitated the distributed development

and exible integration of sub-systems. The test results of the system integra-

tion showed the sharing of information as it was. This made it easy to manage

the versions of the system. Moreover, we needed only to install a Web browser

on each of thirty personal PCs, and hence, last minute changes could be easily

integrated. We were able to use updated information provided by researchers to

collect content involving exhibit-related information. All in all, this means our

system of using the Web as an infrastructure consistently supports knowledge

conveyance from specialists to visitors and, furthermore, it allows the communi-

cation form itself, of the people involved in an exhibition, to be changed.
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Managing Large Scale On-line Discussions:
Secrets of the Open Meeting?

Roger Hurwitz and John Mallery

The Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Abstract. The possibility of communities steering themselves by large
scale, online meetings are limited by support system capabilities for man-
aging their discourse. An asynchronous conferencing system the Open
Meeting supported a meeting in which thousands of U.S. government
workers discussed reengineering government services. It enabled users to
learn and share opinions about proposed changes, because its design fo-
cused on decomposing the inflows of comments, structuring multi-lateral
conversations and maintaining civility. Access was provided over SMTP
and HTTP to a topically differentiated hypertext synthesized from an
object database, which was extended by users’ comments. The comments
composed virtual conversations, structured by a discourse grammar that
constrained what types of comments could be attached in specific con-
texts. Civility benefitted from use of moderators and from participants’
having similar bureaucratic culture backgrounds. The results suggest
that cultural diversity is a greater challenge than numbers to enabling
effective on-line democratic action.

Can the Internet invigorate the democratic practices of large communities?
Will it become a new public sphere1, a space where people gather to rationally
discuss issues in the hopes of reaching consensus and influencing policy makers?
Expectations for that have been raised by a) the diffusion of on-line community
forums and newsgroups, b) the power of the Internet to quickly and cheaply
gather dispersed individuals around common interests, and c) its use by govern-
ments and political activists to distribute information. Parties, candidates and
even rebellions now have web sites and email. As expressed in the ugly buzzword
disintermediation, digital networks can create direct links between people and
government, bypassing the mass media, interest groups and other gate keepers.

? The on-line meeting described herein was a collaboration of the Artificial Intelli-
gence Laboratory, the National Performance Review, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory and Mitre Corporation. Jonathan Gill, Thomas Kalil, Randy Katz and
Howard Shrobe provided more support. Research was partly supported by the De-
fense Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of Defense under con-
tract number MDA972-93-1-003N7.

1 The term public sphere was brought to contemporary attention by Habermas [1],
who links the decline of public spaces for political discussion to the rise of mass
media.

T. Ishida (Ed.): Community Computing and Support Systems, LNCS 1519, pp. 155-169, 1998.
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Some argue that the Internet will not nurture a public sphere, which, in any
case, is an inappropriate model for democratic practice. Its earlier manifestations
in Berlin salons and American civic associations were unrepresentative and ex-
clusivist; its rhetoric, abstractions and self-evident truths assume an underlying
homogeneous society, steered by white, literate and propertied males[2]. On this
critical view, characteristics of on-line communications as well as the growing
diversity of voices on the Internet prevent the realization of a public sphere,
even one accessible to all and where difference is acknowledged. These include a
bias toward speedy, unreflected responses, the absence of social context cues and
hyperlinking which, pointing a reader elsewhere, dissolves the authority of the
text at hand. On-line political discussions will be situated, personal, and chaotic;
more likely to immobilize a community than help form its collective will.

This paper joins the debate by examining how the Open Meeting an experi-
mental network-based information system brought together many, dispersed peo-
ple to discuss government policies, which affected their work lives. The system’s
architecture and its theory of knowledge representation have been described else-
where[3]; the present focus is on how the system organized the large scale dis-
cussions, particularly with regard to managing inflows, structuring interactions
and maintaining civility. The achievements and shortcomings of the experiment
are examined for their relevance to issues of on-line governance. Clearly just
broadening people’s access to one another and to information does not generate
participation, order discourse or produce group decisions. So it is important to
show how it is possible to get some of these results.

1 Overview of the System

The Open Meeting system was initially designed and implemented in fall, 1994,
to support an on-line meeting, in which several thousand United States govern-
ment workers conducted virtual discussions of recommended changes in govern-
ment operations and performance standards. At the system’s core is a persis-
tent object database, which coupled to a task engine, supports email and web
servers. These present messages and pages, with content generated on-the-fly by
the database, in response to users’ inputs through queries, remote commands or
interactive forms. Inputs can include users’ comments which are added to the
database and reconfigured as threaded conversations or annotation overlays. The
recommendations for discussion had been prepared by the National Performance
Review (NPR),[4] a unit in the Office of United States Vice-President Al Gore,
with the mission of ”reinventing government.” It believed a large scale on-line
meeting would

– Increase the visibility and support for these recommendations;
– Enhance their prestige through association with new technology;
– Gather reports on promising practices in line with them;
– Bypass organizational boundaries that keep employees in different organiza-

tion from discussing common work problems;
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– Overcome geographical barriers that confine discussions on government to
the capital;

– Demonstrate the possibility of on-line/ electronic governance.

As the last point suggests, in the NPR view, government workers comprised a
community whose opinion needed to be articulated and mobilized. The NPR
project team2 for the meeting was guided by the metaphor of a New England
town meeting, where any member can of the community can speak to issues of
common concern. It envisioned an on-line environment analogous to a town hall,
that would include chat rooms for an assembly hall, committee rooms and water
cooler.3

The trajectory toward a community activation system changed with the in-
volvement of the Open Meeting developers, members of an MIT group, whose
research concerned intelligent networks that route and enhance messages, based
on understanding of their contents and the organizations through which they
flow. At the time, the research group was planning a web based system that
would manage public participation in government inquiries on proposed changes
in regulations. The initial plan called for interested parties to attach their views
as annotations to the proposals, differentiated according to the types of com-
ments being made, e.g., question, statement of support. Officials could then
retrieve these comments by target and type from a textbase of review docu-
ments, using the system, in effect, as an annotation server. Alternatively, the
comments on a document could be routed directed to officials whose profiles
indicated their in that document. By enabling the public and officials to receive
and reply to each other’s comments, the system would support virtual discus-
sions composed of threads of typed comments. Through the prism of this plan,
the federal workers appeared like individual stakeholders responding to inquiries
on proposed changes in regulations affecting their individual interests, work rules
and performance standards. They were primarily sources of information about
the benefits, feasibility and acceptability of the proposals.

To encourage broad participation and knowledge sharing, regardless of orga-
nizational differences, we consequently advised that the meeting focus on eleven
NPR reports, each of which concerned reinventing an operating system, like
human program development or information management, found in all depart-
ments and agencies and subject to the same rules and standards. These could
provide common grounds for discussions across organizational boundaries, but
recommendations for a specific department were unlikely to draw workers from
other departments into a discussion. We also advised dropping the town hall
format for several reasons:

2 Led by Larry Koskinen and Andy Campbell
3 The Clinton-Gore team used face-to-face ”townhall meetings” 1992 presidential cam-

paign and later in the Clinton I administration to get public attention for its issues
and positions, while bypassing the national mass media. This populist strategy was
highly successful with citizens and voters, but soured the team’s relationships with
the journalists, editors and owners of the media.
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– a reluctance to assume the participants already recognized themselves as a
community;

– the desired dispersion of participants over time zones made asynchronous
communications more feasible;

– chatrooms, MUDs and MOOs would not scale for the desired number of
participants;

– email would not support the GUIs which could suggest a town hall set-
ting, and email was mandatory because relatively few workers then had web
browsers.

The group proposed instead a system similar to the public comment system
sketched above, as an application layer for Comlink, an enhanced document
distribution system, developed primarily by Mallery and used for the indexing,
publication and retrieval of White House electronic releases on the Internet.[5].
The principal features and functionalities of the resulting system included

– An extensible, persistent object database whose instances include texts and
users. The text instances include hypertext links and indices, and so sup-
port extension of an initial textbase configurable as hypertext; arbitrarily
constrained, on-the-fly construction of local hypertext; and views of the hy-
pertext, restricted by arbitrary indices, like quality ratings, security classifi-
cations, etc. The user objects can include slots for interests and preferences,
enabling subscription to and routing of texts.

– Dynamically generated web pages which facilitate representation and navi-
gation of the online discussions and collaborations. Regions of the resulting
hypertext can be isolated; pointers to comments and annotations descend-
ing from an initial text can be displayed in an outline or tree, each with an
icon for the type of the comment. This permits both overviews of the link
structure and direct access to those comments which interest the user.

– Interactive form processing to support user queries and comments, hypertext
traversal, and search interfaces for retrieval by indices.

– Message threading that constrains input according to conversation or dis-
course grammars. Grammar means a set of (context sensitive) rules that
specify the types of texts or comments that can be linked to another text
or comment, according to its type. By type, we mean remarks that consti-
tute recognizable moves or roles in discourse or communicative interaction,
e.g., remark types in a debate include claim, challenge, rebuttal, question,
answer, etc. A grammar thus represents a procedural order, often with pos-
sible branching.

– Subscription to arbitrary node: A retrieved text was wrapped in a form which
could be used to request emailing of comments that are later attached to the
text or any of its descendants. Since the particular text as a database object
is automatically identified in the form, subscription is transparent: The user
does not have to specify the node.

– Moderator tools enabling submissions to be handled before being posted to
public view. These include a) a moderator’s view, b) virtual queues for rout-
ing submissions on a topic to its moderator, c) forms for attaching ratings
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and view restrictions, c) form letters accepting and rejecting submissions.
With these, the Open Meeting can support moderated as well as unmoder-
ated online conferences.

2 Meeting the Challenges

This technology better met the NPR goals than chatrooms or list-serves, but it
put more emphasis on the meeting as interactive knowledge building than the
NPR team originally planned and had less regard for the meeting as community
activation. Its deployment was shaped by our recognition of the major challenges
that a large on-line meeting presented to the system’s potential for organizing
texts and building knowledge: Managing the fan-in of comments on the propos-
als, structuring the interactions of participants and maintaining civility among
them.

2.1 Fan-in

In hierarchically structured communication flows, viz., 1-to-many/ many-to-one,
a request for comments to a community can produce a stream of responses likely
to overwhelm the source of the request, but miss other interested parties. Direct-
ing the response stream to all members of the community in a many-to-many
pattern just compounds the problems of message volume (gain) and recipients’
discrimination of messages that interest them. A strategy to meet this challenge
is the decomposition of both the request and response streams, according to
a taxonomy of the issue space. This was done for the on-line meeting by con-
sidering the NPR reports on the operating systems as subdomains and their
respective proposals as categories in a reinventing government domain, and re-
quiring that a comment be subsumed by a proposal. A comment either had to
target a specific proposal or another comment descending from it. Instead of be-
ing asked ”what are your views on reinventing government,” a participant was in
effect asked: ”Should government offices be issued credit cards for making small
purchases?” by the presentation of that proposal. Users could find proposals and
later comments on them that interested them by drill down through the hyper-
text o rhrough a taxonomic listing. They could subscribe to receive comments
added to such a proposal or, even more finely grained, to a node subsumed by
it.

Decomposition of the domain was facilitated by NPR having prepared each
of the reports according to the same strategic-plan like format: an Executive
Summary described the problems in the respective system, a set of Recommen-
dations proposed how to fix them, one or two Actions were described for effecting
each Recommendation, and Appendices added some details of the implementa-
tions. These parts were easily reconfigured into a hypertext, using a standard
node architecture, that replicated the structure across the main branches of the
hypertext (the individual reports), simplifying implementation and providing a
consistent user interface. Eleven such nodes, one for each operating system, were
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linked to a root document which presented the plan and procedures of the meet-
ing. The standard node eventually had links to the parts of the report, including a
link to each recommendation, and to other relevant documents, including a short
Overview of the system problems, official examples of practices that satisfied a
recommendation, and newsletters, which summarized the ongoing discussions of
the proposals.

The decomposition is based on the idea that knowledge can be hierarchically
localized in the sense that understanding in one branch or area of a domain
requires knowledge of more general domain principles but not of fine grained
propositions in other branches. The decomposition was intended to reduce the
number of people in a conversation and the circulation of their comments, en-
hance their interest and focus and make the conversational threads easier to
follow. The resulting topology was small circles of lateral communication, i.e.,
several dozen to several dozen, with isolation of conversations from one another
being overcome in practice by users’ visiting several conversations. Systematic,
updated overviews of the discussions regarding an operating system were pro-
vided by the newsletters. These were hand-made summaries by the moderators,
but automatic summarization or gisting which exploits the hypertext links is an
important focus of work to extend the system.

2.2 Structuration

The challenge of devising an interaction structure for the meeting had two sides:
First, the need to enable orderly, yet relatively unconstrained conversations,
through which knowledge and information about the proposals could be built;
second, the need to produce a coherent textbase which would index each com-
ment according to its type of move in a conversation. The messages posted to
the meeting were imagined as both pieces of ongoing conversations about partic-
ular proposals and parts of a self-extending, distributed hypertext, contributed
by multiple sources, including NPR. However conventional messages threaders,
such as subject, target (”in reply to”), submission time, were deemed insuffi-
cient to structure or represent a set of messages as a sequence of conversational
or rhetorical.

Indexing the intentions of the moves is important: First, on the view that
conversations are composed of interlocking moves or speech acts[6], on-line com-
munications are problematic, because they have fewer inflection, non-verbal and
setting cues which speakers in face-to-face communications exploit to make and
recognize speech acts, their intentions, and the expected responses. When the
move types of posted comments are indicated, a user can know what types
are appropriate responses to a target she has chosen, and by identifying the
type of her comment, she can indicate the type of response she expects. Second,
when comments are threaded through their targets in hypertext display, the tag-
ging clarifies the relationships between otherwise opaque texts (especially when
the text itself is not displayed but only pointed at by a link), and provides an
overview of the flow of intentions and expectations through the entire conver-
sation. Finally indices are needed so for a given target, all replies of the same
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attitude, agreement for example, can be displayed together, retrieved together
or more easily checked for redundancy.

The indices can be obtained by asking contributors to identify the types of
moves they are making. This self-indexing is similar and not necessarily more
inhibiting than the widespread practice of putting ”smilies” and other cues into
email messages to reduce their ambiguity.4. Self-indexing of utterances is also
a standard linguistic practice, especially when there is a probability of misin-
terpretation or a particular type of move is privileged, in the sense of having a
priority on getting attention, e.g., ”I have a question?”5

We also imagined that the sequences of moves and the discussions they cre-
ated would be constrained by a context sensitive discourse grammar, a set of
moves and rules that restricts their possible combinations by specifying the
moves that can be legally attached to each move. These rules abstract the no-
tions of appropriateness and expectation that are associated with the move types
in a sequence. Since they have institutional as well as logical bases, a grammar
encapsulates a quasi normative order or a procedure employed for a social pur-
pose, not just idealized linguistic phenomena6 The sequences which we thought
most likely to occur and best to support on-line were multi-lateral arguments
for and against the proposals. Our model of argument was influenced by modern
dialectical theories, which understand argument as an ordered, interactive pro-
cess whose utterances are constrained to speech acts for making and supporting
claims, challenges and rebuttal.[7, 9, 8]. The highly restricted move sets of the
dialectical argument models were attractive because they barred the flames,
digressions, emotional discharges and similar failings of newsgroups. However,
we anticipated that discussions constrained by that grammar would be more
conflictual and address fewer possibilities than if the grammar also permitted
alternatives, examples, information seeking questions and answers. Because the
Open Meeting was intended to stimulate interest and accumulate information
about government reinvention, the teams selected moves that could lead to con-
sensus while permitting differences of opinion: Agreement (reason for), Disagree-
ment (reason against), Question, Answer, (propose an) Alternative, Qualifica-
tion (”yes, but”), or (report a) Promising Practice. The root document explained
these types, presented a distinctive icon for each, and asked users to frame com-
ments according to them.

The grammar for the meeting was additionally shaped by pragmatic institu-
tional as well as logical constraints. To avoid the scent of electronic plebiscite,
polling, voting and simple endorsements were not implemented. Agreements and
Disagreements had to provide reasons. Because the executive summaries, the
4 Multi-media messages will not entirely eliminate the problem, especially when speak-

ers do not know each other or are from different cultures.
5 Self-indexing is often used in political discourse to emphasize the intention of certain

utterances. One famous example is Zola’s attack on the French government for its
cover-up in the Dreyfus affair: J’accuse.

6 People are often upset because discourse grammars work to mitigate the threats to
face – people’s power and dignity – that is inherent in social interactions. Violations
of the grammar are consequently implicit attacks on face[10].
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overviews based on them, the appendices and the example promising practices
were approved by NPR leadership, they were in a sense above debate, at least
by workers at the meeting and no comments could be attached to them. Finally,
the attachment of alternatives to questions, answers or promising practices, and
the attachment of anything but answer to question were considered illogical and
excluded.

The discourse grammar is weakly enforced in the Open Meeting system by
using it to drive the dynamic reconfiguration of input interfaces. Given the user’s
choice of target, the server presents an input interface which limits the choice
of comment types to just those which can be ”legally” attached to the target’s
type. Of course, this does not prevent a user from flouting the rules, by identi-
fying a comment as a permitted move, but actually making one that is not. A
common case of flouting in political meetings is the use of a turn in the question
period to assert one’s own position, sometimes eliciting the rebuke: ”That’s not a
question?” In general, to prevent potentially disruptive flouting requires natural
language processing capability that understands the intention of utterances –
not just recognizes forms. Absent robust natural language processing technology
for this, human moderators are needed to verify that the contributor has not
flouted. As noted above, moderators for the meeting did verify that Agreements
and Disagreements gave reasons, but verified no other move types, because of
the low potential for disruptive flouting.

The resulting virtual discussions in the Open Meeting differed from face-to-
face, multi-lateral discussions in not having an inherent linearity, that is, forward
movement toward conclusions. In face-to-face conversations, discourse contexts
or foci of attention are successively closed to further comments and are only
reopened with difficulty[11]. A speaker might present a reason against a proposal,
with the reason then becoming the context of subsequent debate among speakers.
At some point, however, discussion returns from this stack to the top level and
moves to another point, opening another context. There will be no backtracking
to the first context, unless information or conclusions are premises that have been
contradicted in the current context. In the virtual discussion on a proposal, all
the contexts (and their contexts recursively) remained open to further comment,
even if recent comments were in the same context. The discussion could therefore
develop as a set of statement and reply sequences on different points, a long
sequence elaborating one point (analogous to breadth versus depth search) or a
mix of both approaches. This openness partly reflects the primary orientation of
the meeting toward collecting information and building knowledge rather than
moving a community toward a consensus.

Unfortunately, the outline form used on the web page to represent the links
in the hypertext obscures the time dimension and possible focus or convergence
in the discussion. This regime recursively indents the pointer to a comment with
its move type icon under the pointer to its target, with comments at the same
level listed in order of submission. As a result some comments at a deep level
that were more recent than other comments at a more shallow level can higher
on the page. Since all submissions are time stamped, it is trivial to present the
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hypertext in ways that could encourage or represent convergence, such as hiding
or closing contexts that have received no comment for an arbitrary time and
color coding contexts according to how recent are the last comments in each.

2.3 Civility and Moderation

The design included several means of maintaining civility and the quality of in-
teractions. Users were prodded to self-reflection and some restraint on impulsive
commenting by having to identify comment type and summarize the content in
the a subject line. A user was also unable to disguise her identity, because had
to submit the comment on a form that was mailed to her email address7 In ad-
dition, moderators were used to minimize the posting of low quality, redundant
and inappropriate comments.

The moderators’ tools included virtual queues to allocate work, review forms,
form letters to users, and a constraint-based view system. These were used to
overview all submissions to the meeting, access unreviewed and pending submis-
sions on a topic, rate a submission’s quality and decide its status. Options for
the last function included accepting the submission for exposure to users, reject-
ing it or returning it for revision with a form letter explaining the reason, and
deferring a decision to another moderator. The moderators in the on-line meet-
ing, volunteers recruited by NPR and assigned to specific nodes, were trained to
reject submissions that were low quality, redundant, obscene, personal attacks,
whistleblowing or commercial solicitations. By checking on the review form the
reason for a rejection, a moderator automatically returned the submission to
the user with the appropriate letter of explanation. Much of this labor can be
further reduced by the development of rule and neural network based programs
that can automatically detect some prohibited content types.

Moderation exploits the database support of views, since accepting a com-
ment merely included it in the public view. As implemented, moderators could
see all submitted documents with their review status and quality ratings, while
the general user saw or received only those that had been accepted for public dis-
play. More generally, views are displays generated by constraints that determine
what gets shown to whom, display of the textbase and can be apportioned by
arbitrary criteria, e.g., security classifications, organizational roles. A role, like
moderator, then can be defined as a capacity to make certain moves towards
others, based on the information the role holder gets or sees. Information is thus
the context for interactions and power relations in the group.

The discourse grammar and the moderator reviews were constraints on what
was said during the meeting, but there were factors that diminished their po-
tential for arbitrary suppression of voices by the moderators. First the grammar
itself was fairly transparent and was consistent with the announced purpose of
the meeting as a discussion. Second, the moderators for the meeting were peers of
the users, shared an interest in a meaningful discussion of the recommendations,
and had to give reasons for rejecting a submission. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile

7 This method is no longer useful, due to the proliferation of free mail services.
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comparing the risks that having rules of order and moderator authority poses
for democratic practice with other means of control in on-line forums.

– Unmoderated forums, bulletin boards, mailing lists, etc., depend on the ci-
vility and common sense of their users. They are plagued by digressions and
flame wars which drive away users, effectively suppressing diverse opinions.
Efforts by some users as self-appointed ”thread police” may be counter-
productive. An option to improve control is collective moderation in which
all participants rate the value, relevance and civility of the posted comments,
with users receiving low scores being automatically barred. Certified regis-
tration could foil attempts by exiles to post under assumed names and also
determine who is a participant.

– Moderated forums involve posted guidelines and moderators who usually pre-
view (sometimes review) submissions to block (remove) from posting those
violating the guidelines. The costs are a) possible abridgment of free speech
rights[14], b) moderators seeing themselves as proprietors of the forum, c)
moderators’ interpretations of the guidelines are opaque regarding how and
what they judge are violations. Users, after all, do not see what is not posted.
The use of content analytic as filters on submissions would reduce the need
for moderators and enable collective reviews of rules or examples of vio-
lations more fine-grained than the initial guidelines. This leaves open the
questions of who writes the rules or chooses the egregious examples and how
intelligent do the filters need be.

– Adding Roles to Discourse Grammars is a means to reduce the potential
for aberrant, disruptive interpretations of the situation, that can be enacted
within the constraints of the grammar. A cheap implementation of this idea
is providing more directions to users in the introduction to the meeting,
including the roles they might imagine themselves playing and there moti-
vations in these roles. A more complete fix would be the support, similar
to that given moderators, of roles that are either help the group pursue the
discussion or manage itself. For example, a resident expert with access to
specialized sources may be able to settle questions of facts that arise in the
discussions. In contrast, a mediator could handle the problem of two partic-
ipants using the forum as a private battleground by opening a back channel
to them with suggestions to resolve their differences, or just remove their
exchanges from the view of other participants. Increasing the organization
of the meeting also increases disparities in power and social relations, since
these are based on the information and moves available to the respective
users.

3 Discussion

3.1 Use Patterns

Announced over specialized mailing lists and bulletin boards for government
workers, the meeting attracted the interest and participation of workers from a
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wide and geographically dispersed range of federal government offices and mil-
itary installations. By its beginning in early December, 1994, over 4200 people
had returned an on-line registration survey. 90% were government workers, with
over 60% located outside the Washington, DC area, including in all fifty states
and twenty countries besides the United States. They represented 40 executive
branch agencies and departments, with the large and more technically oriented
organizations, viz., Defense, NASA, Interior, tending to have the most represen-
tatives. They were typical of government workers with respect to age (average
in early 40s) and experience, but significantly more senior, educated, and tech-
nically oriented (60% vs. 25% in supervisory capacities; 47% vs. 15% with MA
or more; 66% vs. 11% in information systems or engineering). Women were
under-represented (30% vs. 42%), but their rate of registration was double the
estimate percent female of Internet users at the time (15%). These distributions
indicated that interest and network access were key factors for participation. The
registration rate of women, despite their lower levels of employment in technical
positions, and the large registration at Housing and Urban Development were
due to special outreach efforts by NPR personnel to these groups. In contrast,
few Treasury and National Security Agency personnel registered because these
offices had firewalls blocking access to outside networks.

Over 3000 users accessed the meeting during its two week, but only about
2000 went beyond the introductory page and welcoming pages to a standard
node and only 1000 attended the discussion threads. Several factors accounted
for the attrition: End-of-the-year and holiday chores left workers little time for
the meeting; they found email traversal of the hypertext too cumbersome and the
texts themselves overwhelming, and may user were interested only in information
and not discussions.

The distribution of web accesses by file types shows two patterns among users
accessing a standard system node. About two-thirds of these users surfed the
meeting material in several reinvention topics, looking primarily at the overviews
and newsletters when available. Users in the second group tracked online dis-
cussions on several proposals apiece, in one or two reinvention topics, through
both retrieval from the hypertext interface (16 comments read on average), and
subscription to mailings of comments posted to the thread (as indicated by the
concentration of subscriptions on those topics and proposals which were most
accessed). Those who commented were necessarily in this group and similarly
focused in their comments; with few exceptions, they posted to just one or two
discussions. There was relatively little use of the tools in the meeting environ-
ment for search directly by reinvention topic, comment type, government agency
referenced and other indices. On the whole, these patterns suggest an orientation
toward the meeting as a source of general, rather than specific information, and
an interest on the part of the in-depth users in what their peers had to say on a
few specific issues.

290 different individuals contributed 1013 comments that were accepted for
posting. The ratio of one contributor for five actual lurkers at the discussions is
much higher than the 1 to 10 or 20 ratio variously estimated for newsgroups.
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Half the comments were identified as Agreement and 15% were Disagreements.
The relatively large number of Questions (167), Alternatives (106) and Promis-
ing Practices (72) indicates the contributors’ willingness to seek and share new
information at the meeting. The near absence of the cognitively complex Qualifi-
cation (3) supports the contention that cyberspace does not nurture the reflection
desired in a public sphere, although a sampling of comments found that some
qualifications were misidentified as agreements. Possibly these users did not want
their comments to be construed as unsupportive. As a group, the commenters
were positive toward the proposals and tried to present constructive ideas, some
of which NPR leadership culled for further examination.

Web users were generally satisfied with the system, email users complained
about its clumsiness for traversing hypertext, and both groups complained about
an overwhelming amount of text to read. These responses, particularly the last,
were anticipated. We believed that, consistent with their bureaucratic training,
people attending the meeting would want to read the ”manual” (the reports)
before commenting on the proposals, so we wanted to reduce the texts to much
shorter pieces. Because, the NPR team lacked the authority and personnel to do
the editing, the overviews were produced as a means for users to get acquainted
quickly with reinvention topics.

3.2 Discourse Management

The on-line meeting demonstrated that virtual discussions localized to specific
topics in a domain could attract people across organizational boundaries, re-
main coherent and produce possibly valuable ideas. What factors account for
the success? Can they be replicated in other venues and with other groups?

The meeting provided individual self-esteem incentives for access and partic-
ipation, felicitous levels of discussion and effective discourse management. Users
knew they could acquire, share and be seen to have information or ideas. Any
positive motivation which they as information workers had toward these activi-
ties was strengthened by the salience of the discussion domain and the opportu-
nity to investigate a new information technology. ”Reinventing government” was
frequently mentioned by the media at the time in the context of downsizing and
hence a possible threat to their employment, but fewer than half the registered
reported knowing much about it or even having seen an NPR report. The meet-
ing also offered concerned workers possibly their only opportunity to influence
the implementation of the recommendations. This incentive was strengthened
for some workers by their belief the Vice-President would personally review the
discussions8. More group oriented motivations, like helping to form a group or
speaking with one’s peers, may have motivated some users to revisit or track
discussions. In informal, post-meeting evaluations, these users reported having
a ”we” feeling when they discovered people from other organizations who were
contending with the same problems.

8 In addition to contributing a letter of welcome to the meeting, the Vice-President
Gore did post two questions.
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The focus on individual recommendations for common operating systems
placed the discussions at a level close to that of concrete operations, without
requiring users to know terminology or conditions of a particular organization.
It was consequently easy for users to draw on their own experiences in reading
and responding to the recommendations and comments. Because the focus also
limited the attraction and participation for any particular discussion, potential
contributors could have realistic expectations that their opinions would be no-
ticed and could influence the discussion. This sense of being critical encourage
some users to expend the intellectual energy and time to comment, rather than
just lurking. Note the meeting was arranged to reduce other costs of participa-
tion by enabling attendance from their desktops and at any time convenient for
them during work hours – with the blessings of the Vice-President. Indeed the
potential for the Internet to decrease the transaction costs of participation is a
major reason to imagine it can help revive a public sphere.

The presentation format for the recommendations and the structure provided
by the discourse grammar were sufficient cues for participants to recreate the
collective policy or program reviews, that many were practiced in their work.
This result could be expected, given their background organizational cultures
and bureaucratic roles, but was not inevitable. Since roles were under-specified,
and the discourse moves were general, the situation was open to interpretations.
One participant, a line worker and union steward, submitted scores of questions,
agreements and disagreements, which emphasized the need for the government
as employer to improve working conditions. He seemed to be following a script
or personal role of questioning authority and only stopped, when a moderator
suggested by private email communication that he could get more attention by
posting fewer comments. The incident highlights that discourse grammars do
not constitute a universal pragmatics, that is sets of moves (speech acts) and
rules which are understood similarly by all and which construct processes that
are transparent to everyone.

As implied above, the second source of success was the people who attended
the meeting. Most had training that made them ideal participants: They were
information workers, socialized to a culture of meetings, with a professional or
managerial interest in what was being said and pre-existing familiarity with how
to say it. Such attributes can also be found among the information workers, who
have some experience of collaboration over networks. But while their rapidly
increasing numbers make them politically significant in the United States[12]
these workers hardly constitute the universe, and newsgroups demonstrate that
discussions of political and social issues among networked information workers
are no more rational and orderly than those of the general population[13]. On-
line public spheres open to politically and culturally heterogeneous participants
are consequently likely to have problems of governability, beyond the capacities
of current types of controls.
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3.3 The Open Meeting as a Public Sphere

How well did the Open Meeting realize the ideal of a public sphere? How good a
model is it for an on-line democratic institution? One answer is that the partici-
patory process through which a community becomes an active agent on an issue
requires members’ access to relevant information, their deliberation, decision,
privacy, commitment to the decision and time. Privacy here refers to protection
of participants from intimidation, insult, defamation or similar means intended
to chill participation in public discussions. Time refers to the examination of
a significant issue and the expression of all interested parties’ views on it tak-
ing a considerable amount of time – weeks or months. By these standards, the
Open Meeting does half the job; it successfully provides a platform for accessing
information and participating in orderly discussions.

As implemented for the meeting, the major shortcomings of the system ap-
pear in regard to decision and developing a community spirit that would facilitate
commitment by participants to a decision. As noted, there were reasons for not
implementing a decision mechanism, and such a mechanism, arguably, might
not be needed, since argument grammars have an implicit decision mechanism.
They terminate when challenges to a claim are exhausted, a challenge cannot
be countered or the opposing sides agree to disagree. These endings are more in
keeping with a consensus seeking process based on force of reason alone. Never-
theless, few communities really have the time for exhaustive arguments and few
scenarios allow decisions to wait for them. Realistic, effective support of on-line
processes in which communities clarify issues and take stands has to include
event-creating moves like cloture and voting procedures. These moves are event
creating; they change the phase of a deliberative process by ruling out some pre-
viously permitted moves and activating other ones. More generally, an effective
Open Meeting system will need a library of tested procedures, represented by
discourse grammars, with projected outcomes and identified risks, against which
conveners of community meetings or collaborations can measure their needs.

As noted earlier, the strategy of decomposing large meetings into small dis-
cussions has the potential to isolate users and block their sight of the large
community. A low cost means of meeting this problem is an interface display
of the distribution of interests over the various topics and proposals, as mea-
sured by user visits or comments. Users would be able to gauge where their own
discussions fit in the distribution of the community’s attention and to directly
access popular or other spots, if they so wanted. Slightly more expensive is the
automatic generation of cross-links, based on statistical information retrieval
methods and patterns of semantic links, that point users to other discussions
with themes or information similar to their own. As well as discovering cross
cutting themes or issues to integrate the knowledge produced in the discussions,
this technique can also be used to discover construct wider circles of participants
with similar problems.9

9 The second idea follows from [15], an implemented application of agent technology,
using cluster analysis of email to find individuals with similar interests. Inversely,
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By showing under certain condition, suitable mechanisms can produce a suc-
cessful, widely-attended discussion of issues, the Open Meeting was a useful step
toward building democratic practices in networked communities. However, be-
cause of the importance of shared organizational/ cultural backgrounds for the
success of these discussions, it is more realistic to think about multiple public
spheres, each serving a different subcommunity. Each group could develop its
own discourse grammar, and agents in each sphere would seek cross-links to
other groups by similarities in issues discussed. While that procedure does not
create consensus, it might promote mutual awareness.
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Abstract. Community development is a dynamic process in which a
group of users show their own communication style and culture. Commu-
nication development patterns are different from ones from the common
diffusion theory since it has a wide variety of use development patterns.
This variety comes from the richness of the community communication
contents and variety of time spans of transitions. We learned some lessons
from two-year experience of a regional community network trial based
on a fiber network. To observe the social pattern development, we ana-
lyze a social network development patterns in our system. We propose
the adaptive time span analysis. In this method, multiple time spans are
compared until the stable communication patterns are obtained. This
analysis lead to the estimation of context duration time and social pat-
tern development time to understand the dynamics of the community
evolution. The case studies in done in NTT-Hayashi trial e-mail commu-
nication log data to obtain the time span of persistent bilateral e-mail
communication relationship.

1 Introduction

As the computers are widely spread in homes and communities, it is impor-
tant to understand the community electronic behaviors. Behaviors reflect the
community culture, community adoption patterns, community social structures,
and community power balance. Community’s embedded culture deeply affect
the use of computer communication systems, and the same time, the computer
communication systems influence exposure of the community culture in multiple
aspects. Over a span of time, this bilateral interactions take place. The forma-
tion of stable community communication takes long time, so it is important to
capture the transitions of communication structures. Community in computer
communication has a virtual and dynamic nature. In particular, the group for-
mation process catches a special attention during the adoption period because
the understanding of the process deeply influence the design of the community
support systems.

There are several types of community network such as
2 Toshihiko Yamakami’s current affiliation is NTT Data, Advanced Information Net-

work Services Sector, Toyosu Tokyo JAPAN 135-6033
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– home network The network is used by home users. The interaction among
home users are the main purpose of the network.

– local business network The network is uses by the local business such as com-
merce or industries. The business transactions among local business offices
are mainly covered by this type of network.

– regional public network The network is used by regional public organizations.
Information for the public is shared in this network.

Each network is characterized by the main interactions and forms a different
pattern of communities. In this paper, a methodology to explore home networks
is considered. Home users are mainly weak-tied and informally structured. The
roles of users and power balance among users are often implicit.

In these three types of networks, the driving force of the home network is
the most difficult to capture. The interactions among home users are usually
driven by the local relationship which is difficult to identify. The role develop-
ment heavily depends on the local power balance in the home users. Also, this
balance is naive and changeable. Unlike the business structures, the information
flow in home networks heavily depends on the temporary contexts among users.
The information flow includes various message exchanges in e-mail and bulletin
boards systems. In the local business networks, the information flow depends on
the business flow. In the regional public network, the information flow is from
the public organizations to the general public users.

Our research group is involved in the Hayashi NTT-Company House field trial
using fiber optic network [5]. Hayashi is a regonal location name in Yokosuka City
in Japan. The fiber optic network and a bridging system provides a regional area
network to offer TCP/IP-based application services. The trial started in October
1995 with about 80 families, provided a personal computer and LAN-access at
their homes. It provides a regional closed network with e-mail and a bulletin
boards system. The trial will continue until March 1999.

During our trial, we became aware of the dynamism of home user behaviors.
The dynamism means that the activeness and social structures of computer
communication vary over a span of time. At the same time, it was recognized
that it is important to develop a methodology to identify the dynamic process of
the accept ion and rejections of naive home users. Especially, such a methodology
is required to support adoption of the naive home users at the early adoption
stage [6].

2 Requirements

At the Hayashi NTT-Company house field trial, we did not have any specific
methodologies to observe the community network behaviors. NTT-Company
house is the place where NTT employees are provided the housing facilities by
NTT. Such a condo-type of housing facilities are popular among many Japanese
companies. Such an environment is quite different from the office ones. In this
paper, we call such an environment, community communication environment.
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The applications based on the regional LAN is not yet well developed. One of
the reasons of this lack is the shortage of community communication experience.
People think they don’t need communication in a regional network since they
can talk in a face-to-face manner if they need. Also, it should be noted that there
is few methodologies to observe the fits between the community communication
culture and the applications in order to identify the special needs of regional
networks.

The past research focused on the usability, and white-collar productivity in
academic and business domains. In the community communication environment,
the users themselves are not aware of the communication patterns. The stability
of the communication is also assumed to be weak, because the driving force of
communication is vague and implicit in the home user environment. There is
little requirement to communicate online to exchange scheduling information or
organizational decisions, or to exchange the paper work in the home environment.

For the first step to understand the community communication patterns,
we take the first step in the social structural analysis. Social network is one of
major research areas in sociology [9]. We would like understand the electronic
communications’ effects on social networks. The social network is one of the
indicators of culture, an important dimension of communication behaviors [13]
[11]. Social dynamics is one of the key issues in group support systems [3].

In the home user networks, it is important to capture the time span of the
transitions. In addition, it is important to capture the communication culture.
To cope with these requirements, a methodology to capture the social dynamics
can be used to understand the dynamics of the home community user behaviors.

The requirements about the methodologies of identifying social dynamics are
as follows.

– identifying community communication culture It is important to identify the
community communication patterns to support stable adoption and smooth
transitions from the non-electronic social interactions to the electronic social
ones.

– identifying transition stages It is important to identify how many stages the
communication patterns are categorized into.

The authors became aware that the activeness in user communication is
unstable during the formation of a group. This time period is important to
understand the early adoption in community support systems, however, the lack
of stability makes the analysis work difficult and misleading. It leads to the fact
that the first exploratory analysis needs some consistent disciplines to cope with
the instability of a group in the early stage.

3 Evolution and Networked Development

3.1 Evolution in Community

Social network is a network in which a social structure is represented. The social
structure evolved over a time. In the office systems, the formed network depends
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on the job structure [10]. Community networks are electronic networks imple-
mented in a regional community. In this type of network, the main users are
home users, in which the social structure is driven by the more implicit human
relationship than in the business networks.

Before we were involved in this home user research project, the author was
engaged in the office system research project. In the project, the target group
was a research group with about 20 research members. The target group’s com-
munication behaviors in e-mail, bulletin boards system, and a know-how sharing
research prototype system were observed [10]. From this experience, the author
learned that the social structure of information flow and the dynamics of flow
depended one the communication systems. E-mail flow is most variable, espe-
cially depending upon the task group dynamics. Bulletin boards system flow
dynamics is the most stable in that group, partly because the bulletin boards
communication takes place in the public. Know-how system flow started from
the core active group, in which a small number of active users started to use the
system, then the satellite group grew. The satellite group is the users who had
one or two flows to the core group. The members in a satellite group heavily
depended on one or two specific active users.

Compared to the past research in office systems, regional community net-
works needs methodologies for the earlier stages of group formation. Especially
because the community user behavior found in the Hayashi trial is the house-
wife behavior which is driven by the different motivation from the office worker’s
ones.

The home user behavior is very easy to change because there is no special
norm in the home user community. The relations are based on the informal
relationship. In addition, such a relation can be easily replaced by the real world
communications. To observe such a community, it is important to visualize the
communication patterns using a wide range of parameters to explore the implicit
structure of the home user network.

For this purpose, the authors implemented a tool for on-demand visualization
of social network. The tool is named as Visualization of Electronic Network User
Social processes, VENUS [12]. The user interface built on the WWW browser is
shown in Fig. 4. The user interface part is build using PHP/FI [8]. In order to
draw a graph, GD1.15 [2] is used.

VENUS is developed to identify the characteristics in community culture.
To explore the culture, a wide range of parameters are tested using VENUS
to identify the community-specific parameters to understand the social network
and its dynamics.

We developed a visualization tool named VENUS using Spiral Visualization
method.

In the past research, Eades’s spring model is famous in graph visualization
[1]. The author’s approach is different from the general drawing algorithm since
the approach focuses on the core-satellite social structure. Krackplot is a pub-
licly available social network software. The author’s approach is different from
Krackplot since Krackplot does not provide the automatic node allocation [4].
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The Hayashi trial started on October 1995. In this case study, we analyze
the e-mail communication data from August 1996 to January 1998. During this
period, 121 users exchanged 7062 messages. When an message has multiple recip-
ients, each recipient is counted as a different message flow. These data are used
to analyze e-mail communication flow. The Hayashi trial is a closed network, so
the originators and recipients were all Hayashi Trial users.

The output example of VENUS is shown in Fig. 1, which depicts the user in-
teraction patterns using threshold message value 25. Interactions less frequently
than 25 message exchanges in 80 weeks are ignored to highlight the communi-
cation patterns.

Fig. 1. Social Network Example from Aug 1996 to Jan 1998 in the Hayashi Trial (email
exchange) using VENUS

3.2 Three Phases in Network Cognition

In the network evolution, the users gradually form the common understanding of
a network. It should be noted that the users implicitly assume that the electronic
social structure reflects the real world social structures. Since it is not common
to have the same social structure in the electronic network and in the real world,
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the users adjust the cognitive image of the electronic social network over a span
of time.

How can we model the cognitive phases about the stages of this cognitive
development? In order to capture the dynamics, it is important to capture the
development psychological facets of the early adoptions. In the early stages,
the naive users encounter a lot of confusions about the social interactions in
networks. Some of the confusions come from the user’s mistakes or misunder-
standing of the system. It should be noted that the users cannot distinguish the
uncommon temporary failures from the permanent facts in the networks. Some
of the events and failures from the mistakes confuse the users. In addition, the
feedback from the systems or other users are often late or recognized as con-
fusing. The late feedback from the system, such as deferred notice of delivery
failure can confuse the naive users. The late feedback can come from the irreg-
ularity of the other naive users. In many cases, the naive users’ responses are
unpredictable.

From our observation in the Hayashi trial, we became aware of the following
three different viewpoints depicted in Fig. 2.

– system understanding The naive users assumed that the network interactions
reflects the real world interactions. However, the immature system under-
standings was the main obstacle to the smooth transitions from the real
world interactions to the networked interactions.

– importance of content The naive users want the direct benefits from the net-
worked communication. Community-related information such as local events,
medical care captured the distinguished attention from the users.

– understanding and interpreting others’ behaviors The electronic social in-
teractions will be formed according to the basic system and content under-
standings. After the established cognitive understandings, the users start to
form images about the social feedback expectation.

understanding of
the system

understanding of 
contents

understanding of 
others behaviors

Fig. 2. 3 Layer Model of Cognitive Development

The last stage in which the electronic interactions are interpreted by a user
can be split into several stages of group formation.
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From this model, it is important to identify steps toward the higher cognitive
stages. To capture the stage changes, we use the social network dynamics to
identify the group formation stages.

Social network based on communication logs is a rich source of information
about how user behavior evolves over a span of time.

4 Adaptive Time Span Analysis

Adaptive time span analysis is an exploratory heuristic method to identify the
transitional user behavior evolution. The method is outline in Fig. 3. The basic
idea of this approach is to split the communication log data into a small unit
time span log. Next, the whole time span is equally split into some pieces, and
the social dynamics during each span is examined.

For example, when we have a 64-week log, we can set up 2-week for the unit
time. Then we can compare multiples of 2, such as 2-week log, 4-week log, 8-week
log, 16-week log, 32-week log to adaptively compare the user behavior evolution.
The time span division will stop when the meaningful social patterns disappear.

We learned from the past experience in office communication analysis. When
the trial continues, the communication log incrementally increases. The analysis
takes time, so we needed some improvement in the process to incorporate the
dynamics of the communication log into analysis. In this situation, it is important
to dynamically set up time span boundaries. From this point, the communication
log is split into weekly units in order to flexibly manipulate the time span length
in the analysis.

It is a powerful strategy when the group formation or social patterns are
unknown. This is usually true in the early adoption stages. In addition, dur-
ing the early stages of understanding open home communities, we can use this
methodology because the social dynamics are unknown.

commu-
nication
logs

building 
unit time 
span log 
database

setting up 
a wide 
range of 
time 
spans

evaluating
stability
in the time
span

capturing 
the stages
over a 
span of 
time

Fig. 3. Processing Flow in Adaptive Time Span Analysis

The purpose of the adaptive time span analysis is to identify the stages in
the long-term community user behavior evolution. The final stage identification
image is outlined in Fig. 4. In this example, the five different stages are identified
using the metrics which are variable.
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t

Fig. 4. Identifying Stages using Adaptive Time Span Analysis

5 A Case Study

5.1 Overview

In order to evaluate the adaptive time span analysis approach, the authors try
to capture the reciprocity in the e-mail exchange in the Hayashi trial. 7062
messages were exchanged by 121 users during the time period from August 1996
to January 1998. The time span is 80 weeks long.

In this analysis, reciprocity is defined when a pair of users exchange messages
both directions. It means that user A sent a message to user B and that user
B sent a message to user A during a specified time span. This metrics is an
indicator of the reciprocity in the community network.

There are two questions. One is how stable the metrics are in a real commu-
nity network. The other is how can we specify the appropriate time span in the
analysis. How long the message exchange context is maintained in a community?

We have a 80-week e-mail communication log. So we try to capture the
reciprocity in 40-week span, 20-week span, 10-week span, 5 week span, 4-week
span, 2-week span and 1-week span.

To evaluate this process, we implement a Perl5 program to store weekly unit
time span database and to manipulate extraction of collective communication
log with an arbitrary time span using the unit time span database.

Reciprocity ratio is defined in the two method. One is to calculate the reci-
procity relation ratio compared to the total messages. The other is to calculate
the reciprocity relation counts compared to the total number of originators.

5.2 Results

The reciprocity relation ratios in 40-week, 20-week, 10-week and 5-week are
shown in Fig. 5. The same ratios in 4-week, 2-week, and 1-week is shown in Fig.
6.

From Fig. 5, the 40-week time span is inappropriate because it is not aligned
to 5-week, 10-week, and 20-week results. 5-week time span is quite stable and
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Fig. 5. Reciprocity per Messages using 40,20,10 and 5-week time spans

shows the increasing trend. This is remarkable because it shows that the reci-
procity in home users are defined in a longer time span compared to the ones in
office systems. This comes from the weak-tie nature of community networks. In
addition, it shows that the adoption of regular e-mail exchange is quite limited
to a certain small number of users. From this sense, it should be noted that this
sample group needs more support for regular e-mail exchange to form strong-tied
group.s

From Fig. 6, 1-week and 2-week span are considered to be too short to observe
e-mail reciprocity in this group. It depicts that the first one-third of time (August
1996 to January 1997), the reciprocal relations among users were very unstable
even though the field trial started in October 1995. Considering these Figures,
the appropriate time span in this reciprocity per messages can be 4-6 weeks in
this group.

It should be noted that the reciprocity per messages number decreases as the
time span is extended because the strength of the each pair’s reciprocity over
time is ignored in this analysis. This is not related to the essential point of the
adaptive time span analysis. However, usually, when the time span is extended
more than the appropriate context duration time, the pair-wise bidirectional
relationship gets strong, however, the number of reciprocal pairs stays. It means
the value divided by the total number of messages decreases.

The reciprocity relation ratios in 40-week, 20-week, 10-week and 5-week to
the total number of originators are shown in Fig. 7. The same ratios in 4-week,
2-week, and 1-week is shown in Fig. 8.

From Fig. 7, the time span of 40 and 20 weeks are inappropriate compared
to the context duration in this community network. The number of reciprocity
per originators seems saturate in the middle of the observation. It is understood
that the average number of regular reciprocal relations are from 1 to 2, which
means the regular e-mail exchange partners do not grow in a monotone manner.

From Fig. 8, it can be concluded that the 2 weeks and 1 week time span is
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Fig. 6. Reciprocity per Messages using 4,2 and 1-week time spans
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unstable. The 4-week time span and 5-week time span has the similar results.
The reciprocity per originator is stable in the last quarter of the observation
period, which is Oct 1997 to Jan 1998. In this stable stage, the reciprocity per
originator is 1.2 (4-week time span) to 1.5(5-week time span).

It should be noted that the messages with multiple recipients are not so
common even in Jan 1998.

6 Discussion

The dynamic time span analysis gives the heuristic methods to identify the time
scale factor in the group formation process. This give a hint for the context dura-
tion time in community support systems, which is an important key to support
early stage adoption process. The arguments about the reciprocity dynamics in
this Hayashi trial group is for further studies.

Time is an important factor to understand the community behaviors. It is
also important to understand the interactions between the community and the
technology used in the community. The context duration time is influenced by
the life time of the information shared in the community. In addition, the life time
of the community information can influence the context duration time observed
in the community communication.

The term reciprocity in this study means the persistent bidirectional rela-
tionship observed in computer communication. The reciprocity embedded in the
community communication from the semantics viewpoints is for further studies.
In this e-mail analysis, it is significant whether the community develops active
mailing list or not. In our study, the users did not frequently use mail with mul-
tiple recipients. It is partly because the major part of users are naive users in
early adoption stages.

The message exchange numbers per week varies from week to week, however,
4-week to 6-week time span gives a consistent view about the slowly developed
social process in the target group.

It should be noted that the Hayashi trial’s special factors are different from
those in usual home communities. This does not influence the validity of the
time span analysis. However, the results should be carefully treated. The trial
is intentionally isolated from the internet environment, therefore the trial en-
vironment is a closed regional network. The main users are wives and children
because the business people would like to use the open internet environment.
The intention of the original trial design was to focus the regional community
network environment, not the internet environment. In addition, NTT-Company
house’s community culture can be deeply influence by the NTT company cul-
ture. The major parts of NTT employees in NTT-Company houses are basically
engineers, which can be influence the community culture in an implicit manner.
The user behaviors can be influence by the seasonal factors in NTT-Company
houses. One of the examples are the major family changes are in February due
to annual organizational structuring. New trial members are usually added in
this time of the year.
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In this study, we present the methodology to identify the time scale of the
social structure dynamics using exploratory visualization. In order to capture
the social structure development, it is important to establish the methodology
to identify the time scale factor in the social development. The proposed adap-
tive time span analysis is general and applicable to a wide range of applications
with social interaction patterns. This type of methodology gives an important
clue to compare the different communities based on different communication sys-
tems because the time span of the group formation dynamics can be compared.
The communication log is not the single source of community understanding.
However, such a inter-community study based on communication log can pro-
vide the starting points to form assumptions for the in-depth questionnaires and
interviews.

7 Conclusions

In order to analyze the variety of community network users, it is important
to capture the dynamics of social network. Especially, home user network is
flexible. In this paper, the community structure transitions are studied from the
information flow log. It is difficult to capture the communication patterns in
a home user community because the information flow among home users are
unstable. It is necessary to analyze the dynamics of the communication pattern
changes to validate any assumptions from long-term communication log.

The communication patterns in home users varies from time to time. It is
important to identify how stable the communication patterns are over a span
of time. To cope with this issue, the authors propose the adaptive time span
analysis method. In this method, multiple time spans are compared until the
stable communication patterns are obtained. This analysis lead to the estimation
of context duration time and social pattern development time to understand the
dynamics of the community evolution. The case studies in done in NTT-Hayashi
trial e-mail communication log data to obtain the time span of persistent bilateral
e-mail communication relationship.

The time span analysis provides important clues for social process visualiza-
tion done by our tool VENUS which depicts the social network in a community
in a WWW browser.

The adaptive time span analysis can be applicable to a wide range of long-
term behavioral studies in electronic communication which has consistent com-
munication logs. These studies can provide the starting points for the in-depth
interviews and questionnaires to explore the theories to understand the interac-
tions among community users and community support systems.
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Abstract. CoMeMo-Community is a system that is designed to sup-
port knowledge evolution in a community. It is based on two ideas. One
is associative representation for facilitating externalization of both per-
sonal and community knowledge. The other is visualization of knowledge
interaction based on the talking-alter-egos metaphor.
In this paper, we present how these ideas are incorporated into the
CoMeMo-Community system and report preliminary experimentation
with it. We also discuss how CoMeMo-Community helps us to under-
stand community.

1 Introduction

A community, as is characterized in this research, is a group of persons with

common interests. Unlike an association, a community imposes few explicit con-

ventions to tie its members together. People may join a community if they �nd

it interesting and attractive, while they may leave it without much diÆculty if

they do not like it. What causes a community to attract people?

Accumulation of shared knowledge is considered to be one of the key factors

that intrigue people. The more common knowledge is accumulated, the more

attractive is a community. Rich knowledge provides community members with

a feeling of a rich ground that will produce a fruitful harvest.

A community would be much more fascinating if it brings about a feeling of

continuous evolution. It would be particularly the case in academic communities.

In evolving communities, members continually witness explosive outcome of new

knowledge, often caught by a temptation of making contribution to the activity

by getting involved.

Nonaka and Takeuchi analyzed the structure of knowledge creation in cor-

porations and proposed a model of knowledge evolution [15]. According to their

model, knowledge is created in what is called a knowledge spiral consisting of four

stages: externalization, combination, internalization, and socialization (Fig. 1).

Knowledge is classi�ed into two types, explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge.

Externalization is a stage on which explicit knowledge is created by representing

T. Ishida (Ed.): Community Computing and Support Systems, LNCS 1519, pp. 183-200, 1998.
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Fig. 1. Nonaka and Takeuchi's knowledge spiral model

expertise as explicit concepts. On the combination stage, new explicit knowledge

will be created by combining existing explicit knowledge. On the internalization

stage, expertise is created by executing explicit knowledge in an interpretive

fashion. Such tacit knowledge will di�use into a group of people and new tacit

knowledge will be created by sharing expertise on the socialization stage.

Although their model was originally intended to analyze the knowledge pro-

cess in associations, we consider it also constitutes an adequate basis of modeling

knowledge evolution in communities. The role of knowledge spiral in communi-

ties would be more critical than that in associations. In communities, knowledge

spiral might be a direct cause of attracting participants, while it might be rather

tacitly embedded in a long tradition.

We have been working on the Knowledgeable Community project, an en-

deavor to develop a computational framework for facilitating the knowledge

process by humans and computers [13]. In this project, we explore a new way

of investigating intelligence. Rather than building autonomous agents that are

intelligent by themselves, we explore a new methodology in which a synthetic

approach of designing tools for augmenting people's intellectual process and an

analytic approach of modeling people's intelligence by observation are closely

tied together.

In this paper, we apply our methodology to the community knowledge process

and present a system called CoMeMo-Community for facilitating the knowledge

spiral. We claim that through the use of CoMeMo-Community, we can actually

facilitate the community knowledge process and learn the community knowledge

process at the same time. It was based on two ideas. CoMeMo-Community was

designed based on a couple of ideas.

One is associative representation for facilitating externalization of both per-

sonal and community knowledge [12]. Our associative representation allows for

representing information without forcing rigid semantics. At a �rst glance, such

a design principle may seem considerably limit the utility of the knowledge base

because the precise meaning of stored data may not be recovered later. How-
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ever, enforcement of monopoly in semantics also result in blocking out useful

information that might turn out useful at hindsight.

We use informal semantics to allow any information to be incorporated into

the memory without much elaboration. The �rst reason for that is because any

inspiration or insight may be so subtle and fragile that they may easily disap-

pear as soon as rigid verbalization is required. The second reason is because

we would like to accommodate heterogeneous information coming from di�erent

community members with incompatible perspectives. The CoMeMo subsystem

allows the user to create, organize, and recall external personal memory with

associative representation.

The other idea is visualization of knowledge interaction by introducing the

talking-alter-egos metaphor. The MysticSalon subsystem mimics a salon in which

alter-egos representing each communitymember interact with each others, thereby

the user can see how their own or others' knowledge interact. By observing such

virtual conversations, one can learn lots of things about the community, includ-

ing who knows what, and what are common interests, and so forth.

We have implemented a prototype of CoMeMo-Community based on these

ideas, and have carried out preliminary experiments. Among others, we inves-

tigated how far people can exchange ideas with associative representation and

how people react the talking-alter-egos metaphor.

In section 2, we overview CoMeMo-Community. In section 3, we describe

associative representation, its implementation CoMeMo and a psychological ex-

periments with it. In section 4, we describe MysticSalon, a virtual conversation

system with talking alter-egos and report preliminary experimentation with it. In

section 5, we discuss the contribution of this research to the study of community.

2 Overview of CoMeMo-Community

CoMeMo-Community is a system designed to support the knowledge spiral un-

derlying community knowledge evolution by enhancing awareness of a com-

munity. In CoMeMo-Community, the talking-alter-egos metaphor is employed.

The user can initiate and observe virtual conversation among alter egos of her-

self/himself or/and others.

CoMeMo-Community consists of two major components, shown in Fig. 2.

One is an alter-ego that retains the externalized memory of a person. Associative

representation is used to represent personal memory. The other is a conversa-

tion place where alter-egos make utterances in turn according to the rules of

conversation.

In each session of conversation, alter-egos participating in the conversation

place collaborate with each other to generate a story by alternately reproducing

memory fragments from the personal memory embedded in each elter-ego. A

typical example of conversation is shown in Fig. 3. Each alter-ego is represented

by an image. In this case, �ve images of alter-egos are put of the left end of the

conversation place. The situation in Fig. 3 is the one obtained after a handful of

such cycles are repeated. The original keyword was \Internet", which reminds
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Fig. 2. The framework of CoMeMo-Community

Fig. 3. Example screen image of CoMeMo-Community
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\AI", which in turn reminds \a workshop", resulting in \Nara", the site of that

workshop.

The users may play two roles. One is to enter information into one's own

alter-ego. The other is to initiate and observe the conversation among alter-

egos. The user can control the subject and focus in the conversation place and

see what happens. Unlike net surf, the user need not click the mouse all the

time. Instead, s/he can sit back in the couch and control the conversation from

time to time. In that sense, the system is mixed initiative.

One may run the virtual conversation as many times as s/he likes, and see

what happens. One may see di�erent story at each time even if the same set of

keywords is given, for a certain degree of randomness is employed in each phase

of generation, e.g., to select a small set of items from a large set of potential

items. Five images in the left represented represents alter-egos of �ve persons.

When a keyword \Internet" was given, \AI" was reminded by one of the alter-

egos, which in turn caused \a workshop" to be reminded. After a handful of such

cycles are repeated, the topic shifted to Nara, for one alter-ego had a memory

of a AI-related workshop held in Nara, Japan.

From the exercises with virtual conversation, one may learn a lot about

the community. For example, one may see that who is interested in what. In

addition, a large cluster of nodes may mean that the amount of information is

large; a tangled interconnection of nodes from di�erent persons may mean the

existence of shared interest in the subject and it is likely for them to enjoy a

good conversation about it; an inconsistent set of keywords may mean disparity

in the characterization of the world, and so on. Even in a small group of, say

just around twenty persons, there tends to be a large amount of otherwise tacit

information, for the members are not chatting all over the time.

One may also play an active role by entering information about herself/himself

or the subject s/he has much experience. The virtual conversation may give a

good motivation about what information to expose. One may get a good feed-

back from later conversations either in the real world or in the virtual worlds.

In the next two sections, we describe the MysticSalon and CoMeMo subsys-

tems in more detail.

3 MysticSalon: Collaborative Story Generation based on

the Talking Alter-egos Metaphor

MysticSalon is a subsystem that pursues collaborative story generation based

on the talking alter-egos metaphor. Its basic control mechanism is simple, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.

In the beginning of the session, the user may put one or more keyword on the

conversation place and make them active (Fig. 4(a)). Each alter-ego monitors

the conversation and see if there is active keywords to which it can add some

information. If any, the alter-ego will actually add the information by copying

one or more new keywords from its memory. These new keywords are put to

the right of the original keywords and a little circle representing associative
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representation is created in-between (Fig. 4(b)). Then, the original keywords are

deactivated, the new keywords will be activated, and the entire activation cycle

will recur (Fig. 4(c)). The temporal behavior goes from the left to the right on

the screen.

(a) Keywords are given (b) Related memory items are
recalled

(c) Memory recall is repeated
for new keywords

Fig. 4. Story generation with MysticSalon

Example of story generation process is shown in Fig. 5. There are many

factors that a�ect story generation: principles for choosing alter-egos for story

generation (e.g., round-robin, some competition, or random), principles for each

alter-ego to throwing back memory items for a given keywords in the conversation

place, the maximal number of keywords activated in the conversation place,

the order of extending the story (e.g., breadth-�rst or depth �rst), and so on.

The current version of MysticSalon employs a simple control regime: bread-�rst

expansion of stories, round-robin for invoking alter-egos, and no upper-limit of

reproduction of memory fragments at a time, and direct reminding in which

personal memory fragments are put to the conversation place only when they

are limited to those directly related to the active subject.

(a) A keyword is given (b) Reaction by alter-egos (c) Story grows as more
memory items are recalled

Fig. 5. Example of actual story generation with MysticSalon
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Even with a mechanism of that simple, lots of interesting phenomenon are

observed. Conversation among alter-egos bears some similarity with conversa-

tions by humans. A typical example is shown in Fig. 6 where the conversation

is initiated by the keyword representing the name of the laboratory project.

The alter-ego representing the leader talks about the global picture of the re-

Fig. 6. Conversation about the laboratory project

search, while those representing laboratory members talk about their systems

and relevance with the common research subject.

The topic may shift during a conversation, as in Fig. 7. In the conversation

in Fig. 7, the original topic \international conference" was overridden by \ruins"

with the topic \Mexico" as a turning point.

Although the control issues are considered critical to high quality story gen-

eration, our claim is that even with a simple mechanism, the user can learn a

lot from the collaborative stories generated.

We interviewed �ve students in our laboratory and ten visitors after demon-

stration of CoMeMo- Community. The reaction was all favorable. Generally they

understand what is meant by associative representation. People from compa-

nies were talking about possible applications to implement corporate memory.

One (a newspaper reporter) said that this kind of virtual conversation would

signi�cantly enhance the real conversations, for the opportunities of real-world

meetings are quite limited due to temporal and spatial constraints, while such

limitation is highly relaxed in virtual conversation places. One was interested in

coincidence of experience in everyday life and how it might lead to an invaluable
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discovery. Students were interested to see their colleagues' interest and knowl-

edge. They all said that they would publish their own knowledge if it contributes

to their community. On the other hand, some of them are concerned with privacy

issues. At least, it is evident that CoMeMo- Community signi�cantly contributed

to invoke various concern with community.

Fig. 7. Example of topic shift

In addition, we �nd that the use of the facial images of the alter-egos is

e�ective in demonstration, in particular when the observer is acquainted with

the person herself/himself each alter-ego represents.

It is considered to be the virtue of the background knowledge shared with

community members that have the output make sense to the observer. As is

described in the next section, it is shown that the more background knowledge is

shared, the less complete representation is accepted to communicate information.

Although we feel that the e�ectiveness of the CoMeMo-Community as a com-

munity communication facilitator is empirically validated by discussions with

about other twenty people who have seen the demonstration of the system, a

comprehensive evaluation is necessary to gain detailed insights.

4 CoMeMo: Maintaining Personal Memory with

Associative Representation

CoMeMo is a subsystem for maintaining personal memory. CoMeMo employs

associative representation [12] for integrating information representation with
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di�erent degrees of formality. The semantics of associative representation itself

is left open to permit raw information materials to be accumulated with minimal

overhead. In preliminary evaluation, we are convinced that the original meaning

of associative representation can be mostly recovered in an intimate community

of people and the recovering ratio gradually degenerates as the intimacy of the

community decreases.

4.1 Associative Representation as Memory Organization Principle

Associative representation provides many-to- many hyperlink associating one

or more key unit with one or more value unit. An associative representation

may be informally interpreted as an associative relation in which the key units

normally remind one of the value units. In graphical notations, each associative

representation is denoted as a large dot connecting one or more unit called keys

and those called values.

Example of associative representation is shown in Fig. 8. A collection of

Fig. 8. Example of associative representations

associative representations in Fig. 8(a) typically results from free reminding.

Associations in this collection are rather incoherent in the sense that various

semantic relations, such as part-whole, the value of some attribute, and so on may

be mixed up in one associative representation. Fig. 8(b) shows a more articulated

and homogeneous collection of associative representations, which would reect

certain e�orts of articulation.

We leave the semantics of units and the two structure making operators

open to the user. The user can give them her/his own interpretation or develop
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Fig. 9. Workspaces

software agents that manipulates associative representation based on tacit se-

mantics. This does not mean that we insist on neglecting the semantics. Quite

the opposite. We envision that the user will continually revise and re�ne the

information base and come to grant relatively well-de�ned semantics to her/his

representation in a long run. In addition, we anticipate consensus on the seman-

tics of associative representation will be eventually reached by a group of users

after a certain amount of mutual transactions of associative representation. We

prefer the semantics resulting from the process of natural selection to the one

de�ned in a top-down fashion. Convergence to the better semantics will be accel-

erated by software agents, which credit better articulation and intelligent tools

which help the user re�ne information representation.

4.2 CoMeMo Information Base

The CoMeMo information base is a collection of units. Each unit represents an

atomic memory unit which is not articulated any further in the CoMeMo system.

Any data items handled by the platform of the CoMeMo system, e.g., character

strings, bitmaps, video clips, audio streams, text �les, URL addresses and so on,

are eligible as a unit.

There are only two kinds of structure making operators. One is associative

representation described in the above. The other operator is a workspace making

operator which abstracts a collection of units and associations as a workspace

unit. The user is encouraged to make workspace coherent but it is not a constraint

from the system. Example of workspaces is shown in Fig. 9. A workspace is

shown which contains information about the Nara city, Japan. The user can
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de�ne her/his own view of the workspace for convenience. A workspace can be

referred to as a unit from another workspace.

4.3 The CoMeMo Workbench

The CoMeMo workbench provides the user with a workplace for aggregating and

articulating information by incorporating new insights. Apparent incompleteness

and inconsistency may become evident in the knowledge cycle. In a more global

picture, the CoMeMo workbench is characterized as an engine that thrusts a

personal knowledge cycle, as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. The CoMeMo architecture

The CoMeMo workbench provides the user with the following functions for

exploring a given CoMeMo workspace.

(a) focus: displays only units in a neighborhood a given set of units.

(b) neighborhood search: uncovers those units in a neighborhood that are

not on the screen.

(c) path search: displays all paths connecting a given set of units.

The user may add her/his own interpretation and insights and save the result

in the information base for later use.
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4.4 How much people can generate and understand associative

representation?

In this section, we overview three experiments that we have conducted to investi-

gate how people generate associative representations, and how people understand

their semantics.

Experiment 1

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate how much people can under-

stand the meaning of associative representation. For this experiment, we used

the following �ve test screens.

- Test 1: shop information around the authors' institute;

- Test 2: description of the Peru Case generated from an newspaper article;

- Test 3: information of CFPs(Call For Papers) redistributed in our labora-

tory;

- Test 4: research memoranda about agents drawn by one of the authors;

- Test 5: research memoranda on knowledge media drawn by one of the

authors.

Two of them are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. Original tests were given in

Japanese except Test 5; their translations are shown here for the readers. The

subjects were graduate students in our laboratory, including three Ph.D. students

(hereafter D), �ve 2nd-year M.Eng. students (hereafter, M2), and four 1st-year

M.Eng. students (hereafter M1). They were all newcomers at the experiment.

We showed the subjects the �ve test screens (from Test 1 to 5) and asked

the following two questions for each test: \Do you understand the outline of the

screen?", and \Can you say the meaning of each circles?"

We didn't explain what associative representation and just used terms circle.

As a result, we found that:

(1) all subjects answered the outline in Test 1 without being explained the

meaning of associative representation and

(2) the restoration rate was 78% on average, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Restoration Rate in Experiment 1

subjects Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Average
D 100% 66% 100% 100% 97% 93%
M2 100% 56% 80% 100% 56% 78%

M1 60% 70% 40% 93% 44% 61%
Average 87% 64% 73% 98% 66% 78%

Restoration rate:
hNumber of correctly interpreted associationsi

hNumber of associationsi
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\COST (a supermarket) is reminded by NAIST, the authors' institute because it is
located near NAIST and is a popular shop for the NAIST community. Medicines and
liquors are sold at COST. COST has a parking. Convenience stores are reminded by
supermarkets. The nearest convenience store from NAIST is Lawson's at Shikahata.
Supermarkets also reind me of department stores. Department stores remind me of
NaRa Family, a department store at Saidai-ji. I often buy co�ee beans at a shop called
Omar. Omar closes every Wednesday. Omar is along with Narayama Street, which is
the main street on a bus route."

Fig. 11. Test Screen 1 (Shop information around the authors' institute)

Fig. 12. Test Screen 3 (Information of CFP distributed in our laboratory)
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From the results, we concluded that associative representation is comprehen-

sible to adults who have computing skills.

It is interesting to see that the restoration rate was better in D(93%) >

M2(78%) > M1(61%) suggest the more human background knowledge people

have, the more people understand associative representation. The subjects re-

stored the meaning of associations by referring units they can understand when

they didn't understand the unit's labels. This tendency was apparent in Test 3

in which the structure of associative representations were coherent (e.g. confer-

ence names, venue, period and so on). We suggest that the context helps human

understanding of associative representation.

Experiment 2

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to investigate how people generate associative

representations from ideas and how people understand those generated by others.

We chose as subjects one Ph.D. students, four 2nd-year M.Eng. students, and

one sta� in our laboratory.

We pursued the following procedure:

(1) The subjects were trained how to generate associative representations

(students only).

(2) They generated associative representations reminded by a keyword \agent"

on the CoMeMo Workbench (students only).

(3) They were shown associative representations generated by other subjects

and asked the following questions: \Do you understand what are written?", \Do

you identify who wrote this screen ?", \If you identify who, why ?", and \Say

anything you felt in this experiment" (students only).

(4) The same as (3) (the sta� subject only).

An example screen generated by the Subject A is shown in Fig. 13. All

subjects were able to generate associative representations within 30 minutes.

From these result, we concluded that adults who have computing skills can

generate associative representation without diÆculty.

On the other hand, all subjects were able to understand the meaning of

associative representations generated by others. Concerning a screen generated

by the subject C, all other subjects identi�ed that it was made by him. We

concluded that ideas can be transmitted using associative representation among

people who share knowledge. All subjects except for the subject C laughed when

they saw screens drawn by the subject C. 80% (4 out of 5 student subjects) said

that they had some fun during the experiment. The sta� subject said that \I can

guess the student's knowledge level concerning research topics", \I will be inter-

ested to read a report by this student", \I want to talk to this student, because

he/she may have an interesting idea", and so on. We think that transmitting

ideas using associative representation between groups leads to know people and

therefore facilitates for human communication.
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Fig. 13. Associative Representation generated by subject A in Experiment 2

Experiment 3

We investigated the di�erence of understanding between natural language texts

and information extracted from them using associative representation. We chose

as subjects three 2nd-year M.Eng students in our laboratory. We pursued a

couple of exercises:

- Test 1: Each subjects was shown Test Screen 2 of Experiment 1 and original

articles, and was asked some comments.

- Test 2: Each subjects was shown Test Screen 3 of Experiment 1 and three

CFPs of international conferences (each CFP was written in a physical A4 pa-

per), and was asked for comments.

In both tests, subjects were not explained the meaning of associative repre-

sentation.

As a result of exercises, we obtained a collection of comments, such as: \An

index like the test screen is helpful for browsing an newspaper article", \I thought

I understood the meaning of information in the test screen �rst but I found that

I misunderstood the article after reading it" for Test 1, and \The test screen

is helpful because I can pick up important information quickly although it took

me for a while to know how to understand the associative representations", and

\I prefer seeing the test screen to reading a collection of CFPs" for Test 2.

We conjecture that it is useful to extract information from information sources

using associative representation.
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Summary of the insights obtained in experiments

Insights obtained from the above-mentioned experiments can be summarized as

follows.

(a) Adults who have computing skills can generate associative representation

without diÆculty.

(b) Ideas can be transmitted using weak information structures among people

who share knowledge.

(c) Associative representation is comprehensible to adults who have comput-

ing skills.

(d) The more human background knowledge people have, the more people

understand associative representation.

5 Discussion

Communityware [7] can be characterized as a system that help people establish

valuable human relationships. Research in that direction involves Yenta that

�nds people who share similar interests [2]; Contact Finder [9] and IKNOW [1]

that suggest whom to contact in order to draw an answer to a given question;

Community Viewer [14] and Community Organizer [4] that visualize interactions

among participants and provides a view of community activities; and Referral

Web that extract human relations from published documents [8]. A common

characteristic of these systems is that they explicitly show potential social re-

lations to the users. It would be interesting to see how those suggestions are

accepted by the users, what kind of e�ect they have for people to make social

relations, and so on.

In contrast, CoMeMo-Community does not directly show the user potential

social relations. Instead, it aims at more knowledge-centric supports. It mainly

visualizes the contents and the structure of common knowledge and interests

shared among the community members, which may be used to explore potential

human relations. CoMeMo-Community provides the community with an indirect

means of establishing new human relations.

The more knowledge people share and the more people are aware of it, the

more sympathy will result. The more mutual knowledge they have, the more

they understand with each other and the more motivated will they be to ex-

ternalize their information. That is the major contribution that we expect for

the MysticSalon subsystem to make on facilitation of the knowledge spiral in

community. In e�ect, we suspect that the feeling of collaborative construction of

shared knowledge will eventually enhance the coherency of a community.

The role of CoMeMo is to feed the knowledge spiral with a suÆcient amount

of \raw materials." Work on accumulating and utilizing personal memory in

everyday life is also in progress in elsewhere, including Active notebook [18],

Lifestreams [3], Remembrance agent [16], and Forget-me-not [10].

Some systems are dedicated to visualize the structure of shared interest and

discussions. AIDE [17] and CommunityBoard [4] are for small groups, while The
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Open Meeting System [6] has been applied to large scale discussions over the

Internet.

The originality of CoMeMo consists in the use of associative representation

with informal semantics and structure. It is a little more structured than hy-

pertexts in the sense that it allows for many-to-many links. It grants a power-

ful means of structural representation. On the other hand, its semantics is not

rigorously de�ned. It both relaxes an overhead on information acquisition and

encourages moderate imagination in interpretation, giving rise to large freedom

both in the authors and readers.

So far, we have only obtained weak evidences on the e�ect of CoMeMo-

Community as a community support. We would like to undergo more thorough

evaluation in search for strong evidences. We consider small scale laboratory

tests are inadequate particularly when they are controlled. Instead, we think

evaluation through large and open �eld trials is necessary to gain deeper under-

standing of CoMeMo-Community and community itself.

There are many interesting issues open for future research. Among others, it

might be interesting to investigate more detailed analysis of howmuch associative

representation facilitates externalization, how much people are willing to expose

their personal information, what kind of information they reserve, how much we

can guess the structure of the community from the reactions from people, and

how much the CoMeMo-Community facilitates the knowledge process.

All of these study are only feasible once a system like CoMeMo-Community

is put into practical use.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we explored two ideas for community knowledge sharing and evo-

lution. One is associative representation for facilitating externalization of both

personal and community knowledge. The other is visualization of knowledge

interaction based on the talking-alter-egos metaphor. The idea has been imple-

mented as CoMeMo-Community.We have reported preliminary experimentation

and discussed issues in community support from the viewpoint of knowledge spi-

ral in community.
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HDFKý SRVVHVVHGý E\ý VHSDUDWHý DFWRUVý ZLWKLQý WKHý QHWZRUNïý ,Qý WKLVý IRUPý RIý GLVWULEXWHG
NQRZOHGJHñýDFWRUVýEULQJýUHODWLYHO\ýXQLTXHñýQRQðUHGXQGDQWýNQRZOHGJHýZKLFKýHQDEOHýD
FROOHFWLYHýWRýDFFRPSOLVKýFRPSOH[ýWDVNVýõ*RUHñýìääçôïý'LVWULEXWHGýNQRZOHGJHýRFFXUVýDW
PDQ\ýOHYHOVýLQýWKHýHPSLULFDOýZRUOGñýLQFOXGLQJýZRUNýJURXSVñýODUJHýVFDOHýSURMHFWýWHDPVñ
DQGý LQWHURUJDQL]DWLRQDOý VWUDWHJLFý DOOLDQFHVñý WRý QDPHý EXWý Dý IHZïý 7KHý ILJXUHý EHORZ
UHSUHVHQWVýDýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNïý7KHýQRGHVýLQýWKLVýQHWZRUNýDUHýLQGLYLGXDOVâýLQFOXGHG
õLQý SDUHQWKHVLVôý ZLWKLQý WKHý QRGHVý DUHý WKHý NQRZOHGJHý LWHPVý HDFKý LQGLYLGXDOý UHSRUWV
SRVVHVVLQJïý 7KHý OLQNVý EHWZHHQý WKHý QRGHVý UHSUHVHQWý NQRZOHGJHý LWHPVý VKDUHGý E\
LQGLYLGXDOVï
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)LJXUHýìïý.QRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNýDPRQJýPHPEHUVýLQýDýZRUNýFRPPXQLW\

,Qý DGGLWLRQý WRý WKHVHý FKDUDFWHULVWLFVý RIý WKHý REVHUYDEOHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVñ
DFWRUVý KDYHý WKHLUý RZQý ûFRJQLWLYHûý SHUFHSWLRQVý RIý WKHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNý ððý WKDWý LVñ
WKHLUý SHUFHSWLRQVý RIý WKHý NQRZOHGJHý SRVVHVVHGý E\ý HDFKý DFWRUý LQý WKHý QHWZRUNïý $Q
LGHDOL]HGý DQDORJ\ý RIWHQý XVHGý LVý WKDWý RIý Dý VHWý RIý QHWZRUNHGý FRPSXWHUVñý LQý ZKLFK
NQRZOHGJHýDERXWýDýJLYHQýGRPDLQýLVýDYDLODEOHýRQýRQHýRIýWKHýKDUGýGLVNVýõLïHïýRQHýRIýWKH
DFWRUVôñýZKLOHýWKHýGLUHFWRU\ýRIýLQIRUPDWLRQýRQýDOOýRIýWKHýRWKHUýKDUGýGLVNVýõLïHïñýWKHýHQWLUH
NQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNôýLVýDYDLODEOHýWRýDOOýDFWRUVýõ:HJQHUñýìääèôïý,QýUHDOLW\ñýWKHýGLUHFWRU\
RIýLQIRUPDWLRQýSRVVHVVHGýE\ýHDFKýRIý WKHýDFWRUVý õLïHïñýHDFKýDFWRUöVýSHUFHSWLRQýRIýûZKR
NQRZVý ZKDW"ûôý PD\ý EHý LQFRPSOHWHý DQGîRUý LQDFFXUDWHïý +HQFHñý DOOý DFWRUVý ZLWKLQý DQ
REVHUYDEOHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNñý KDYHý WKHLUý RZQý FRJQLWLYHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNV
GHVFULELQJý WKHLUý õSRWHQWLDOO\ý LQFRPSOHWHýDQGîRUý LQDFFXUDWHôýSHUFHSWLRQVýRIý WKHýRYHUDOO
REVHUYDEOHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNïý7KHýVHWýRIýFRJQLWLYHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVýDPRQJýWKH
DFWRUVý FROOHFWLYHO\ý FRQVWLWXWHý Dý WUDQVDFWLYHý PHPRU\ý V\VWHPïý $ý WUDQVDFWLYHý PHPRU\
V\VWHPý EHJLQVý ZKHQý DFWRUVý OHDUQý VRPHWKLQJý DERXWý RQHý DQRWKHU©Vý GRPDLQVý RI
NQRZOHGJHýõ+ROOLQJVKHDGñýìääåâý:HJQHUñýìäåæôïý7KURXJKýVHOIðGLVFORVXUHýDQGýVKDUHG
H[SHULHQFHVñýDFWRUVýOHDUQýZKRýLVýWKHýH[SHUWýDFURVVýNQRZOHGJHýGRPDLQVï

7KHý DFFXUDF\ý RIý DFWRUVöý FRJQLWLYHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVý õLïHïñý WKHý H[WHQWý WR
ZKLFKýWKHLUýSHUFHSWLRQVýDFFXUDWHO\ýUHIOHFWýWKHýREVHUYDEOHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNôýUHGXFHV
WKHýDPRXQWýRIýNQRZOHGJHý IRUýZKLFKýHDFKýDFWRUý LVý UHVSRQVLEOHñýZKLOHý SURYLGLQJý HDFK
DFWRUýDFFHVVý WRýDý ODUJHUýSRROýRIýNQRZOHGJHýDFURVVýGRPDLQVïý)RUý LQVWDQFHñýFRQVLGHUýD
ZRUNý FRPPXQLW\ý DVý Dý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNïý 7KHý FRJQLWLYHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVý RI
LQGLYLGXDOý SDUWLFLSDQWVý ZLWKLQý WKLVý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNý PD\ý EHý LQFRPSOHWHý RU
LQDFFXUDWHïý7KDWýLVñýLQGLYLGXDOýSDUWLFLSDQWVýPD\ýQRWýNQRZýDERXWýWKHýDUHDVýRIýH[SHUWLVH
RIýWKHLUýFROOHDJXHVïý+RZHYHUñýWKHýFRJQLWLYHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNýRIýDýPDQDJHUýPD\ýEH

;
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PRUHýDFFXUDWHïý7KDWýLVñýVKHýLVýPRUHýOLNHO\ýWRýKDYHýDýEHWWHUýXQGHUVWDQGLQJýRIýWKHýYDULRXV
DUHDVý RIý H[SHUWLVHý UHSUHVHQWHGý ZLWKLQý WKHý ZRUNý FRPPXQLW\ïý ,Qý UHVSRQGLQJý WRý QHZ
LQIRUPDWLRQýUHFHLYHGýE\ýWKHýJURXSñýWKHýDFFXUDF\ýLQýKHUýFRJQLWLYHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUN
JLYHVýKHUýWKHýDELOLW\ýWRýLGHQWLI\ýSDUWLFLSDQWVýZKRýFRXOGýOHDGýQHZýSURMHFWVýDQGîRUýRIIHU
H[SHUWý DQDO\VLVý RIý RQJRLQJý SURMHFWVïý 7KHý ILJXUHý EHORZý UHSUHVHQWVý ,QGLYLGXDOý ;öV
FRJQLWLYHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNïý7KHýQRGHVýLQýWKLVýQHWZRUNýDUHýLQGLYLGXDOVâýLQFOXGHGýõLQ
SDUHQWKHVLVôýZLWKLQýWKHýQRGHýDUHýWKHýNQRZOHGJHýLWHPVýWKDWý;ýSHUFHLYHVýDUHýSRVVHVVHG
E\ýHDFKýRIýWKHýLQGLYLGXDOVýLQýWKHýQHWZRUNïý7KHýOLQNVýEHWZHHQýWKHýQRGHVýUHSUHVHQWý;öV
SHUFHSWLRQVýRIýFRPPRQýNQRZOHGJHý LWHPVýVKDUHGýE\ý LQGLYLGXDOVïý1RWHý WKDWýDFFRUGLQJ
WRý WKHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNý GHILQHGý DERYHý õ)LXUHý ìôñý LQGLYLGXDOVý =ý DQGý 8ý VKDUH
NQRZOHGJHýLWHPý%ýLQýFRPPRQïý+RZHYHUñý;ýLVýXQDZDUHýRIýWKLVýVKDUHGýNQRZOHGJHýDQG
KHQFHý;öVýFRJQLWLYHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNýKDVýQRýOLQNýEHWZHHQýLQGLYLGXDOVý=ýDQGý8ï

)LJXUHýëïý,QGLYLGXDOý;öVýFRJQLWLYHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNýRIýWKHýZRUNýFRPPXQLW\

7RýVXPPDUL]HñýWKHýZRUNýFRPPXQLW\ýFDQýEHýUHSUHVHQWHGýLQýWHUPVýRIýWZRýW\SHV
RIýQHWZRUNVïý.QRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVýUHSUHVHQWýWKHýH[WHQWýWRýZKLFKýWKHýVDPHýRUýGLVSDUDWH
NQRZOHGJHý LVý GLVWULEXWHGý DPRQJý WKHý YDULRXVý PHPEHUVý RIý WKHý JURXSïý &RJQLWLYH
NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVý UHSUHVHQWý LQGLYLGXDOVöý FRJQLWLYHý SHUFHSWLRQVý RIý ûZKRý NQRZV
ZKDWûýZLWKLQýWKHýJURXSï

$ýILQDOýGHILQLQJýFKDUDFWHULVWLFýRIýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVý LVý WKHLUý IOXLGLW\ñýERWK
LQýWHUPVýRIýDFWRUVýDQGýOLQNDJHVïý7KHýDFWRUVýMRLQýRUýOHDYHýDýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNýRQýWKH
EDVLVý RIý WDVNVý WRý EHý DFFRPSOLVKHGñý DQGý WKHLUý OHYHOVý RIý LQWHUHVWVñý UHVRXUFHVñý DQG
FRPPLWPHQWVïý7KHý OLQNVýZLWKLQý WKHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNýDUHýDOVRý OLNHO\ý WRýFKDQJHýRQ
WKHý EDVLVý RIý HYROYLQJý WDVNVñý WKHý GLVWULEXWLRQý RIý NQRZOHGJHý ZLWKLQý WKHý QHWZRUNñý RU
FKDQJHVý LQý WKHý DFWRUVöý FRJQLWLYHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVïý 1H[Wý ZHý WXUQý WRý WKHý ILHOGý RI
QHWZRUNý DQDO\VLVý WRý SURYLGHý Dý IUDPHZRUNý WRý DQDO\]Hý WKHý VWDWHý DQGý FRðHYROXWLRQý RI
NQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNV

;
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.QRZOHGJHý1HWZRUNý$QDO\VLV

7KHý FRQFHSWXDOL]DWLRQVý RIý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVý GLVFXVVHGý LQý WKHý SUHYLRXV
VHFWLRQý FDQý EHý UHSUHVHQWHGý DQGý DQDO\]HGý H[FHSWLRQDOO\ý ZHOOý XVLQJý WHFKQLTXHV
GHYHORSHGýZLWKLQý WKHý ILHOGý RIý VRFLDOý QHWZRUNý DQDO\VLVý õ:DVVHUPDQý÷ý )DXVWñý ìääéôï
1HWZRUNýDQDO\VLVýFRQVLVWVýRIýDSSO\LQJýDýVHWýRIýUHODWLRQVýWRýDQýLGHQWLILHGýVHWýRIýHQWLWLHVï

7KHýJURZLQJýLQWHUHVWýLQýVRFLDOýQHWZRUNýDQDO\VLVýFDQýEHýDWWULEXWHGýWRýLWVýIRFXV
RQýUHODWLRQVKLSVýDPRQJýVRFLDOýHQWLWLHVñýDQGýRQý WKHýSDWWHUQVýDQGý LPSOLFDWLRQVýRIý WKHVH
UHODWLRQVKLSVïý ,Wý LVýEDVHGýRQýDQý DVVXPSWLRQýRIý WKHý LPSRUWDQFHýRIý UHODWLRQVKLSý DPRQJ
LQWHUDFWLQJýXQLWVý õ:DVVHUPDQý÷ý)DXVWñýìääéôïý7KLVý IRFXVý VWDQGVý LQý VKDUSýFRQWUDVWý WR
RWKHUý DUHDVý RIý WKHý VRFLDOý VFLHQFHVñý ZKLFKý KDYHý WHQGHGý WRý VWXG\ý ûDWWULEXWHVñûý WKH
FKDUDFWHULVWLFVýRIýSHRSOHñýJURXSVñýDQGýRUJDQL]DWLRQVýUDWKHUýWKDQý WKHýUHODWLRQVýEHWZHHQ
WKHPý õ0RQJHý ÷ý &RQWUDFWRUñý ìäååñý LQý SUHVVôïý +HQFHñý ûõ7ôRý DQý H[WHQWý SHUKDSV
XQHTXDOOHGý LQý PRVWý RWKHUý VRFLDOý VFLHQFHý GLVFLSOLQHVñý VRFLDOý QHWZRUNý PHWKRGVý KDYH
GHYHORSHGýRYHUý WKHýSDVWý ILIW\ý \HDUVý DVý DQý LQWHJUDOý SDUWý RIý DGYDQFHVý LQý VRFLDOý WKHRU\ñ
HPSLULFDOý UHVHDUFKñý DQGý IRUPDOý PDWKHPDWLFVý DQGý VWDWLVWLFVûý õ:DVVHUPDQý ÷ý )DXVWñ
ìääéñýSïýêôï

7KHýWKUHHýPDMRUýQHWZRUNýPDWKHPDWLFDOýIRXQGDWLRQVýRIýQHWZRUNýDQDO\VLVýKDYH
EHHQý JUDSKý WKHRU\ñý VWDWLVWLFDOý DQGý SUREDELOLW\ý WKHRU\ñý DQGý DOJHEUDLFý PRGHOVïý 7KHVH
IRXQGDWLRQVý KDYHý EHHQý XVHGý WRý GHYHORSý Dý VXLWHý RIý PHWULFVý WKDWý FDSWXUHý QHWZRUN
SURSHUWLHVý RIý LQGLYLGXDOý DFWRUVý õHïJïñý DFWRUý FRQQHFWHGQHVVñý UDQJHñý SURPLQHQFHñ
EHWZHHQQHVVñý LVRODWLRQñý SRSXODULW\ñý DQGý FHQWUDOLW\ôñý G\DGVý õHïJïñý UHFLSURFLW\ñ
V\PPHWU\ôñýWULDGVýõHïJïñýWUDQVLWLYLW\ôýDVýZHOOýDVýWKHýJOREDOýFKDUDFWHULVWLFVýRIýWKHýRYHUDOO
QHWZRUNý õHïJïñý QHWZRUNý GHQVLW\ñý KHWHURJHQHLW\ñý DQGý FHQWUDOL]DWLRQôïý 7KHý VXEVWDQWLYH
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQVý RIý WKHVHý PHWULFVý GHSHQGý RQý WKHý W\SHVý RIý DFWRUVý DQGý UHODWLRQVý EHLQJ
DQDO\]HGï

,Qý WKHý FRQWH[Wý RIý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVñý WKHý HQWLWLHVý DUHý DFWRUVý õLQGLYLGXDOVñ
JURXSVñý RUJDQL]DWLRQVñý HWFïôý DQGý WKHý UHODWLRQVý EHWZHHQý WKHý HQWLWLHVý UHSUHVHQWý WKH
NQRZOHGJHý WKH\ý VKDUHý LQý FRPPRQïý 7KHý PHWULFVý GHYHORSHGý LQý QHWZRUNý DQDO\VLVý FDQ
HDVLO\ýEHý H[WHQGHGý WRý WKHý VWXG\ýRIý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVïý)RUý LQVWDQFHñý DQý DFWRUýZLWK
KLJKýûEHWZHHQQHVVûýLVýGHILQHGýDVýRQHýZKRýVKDUHVýNQRZOHGJHýZLWKýVHYHUDOýRWKHUýDFWRUV
LQý WKHý QHWZRUNý ZKRý GRý QRWý VKDUHý NQRZOHGJHý ZLWKý RQHý DQRWKHUïý $Vý VXFKñý WKLVý DFWRU
VHUYHVý DVý Dý ûNQRZOHGJHý EURNHUûý LQý WKHý QHWZRUNïý /LNHZLVHñý WKHý GHQVLW\ý RIý WKH
NQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNýZRXOGýLQGH[ýWKHýH[WHQWýWRýZKLFKýWKHýNQRZOHGJHýLVýGLVWULEXWHGýLQ
WKHý QHWZRUNïý 1HWZRUNý DQDO\VLVý FDQý DOVRý EHý XVHGý WRý PHDVXUHý FRJQLWLYHý NQRZOHGJH
QHWZRUNVïý)RUýLQVWDQFHñýDQýDFWRUýZKRVHýFRJQLWLYHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNýDFFXUDWHO\ýPDSV
RQý WRý WKHý REVHUYDEOHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNý LVýPRUHý OLNHO\ý WRý EHý LGHQWLILHGý DVý WKHý RQH
ûZKRý NQRZVý ZKRý NQRZVý ZKDWïûý ,Qý JHQHUDOñý QHWZRUNý DQDO\VLVý RIIHUVý WKHý DELOLW\ý WR
PHDVXUHý WKHý HYROYLQJý FKDUDFWHULVWLFVý RIý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVý ZLWKý Dý GHJUHHý RI
SUHFLVLRQýWKDWýPLJKWýRWKHUZLVHýEHýGHILQHGýRQO\ýLQýPHWDSKRULFDOýWHUPVï

:KLOHý GHYHORSLQJý IRUPDOý PHWULFVý RIý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVý LVý DQý LPSRUWDQW
FRQWULEXWLRQñý LWý LVý RQO\ý DýPHDQVý WRZDUGVý WKHý VXEVWDQWLYHO\ýPRUHý FKDOOHQJLQJý JRDOý RI
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XQGHUVWDQGLQJýWKHýWKHRUHWLFDOýSURFHVVHVýE\ýZKLFKýWKHVHýQHWZRUNVýFRðHYROYHýDFURVVýWKH
YDULRXVý OHYHOVý DQGý RYHUý WLPHïý %HIRUHý H[DPLQLQJý WKHVHý WKHRUHWLFDOý PHFKDQLVPVý LWý LV
KHOSIXOý WRý RYHUYLHZý WKHý WHFKQRORJLFDOý LQIUDVWUXFWXUHVý WKDWý DUHý HQDEOLQJý NQRZOHGJH
QHWZRUNVýLQýWZHQW\ðILUVWýFHQWXU\ýRUJDQL]DWLRQDOýIRUPVï

7HFKQLFDOý ,QIUDVWUXFWXUHý IRUý .QRZOHGJHý 1HWZRUNVý LQý :RUN
&RPPXQLWLHV

7KHýGLIIXVLRQýRIý,QWHUQHWðEDVHGýQHWZRUNLQJýWHFKQRORJLHVýKDVýDFFHOHUDWHGýWKH
HPHUJHQFHýRIý QRYHOý IRUPVýRIýZRUNý FRPPXQLWLHVïý 7KHý UHVXOWLQJý ,QWUDQHWVñý ([WUDQHWVñ
DQGýFRPPXQLW\ZDUHýVXSSRUWýWKHýFRðHYROXWLRQýRIýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVïý)LUVWñý,QWUDQHWV
DOORZýZRUNýFRPPXQLWLHVý WRý LPSOHPHQWýRQý DýXQLILHGýQHWZRUNýSODWIRUPýDýZLGHý VHWý RI
NQRZOHGJHý GLVWULEXWLRQý DFWLYLWLHVý WKDWý VXSSRUWý WHDPVý DQGý QHWZRUNVý RIý WHDPVý ZLWKLQ
ZRUNý FRPPXQLWLHVïý6HFRQGñý EHFDXVHý WKHýXQGHUO\LQJý ,QWHUQHWý VWDQGDUGVý DUHý RSHQý DQG
SXEOLFñýRUJDQL]DWLRQVýFDQýVHDPOHVVO\ýLQWHUFRQQHFWýWKHLUý,QWUDQHWýZLWKýWKRVHýRIýFOLHQWVñ
SDUWQHUVñý VXSSOLHUVý RUý VXEðFRQWUDFWRUVñý YLDý VHFXUHý û([WUDQHWVûïý 7KLUGñý ZKLOHý WKH
SHUYDVLYHQHVVý RIý ,QWHUQHWý WHFKQRORJLHVý KDVý HQDEOHGý WKHý FUHDWLRQý RIý QHWZRUNý ZRUN
FRPPXQLWLHVñý WKH\ýDOVRýPDNHý LWý LQFUHDVLQJO\ýGLIILFXOWý IRUýDFWRUVý WRýGLVFHUQý WKHý VFRSH
DQGý UDQJHý RIý WKHLUý ûYLUWXDOûý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVïý &RPPXQLW\ZDUHý WHFKQRORJLHVý DUH
HVSHFLDOO\ýEHQHILFLDOýIRUýDFWRUVýDVVHPEOLQJýFURVVðVNLOOVýWHDPVýWRýDGGUHVVýVSHFLILFýWDVNV
RUýSURMHFWVýE\ýKHOSLQJýWKHPýDFFXUDWHO\ýGHWHUPLQHãýû:KRýNQRZVýZKR"ûýû:KRýNQRZV
ZKRý NQRZVý ZKR"ûý û:KRý NQRZVý ZKDW"ûý DQGý û:KRý NQRZVý ZKRý NQRZVý ZKDW"û
,.12:ý õ,QTXLULQJý .QRZOHGJHý 1HWZRUNVý 2Qý WKHý :HEôñý LVý RQHý H[DPSOHý RI
ûFRPPXQLW\ZDUHûýõ&RQWUDFWRUñý2ö.HHIHñý÷ý-RQHVñýìääæôï

,QWHUYHQWLRQýRIý,QIUDVWUXFWXUHý7HFKQRORJLHVýRQýWKHý&RðHYROXWLRQýRI
.QRZOHGJHý1HWZRUNV

$Qý LPSRUWDQWý UHVHDUFKý IRFXVý LVý WRý H[SORUHý WKHý UHODWLRQý EHWZHHQý NQRZOHGJH
QHWZRUNVýDQGýWKHýWHFKQRORJLFDOýLQIUDVWUXFWXUHVýWKDWýZRUNýFRPPXQLWLHVýXVHýWRýVXSSRUW
WKHPïý1HWZRUNý DQDO\VLVñý GHVFULEHGý HDUOLHUñý RIIHUVý Dý IUDPHZRUNý WRý FRQFHSWXDOL]Hý DQG
PHDVXUHýWKHýYDULRXVýFRðHYROYLQJýQHWZRUNVïý&RPPXQLW\ZDUHýWHFKQRORJLHVýGHVFULEHGýLQ
WKHýSUHYLRXVýVHFWLRQýLQIOXHQFHýKRZýWKHVHýQHWZRUNVýFRðHYROYHïý7KHýFXUUHQWýGHSOR\PHQW
RIý ,QWUDQHWVñý ([WUDQHWVñý DQGý FRPPXQLW\ZDUHý SURYLGHVý DQý H[FHOOHQWý RSSRUWXQLW\ý WR
H[SORUHýWKLVýUHFXUVLYHýUHODWLRQVKLSïý7KHýHYROYLQJýFRQILJXUDWLRQVýRIýWKHVHýWHFKQRORJLHV
VKDSHñý DQGý DUHý LQý WXUQý VKDSHGý E\ñý WKHý HYROYLQJý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVý õ&RQWUDFWRUý÷
(LVHQEHUJñýìääíôï

%DVHGý RQý Dý UHYLHZý RIý WKHý H[WDQWý HPSLULFDOý OLWHUDWXUHý RQý RUJDQL]DWLRQDO
QHWZRUNVñý0RQJHýDQGý&RQWUDFWRUýõLQýSUHVVôýH[SOLFDWHýVHYHUDOý WKHRUHWLFDOýSHUVSHFWLYHV
WKDWý GHVFULEHý YDULRXVý DVSHFWVý RIý QHWZRUNý HYROXWLRQñý LQFOXGLQJý WKHLUý IRUPDWLRQñ
PDLQWHQDQFHñý WUDQVIRUPDWLRQñý DQGý GLVVROXWLRQïý 7KHVHý LQFOXGHãý ý õDôý WKHRULHVý RIý VHOIð
LQWHUHVWýõVRFLDOýFDSLWDOýWKHRU\ýDQGýWUDQVDFWLRQýFRVWýHFRQRPLFVôñýõEôýWKHRULHVýRIýPXWXDO
VHOIðLQWHUHVWý DQGý FROOHFWLYHý DFWLRQñý õFôý H[FKDQJHý DQGý GHSHQGHQF\ý WKHRULHVý õVRFLDO
H[FKDQJHñý UHVRXUFHý GHSHQGHQF\ñý DQGý QHWZRUNý RUJDQL]DWLRQDOý IRUPVôñý õGôý FRQWDJLRQ
WKHRULHVñý õVRFLDOý LQIRUPDWLRQýSURFHVVLQJñý VRFLDOý FRJQLWLYHý WKHRU\ñý LQVWLWXWLRQDOý WKHRU\ñ
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VWUXFWXUDOý WKHRU\ý RIý DFWLRQôñý õHôý FRJQLWLYHý WKHRULHVý õVHPDQWLFý QHWZRUNVñý NQRZOHGJH
VWUXFWXUHVñý FRJQLWLYHý VRFLDOý VWUXFWXUHVñý FRJQLWLYHý FRQVLVWHQF\ôñý õIôý WKHRULHVý RI
KRPRSKLO\ýõVRFLDOýFRPSDULVRQýWKHRU\ñýVRFLDOýLGHQWLW\ýWKHRU\ôñýõJôýWKHRULHVýRIýSUR[LPLW\
õSK\VLFDOý DQGý HOHFWURQLFý SURSLQTXLW\ôñý õKôý XQFHUWDLQW\ý UHGXFWLRQý DQGý FRQWLQJHQF\
WKHRULHVñý õLôý VRFLDOý VXSSRUWý WKHRULHVñý DQGý õMôý HYROXWLRQDU\ý WKHRULHVïý 6RPHý RIý WKHVH
SHUVSHFWLYHVý DUHý SDUWLFXODUO\ý UHOHYDQWý EHFDXVHý WKH\ý IRFXVý RQý FRðHYROXWLRQý DFURVV
PXOWLSOHýOHYHOVñýLQFOXGLQJýLQGLYLGXDOýFRJQLWLRQVñýG\DGVñýJURXSVñýDQGýRUJDQL]DWLRQVïý:H
DUHý WKHUHIRUHý LQWHUHVWHGý LQý PDNLQJý WKHRUHWLFDOý SUHGLFWLRQVý DERXWý WKHý LPSDFWVý RI
FRPPXQLW\ZDUHý WHFKQRORJLHVýRQý WKHýFRðHYROXWLRQýRIýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVý LQýJHQHUDO
DQGñýPRUHýVSHFLILFDOO\ñýWKHýVRFLDOýFDSLWDOýRIýDFWRUVýZLWKLQýWKLVýQHWZRUNýõ%XUWñýìääæôï

8QOLNHý NQRZOHGJHý FDSLWDOñý ZKLFKý UHIHUVý WRý WKHý NQRZOHGJHý SRVVHVVHGý E\ý DQ
DFWRUýõLïHïýZKRýNQRZVýZKDW"ôñýVRFLDOýFDSLWDOýUHIHUVýWRýDQýDFWRUöVýNQRZOHGJHýDERXWý WKH
NQRZOHGJHýSRVVHVVHGýE\ýRWKHUýDFWRUVýõLïHïñýZKRýNQRZVýZKRýNQRZVýZKDW"ôïý(QKDQFLQJ
VRFLDOý FDSLWDOý LVý DQý HVSHFLDOO\ý LPSRUWDQWý UHVRXUFHý IRUý DFWRUVý LQý ZRUNý FRPPXQLWLHV
EHFDXVHý FRPPXQLW\ZDUHý PDNHVý LWý SRVVLEOHý WRý EURDGHQý DFWRUVöý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVñ
WKHUHE\ý LQFUHDVLQJý WKHLUý DELOLW\ý WRý H[HUFLVHý WKHLUý VRFLDOý FDSLWDOý IRUý Dý FRPSHWLWLYH
DGYDQWDJHïý+RZHYHUñý WKHýûYLUWXDOLW\ûýRIýWKLVýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNýVRPHWLPHVýPDNHVý LW
PRUHýGLIILFXOWýWRýLGHQWLI\ýWKHýDSSURSULDWHýQHWZRUNýOLQNVýZLWKLQýWKLVýH[WHQGHGýQHWZRUNï
7RýWKHýH[WHQWýWKDWýFRPPXQLW\ZDUHýWRROVýPDNHý WKHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVýPRUHýYLVLEOH
WRý WKHýDFWRUVñý WKH\ýFDQýHQKDQFHý WKHý VRFLDOý FDSLWDOýRIýDOOý WKHýDFWRUVý LQý WKHýQHWZRUNýE\
PDNLQJý WKHLUýFRJQLWLYHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVýPRUHýDFFXUDWHïý$ýNH\ý UHVHDUFKýTXHVWLRQ
KHUHý LVý WKHý H[WHQWý WRý ZKLFKý WKHý LQWURGXFWLRQý RIý FRPPXQLW\ZDUHý WRROVý LQFUHDVHVý RU
UHGXFHVýWKHýJDSýEHWZHHQýWKHýVRFLDOýFDSLWDOýûKDYHVûýDQGýWKHýVRFLDOýFDSLWDOýûKDYHðQRWVïû
([DPLQLQJý WKHý LQIOXHQFHý RIý FRPPXQLW\ZDUHý RQý VRFLDOý DQGý NQRZOHGJHý FDSLWDOñ
HQFRPSDVVHVýWKHýIROORZLQJýVHWýRIýUHVHDUFKýTXHVWLRQVã
ìïý :KDWý HIIHFWý GRHVý FRPPXQLW\ZDUHñý VXFKý DVý ,.12:ñý KDYHý RQý WKHý FRPPXQLW\©V

SRZHUýVWUXFWXUHV"ý'RHVýLWýXQGHUPLQHýWKHýSHUFHLYHGýFHQWUDOLW\ýRIýWKRVHýLQGLYLGXDOV
LQýWKHýFRPPXQLW\ýZKRýDUHýYLHZHGýDVýLPSRUWDQWýUHVRXUFHVýDERXWýWKHýFRPPXQLW\©V
VRFLDOýDQGýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVï

ëïý :KDWý FRQILJXUDWLRQVý RIý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVý DUHý PRUHý DSSURSULDWHý WRý VSHFLILF
W\SHVýRIýWDVNVýõVXFKýDVýEUDLQVWRUPLQJñýGHVLJQñýEX\LQJðVHOOLQJñýH[HFXWLRQñýHWFïôý7R
ZKDWýH[WHQWýDUHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVýUHFRQILJXUDEOHý WRýDFFRPPRGDWHý WKHý WHDP©V
FKDQJLQJýWDVNV"

êïý +RZý FDQý WKHý XVHý RIý &RPPXQLWZDUHý VXFKý DVý ,.12:ý õ,QTXLULQJý .QRZOHGJH
1HWZRUNVý2QýWKHý:HEôýDOWHUý WKHýVWUXFWXUHVýDQGýJURZWKýRIý.QRZOHGJHý1HWZRUNV
E\ýPDNLQJýWKHýYLUWXDOýQHWZRUNýPRUHýYLVLEOHýWRýWKHýPHPEHUV"

éïý :KDWý WKHRUHWLFDOý PHFKDQLVPVý DUHý PRVWý LQIOXHQWLDOý LQý ¦JURZLQJ§ý Dý .QRZOHGJH
1HWZRUNý õLQý WHUPVý RIý LWVý VL]Hý DVý ZHOOý DVý WKHý GHQVLW\ý RIý FRQQHFWLRQVô"ý 7Rý ZKDW
H[WHQWý GRHVý WKHý LQLWLDOý FRQILJXUDWLRQý RIý WKHý QHWZRUNý LQIOXHQFHý WKHý VSHHGý DQG
FKDUDFWHULVWLFVýRIýýLWVýJURZWKýSDWWHUQV"

èïý +RZýGRý H[FKDQJHý DQGý WUXVWýPHFKDQLVPVý H[SODLQý WKHý OLNHOLKRRGý WKDWý LQGLYLGXDOV
ZLOOýUHPDLQýPHPEHUVýõRUýGURSýRXWôýRIýDýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUN"

çïý +RZýFDQý FUHGHQWLDOOLQJý õZKHUHýNQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNýPHPEHUVý DQRQ\PRXVO\ý UDWH
WKHý TXDOLW\ý RIý FRQWULEXWLRQVý E\ý IHOORZý QHWZRUNý PHPEHUVôý VHUYHý DV
FRPPXQLW\ZDUHñýZKLOHýQRWýYLRODWLQJýDQýLQGLYLGXDO©VýSULYDF\ï
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7KLVý VHFWLRQýKDVýGHVFULEHGý UHVHDUFKýTXHVWLRQVý WKDWýFDQýEHýDGGUHVVHGýE\ýVWXG\LQJý WKH
FRðHYROXWLRQýRIýFRPPXQLFDWLRQñýNQRZOHGJHñýDQGýFRJQLWLYHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVïý7KH
VFKHPDWLFýLQýWKHýIROORZLQJýILJXUHýGHVFULEHVýDýFRPSUHKHQVLYHýDQDO\WLFýPHWKRGRORJ\ýWR
FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\ý PRGHOñý HPSLULFDOO\ý DVVHVVñý DQGý VWDWLVWLFDOO\ý YDOLGDWHý WKHý HIIHFWý RI
FRPPXQLW\ZDUHýRQýWKHýFRðHYROXWLRQýRIýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVï

)LJXUHýêïý0HWKRGRORJ\ýWRýVWXG\ýWKHýLQIOXHQFHýRIýFRPPXQLW\ZDUHýRQýFRðHYROXWLRQýRI
NQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVï

,WýVKRZVýWKHýUHODWLRQVKLSýDPRQJýWKHýNH\ýHOHPHQWVýRIýWKHýUHVHDUFKýDSSURDFKã
õìôýWKHRU\ýEXLOGLQJîK\SRWKHVLVýIRUPXODWLRQýDERXWýPHFKDQLVPVýRIý.1ýFRðHYROXWLRQâýõëô
FRPSXWDWLRQDOý PRGHOLQJîVLPXODWLRQý RIý WKRVHý PHFKDQLVPVý DQGý KRZý WKH\ý SURGXFH
HPHUJHQWýEHKDYLRUâýõêôýFROOHFWLRQýDQGýDQDO\VLVýRIýHPSLULFDOýGDWDñýõéôýGHYHORSPHQWýDQG
GHSOR\PHQWýRIý¦FRPPXQLW\ðZDUH§ýWRROVýWRýHQDEOHýDQGýVWXG\ýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVñýDQG
õèôýVWDWLVWLFDOýWHFKQLTXHVýIRUýPRGHOLQJñýYDOLGDWLQJñýDQGýDQDO\]LQJýG\QDPLFýNQRZOHGJH
QHWZRUNýGDWDýõ&RQWUDFWRUýHWýDOïñýìääåôïý7KHýQH[WýWZRýVHFWLRQVýGHVFULEHýKRZýPRGHOLQJ
DQGý HPSLULFDOý ILHOGý VWXGLHVý FDQý EHý XVHGý WRý EHWWHUý XQGHUVWDQGý WKHý HIIHFWý RI
FRPPXQLW\ZDUHýRQýWKHýFRðHYROXWLRQýRIýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVï

ìïý([WHQGýWKHRULHVýWR
SUHGLFWýWKHýG\QDPLFýFRð
HYROXWLRQýRIý.QRZOHGJH
1HWZRUNVýõ.1ô

ëïý&RPSXWDWLRQDO
PRGHOVýWKDWýSUHGLFWã
ð.1ýHYROXWLRQ
ð2UJDQL]DWLRQDO
SHUIRUPDQFH

éïýý'HYHORSýWRROV
WRýHQDEOHýDQG
PHDVXUHýWKH
JURZWKýRIý.1
õ,.12:ô

êïý&ROOHFW
HPSLULFDOýGDWDýRQ
HYROXWLRQýRIý.1

èïý'HYHORSýQHZ
VWDWLVWLFDOýPHWKRGV
WRýYDOLGDWHý.1
WKHRU\ýDQGýPRGHOV

0RGHOýSUHGLFWLRQV
RIýG\QDPLFý.1
HYROXWLRQýDQG
RUJDQL]DWLRQDO
SHUIRUPDQFH

&RQFHSWVýWR
EHýPHDVXUHG.1ýFRQFHSWV

:HEðEDVHGýVXUYH\V
DQGýFRPSXWHU
FDSWXUHGýGDWD

1HZ
K\SRWKHVHV

5HILQHPHQWV
WRýWKHRU\

*HQHUDWLYH
PHFKDQLVPV
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0RGHOLQJ

&RPSXWDWLRQDOýPRGHOVýRIIHUýDýûYLUWXDOýWHVWðEHGûýWRýDUWLFXODWHýDQGýH[DPLQHýWKH
WKHRUHWLFDOý HIIHFWVý RIý FRPPXQLW\ZDUHý RQý WKHý FRðHYROXWLRQý RIý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVï
3UHYLRXVýUHVHDUFKýKDVýOHGýWRýDQýLQFUHDVLQJýQXPEHUýRIýFRPSXWDWLRQDOýPRGHOVýWKDWýFDQ
EHý XVHGý WRý WKHRUL]Hý DERXWý QHWZRUNVýZLWKLQý DQGý DPRQJýZRUNý FRPPXQLWLHVïý 5HFHQWO\
WKHUHý KDVý EHHQý Dý VXUJHý RIý LQWHUHVWý LQý WKHý FUHDWLRQý RIý FRPSXWDWLRQDOýPRGHOVý õ&DUOH\ñ
ìääíâý &DUOH\ñý ìääìâý &DUOH\ý ÷ý 3ULHWXODñý ìääéâý <RXQJñý ìääåôý WKDWý FDQý EHý XVHGý WR
FDSWXUHý DQGý H[DPLQHý WKHý G\QDPLFVý RIý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVïý 7KHVHý PRGHOVý VHUYHý DV
FRPSXWDWLRQDOý DLGVý IRUý WKHRU\ý FRQVWUXFWLRQý E\ý JHQHUDWLQJý QRQðOLQHDUñý HPSLULFDOO\
WHVWDEOHñýG\QDPLFýK\SRWKHVHVï

%ODQFKHý LVý RQHý VXFKý REMHFWðRULHQWHGý HQYLURQPHQWý IRUý FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\
PRGHOLQJý QHWZRUNý V\VWHPVïý ,Wý PRGHOVý QHWZRUNVý DVý Dý VHWý RIý DFWRUVý FKDUDFWHUL]HGý E\
VRPHý FROOHFWLRQý RIý DWWULEXWHVý DQGý UHODWHGý E\ý RQHý RUý PRUHý QHWZRUNý OLQNVý õ+\DWWñ
&RQWUDFWRUñý÷ý-RQHVñýìääæôïý,QýDGGLWLRQñýLWýUHTXLUHVýVSHFLILFDWLRQýRIýDýVHWýRIýWKHRUHWLFDO
PHFKDQLVPVý WRý H[DPLQHý WKHý HYROXWLRQý RIý QHWZRUNVïý $ý GLVFUHWHý VHWý RIý WKHRUHWLFDO
PHFKDQLVPVý SURYLGHVý IOH[LELOLW\ý DQGý H[SUHVVLYHQHVVý VXFKý WKDWý GHSHQGHQFLHVý DPRQJ
DFWRUVöýDWWULEXWHVýDQGýOLQNVýRYHUýWLPHýDUHýPRGHOHGýDVýDýIXQFWLRQýRIýYDOXHVýDWýSUHYLRXV
WLPHý VWHSVïý 7KHý WKHRUHWLFDOý PHFKDQLVPVý DUHý LPSOHPHQWHGý DVý QRQOLQHDUý GLIIHUHQFH
HTXDWLRQVïý 7KHý VXLWHý RIý PDWKHPDWLFDOý DQGý ORJLFDOý RSHUDWRUVý LPSOHPHQWHGý ZLWKLQ
%ODQFKHýPDNHýLWýDýJHQHUDOýSXUSRVHýFRPSXWDWLRQDOýPRGHOLQJýHQYLURQPHQWýIRUýDýYDULHW\
RIý QHWZRUNý WKHRULHVïý )RUý LQVWDQFHñý WKHý G\QDPLFý WKHRUHWLFDOý PHFKDQLVPVý DPRQJý WKH
DFWRUVöýDWWULEXWHVýõHïJïñýWKHLUýOHYHOVýRIýUHVRXUFHVñýLQWHUHVWVñýVNLOOVôýDQGýDFWRUVöýQHWZRUNV
õHïJïñý GHQVLW\ñý KHWHURJHQHLW\ý RIý REVHUYDEOHý DQGý FRJQLWLYHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVô
SURSRVHGý E\ý YDULRXVý WKHRULHVý FDQý EHý VSHFLILHGý DQGý H[HFXWHGý XVLQJý %ODQFKHïý 7KH
G\QDPLFý K\SRWKHVHVý JHQHUDWHGý E\ý FRPSXWDWLRQDOý PRGHOLQJý SURYLGHý WKHRUHWLFDO
SUHGLFWLRQVý DERXWý WKHý FRðHYROXWLRQý RIý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVïý 7KHVHý SUHGLFWLRQVý PXVW
WKHQýEHýHPSLULFDOO\ýYDOLGDWHGýLQýWHVWðEHGVï

7HVWðEHGV

9HUVLRQVýRIý,.12:ýDUHýFXUUHQWO\ýEHLQJýGHVLJQHGýIRUýXVHýLQýWKHýõLôý1DWLRQDO
&RPSXWDWLRQDOý 6FLHQFHý $OOLDQFHý õ1&6$ôý DWý WKHý 8QLYHUVLW\ý RIý ,OOLQRLVý DWý 8UEDQDð
&KDPSDLJQñýõLLôý)DFXOW\ý6XPPHUý,QVWLWXWHýRQý&ROODERUDWLYHý/HDUQLQJñýõLLLôýDýWHQðZHHN
6XPPHUý :RUNVKRSý DWý WKHý (QJLQHHULQJý 5HVHDUFKý &HQWHUý IRUý &ROODERUDWLYH
0DQXIDFWXULQJýDWý3XUGXHý8QLYHUVLW\ñýõLYôýWKHý3XEOLFý:RUNVý'LYLVLRQýRIýDý8ï6ïýPLOLWDU\
LQVWDOODWLRQñýõYôýWKHý*OREDOý,QIRUPDWLRQý6\VWHPVý3URMHFWýDWýWKHý2IILFHýRIý,QWHUQDWLRQDO
3URJUDPVý DWý 3XUGXHý 8QLYHUVLW\ý õ,338ôñý õYLôý Dý 3UDLULH1HWý &RPPXQLW\ý 1HWZRUNLQJ
SURMHFWýLQý&KDPSDLJQð8UEDQDñïýõYLLôýDQGýVHYHUDOýJUDGXDWHýDQGýXQGHUJUDGXDWHýFRXUVHV
WDXJKWýDWýWKHý8QLYHUVLW\ýRIý,OOLQRLVýDWý8UEDQDð&KDPSDLJQï

7KHVHýZRUNýFRPPXQLWLHVýUHSUHVHQWýGLYHUVHýFKDUDFWHULVWLFVýLQýWHUPVýRIýõLôýWKHLU
VL]HýõêíðêííôñýõLLôýXQLWýRIýDQDO\VLVýõLQGLYLGXDOVýYHUVXVýRUJDQL]DWLRQVôýõLLLôýJHRJUDSKLFDO
GLVSHUVLRQýRIýPHPEHUVý õFRðORFDWHGý WRýZRUOGðZLGHôñý õLYôý FRQWHQWý RIý VRFLDOý LQWHUDFWLRQ
õHïJïñý FRPSXWDWLRQDOý VFLHQFHñý YROXQWDU\ý QRQðSURILWý FRPPXQLWLHVñý PDQXIDFWXULQJñ
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HGXFDWLRQôñý õYôý FXUUHQWý XVHý RIý ,QWUDQHWðEDVHGý WHFKQRORJLHVý õQRý SULRUý XVHý WRý KLJK
SHUIRUPDQFHý FRPSXWLQJý HQYLURQPHQWVôñý õYLôý SDVWý KLVWRU\ý DVý Dý FRPPXQLW\ý õVWDUWý XS
FRPPXQLWLHVý WRý ìíý \HDUVý ROGôñý DQGý õYLôý OLIHý F\FOHý RIý WKHý FRPPXQLW\ý õìý ZHHNý WR
SURMHFWHGýILYHý\HDUýOLIHýF\FOHVôï

'DWDý&ROOHFWHGýIURPý7HVWEHGV

,QýDGGLWLRQý WRýVHUYLQJý WKHýXVHUýFRPPXQLW\ñý ,.12:ýDOVRý VHUYHVýDVýDQýHIIHFWLYHýGDWD
FROOHFWLRQý LQVWUXPHQWý IRUý UHVHDUFKHUVïý 8QOLNHý PRVWý QHWZRUNý EDVHGý UHVHDUFKý LQý ZRUN
FRPPXQLWLHVñýWKHýGDWDýSURYLGHGýE\ýXVHUVýDUHýJHQHUDWHGýDVýSDUWýRIýWKHLUýRQJRLQJýXVHýRI
FRPPXQLW\ZDUHïý6LQFHýXVHUVýKDYHýDýYHVWHGýLQWHUHVWýLQýWKHýLQIRUPDWLRQýSURYLGHGýEHLQJ
DFFXUDWHýDQGýFXUUHQWñýWKHýODUJHýFRUSXVýRIýORQJLWXGLQDOýGDWDýKDVýDýJUHDWHUýOLNHOLKRRGýRI
EHLQJýUHOLDEOHï

)LYHýW\SHVýRIýQHWZRUNýGDWDýDUHýFDSWXUHGýE\ý,.12:ãýõLôýDýFRPPXQLFDWLRQýQHWZRUNýRI
DFWRUVý EDVHGý RQý H[LVWLQJý WDVNý DQGý SURMHFWVý OLQNVý EHWZHHQý WKHPâý õLLôý Dý NQRZOHGJH
QHWZRUNý EDVHGý RQý DFWRUVý SURYLGLQJý DQý LQYHQWRU\ý RIý WKHLUý VNLOOVý DQGý H[SHUWLVHñý õLLLôý D
NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNý RIý DFWRUVý EDVHGý RQý WKHý OLQNVý EHWZHHQý WKHLUý ZHEý VLWHVñý õLYôý D
NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNý RIý DFWRUVý EDVHGý RQý FRPPRQý OLQNVý IURPý WKHLUý ZHEý VLWHVý WRý WKLUG
SDUW\ý ZHEðVLWHVý DQGý õYôý Dý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNý EDVHGý RQý VLPLODULW\ý LQý FRQWHQW
õYRFDEXODU\ôý EHWZHHQý GLIIHUHQWý DFWRUVöý ZHEý VLWHVïý 7KHý GDWDý IURPý WKHVHý QHWZRUNVý DUH
DXWRPDWLFDOO\ý FDSWXUHGý ORQJLWXGLQDOO\ý DQGý VHUYHVý DVý HPSLULFDOý GDWDý WRý YDOLGDWHý WKH
QHWZRUNVýJHQHUDWHGýIURPýFRPSXWDWLRQDOýPRGHOLQJýWRROVýVXFKýDVý%ODQFKHï

%HQHILWVýWRýWKHý&RPPXQLW\

$VýGLVFXVVHGýLQýWKLVýSDSHUñý,.12:ýVHUYHVýDVýDý&RPPXQLWZDUHýWRROýWKDWýKDV
EHQHILWVýIRUýWKHýUHVHDUFKHUýDVýZHOOýDVýIRUýWKHýFRPPXQLW\ïý,WýLVýWKLVýV\QHUJ\ýWKDWýPDNHV
LWýDýSDUWLFXODUO\ýXVHIXOýWRROýWRýVWXG\ýWKHýFRðHYROXWLRQýRIýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVï

7KHUHýDUHýDWý OHDVWý WKUHHýZD\Vý LQýZKLFKý ,.12:ýFDQý DVVLVWý XVHUý FRPPXQLWLHVý FUHDWHñ
VXVWDLQñýDQGýJURZýWKHLUýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVã

ìïý )LUVWñý LWý SURYLGHVý DOOý PHPEHUVý RIý WKHý FRPPXQLW\ý WKHý DELOLW\ý WRý HIILFLHQWO\ý DQG
HIIHFWLYHO\ý LGHQWLI\ý RWKHUVý ZLWKLQý WKHý FRPPXQLW\ý ZKRý VKDUHý FRPPRQý DQG
FRPSOHPHQWDU\ýLQWHUHVWVñýDQGýKRZýWKH\ýPD\ýEHýGLUHFWO\ýRUýLQGLUHFWO\ýFRQQHFWHGýWR
WKHPïý 7KLVý LVý HVSHFLDOO\ý EHQHILFLDOý IRUý PHPEHUVý DVVHPEOLQJý DGðKRFý FURVVðVNLOOV
WHDPVýWRýDGGUHVVýVSHFLILFýSURMHFWýFRQFHUQVï

ëïý 6HFRQGñý LWýSURYLGHVýPHPEHUVýZLWKý Dý VHWý RIý YLVXDOý WRROVý WRý LQVSHFWñý LGHQWLI\ñý DQG
FULWLFDOO\ý DQDO\]Hý WKHý H[LVWLQJý DQGý SRWHQWLDOý FROODERUDWLRQVý õERWKý LQý WHUPVý RI
PHPEHUVKLSýDQGýWRSLFVôýDPRQJýWKHýPHPEHUVýRIýWKHýFRPPXQLW\ï

êïý 7KLUGñýLWýRIIHUVýPHPEHUVýWKHýDELOLW\ýWRýWUDFNýRYHUýWLPHýWKHýJURZWKýFKDUDFWHULVWLFV
RIý WKHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNý õLQý WHUPVý RIý WKHý VL]Hý RIý WKHý QHWZRUNñý WKHý GHQVLW\ý RI
LQWHUðFRQQHFWLRQVñýDQGýWKHýFRQWHQWýDUHDVôï

%HORZýDUHýIRXUýFXUUHQWýH[DPSOHVýRIýKHýXVHýRIýFRPPXQLW\ZDUHã
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,ïý3UDLULH1HWý&RPPXQLW\ZDUH

7KHý 3UDLULH1HWý FRPPXQLW\ZDUHý õKWWSãîîLNQRZïVSFRPPïXLXFïHGXîSUDLULHQHW
ORJLQîSDVVZRUGãý JXHVWîJXHVWôý FRQVLVWVý RIý ëåèý RUJDQL]DWLRQVý LQý &HQWUDOý ,OOLQRLVý ZLWK
SXEOLFýZHEýSDJHVïý(DFKýRUJDQL]DWLRQöVýVHWýRIýZHEýSDJHVýZHUHýVFDQQHGýWRýFUHDWHýDýOLVW
RIý OLQNVýRQý WKRVHýSDJHVýDQGýDý OLVWýRIýZRUGVý WKDWý RFFXUUHGýRQý WKRVHýSDJHVïý)URPý WKLV
LQIRUPDWLRQýZHý FDQý YLHZý QHWZRUNVý RIý ZHEý SDJHý OLQNVý EHWZHHQý WKHVHý RUJDQL]DWLRQVñ
KRZýPDQ\ýRXWVLGHýOLQNVýWKHVHýRUJDQL]DWLRQVýKDYHýLQýFRPPRQñýDVýZHOOýDVýVLPLODULW\ýLQ
WKHý FRQWHQWý RIý WKHLUýZHEý VLWHïý )RUý LQVWDQFHñý WKHý'DQYLOOHý 3XEOLFý /LEUDU\ý VKDUHVý Dý WLH
ZLWKý WKHý 8UEDQDý )UHHý /LEUDU\ñý DQGý WKHý 8UEDQDý )UHHý /LEUDU\ý VKDUHVý Dý WLHý ZLWKý WKH
)ULHQGVýRIýWKHý8UEDQDý)UHHý/LEUDU\ïý%R\ýVFRXWýWURRSVñýUHOLJLRXVýRUJDQL]DWLRQVñýEDQGVñ
FOXEVñý DQGý SROLWLFDOý JURXSVý DOOý VKDUHý VLPLODUý WLHVïý 7KXVý ,.12:ý FRPPXQLW\ZDUHý LV
HVSHFLDOO\ý XVHIXOý WRý FRPPXQLW\ý RUJDQL]DWLRQVý WKDWý DUHý WU\LQJý WRý XVHý WKHLUý UHVRXUFHV
HIILFLHQWO\ýDQGýHIIHFWLYHO\ýWRýPRELOL]HýIRUýMRLQWýFROOHFWLYHýDFWLRQï

,,ïý1&6$ý$OOLDQFHý&RPPXQLW\ZDUH

7KHý1&6$ý$OOLDQFHýFRPPXQLW\ZDUHýõVHFXUHGýZHEýVLWHôýFRQVLVWVýRIýëäìýPHPEHUVý LQ
RYHUýëííýRUJDQL]DWLRQVïý$VýSDUWýRIýWKHLUýUHJLVWUDWLRQýRQýWKHý$OOLDQFHý,QWUDQHWýWKH\ýZHUH
UHTXLUHGýWRýHQWHUýLQIRUPDWLRQýDERXWýWKHLUýLQWHUHVWVýE\ýFKRRVLQJýLWHPVýIURPýDýOLVWïý7KH
VLPLODULW\ýRIý WKHVHý OLVWVýDUHýXVHGý WRýFUHDWHýQHWZRUNýYLVXDOL]DWLRQVý VLPLODUý WRý WKHýRQHV
GHVFULEHGý IRUý 3UDLULHQHWïý 7KXVý ,.12:ý FRPPXQLW\ZDUHý LVý HVSHFLDOO\ý XVHIXOý WR
PHPEHUVý LQý WKHý $OOLDQFHý ZKRý ZDQWý WRý LGHQWLI\ý RWKHUVý ZLWKLQý WKHý GLVWULEXWHG
FRPPXQLW\ýZKRýVKDUHýFRPPRQýDQGîRUýFRPSOHPHQWDU\ýLQWHUHVWVï

,,,ïý)DFXOW\ý6XPPHUý,QVWLWXWHý&RPPXQLW\ZDUH

7KHý )DFXOW\ý 6XPPHUý ,QVWLWXWHý RQý &ROODERUDWLYHý /HDUQLQJý FRPPXQLW\ZDUH
õKWWSãîîLNQRZïVSFRPPïXLXFïHGXîIVLý ý ORJLQîSDVVZRUGãýJXHVWîJXHVWôýZDVýXVHGýE\ý WZHOYH
IDFXOW\ý PHPEHUVý IURPý VWDWHý XQLYHUVLWLHVý LQý ,OOLQRLVý SDUWLFLSDWLQJý LQý Dý ZHHNý ORQJ
ZRUNVKRSý RQý WKHý XVHý RIý WHFKQRORJLHVý WRý VXSSRUWý FROODERUDWLYHý OHDUQLQJï
&RPPXQLW\ZDUHý ZDVý XVHGý E\ý WKHý JURXSý DVý Dý TXLFNý DQGý HIIHFWLYHý ûLFHðEUHDNHUûý WR
LGHQWLI\ýFRPPRQýDQGýFRPSOHPHQWDU\ý LQWHUHVWVýDPRQJý WKHýSDUWLFLSDQWVñý DVýZHOOý DVý WR
FKRRVHýSDUWQHUVýWRýZRUNýRQýJURXSýSURMHFWVýGXULQJýDQGýDIWHUýWKHýZRUNVKRSï

,9ïý&RPPXQLW\ZDUHýIRUýDýFRXUVHýRQý&RPPXQLFDWLRQý7HFKQRORJLHVýLQýWKHý:RUNSODFH

'XULQJý 6SULQJý ìääåñý ,.12:ý FRPPXQLW\ZDUH
õKWWSãîîLNQRZïVSFRPPïXLXFïHGXîFODVVý ORJLQîSDVVZRUGãý JXHVWîJXHVWôZDVý XVHGý E\ý êç
VWXGHQWVý LQý DQý XQGHUJUDGXDWHý FRXUVHý RQý û&RPPXQLFDWLRQý 7HFKQRORJLHVý LQý WKH
:RUNSODFHûýDWýWKHý8QLYHUVLW\ýRIý,OOLQRLVïý7KHýVWXGHQWVýXVHGý,.12:ýWRýIRUPýWKHLUýRZQ
WHDPVý IRUý VHPHVWHUý SURMHFWVïý 7KH\ý ZHUHý UHTXLUHGý WRý DVVHPEOHý WHDPVý WKDWý LQFOXGHG
LQGLYLGXDOVýZLWKý VRPHýFRPPRQý VNLOOVý õVXFKý DVý LQWHUHVWý LQý DYLDWLRQñý DGYHUWLVLQJñý HWFïô
DQGý VRPHý FRPSOHPHQWDU\ý VNLOOVý õVXFKý DVý DWý OHDVWý RQHý PHPEHUý ZLWKý ZHEðDXWKRULQJ
VNLOOVôï
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9ïý&RPPXQLW\ZDUHýIRUýSDUWLFLSDQWVýLQýWKHý.\RWRýPHHWLQJ

$ýYHUVLRQýRIý,.12:ýõKWWSãîîLNQRZïVSFRPPïXLXFïHGXîN\RWRîýORJLQñýSDVVZRUGãýJXHVWñ
JXHVWôýZDVýGHYHORSHGýWRýH[DPLQHýWKHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNVýDPRQJýSDUWLFLSDQWVýRIýWKH
.\RWRýPHHWLQJïý$IWHUýORJJLQJýLQñýSDUWLFLSDQWVýYLHZHGýWKHýVFUHHQýVKRZQýLQý)LJXUHýéã

)LJXUHýéïý8VHUýLQWHUIDFHýIRUý,.12:

)LJXUHýèý VKRZVý WKHýNQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNý DVý LQGLFDWHGýE\ýZHEý OLQNVý EHWZHHQ
SDUWLFLSDQWV©ýZHEýVLWHVïý)RUýLQVWDQFHñý<RNRý.XERWDýõWKHýQRGHýFRORUHGýZKLWHôýKDVýOLQNV
SRLQWLQJý WRý KLVý ZHEý VLWHý IURPý <DVX\XNLý 6XPLý DQGý 7RUXý ,VKLGDý õWKHý QRGHVý FRORUHG
EOXHôïý.XERWDýKDVýOLQNVýIURPýKLVýZHEýVLWHýSRLQWLQJýWRýWKHýLQGLYLGXDOVýZKRVHýQRGHVýDUH
FRORUHGýJUHHQï

)LJXUHýçý VKRZVý WKHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNý DVý LQGLFDWHGý E\ý SDUWLFLSDQWVýZKRVH
ZHEýVLWHVýSRLQWýWRýWKHýVDPHýH[WHUQDOýZHEýVLWHVïý8QOLNHý)LJXUHýèñýZKHUHýWKHýQRGHVýZHUH
DUUDQJHGý LQý Dý FLUFOHñý KHUHý WKHý QHWZRUNý ZDVý DQQHDOHGý VRý WKDWý VLPLODUý QRGHVý DSSHDU
FOXVWHUHGýFORVHUýWRýRQHýDQRWKHUïý$VýDýUHVXOWýVHYHUDOýRIýWKHý-DSDQHVHýSDUWLFLSDQWVýLQýWKH
PHHWLQJýZHUHý FOXVWHUHGý WRJHWKHUïý )LJXUHý æý VKRZVý WKHý RXWSXWý RIý FOLFNLQJý RQý WKHý OLQN
EHWZHHQý/HRQDUGý)RQHUýDQGý.HLNLý7DNDGHPDïý7KHýWZRýHDFKýKDYHýOLQNVýIURPýWKHLUýZHE
VLWHVýSRLQWLQJýWRýZHEýSDJHVýDWý1$6$ýDQGý())ï

)LJXUHýåýVKRZVýWKHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNýDVýLQGLFDWHGýE\ýFRPPRQýYRFDEXODU\
DSSHDULQJýRQýWKHýSDUWLFLSDQWV©ýZHEýVLWHVïý7KLVýDQQHDOHGýQHWZRUNýLQGLFDWHVýWKDWýPDQ\ýRI
WKHý -DSDQHVHý SDUWLFLSDQWVý QRWý RQO\ý KDYHý VLPLODUý YRFDEXODU\ý RQý WKHLUý ZHEý SDJHVï
)XUWKHUñý WKH\ý DSSHDUý WRý VKDUHý FRPPRQý WHUPVý ZLWKý PRUHý RIý WKHý QRQð-DSDQHVH
SDUWLFLSDQWVýWKDQýWKHýODWWHUýGRýZLWKýRQHýDQRWKHUïý)LQDOO\ñý)LJXUHýäñýVKRZVýDý OLVWLQJýRI
WKHý FRPPRQý WHUPVý IRXQGý EHWZHHQý WKHý ZHEý VLWHVý RIý *HRIIUH\ý %RZNHUý DQGý 9LMD\
6DUDVZDWïý7KHýZRUGVýDUHýOLVWHGýLQýGHVFHQGLQJýRUGHUñýVRýWKDWýZRUGVýWKDWýDUHýPRUH
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)LJXUHýèïý1HWZRUNýRIýZHEýOLQNVýEHWZHHQýWKHýZHEýVLWHVýRIýSDUWLFLSDQWV

)LJXUHýçïý$QQHDOHGýQHWZRUNýRIýFRPPRQýH[WHUQDOýZHEýOLQNVýIURPýSDUWLFLSDQWV©ýZHEýVLWHV
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IUHTXHQWO\ýXVHGýE\ýWKHýWZRýSDUWLFLSDQWVñýDQGýOHVVýIUHTXHQWO\ýXVHGýE\ýDQ\ýRWKHUýSDUWLFLSDQWVýDUH
ZHLJKWHGýKLJKHUïý$ýTXLFNýLQVSHFWLRQýRIýWKHýOLVWýLQGLFDWHVýWKDWý9LMD\ýDQGý*HRIIUH\ýERWKýLQGLFDWH
DQý LQWHUHVWý RQý WKHLUý ZHEý VLWHVý LQý WKHý IROORZLQJý WHUPVãý FRPSXWHUý VFLHQFHñý -RKQý 6HHO\ý %URZQñ
WHDFKHUVñýSDUWLFLSDWRU\ýGHVLJQñýYLGHRWDSLQJñýDQGýHWLTXHWWHï

)LJXUHýæïý'LVSOD\ýRIýFRPPRQýH[WHUQDOýZHEýOLQNVýEHWZHHQýWZRýSDUWLFLSDQWV

)LJXUHýåïý$QQHDOHGýQHWZRUNýRIýFRPPRQýYRFDEXODU\ýEHWZHHQýSDUWLFLSDQWV©ýZHEýVLWHV
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)LJXUHýäïý'LVSOD\ýRIýFRPPRQýYRFDEXODU\ýEHWZHHQýWZRýSDUWLFLSDQWV©ýZHEýVLWHV

&RQFOXVLRQ

7KLVýSDSHUýKDVýDUJXHGýIRUý WKHýSRWHQWLDOO\ý LPSRUWDQWý UROHýRIýFRPPXQLW\ZDUH
LQý DVVLVWLQJý WKHý FUHDWLRQñý PDLQWHQDQFHñý DQGý GLVVROXWLRQý RIý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVï
1HWZRUNý DQDO\WLFý WHFKQLTXHVý RIIHUý DQý DSSURSULDWHý PHWKRGRORJ\ý WRý UHSUHVHQWý DQG
DQDO\]Hý WKHý HYROXWLRQý RIý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVý DQGý FRJQLWLYHý NQRZOHGJHý QHWZRUNVï
&RPPXQLW\ZDUHýWRROVñýVXFKýDVý,.12:ñýKDYHýWKHýSRWHQWLDOý WRýDVVLVWý LQýWKHýHYROXWLRQ
RIý WKHVHýQHWZRUNVýE\ýPDNLQJý WKHýYLUWXDOýQHWZRUNVýPRUHýYLVLEOHý WRý WKHýDFWRUVýDQGýE\
DGGLQJýFRQWDFWVýWRýWKHýFRQWHQWýRIýWKHýNQRZOHGJHýQHWZRUNïý7KHýSDSHUýLGHQWLILHGýVHYHUDO
WKHRUHWLFDOý PHFKDQLVPVý WKDWý FDQý EHý XVHGý WRý VWXG\ý WKHý HIIHFWý RIý LQWURGXFLQJ
FRPPXQLW\ZDUHý RQý WKHý HYROXWLRQý RIý WKHVHý QHWZRUNVïý &RPSXWDWLRQDOý PRGHOVý RIIHU
UHVHDUFKHUVý WKHý DELOLW\ý WRý VLPXODWHý WKHý ORQJý WHUPý QRQðOLQHDUý LPSOLFDWLRQVý RIý WKHVH
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WKHRUHWLFDOýPHFKDQLVPVïý7KHýUHVXOWVýRIýWKHVHýVLPXODWLRQVýPXVWýEHýYDOLGDWHGýXVLQJýWKH
W\SHýRIýWHVWðEHGVýGHVFULEHGýLQýWKLVýSDSHUï

5HIHUHQFHV

%XUWñý 5ïý 6ïý õìääæôïý 7KHý FRQWLQJHQWý YDOXHý RIý VRFLDOý FDSLWDOïý $GPLQLVWUDWLYHý 6FLHQFH
4XDUWHUO\ñýéëñýêêäðêçèï

&DUOH\ñý .ïý0ïý õìääíôïý ý *URXSý VWDELOLW\ãý $ý VRFLRðFRJQLWLYHý DSSURDFKïý ,Qý /DZOHUý (ïñ
0DUNRYVN\ý %ïñý 5LGJHZD\ý &ïñý ÷ý :DONHUý +ïý õ(GVïôïý $GYDQFHVý LQý JURXS
SURFHVVHVãý7KHRU\ý÷ýUHVHDUFKýïý9ROïý9,,ýõSSïýìðééôïýý*UHHQZLFKñý&1ãý-$,ý3UHVVï

&DUOH\ñý.ïý0ïýõìääìôïý$ýWKHRU\ýRIýJURXSýVWDELOLW\ïýý$PHULFDQý6RFLRORJLFDOý5HYLHZýèçñ
êêìðêèéï

&DUOH\ñý ý .ïý 0ïñý ÷ý 1HZHOOñý $ïý õìääéôïý 7KHý QDWXUHý RIý WKHý VRFLDOý DJHQWïý -RXUQDOý RI
0DWKHPDWLFDOý6RFLRORJ\ýñýìäõéôãýëëìðëçëï

&DUOH\ñý.ïñý÷ý 3ULHWXODñý0ïý -ïý õ(GVïôý õìääéôïý&RPSXWDWLRQDOý 2UJDQL]DWLRQDOý 7KHRU\ï
+LOOVGDOHñý1-ãý/DZUHQFHý(UOEDXPï

&RQWUDFWRUñý1ïý6ïñý&DUOH\ñý.ñý/HYLWWñý5ïñý0RQJHñý3ïý5ïñý:DVVHUPDQñý6ïñý%DUñý)ïñý)XONñý-ñ
+ROOLQJVKHDGñý$ïñý.XQ]ñý -ïý õìääåôïý&RðHYROXWLRQýRIý.QRZOHGJHý1HWZRUNVý DQG
7ZHQW\ðILUVWý ý &HQWXU\ý 2UJDQL]DWLRQDOý )RUPVãý &RPSXWDWLRQDOý 0RGHOLQJý DQG
(PSLULFDOý7HVWLQJïý:RUNLQJý3DSHUï

&RQWUDFWRUñý 1ïý 6ïý ÷ý (LVHQEHUJñý (ïý 0ïý õìääíôý &RPPXQLFDWLRQý QHWZRUNVý DQGý QHZ
PHGLDý LQý RUJDQL]DWLRQVïý ,Qý -ïý )XONý ÷ý&ïý 6WHLQILHOGý õ(GVïôý2UJDQL]DWLRQVý DQG
&RPPXQLFDWLRQý7HFKQRORJ\ýõSSïýìéêðìæëôñý1HZEXU\ý3DUNãý6DJHï

&RQWUDFWRUñý 1ïý 6ïñý 2©.HHIHñý %ïý -ïñý ÷ý -RQHVñý 3ïý 0ïý õìääæôïý ,.12:ãý ,QTXLULQJ
.QRZOHGJHý1HWZRUNVý2Qý WKHý:HEïý&RPSXWHUý VRIWZDUHïý8QLYHUVLW\ýRIý ,OOLQRLVï
õKWWSãîîLNQRZïVSFRPPïXLXFïHGXîï

&RQWUDFWRUñý 1ïý 6ïý õìääæôïý ,QTXLULQJý .QRZOHGJHý 1HWZRUNVý RQý WKHý :HEïý &RQFHSWXDO
RYHUYLHZïýKWWSãîîZZZïWHFïVSFRPPïXLXFïHGXîQRVKî,.12:îVOGííìïKWP

)DUDFHñý5ï9ïñý0RQJHñý3ïý5ïñý÷ý5XVVHOOñý+ïý0ïýõìäææôïý&RPPXQLFDWLQJýDQGýRUJDQL]LQJï
5HDGLQJñý0$ãý$GGLVRQý:HVOH\ï

*RUHñý$ïñý-Uïýõìääçôïý7KHýPHWDSKRUýRIýGLVWULEXWHGýLQWHOOLJHQFHïý6FLHQFHñýëæëñýìææï
+ROOLQJVKHDGñý $ïý %ïý õìääåEôïý 5HWULHYDOý SURFHVVHVý LQý WUDQVDFWLYHý PHPRU\ý V\VWHPVï

-RXUQDOýRIý3HUVRQDOLW\ýDQGý6RFLDOý3V\FKRORJ\ñýæéñýçèäðçæìï
+\DWWñý $ïñý &RQWUDFWRUñý 1ïñý ÷ý -RQHVñý 3ïý 0ïý õìääæôïý &RPSXWDWLRQDOý RUJDQL]DWLRQDO

QHWZRUNý PRGHOLQJãý 6WUDWHJLHVý DQGý DQý H[DPSOHïý &RPSXWDWLRQDOý DQG
0DWKHPDWLFDOý2UJDQL]DWLRQDOý7KHRU\ñýéñýëåèðêííï

.DXW]ñý +ïñý 6HOPDQñý %ïñý ÷ý 6KDKñý 0ïý õìääæôïý ý &RPELQLQJý VRFLDOý QHWZRUNVý DQG
FROODERUDWLYHýILOWHULQJïýý&RPPXQLFDWLRQVýRIýWKHý$&0ñýéíñýçêðçèï

0RQJHñý3ïý5ïñý÷ý&RQWUDFWRUñý1ïý6ïý õìäååôïý&RPPXQLFDWLRQý QHWZRUNVãý0HDVXUHPHQW
WHFKQLTXHVïý ,Qý &ïý +ïý 7DUG\ý õ(Gïôñý ý $ý KDQGERRNý IRUý WKHý VWXG\ý RIý KXPDQ
FRPPXQLFDWLRQãý 0HWKRGVý DQGý LQVWUXPHQWVý IRUý REVHUYLQJñý PHDVXULQJñý DQG
DVVHVVLQJýFRPPXQLFDWLRQýSURFHVVHVýïýõSSïýýýìíæðìêåôïý1RUZRRGñý1-ãý$EOH[ï

0RQJHñý3ï5ïñý÷ý&RQWUDFWRUñý1ïýýõLQýSUHVVôïý(PHUJHQFHýRIýFRPPXQLFDWLRQýQHWZRUNVïý,Q
)ï0ïý-DEOLQý÷ý/ï/ïý3XWQDPýõ(GVïôñý+DQGERRNýRIýRUJDQL]DWLRQDOýFRPPXQLFDWLRQ
õëQGýHGïôïýý7KRXVDQGý2DNVñý&$ãýý6DJHý3XEOLFDWLRQVï

:DVVHUPDQñý 6ïñý ÷ý )DXVWñý .ïý õìääéôïý 6RFLDOý QHWZRUNý DQDO\VLVãý 0HWKRGVý DQG
DSSOLFDWLRQVïý1HZý<RUNãý&DPEULGJHý8QLYHUVLW\ý3UHVVï
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:HJQHUñý'ïý0ïý õìäåæôïý7UDQVDFWLYHýPHPRU\ãý$ýFRQWHPSRUDU\ý DQDO\VLVý RIý WKHý JURXS
PLQGïý ,Qý%ïý0XOOHQý÷ý*ïý5ïý*RHWKDOVý õ(GVïôý7KHRULHVýRIýJURXSýEHKDYLRUý õSSï
ìåèðëíåôïý1HZý<RUNãý6SULQJHUð9HUODJï

:HJQHUñý'ïý0ïý õìääèôïý $ý FRPSXWHUý QHWZRUNý PRGHOý RIý KXPDQý WUDQVDFWLYHý PHPRU\ï
6RFLDOý&RJQLWLRQñýìêãêñýêìäðêêäï

<RXQJñý-ïýõ-XO\ýëéñýìääåôïý8VLQJýFRPSXWHUýPRGHOVýWRýVWXG\ýWKHýFRPSOH[LWLHVýRIýKXPDQ
VRFLHW\ïý&KURQLFOHýRIý+LJKHUý(GXFDWLRQñýééñýéçñý$ìæï
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Building Agent Community toward Business
Knowledge Base Generation
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Abstract. Messages exchanged among agents are useful in building business
knowledge base, because of its descriptive formality and of human’s decision
contents included. Based on this idea, we are trying to build multi agents
community. More agents exist, more useful knowledge base we can build. An
arrangement technique will be used to generate knowledge information
including event causality from those messages. For example, we have
developed a multi agent system, named WorkWeb, for workflow coordination,
which consists of personal schedule agents and a workflow management agent.
In this system, the workflow management agent generates an appropriate
workflow communicating with personal schedule agents to keep the job dead-
line. Messages gathered from this agent communication tell us that who is boss,
what coordination strategy he frequently uses, and workflow ( or job
procedures) itself, also persons’ names in charge. We, office workers and
various agents also require many views of business knowledge base. Therefore,
we need many and wide variety of business agents. Our research aim of
building agent community is to automatically build knowledge base in business
domain. In this paper, we introduce our multi agent system and clarify the
possibility of what information we get through our multi agent system
communication messages, and the possibility of its usage as knowledge.

1. Introduction

This paper considers the possibility of knowledge base construction from messages
exchanged among software agents. Messages exchanged among agents are useful in
building business knowledge base, because of its descriptive formality and of
human’s decision contents included. Our starting point was to realize multi agent
community on world wide computer network. The reason why we hope multi agent
community is that it will be potential energy to give us readable knowledge on our
society. Assume that my shopping agent goes to virtual shopping mole with my order
of buying a bicycle. It will talk with several bicycle shop agents and messages
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exchanged among them may include that a certain shop does not treat the credit card
“AMEX” and sells it at 10% off price in cash. Once my agent knows this fact, it can
tell other people’s agents about it when it is asked. This is the one of daily but social
knowledge around us, and also implies knowledge reuse.

 We want to develop the above discussion in the office business domain. For
example, we have developed a multi agent system, named WorkWeb [1], for
workflow coordination, which consists of personal schedule agents and a workflow
management agent. In this system, the workflow management agent generates an
appropriate workflow communicating with personal schedule agents to keep the job
dead-line. Messages gathered from this agent communication tell us that who is boss,
what coordination strategy he frequently uses, and workflow ( or job procedures)
itself, also persons’ names in charge. We, office workers and various agents also
require many views of business knowledge base. Therefore, we need many and wide
variety of business agents. Our research aim of building agent community is to
automatically build knowledge base in business domain.

  In this paper, we first introduce our multi agent system and secondly clarify the
possibility of what information we get through our multi agent system communication
messages, and the possibility of its usage as knowledge.

2. Multi Agent Office Work System

2.1 Layered Architecture

To provide two different views to the system, a two-layered architecture is
introduced. Figure 1 shows this layered architecture. The first layer is a group work
support layer. This layer provides a communication channel among groupware agents
and personal agents. The groupware agents, for example, are workflow management
and office resource management, etc. This communication capability among personal
and group agents realizes the group view, that is, a manager can quickly collect
information on other workers, the reservation status of meeting rooms, etc.

 The second layer, called personal work support layer, exists inside the personal
agent. This layer provides a communication channel among sub-agents. These agents
act as software tools for the individual worker, and together give the personal view to
the worker.
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                                                Fig 1. Two-layered agent architecture

2.2 Agents to Support Group Work

 Figure2 shows the global agents in our system, called the “WorkWeb system”[2].
Four types of agents, including the personal agent, are defined to support both
personal and group work: resource agents, data management agents, workflow agents,
and personal agents. The first three types of agents are concerned with group work
support and are called groupware agents.
(1) Resource agent
Manages non-human resources: budget allocations, meeting rooms, shared tools or
facilities, etc.
(2) Data management agent
Does not manage  any  resources,   but  collects  group  sharable  data from the
agents according   to  some    given     theme s and  gives  back  the collected
information to  the agents  per  their    requests. This  agent is called the “Group
Information Management (GIM) agent” in      our system.
(3) Workflow agent
Manages each workflow process instance and tries to complete it within the deadline
or as early as possible.
(4) Personal agent
Mainly supports personal work, for example,  schedule management, e-mail filtering,
electric memorandum management.

G rou p  w o rk
su pp ort la ye r

G rou p w are
A gen ts

P e rson a l
A gen t

S u b-A g en ts

P e rson a l w o rk
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                                               Fig.2  Agents in the WorkWeb system

2.3 Communication Protocol

      In our layered architecture, there are two communication protocols for personal
and group work support layers described before.

2.3.1 Global Communication
 A global communication protocol is used for peer-to-peer communication among

global agents. Each global agent is given a unique address represented by a Uniform
Resource Locators (URL) format. For example, the personal agent for Mr. Tanaka has
the following URL address.

Inalip://hml.cl.nec.co.jp/people/tanaka

, where “inalip” is the original protocol name, “hml.cl.nec.co.jp” is the domain name,
and “people” is a keyword that indicates the address of a personal agent. All personal
agents belonging to this domain are collected into this “people” directory and have a
unique name that corresponds to a certain user’s name such as “tanaka.”

  A workflow agent has the following URL address.

Inalip://hml.cl.nec.co.jp/bpt/1

 This kind of URL format is used for a dynamically generated address. “bpt” is the
subdirectory with workflow agents and “1” is a serial number generated by the agent
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management process. This process generates an agent address by applying a
predefined generation rule and registers it to the agent table or erases it when the
agent finishes execution.

 These mechanisms are implemented with OMG (Object Management Group)’s
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (COLBA)[3]. The global
communication message format is defined based on the KQML [4] format. Two types
of performatives are used from the KQML: “evaluate” and “reply.” Global messages
are always used with a pair of “evaluate” and “reply.”

2.3.2 Local Communication
  The local communication protocol is used for sub-agent communications. Unlike

the global communication, all local communication messages are processed by one
main process: the local communication channel. Each sub-agent is always connected
to the local communication channel and exchanges massages through this channel.
Each sub-agent’s address is represented by its name because of communication
limitation within the same machine.

In this local communication protocol, there are three kinds of messages and two
types of addressing methods. The three message types are "Request,” “Answer,” and
“Order.” “Request” and “Answer” form a pair of messages for synchronous
communication. These messages correspond to the global messages’ “evaluate” and
“reply.” “Order” is a message type for asynchronous communication without ACK
(“Acknowledgment”). The two addressing method types are “Private” and
“Broadcast.” “Private” addressing is normally used to send a message to one sub-
agent. “Broadcast” addressing is used to send a message to all sub-agents currently
connected to the local communication channel. It is useful for collecting different
solutions from different agents at the same time.

2.4 Example of the WorkWeb Usage

 Some agents based on our architecture and communication protocols have been
developed. They are part of the WorkWeb system and work together to support
personal and group work in the business office. We briefly describe how these agents
work in cooperation.
     Figure 3 shows a screen image of each worker’s terminal. On this screen, there are
several personal agents’ windows including his /her own personal one. A worker
interacts with the other agents through this window.
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                                           Fig. 3  A screen image of a personal agent

The workflow management agent is automatically generated when a workflow is
invoked, that is, when a certain manager executes a workflow. This agent starts
negotiating with workers scheduler sub-agents included this workflow member and
access GIM, which collects data from other agents. GIM collects data on the
workflow achievement and holds a target value which represents how many
workflows should be completed in a certain term. The workflow management agent,
by getting the target number and completed number from GIM, calculates the priority
for the workflow. If the difference between target and completed number of
workflows is large, the priority for incomplete workflows are rated high. Then the
workflow management agent makes a plan to finish incomplete workflows due to
priority, and distributes the plan to the appropriate personal agents.

The scheduler sub-agent, that exists inside the personal agent, receives this plan and
decides if the worker can achieve this task by the given deadline.  If all answers from
scheduler sub-agents possessed by workers ,who are included in the workflow, are
“Yes,” the workflow management agent starts executing workflow and proceeds tasks
imposed on each worker step by step. If some answers from scheduler sub-agents are
“No,” the workflow management agent re-plans the workflow.

This is a dynamic workflow control function, or a workflow simulation function.
With the cooperation of the workflow management agent, GIM agent, the scheduler
sub-agents, group work represented by workflow is achieved.

3. Knowledge from Massage Exchange

Our WorkWeb system is small size, having only four kinds of agents, one resource
agent, one GIM agent, some workflow management agents, and ten scheduler sub-
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agents. Experimental usage of the system told us that agent message exchange
histories have a possibility of habits on office works with statistic calculations.

3.1 Overview of Knowledge Generation from Exchanged Messages

    Figure 4  shows the simple arrangement of  messages exchanged by agents in the
case of the workflow coordination. Between the workflow agent and the schedule
sub-agent, and also   between the workflow agent and the GIM agent, these messages
are exchanged.

                 Fig.4  Messages exchanged among agents in the case of the workflow coordination

     Figure 5 shows the case of meeting coordination. In this case, the meeting
coordination agent and the schedule sub-agent exchange upper messages and also the
meeting coordination agent and the resource management agent exchange the lower
messages.

Workflow agent Schedule sub-agent

GIM agent

UAsk someone for new job
                           /deadline
UCancel job

UAsk for extension
               of the term
UAnswer yes/no

UAsk for storing finished/new
                           jobs
UAsk unfinished jobs
UAsk the target values

UAnswer the above asks
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                     Fig.5 Messages exchanged among agents in the case of the meeting coordination

 What things business managers and workers want to know on daily work ? We
cannot make that kind of sweeping generalization. Our experiences, however, tell us
that these questions depicted in figure 6 happen frequently. Especially, considering
the kind of our agents, it seems that four questions with underlines have appropriate
difficulties to be answered.

                                        Fig.6 Business knowledge on daily work

Manager Worker

I want to know…

UWhat jobs are going on in my group ?

UWho can do this new job ?

UHow many jobs have been done this month?

UIs this new job over the limit

answer

UWhat job is my coworker doing ?

UWhom will my boss tell to do that
job ?

UWhen can I hold this meeting ?
UWhom should I ask for
                        attending this

Knowledge Base

Schedule
 sub-agent

Resource
Management

   Agents

Meeting
Coordination
Agent

UAsk the vacant date and time

UAnswer the vacant
                  date and time
UAnswer the participation
                  will yes/no

UAsk the vacant date and time
UAnswer the vacant
                  date and time
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3.2 Business Knowledge on Daily Work

     Similar to our system architecture, business knowledge seems to be classified into
two levels. One is macro scope knowledge concerning group activities. Another is
micro scope knowledge concerning individual worker. Questions mentioned before
are also classified according to knowledge level needed to be answered. Figure 7
depicts this classification.

                                      Fig.7 Arrangement of business knowledge on daily work

     Figure 8 shows the way to derive knowledge from the history of exchanged
messages in the case of the workflow coordination.  First two data surrounded by the
quadrilateral, the number of finished jobs and the number of accepted new jobs, can
be derived straightforward manner such as a counting up. The last one is derived by
arranging worker’s name and yes/no answer together with job name as primary key.

                            Fig.8 Derived data from the history of exchanged messages
                                           in the case of the workflow coordination

Knowledge Base

Micro scope knowledge (concerning individuals)

UIs this new job over the limit
                    of my group productivity ?

Macro scope knowledge (concerning group)
can answer questions below:

UWhen can I hold this meeting ?

UWhom will my boss tell to do that job ?
UWhom should I ask for
                        attending this meeting ?

can answer questions below:

GIM

UAsk someone for new job/
  deadline
UCancel job

UAsk for extension
               of the term
UAnswer yes/no

UAsk for storing finished/new jobs
UAsk unfinished jobs
UAsk the target values

UAnswer the above asks

Count up

UThe number of finished jobs
UThe number of accepted new jobs
UCorrespondence between job name and
                                          workers’ yes/no answers

Arrangement
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      In the case of meeting coordination, we get these knowledge depicted in figure 9
by the same way above mentioned. In this case, arrangement is done by a day of week
and meeting subject as primary keys.

                    Fig. 9 Derived data from the history of exchanged messages
                                       in the case of the meeting coordination

     Correspondence between questions and knowledge to be answered them is shown
in figure 10. The left sided quadrilaterals are knowledge and the right side shows
questions. For example, to answer the question “Is this new job over the limit of my
group productivity ?,” we observe the ratio of the number of  both finished jobs and
new added jobs per a month, and the number of rejected jobs during the same time
period. The relationship between the ratio and the frequency of rejection makes
judgement of limitation of productivity.

     
                                Fig.10 Usage of the derived data as business knowledge

UAsk the vacant date and time
UAnswer the vacant

date and time
UAnswer the participation
                  will yes/no

UAsk the vacant date and time

UAnswer the vacant
                  date and time

GIM

Arrangement
Count up

UCorrespondence between a day of week and
            the number of positive/negative answers

UCorrespondence between worker’s name and
                      positive answered meeting subjects

UThe number of finished jobs
UThe number of accepted new jobs
UCorrespondence between job name and
                             workers’ yes/no answers

UCorrespondence between a day of week and
     the number of positive/negative answers
UCorrespondence between worker’s name and
            positive answered meeting subjects

Manager

UWhat jobs are going on in my group ?
UWho can do this new job ?
UHow many jobs have been done this month?
UIs this new job over the limit
             of my group productivity ?

Worker

UWhat job is my coworker doing ?
UWhom will my boss tell to do that job ?
UWhen can I hold this meeting ?
UWhom should I ask for ?
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3.3 Macro Scope Knowledge

(1) Case 1: limit of office productivity
    GIM agent knows both current workflows and finished ones. Assume that GIM
agent can calculate  the numbers of both finished workflows and new added
workflows per month, say α and β, respectively. If we get the number of rejected
workflows per a month from exchanged messages among the workflow management
agent and scheduler sub-agents, say γ , we may suppose that the ratio α/β is
proportional to 1/γ . Then the limit of our office productivity is prospected by
knowing the value α/β.

(2) Case 2: maximum meeting chance
     The scheduler sub-agent  can  coordinate a meeting schedule communicating with
other scheduler sub-agents and resource agent (in this case, meeting rooms
reservation management). Dialog among scheduler sub-agents and resource agent is
vacant date, time and room number. If we calculate times of failure of holding a
meeting according to date and time, then we might take a notice of  better date and
time to hold a meeting.

3.2 Micro Scope Knowledge

(1) Case 1: the reason of substitute for a job
The workflow management agent uses some strategies for job assignment when a

worker, say Mr. Tanaka, put in a workflow refuses a job or cannot keep the job
deadline. That agent substitutes another worker, say Mr. Suzuki for him. The history
of this message exchange among the workflow management agent, Mr. Tanaka’s
scheduler agent and Mr. Suzuki’s one represents the reason why Mr. Suzuki does that
job. Also it will be seen that a boss tends to use somebody as a substitute.

(2) Case 2: frequently meeting absence
Among scheduler sub-agents message exchanges are done to set a meeting. From

these messages we can read that a worker frequently excuses from attending some
kind of meetings. Also we may read the reason ,that is,  He/she might have no vacant
time or he/she had any other reason. Conversely, in the case that almost always he/she
attends a certain meeting, he/she possibly is interested in a theme or he/she deeply
related to the job concerning that meeting.

4. Discussion

What kind of knowledge can be extracted from agent massage exchanges depends
on the ways of combination of application agents. Perhaps messages themselves are
not so valuable. Once we statistically calculate them, we will obtain the possibility
both macro scope (concerning group) and micro scope (concerning personal)
knowledge above mentioned.
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What effect will this knowledge base give for us ? We think that it is the tendency
of the group productivity and individual worker activity. That will be the most
important effect. If the office work agents, moreover, can be used this knowledge base,
they will show us more intelligent behavior.

To do this, we have several problems to be solved. At first, we must have many
kinds of agents. It is, however, difficult to find what kind of agent we should develop.
So we need  to study what kind of knowledge are we, office workers,  getting from
histories of cooperative activities with others, namely cooperative office work model.

 Secondly, we had better consider both sides of agent function and of message
utilization as knowledge when we design an agent. For example, our schedule sub-
agent does not exchange the message of the meeting absent reason beside the reason
on schedule data. We can only guess the actual reason why he/she refused a meeting.
Of course, users should not be charged with unnecessary interactions with agents.
Therefore, we have to carefully design an agent and exchanged messages  balancing
between generation of useful knowledge and charge of user’s load.

Thirdly, it is to keep office workers’ and group’s privacy. We have to sufficiently
pay attention to knowledge utilization purposes. Possibly the history of agent message
exchanges should not be opened and we might be able to only access the knowledge
base. Figure 11 depicts the summary of the discussion.

)LJ��� 6XPPDU\ RI GLVFXVVLRQ

Problems to be solved
(From exercises to practical uses)

Õ A lot of cooperative agents are needed
                                                     to generate useful knowledge.

Building an Agent Community
leads

Õ An agent design method should be considered from
       both sides of  its functions and message utilization as knowledge.

Building a Cooperative Office Work Model

Õ Absolutely keep privacy of individuals and group.

leads
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we look for a meaning of developing agent community in  generating
knowledge base.   We introduced our multi agent system, called WorkWeb, which
supports office works in the sense of  both group and personal works. Then, we
showed that contents of agent message exchange history in this system has the
possibility of generating both macro and micro scope knowledge, where macro scope
and micro scope knowledge mean group level and personal level knowledge,
respectively. Also we depicted four examples as both scope knowledge. Toward
business knowledge base generation, we discussed that we  should make  a
cooperative office work model and pay attention to the agent design both functions
and utilization of knowledge keeping privacy in order to build agent community.
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Abstract.   Through an analysis of information systems in medical
communities – notably the development of the International Classification of
Diseases and the design of a Nursing Interventions Classification scheme – we
argue that community systems designers necessarily build for multiple social
worlds simultaneously.  So doing, we argue, they make a series of significant
social and political choices.  We draw some design implications from this
observation: notably arguing for a sensitivity to the nature of the work of
representing a community to itself.

INTRODUCTION

"A classified and hierarchically ordered set of pluralities, of variants, has none of the
sting of the miscellaneous and uncoordinated plurals of our actual world." (Dewey,
1989: 49)

In the call for papers for this conference, it was noted that:
…  communityware is intended to support more diverse and amorphous

groups of people. We think that communityware will become important with
the advance of public communication systems such as the Internet and
mobile communications. Communityware typically supports the process of
organizing people who are willing to reach some mutual understanding. In
other words, compared to groupware, communityware focuses on an earlier
stage of collaboration: group formation from a wide variety of people.

T. Ishida (Ed.): Community Computing and Support Systems, LNCS 1519, pp. 231-248, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



In line with this observation, we seek to draw attention to the importance of
classifications and standards as sites for mediation between the technical requirements
of the systems developer and social and political requirements of the community.  We
argue that both designers and users need to be aware of the choices being made at this
level; especially at the community level – since as more and more social worlds are
drawn into a computing web ever more standards and classification schemes will be
implemented.  In the following paper lay a theoretical basis for such choices by
asking:

* What work do classifications and standards do? We want to look at what goes
into making things work like magic: making them fit together so that we can buy a
radio built by someone we have never met in Japan, plug it into a wall in Champaign
and hear the world news from the BBC.

* Who does that work? We want to explore the fact that all this magic involves
much work: there is a lot of hard labor in effortless ease. Such invisible work is often
not only underpaid - it is severely underrepresented in theoretical literature (Star and
Strauss, in press). We will discuss where all the ‘missing work’ that makes things
look magical goes.

* What happens to the cases that don't fit? We want to draw attention to cases that
don't fit easily into our created world of standards and classifications: the left handers
in the world of right-handed magic, chronic disease sufferers in the world of
allopathic acute medicine, the onion-hater in MacDonald’s (Star, 1991b) and so forth.

Through looking at classification systems and standards, we will move towards an
understanding of the stuff which makes up the networks of actor network theory – a
theory from the field of the sociology of knowledge which has been highly influential
in describing work practices in scientific communities. Latour, Callon and others
within the actor-network approach have developed an array of concepts in order to
describe the development and operation of technoscience. Their valuable concepts
include: regimes of delegation; the centrality of mediation; and the position that
nature and society are not causes but consequences of human scientific and technical
work. The position that a fact may be seen as a consequence, and not as an
antecedent, is axiomatic to the American pragmatist approach as well, particularly in
the work of John Dewey (e.g., Dewey, 1929).

We draw attention here to the places where the work gets done of assuring that
delegation and mediation will work: to the places where human and non-human are
constructed to be operationally and analytically equivalent. And following both
Dewey and Latour, we also question the indifference -- of nature, and of machines. So
doing, we explore the political and ethical dimensions of actor-network theory as a
theory of the ways that communities (scientists, business organizations) work,
restoring the interlinked and webbed relationships between people, things, and
infrastructure.
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TWO DEFINITIONS

We will take a ‘classification’ to be a spatial, temporal or spatio-temporal
segmentation of the world. A ‘classification system’ is a set of boxes, metaphorical or
not, into which things can be put in order to then do some kind of work - bureaucratic
or knowledge production. We will not demand of a classification system that it has
properties such as:
x the operation of consistent classificatory principles (for example being solely

a genetic classification (Tort, 1989) classifying things by their origin);
x  mutual exclusivity of categories;
x  completeness (total coverage of the world being described).

No working classification system that we have looked at meets these ‘simple’
requirements and we doubt that any ever could (Desrosières and Thevenot, 1988).

With a broad definition we can look at the work that is involved in building and
maintaining a family of entities that people call classification systems - rather than
attempt the Herculean, Sisyphian task of purifying the (un)stable systems in place.
Howard Becker makes the point here: “Epistemology has been a ... negative
discipline, mostly devoted to saying what you shouldn't do if you want your activity
to merit the title of science, and to keeping unworthy pretenders from successfully
appropriating it. The sociology of science, the empirical descendant of epistemology,
gives up trying to decide what should and shouldn't count as science, and tells what
people who claim to be doing science do...” (1996: 54-55).

We will take a ‘standard’ to be any set of agreed-upon rules for the production of
(textual or material) objects. There are a number of histories of standards which point
to the development and maintenance of standards as being a key to industrial
production. Thus, as David Turnbull points out, it was possible to build a cathedral
like Chartres without standard representations (blueprints) and standard building
materials (regular sizes for stones, tools etc.) (1993). However it is not possible to
build a modern housing development without them: too much needs to come together
- electricity, gas, sewer, timber sizes, screws, nails and so on. The control of standards
is a central, often underanalyzed (but see the work of Paul David - for example David
and Rothwell, 1994 - for a rich treatment) feature of economic life. They are key to
knowledge production as well - Latour (1987) speculates that far more economic
resources are spent creating and maintaining standards than in producing `pure'
science. Key dimensions of standards are:
x They are often deployed in the context of making things work together -

computer protocols for Internet communication involve a cascade of
standards (cf. Abbate and Kahin, 1995) which need to work together well in
order for the average user to gain seamless access to the web of information.
There are standards for the components to link from your computer to the
phone network, for coding and decoding binary streams as sound, for
sending messages from one network to another, for attaching documents to
messages and so forth;

x They are often enforced by legal bodies - be these professional
organizations; manufacturers' organizations or the State. We can say
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tomorrow that volapük (a universal language that boasted some 23 journals
in 1889[2]) or its successor Esperanto shall henceforth be the standard
language for international diplomacy; without a mechanism of enforcement
we shall probably fail.

x There is no natural law that the best (technically superior) standard shall win
- the QWERTY keyboard, Lotus 123, DOS and VHS are often cited in this
context. Standards have significant inertia, and can be very difficult to
change.

Classifications and standards are two sides of the same coin. The distinction between
them (as we are defining them) is that classifications are containers for the
descriptions of events - they are an aspect of organizational, social and personal
memory - whereas standards are procedures for how to do things - they are an aspect
of acting in the world. Every successful standard imposes a classification system.

UNDERSTANDING CLASSIFYING AND STANDARDIZING

This paper will offer four major themes for understanding classifying, standardizing
(and the related processes of formalizing) and their politics and histories. Each theme
operates as a gestalt switch - it comes in the form of an infrastructural inversion
(Bowker, 1994). Inverting our commonsense notion of infrastructure means taking
what have often been seen as behind the scenes, boring, background processes to the
real work of politics and knowledge production[3] and bringing their contribution to
the foreground. The first two, ubiquity and material texture, speak to the space of
actor-networks; the second two, the indeterminate past and the practical politics,
speak to their time. Taken together, they sketch out features of the historically
creation of the infrastructure which (ever partially, ever incompletely) orders the
world in such a way that actor-network theory becomes a reasonable description.

The first major theme is seeing the ubiquity of classifying and standardizing.
Classification schemes and standards literally saturate the worlds we live in. This
saturation is furthermore intertwined, or webbed together. While it is possible to pull
out a single classification scheme or standard for reference purposes, in reality none
of them stand alone. So a subproperty of ubiquity is interdependence, if not smooth
integration.

The second major theme is to see classifications and standards as materially
textured. Under the sway of cognitivism, it is easy to see classifications as properties
of mind and standards as ideal numbers or settings. But both have material force in
the world, and are built into and embedded in every feature of the built environment
(and many of the borderlands, such as with engineered genetic organisms). When we
think of classifications and standards as material, we can afford ourselves of what we
know about material structures, such as structural integrity, enclosures and
confinements, permeability, and durability, among many others. We see people doing
this all the time in describing organizational settings, and a common way to hear
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people's experience of this materiality is through metaphors. So the generation of
metaphors is closely linked with the shift to texture.

The third major theme is to see the past as indeterminate[4]. This is not a new
idea to historiography, but is important in understanding the evolution of ubiquitous
classification/standardization and the multiple voices that are represented in any
scheme. No one classification orders reality for everyone -- e.g. the red light-green
light-yellow light categories don't work for blind people or those who are red-green
color blind. In looking to classification schemes as ways of ordering the past, it is
easy to forget those who are overlooked in this way. Thus, the indeterminacy of the
past implies recovering multi-vocality; it also means understanding how standard
narratives that seem universal have been constructed (Star, 1991a).

The fourth major theme is uncovering the practical politics of classifying and
standardizing. There are two aspects of these politics: arriving at categories and
standards, and, in the process, deciding what will be visible within the system (and of
course what will thus then be invisible). The negotiated nature of standards and
classifications follows from indeterminacy and multiplicity that whatever appears as
universal or, indeed, standard, is the result of negotiations or conflict. How do these
negotiations take place? Who determines the final outcome in preparing a formal
classification? Visibility issues arise as one decides where to make the cuts in the
system, for example, down to what level of detail one specifies a description of work,
of an illness, of a setting. Because there are always advantages and disadvantages to
being visible, this becomes crucial in the workability of the schema.

Ubiquity

In the built world we inhabit, thousands and thousands of standards are used
everywhere, from setting up the plumbing in a house to assembling a car engine to
transferring a file from one computer to another. Consider the canonically simple act
of writing a letter longhand, putting it in an envelope and mailing it. There are
standards for (inter alia): paper size, the distance that lines are apart if it is lined
paper, envelope size, the glue on the envelope, the size of stamps, their glue, the ink
in the pen that you wrote with, the sharpness of its nib, the composition of the paper
(which in turn can be broken down to the nature of the watermark, if any; the degree
of recycled material used in its production, the definition of what counts as recycling).
And so forth.

A systems approach would see the proliferation of both standards and
classifications as a matter of integration -- almost like a gigantic web of
interoperability. Yet the sheer density of these phenomena go beyond questions of
interoperability. They are layered, tangled, textured; they interact to form an ecology
as well as a flat set of compatibilities. There ARE spaces between (unclassified, non-
standard areas), of course, and these are equally important to the analysis. A question:
it seems that increasingly these spaces are marked as unclassified and non-standard.
How does that change their qualities?
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It is a struggle to step back from this complexity and think about the issue of
ubiquity broadly, rather than try to trace the myriad connections in any one case. We
need concepts for understanding movements, textures, shifts that will grasp larger
patterns in this. For instance, the distribution of residual categories (“not elsewhere
classified” or “other”), is one such concept. In communities, “others” are everywhere.
The analysis of any one instance of a residual category might yield information about
biases or what is valued in any given circumstance; seeing that residual categories are
ubiquitous offers a much more general sweep on the categorizing tendencies of most
modern cultures. Another class of concepts which are found ubiquitously, and which
speak to the general pervasiveness of standards and classification schemes, concern
those which describe tangles or mismatches between subsystems. For instance, what
Strauss calls a “cumulative mess trajectory” is a useful notion (Strauss, et al., 1985).
In medicine, this occurs when one has an illness, is given a medicine to cure the
illness, but incurs a serious side effect, which then needs to be treated with another
medicine, etc. If the trajectory becomes so tangled that you can't return and the
interactions multiply, cumulative mess results. We see this phenomenon in the
interaction of categories and standards all the time -- ecological examples are
particularly rich places to look.

In terms of designing community computing systems, this ubiquity underlines the
fact that such systems necessarily radically interpenetrate the community that they are
designed for – and so change the very nature of that community in the process of their
implementation.

Texturing Classification and Standardization

How do we ‘see’ this densely saturated classified world which constitutes and is
constituted by communties? We are commonly used to casually black-boxing this
behind-the-scenes machinery, even to the point, as we noted above, of ascribing a
casual magic to it. All classification and standardization schemes are a mixture of
physical entities such as paper forms, plugs, or software instructions encoded in
silicon and conventional arrangements such as speed and rhythm, dimension, and how
specifications are implemented. Perhaps because of this mixture, the web of
intertwined schemes can be difficult to ‘see.’ In general, the trick is to question every
apparently natural easiness in the world around us and look for the work involved in
making it easy. Within a project or on a desktop, the seeing consists in seamlessly
moving between the physical and the conventional. So when a computer programmer
writes some lines of Java code, she moves within conventional constraints and makes
innovations based on them; at the same time, she strikes plastic keys, shifts notes
around on a desktop, and consults manuals for various standards and other
information. If we were to try to list out all the classifications and standards involved
in writing a program, the list could run to pages. Classifications include types of
objects, types of hardware, matches between requirements categories and code
categories, and meta-categories such as the goodness of fit of the piece of code with
the larger system under development. Standards range from the precise integration of
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the underlying hardware to the 60Hz power coming out of the wall through a standard
size plug.

Merely reducing the description to the physical aspect such as the plugs does not
get us anywhere interesting in terms of the actual mixture of physical and
conventional. A good operations researcher could describe how and whether things
would work together, often purposefully blurring the physical/conventional
boundaries in making the analysis. But what is missing there is a sense of the
landscape of work as experienced by those within it. It gives no sense of something as
important as the texture of an organization: it is smooth or rough? Bare or knotty?
What is needed is a sense of the topography of all of the arrangements -- are they
colliding? co-extensive? gappy? orthogonal? One way to begin to get at these
questions is to begin to take quite literally the kinds of metaphors that people use
when describing their experience of organizations, bureaucracies, and information
systems (Star, in press). As Schon pointed out in his seminal book, Displacement of
Concepts, a metaphor is an import, meant to illuminate aspects of a current situation
via juxtaposition (1963). It is also a rich and often unmined source of knowledge
about people’s experience of the densely classified world. Designers of community
systems need to be able to draw on and elaborate the metaphor systems employed by
the communities they are designing for.

The Indeterminacy of the Past

There is no way of ever getting access to the past except through classification
systems of one sort or another - formal or informal, hierarchical or not ... . Take the
unproblematic statement: “In 1640, the English Revolution occurred; this led to a
twenty year period in which the English had no monarchy”. The classifications
involved here include:
x The current segmentation of time into days, months and years. Accounts of

the English revolution generally use the Gregorian calendar, which was
adopted some hundred years later - so causing translation problems with
contemporary documents;

x The classification of peoples into English, Irish, Scots, French and so on.
These designations were by no means so clear at the time - the whole
discourse of national genius really only arose in the nineteenth century;

x The classification of events into revolutions, reforms, revolts, rebellions and
so forth (cf. Furet, 1978 on thinking the French revolution). There really was
no concept of `revolution' at the time; our current conception is marked by
the historiographical work of Karl Marx.

x And then, what do we classify as being a monarchy? There is a strong
historiographical tradition which says that Oliver Cromwell was a monarch -
he walked, talked and acted like one after all. Under this view, there is no
hiatus at all in this English institution; rather a usurper took the throne.
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There are two major schools of thought with respect to using classification systems on
the past - one saying that we should only use classifications available to actors at the
time (authors in this tradition warn against the dangers of anachronism - Hacking
(1995) on child abuse is a sophisticated version) and the other that we should use the
real classifications that progress in the arts and sciences has uncovered (typically
history informed by current sociology will take this path - for example Tort's (1989)
work on ‘genetic’ classification systems, which were not so called at the time, but
which are of vital interest to the Foucaldian problematic). Whichever we choose, it is
clear that we should always understand classification systems according to the work
that they are doing -the network within which they are embedded.  For practical
purposes in the design of community support systems, it means that new members of
social worlds entering a community computing space will often find it extremely
difficult to represent their own past and developing traditions within that space: they
will feel pressure to reinterpret their own pasts according to the schemas available, or
will exert pressure to change those schemas.

Practical Politics

Someone, somewhere, often a body of people in the proverbial gray suits and smoke-
filled rooms, must decide and argue over the minutiae of classifying and standardizing
without which community computing would be impossible. The negotiations
themselves form the basis for a fascinating practical ontology -- our favorite example
within the medical community is when is someone really alive? Is it breathing,
attempts at breathing, movement ....? And how long must each of those last? Whose
voice will determine the outcome is sometimes an exercise of pure power: we, the
holders of Western medicine and of colonialism, will decide what a disease is, and
simply obviate systems such as acupuncture or Ayruvedic medicine. Sometimes the
negotiations are more subtle, involving questions such as the disparate viewpoints of
an immunologist and a surgeon, or a public health official (interested in even ONE
case of the plague) and a statistician (for whom one case is not relevant) (Neumann
and Star, 1996).

Once a system is in place, the practical politics of these decisions are often
forgotten, literally buried in archives (when records are kept at all) or built into
software or the sizes and compositions of things. In addition to our archaeological
expeditions into the records of such negotiations, we provide here some observations
of the negotiations in action. Finally, even where everyone agrees on the way the
classifications or standards should be established, there are often practical difficulties
about how to craft their architecture. For example, a classification system with 20,000
“bins” on every form is practically unusable. (The original International Classification
of Diseases had some 200 diseases not because of the nature of the human body and
its problems but because this was the maximum number that would fit the large
census sheets then in use). Sometimes the decision about how fine-grained to make
the system has political consequences as well. For instance, in describing and
recording the tasks someone does, as in the case of nursing work, may mean
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controlling or surveilling their work as well, and may imply an attempt to take away
discretion. After all, the loosest classification of work is accorded to those with the
most power and discretion, who are able to set their own terms.

These ubiquitous, textured classifications and standards help frame our
representation of the past and the sequencing of events in the present. They can best
be understood as doing the ever-local, ever-partial work of making it appear that
science describes nature (and nature alone) and that politics is about social power (and
social power alone). Consider the case discussed at length by Young (1995) and Kirk
and Kutchins (1992) of psychoanalysts who in order to receive reimbursement for this
procedures need to couch them in a biomedical language (the DSM) that is anathema
to them, but is the lingua franca of the medical insurance companies. There are local
translation mechanisms that allow the DSM to continue to operate and to provide the
sole legal, recognized representation of mental disorder. A ‘reverse engineering’ of
the DSM or the ICD reveals the multitude of local political and social struggles and
compromises which go into the constitution of a ‘universal’ classification.

Community support systems designers make a series of relatively irreversible
decisions when they are forced to decide between conflicting representational
structures (espoused by conflicting social worlds).  These decisions need to be made
in full recognition of this fact – and so to be made both as open and as reversible as
possible.

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTOR NETWORK THEORY, AND
COMMUNITY SYSTEMS

We have, then, looked briefly at the space and time of the infrastructures that
subtend community support systems. Our position is that through due attention to
these infrastructures, we can achieve an understanding of how it is that actor network
theory comes to be a useful way of describing the nature of knowledge work on the
one hand and the (increasing) convergence of human and non-human on the other.

The converging sameness of humans and non-humans, and in general the
construction of a world in which actor-network theory is true, is a political and ethical
question. Work by scholars such as Joan Fujimura (1991), Valerie Singleton and
Mike Michael (1993) and Leigh Star (1991b; 1995) has pointed to the fact that actor-
network theory can be read as an uncritical celebration of the power of modern
science and technology. There are certainly readings of Latour’s Science in Action or
The Pasteurization of France which could support such an assertion. Through our
concentration on the work of standardization and classification - a concentration fully
consonant with the analysis of Latour and Callon - we are pointing to a place where
actor-network theory can be further developed; and to a place where its political side
meets its philosophical underpinnings.

In order to clarify our position here, let us take an analogy. In the early nineteenth
century in England there were a huge number of capital crimes - starting from stealing
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a loaf of bread and going up... . However, precisely because the penalties were so
draconian, few juries would ever impose the maximum sentence; and indeed there
was actually a drastic reduction in the number of executions even as the penal code
was progressively strengthened. There are two ways of writing this history - one can
either concentrate on the creation of the law; or one can concentrate on the way things
worked out in practice. This is very similar to the position taken in Latour’s We have
never been modern: where he says we can either look at what scientists say that they
are doing (working within a purified realm of knowledge) or at what they actually are
doing (manufacturing hybrids). Actor network theory has looked in detail at the role
of relatively black-boxed hybrids in creating the discourse of pure science as
endpoint; we are advocating a development of the theory that pays more attention to
the classification and standardization work that allows for hybrids to be manufactured
and so explores the terrain of the politics of science in action.  Further, we are arguing
that we need to look at precisely this level of analysis in order to build effective
community support systems.

The point for us is that both of these are valid kinds of account. Early actor-
network theory concentrated on the ways in which it comes to seem that science gives
an objective account of natural order: trials of strength, enrolling of allies, cascades of
inscriptions and the operation of immutable mobiles. It drew attention to the
importance of the development of standards (though not to the linked development of
classification systems); but did not look at these in detail. We were invited to look at
the process of producing something which looked like what the positivists alleged
science to be. We got to see the ‘Janus face’ of science. In so doing we `followed the
actors'. We shared their insights (allies must be enrolled, translation mechanisms must
be set in train so that, in the canonical case, Pasteur’s laboratory work can be seen as a
direct translation of the quest for French honor after defeat in the battlefield).

However, by the very nature of the method, we also shared their blindness. The
actors being followed did not see what was excluded: they constructed a world in
which that exclusion could occur. Thus if we just follow the doctors who create the
International Classification of Diseases at the World Health Organization in Geneva,
we will not see the variety of representation systems that other cultures have for
classifying diseases of the body and spirit; and we will not see the fragile networks
these classification systems subtend. Rather, we will see only those actants who are
strong enough, and shaped in the right way, to impact the fragile actor-networks of
allopathic medicine. We will see the blind leading the blind.

We ascribe to Latour's (1987) definition of reality as ‘that which resists’ (again, a
concept with strong American pragmatist resonances, se e.g. Dewey, 1916). The
actor-network will be changed by the resistances that it encounters. We have
suggested that the work of dealing with resistance is twofold:
x Changing the world such that the actor-network's description of reality

becomes true. Thus if all diseases (of the mind and body) are classified
purely physiologically and systems of medical observation and treatment are
set up such the physical manifestations are the only manifestations recorded
and physical treatments are the only treatments available then it is of course
possible that the world will be such that schizophrenia, say, results purely
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and simply from a chemical imbalance in the brain. It will be impossible to
think or act otherwise. We have called this the principle of convergence (Star
and Bowker, 1994; Neumann, Bowker and Star, in press).  Thus the
community’s view works, through the community support system, to change
the world such that its vision is accurate.

x Distributing the resistance in such a way that it becomes marginalized and
can be overlooked.   Here the community though its community support
system works to mark dissenting views as non-significant.

A good example of responses to resistances comes from the nursing administrators
we are studying at present. We will see how they are producing a classification of
nursing work whose political edge is in the technical work of meshing this
classification system with those already operating within the sociotechnical
framework of the hospital. There is a play of resistances around this political of
representation.

The Iowa Intervention Team are producing a classification of all nursing work - a
nursing interventions classification (NIC) (McCloskey and Bulechek, 1996). NIC
itself is a fascinating system. Those of us studying it see it as an ethnomethodological
nirvana. Some categories, like bleeding reduction - nasal, are on the surface relatively
obvious and codable into discrete units of work practice to be carried out on specific
occasions. But what about the equally important categories of hope installation and
humor? Hope installation includes the subcategory of ‘Avoid masking the truth.’ This
is not so much something that nurses do on a regular basis, as something that they
should not do constantly. It also includes: ‘Help the patient expand spiritual self.’
Here the contribution that the nurse is making is to an implicit lifelong program of
spiritual development. With respect to humor, the very definition of the category
suggests the operation of a paradigm shift: “Facilitating the patient to perceive,
appreciate, and express what is funny, amusing, or ludicrous in order to establish
relationships”; and it is unclear how this could ever be attached to a time line: it is
something the nurse should always do while doing other things. Further, contained
within the nursing classification is an anatomy of what it is to be humorous, and a
theory of what humor does. The recommended procedures break humor down into
subelements. One should determine the types of humor appreciated by the patient;
determine the patient's typical response to humor (e.g. laughter or smiles); select
humorous materials that create moderate arousal for the individual (for example
‘picture a forbidding authority figure dressed only in underwear’); encourage silliness
and playfulness and so on to make a total of fifteen sub-activities: any one of which
might be scientifically relevant. A feature traditionally attached to the personality of
the nurse (being a cheerful and supportive person) is now attached through the
classification to the job description as an intervention which can be accounted for.

Within the context of the hospital's sociotechnical system, nursing work has been
deemed irrelevant to any possible future reconstruction; it has been canonically
invisible, in Star’s (1991a) term. The logic of NIC’s advocators is that what has been
excluded from the representational space of medical practice should be included. The
Iowa group, the kernel of whom were teachers of nursing administration, made
essentially three arguments for the creation of a nursing classification. First, it was
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argued that without a standard language to describe nursing interventions, there would
be no way of producing a scientific body of knowledge about nursing. NIC in theory
would be articulated with two other classification systems: NOC (the nursing
sensitive patient outcomes classification scheme) and NANDA (the nursing diagnosis
scheme). The three could work together thusly. One could perform studies over a set
of hospitals employing the three schemes in order to check if a given category of
patient responded well to a given category of nursing intervention. Rather than this
comparative work being done anecdotally as in the past through the accumulation of
experience, it could be done scientifically through the conduct of experiments. The
Iowa Intervention project made up a jingle: NANDA, NIC and NOC to the tune of
Hickory, Dickory, Dock to stress this interrelationship of the three schemes. The
second argument for classifying nursing interventions was that it was a key strategy
for defending the professional autonomy of nursing. The Iowa nurses are very aware
of the literature on professionalization - notably Schon (1983) - and are aware of the
force of having an accepted body of scientific knowledge as their domain. (Indeed
Andrew Abbott, taking as his central case the professionalization of medicine, makes
this one of his key attributes of a profession [1988].) The third argument was that
nursing, alongside other medical professions, was moving into the new world of
computers. As the representational medium changed, it was important to be able to
talk about nursing in a language that computers could understand - else nursing work
would not be represented at all in the future, and would risk being even further
marginalized than it was at present.

However, there is also a danger in representing. It is more difficult to hive off
aspects of nursing duties and give them to lower paid adjuncts, if nursing work is
relatively opaque. The test sites that are implementing NIC have provided some
degree of resistance here, arguing that activities should be specified - so that, within a
soft decision support model a given diagnosis can trigger a nursing intervention
constituted of a single, well-defined set of activities. As Marc Berg (1996) has noted
in his study of medical expert systems, such decision support can only work
universally if local practices are rendered fully standard. A key professional strategy
for nursing - particularly in the face of the ubiquitous process re-engineer - is realized
by deliberate non-representation in the information infrastructure. What is
remembered in the formal information systems resulting is attuned to professional
strategy and to the information requisites of the nurses' take on what nursing science
is.

Further, there is a brick wall that they come up against when dealing with nurses
on the spot: if they overspecify an intervention (that is break it down into too many
constituent parts), then it gets called, in the field, an NSS classification - where NSS
stands for ‘No shit, Sherlock’ and is not used (Bowker, Star and Timmermans, 1996).
It is assumed that any reasonable education in nursing or medicine should lead to a
common language wherein things do not need spelling out to the ultimate degree. The
information space will be sufficiently well pre-structured that some details can be
assumed. Attention to the finer-grained details is delegated to the educational system,
where it is overdetermined.
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These NIC-related strategies of dealing with overspecification and the political
drive to relative autonomy by dropping things out of the representational space - are
essential for the development of a successful actor-network system that includes
nursing. These two forms of erasure of local context are needed in order to create the
very infrastructure in which nursing can both appear as a science like any other and
yet nursing as a profession can continue to develop as a rich, local practice. The
ongoing erasure is guaranteed by the classification system: only information about
nursing practice recognized by NIC can be coded on the forms fed into a hospital's
computers or stored in a file cabinet.

Nursing informaticians agree as a body that in order for proper health care to be
given and for nurses to be recognized as a profession, hospitals as organizations
should code for nursing within the framework of their memory systems: nursing work
should be classified and forms should be generated which utilize these classifications.
However, there has been disagreement with respect to strategy. To understand the
difference that has emerged, recall one of those forms you have filled in (we have all
experienced one) which do not allow you to say what you think. You may, in a
standard case, have been offered a choice of several racial origins; but may not
believe in any such categorization. There is no room on the form to write an essay on
race identity politics. So you either you make an uncomfortable choice in order to get
counted, and hope that enough of your complexity will be preserved by your set of
answers to the form; or you don't answer the question and perhaps decide to devote
some time to lobbying the producers of the offending form to reconsider their
categorization of people. The NIC group has wrestled with the same strategic choice:
fitting their classification system into the Procrustean bed of all the other
classification systems that they have to articulate with in any given medical setting in
order to form part a given organization's potential memory; or rejecting the ways in
which memory is structured in the organizations that they are dealing with. We will
now look in turn at each of these strategies.

Let us look first at the argument for including NIC within the information
infrastructural framework of the hospital's sociotechnical system. They argue that
NIC has to respond to multiple important agendas simultaneously. The development
of a new information infrastructure for nursing, heralded, will make nursing more
`memorable'. It will also lead to a clearance of past nursing knowledge - henceforth
prescientific - from the textbooks; it will lead to changes in the practice of nursing (a
redefinition of disciplinary boundaries) - a shaping of nursing so that future practice
converges on its representation.

Many nurses and nursing informaticians are concerned that the profession itself
may have to change too much in order to meet the requirements of the information
infrastructure. We murder, they note, to dissect. In her study of nursing information
systems in France, Ina Wagner (1993) speaks as follows of the gamble of
computerizing nursing records:

Nurses might gain greater recognition for their work and more control over the
definition of patients’ problems while finding out that their practice is increasingly
shaped by the necessity to comply with regulators' and employers' definitions of
‘billable categories.’
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Indeed, a specific feature of this ‘thought world’ into which nurses are gradually
socialized through the use of computer systems is the integration of management
criteria into the practice of nursing. She continues: “Working with a patient
classification system with time units associated with each care activity enforces a
specific time discipline on nurses. They learn to assess patients’ needs in terms of
working time.” This analytic perspective is shared by the Iowa nurses. They argue
that documentation is centrally important; it not only provides a record of nursing
activity but structures same:

While nurses do complain about paperwork, they structure their care so that
the required forms get filled out. If the forms reflect a philosophy of the
nurse as a dependent assistant to the doctor who delivers technical care in a
functional manner, this is to some extent the way the nurse will act. If the
forms reflect a philosophy of the nurse as a professional member of the
health team with a unique independent function, the nurse will act
accordingly. (Bulechek and McCloskey, 1985: 406).

As the NIC classification has developed, observes Joanne McCloskey, the traditional
category of ‘nursing process’ has been replaced by ‘clinical decision making plus
knowledge classification’. And in a representation of NIC that she produced both the
patient and the nurse had dropped entirely out of the picture (both were, she said,
located within the ‘clinical decision making box’ on her diagram) (Iowa Intervention
Project meeting, 6/8/95). A recent book about the next generation nursing information
system argued that the new system:

A dominant feature of the new system is its focus on the acquisition,
management, processing, and presentation of 'atomic-level' data that can be
used across multiple settings for multiple purposes. The paradigm shift to a
data-driven system represents a new generation of information technology; it
provides strategic resources for clinical nursing practice, rather than just
support for various nursing tasks. (Zielstorff et al., 1993, 1).

This speaks to the progressive denial of process and continuity through the
segmentation of nursing practice into activity units. Many argue that in order to
`speak with' databases at a national and international level just such segmentation is
needed. The fear is that unless nurses can describe their process this way (at the risk
of losing the essence of that process in the description), then it will not be described at
all. They can only have there own actions remembered at the price of having others
forget, and possibly forgetting themselves, precisely what it is that they do.

Some nursing informaticians have chosen instead to challenge the informational
framework existing in the medical organizations they deal with. They have adopted a
Batesonian strategy of responding to the threat of the new information infrastructure
by moving the whole argument up one level of generality and trying to supplant ‘data-
driven’ categories with categories that recognize process on their own terms. They
draw from their secret (because unrepresented) reservoir of knowledge about process
in order to challenge the data-driven models from within.

Within this strategy, the choice of allies is by no means obvious. Since with the
development of NIC we are dealing with the creation of an information infrastructure,
the whole question of how and what to challenge becomes very difficult. Scientists
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can only, willy nilly, deal with data as presented to them by their information base,
just as historians of previous centuries must, alas, rely on written traces. When
creating a new information infrastructure for an old activity, questions have a habit of
running away from one: a technical issue about how to code process can become a
challenge to organizational theory (and its database). A defense of process can
become an attack on the scientific world view. One of the chief attacks on the NIC
scheme has been made by a nursing informatician, Susan Grobe, who believes that
rather than standardize nursing language computer scientists should develop natural
language processing tools so that nurse narratives can be interpreted. Grobe argues for
the abandonment of any goal of producing: “A single coherent account of the pattern
of action and beliefs in science” (1992, 92); she goes on to say that: “philosophers of
science have long acknowledged the value of a multiplicity of scientific views” (92).
She excoriates Bulechek and McCloskey, architects of NIC, for having produced
work: “derived from the natural science view with its hierarchical structures and
mutually exclusive and distinct categories.” (93). She on the other hand is drawing
from cognitive science, library science and social science (94). When the
infrastructure is not in place to provide a ‘natural’ hierarchy of levels, then discourses
can and do make strange connections between themselves.

If they want to prove a case within a given hospital for the opening-up of a new
nursing position, they need to demonstrate that nursing is cost-effective according to
the dominant accountancy paradigm. Now they in fact disagree with this paradigm
(arguing, for example, that `quality of care' is not quantifiable but is still significant);
and yet they feel that they must act as if they accept it - or else their voice will not be
heard at all. In order to not be continually erased from the record, nursing
informaticians are risking either modifying their own practice (making it more data
driven) or waging a Quixotic war on database designers. The corresponding gain is
great, however. If the infrastructure itself is designed in such a way that nursing
information has to be present as an independent, well defined category, then nursing
itself as a profession will have a much better chance of surviving through rounds of
process re-engineering and nursing science as a discipline will have a firm foundation.
The infrastructure assumes the position of Bishop Berkeley’s God: as long as it pays
attention to nurses, they will continue to exist. Having ensured that all nursing acts are
potentially remembered by any medical organization, the NIC team will have gone a
long way to ensuring the future of nursing. Standards and classifications – crucial to
the development of community support systems - however dry and formal on the
surface are suffused with traces of political and social work.

CONCLUSION

We have argued that community systems are of necessity social and political systems
as well as technical infrastructures.  We have developed the position that where the
rubber hits the road in terms of the enfolding of community values into community
information systems is at the point of the development of classifications and
standards.  This incursion of the political and social into computer science is not a
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negative feature to be eschewed: it is a necessary feature of moving between multiple
social worlds – which we must do if our systems are ever to scale up outside of
particular interest groups.

The design task is a difficult but one but bears great promise.  As we build
computing infrastructures for communities we enter into and transform the life of
those communities.  So doing, we need to understand not only ‘information needs’ in
a superficial sense – we need a deep understanding of the structure and nature of the
community we are building for, and of the ways it represents itself, others, and the
past.  The magic of modern technoscience is a lot of hard work.
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Abstract

A typical challenge for designers of technologies to support groups and communities
is how to support the early stages of interaction and collaboration. Whether the
system is for individuals in an organisational setting or for more ‘diverse and
amorphous groups of people’, a common problem is for the technology to facilitate
individuals getting together to accomplish more focused collaborative activities. In
this paper we will explore how in work settings, individuals use various resources
including talk and visual conduct to move into participation with others around an
artefact. Explicating these interactional resources offers some useful insights into
the requirements of technologies to support emergent interactions. It also reveals
that in everyday work settings participation and interaction can be amorphous and
diverse.

1. Introduction

Although it may appear one of the more straightforward features for a collaborative
system to support, providing a suitable environment in which groups of participants can
collaborate and interact is deeply problematic. Even simple video links, such as those
explored within CSCW, transform the domain in which interactions take place (Heath and
Luff, 1992b). In technologies such as media spaces, participants are no longer able to rely
on the interactional resources, such as the design and receipt of gestures or the production
of a glance, they utilise in everyday co-present interaction. This has been one of the
motivations for researchers to explore more radical technological possibilities for providing
spaces in which distributed individuals can work and interact. In CSCW, and the emerging
body of work in community support systems, system designers have been developing
Collaborative Virtual Environments (or CVEs) in which spaces are developed where
representations of the participants (so-called ‘avatars’ or ‘embodiments’) come together to
interact and collaborate (e.g. Benford and Fahlén, 1993). However, rather than
circumventing the everyday interactional resources of participants, these developments
appear to require an understanding of such resources. The representations on the screen
have to move in particular ways, be positioned in various orientations and be tied to the talk
of the participants and their other activities. Even if developers wish to devise spaces in
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which innovative forms of interaction can take place, preliminary observations appear to
show that participants in these virtual spaces are attempting to make use of everyday
resources to both make sense of and produce conduct in these domains (Bowers, et al.,
1995).

In this paper we wish to explore the nature of the resources that individuals rely on in
everyday interactions. Taking a few instances of naturally-occurring activities drawn from
ordinary work settings, we consider whether recent approaches to the study of social
interactions could provide some resources for designers of technologies, such as CSCW
and community support systems. To provide a focus for this consideration we examine the
resources utilised by participants when they move into work on and around a common
artefact: the kind of occasion when individuals come together to discuss a common issue or
problem. For example, this could be when journalists begin to discuss an emerging story in
a newsroom, engineers consider some technical problem on some equipment in a
maintenance centre or individuals in an office try to cope with some difficulty which
appears on a computer screen. Although this domain of concern may appear rather
arbitrary, we hope it suggests the nature of the resources, their talk, body orientations and
other visual conduct that participants utilise in social interaction. This could, at least, imply
some possibilities when considering the features which could be available in technologies
to support communities, how these might be interrelated and the ways in which virtual
environments could allow for dynamic and flexible interactions.

Even if less sophisticated technologies are considered, exploring the details of everyday
social interaction may be of interest. Indeed, given the focus of many in this volume on
supporting the formation of communities rather than on supporting the activities in those
communities once they have been formed, it might be useful to explore the resources
individuals utilise to move into co-participation. It may be that even when exploring
enhancements to text-based computer-mediated communication, developers could consider
the ways the technology could allow users to delicately move into an interaction and
provide them with different ways of being able to participate (cf. Jirotka et al. 1991).
Moreover, when designing agents which need to ‘interact’ with users it may be useful to
consider how these could be made sensitive to the users’ concerns, particularly when these
systems can be used by individuals who may also be interacting, in quite different ways,
with co-present colleagues (cf. Nagao and Katsuno this volume, Van de Velde this
volume).

For our analysis, we draw on a growing body of work which has used audio-visual
recordings of everyday activities in order to reveal how social interactions emerge. Using
activities taken from three quite distinct settings, architectural practices, financial dealing
rooms and control rooms, we outline the resources used for the moment-to-moment
production of collaborative activities. In particular, we consider the details of how talk,
glances and changes in body orientation, and activities surrounding artefacts are
interrelated. From these initial investigations it may be possible to draw out some
requirements for developers of new technologies and we briefly suggest some resources
that might be of relevance to designers of community support systems. Of course, this is
not to suggest that the aim of such technologies should be merely to reproduce or replicate
resources utilised in social interactions. It is hard to conceive of a technology that could
allow for, let alone simulate, the richness and delicacy of social interaction. More
importantly, it may lead to a reconsideration of the types of capabilities that such
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technologies are aiming to support and to a rethinking of the conceptions that underpin the
developments not only of systems to support communities but of other areas where support
for collaboration and interaction is a concern.

To provide a background, we will first briefly review some of the motivations behind
our approach and why it may be relevant to developers of systems to support communities.
There are numerous orientations that can be taken to the analysis of social conduct, and
particularly to social interaction. We outline some of the critical features of the orientation
which has underpinned a growing body of work in CSCW, and show some of the
relevancies of this to community support systems.

2. Background

In some ways, developers of collaborative technologies, such as CVEs, have already
been drawing upon understandings of social interaction in their recent designs. For
example, the representations of users on the screen often can be moved and oriented to, to
give the sense of features of social interaction. Indeed, several systems have been
augmented by several rather crude devices to assist users overcoming various
communicative problems that occur in the virtual space (Benford and Fahlén, 1993).
Images of faces have been provided with representations of mouths which move when a
user is talking. These can give a sense of who is speaking and some assistance when trying
to take turns of talk. It is hoped that such capabilities will enable the technologies to not
only support focused collaborative activities and interactions between distributed users, but
also provide ways for such individuals to come together and participate in communal
events in virtual space (e.g. Benford et al. 1996).

These preliminary efforts at developing virtual spaces for interaction between remote
participants appear to have certain resonances with studies of visual conduct in the social
sciences. Indeed, both the orientations of the representations that users are expected to
adopt and those they seem to utilise appear to have certain similarities to the formations
and spaces discussed by Kendon (1990) in his analysis of human behaviour in social
interaction. More generally, CVEs and other collaborative environments have sought to
provide for more than just spaces where particular individuals can interact, but for users to
adopt a range of ways of participating with each other. Particular attention has been given
to providing ways of allowing users to participate peripherally in activities and interaction,
providing them with different kinds of awareness of activities happening in the virtual
environment. Here, a set of distinctions drawn originally by Goffman seem relevant
(Goffman, 1963; 1974), particularly with the various ways of contributing to the production
of an activity (‘the production format’) and of participating in an interaction (‘the
participation status’). This work has, with more recent studies of workplace interaction
(e.g. Goodwin and Goodwin, 1996; Heath and Luff, 1992a), given a warrant for providing
users not just with capabilities for interacting with ratified others but also giving them a
general awareness of colleagues and activities in remote domains (e.g. Borning and
Travers, 1991; Dourish and Bellotti, 1992).  Typical examples, provide users with different
kinds of spaces on their screen so that they can carry out some focused task whilst
peripherally monitoring the activities of others.
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Admittedly, these attempts to develop virtual spaces for social interaction are somewhat
crude. It is difficult to allow accessibility to a remote space whilst providing details that can
be attended to in the ‘periphery’ without this becoming too intrusive. It is also hard to give
users the capabilities that allow for the delicate ways in which individuals both need to
move into and maintain a sense of participation in a collaborative activity or group
interaction. It appears particularly problematic either to provide the resources for, or get a
sense of, how a colleague is participating in an activity or the interaction. Hence, various
extensions have been proposed. Users have been given choices about the different kinds of
access into another domain they require and the capabilities of the representations on the
screen have been extended. For example, developers have considered allowing the
representations on the screen to point to others and artefacts in various ways and
augmented the representations with video images of their participants (Benford, et al.,
1996; Nakanishi, et al., 1996). Such extensions should allow different kinds of participation
in activities particularly in relation to other artefacts like documents, and also provide some
resources for users to get a sense of how a colleague is participating in an activity.
However, such capabilities appear to require more than a static conception of the possible
spatial configurations of participants. It would also appear necessary to understand how
participants manage such mundane accomplishments as pointing to an artefact or
movement into closer, more focused, collaboration. Indeed, although writers such as
Kendon do explore the various positions individuals adopt relative to each other in social
settings, they also pay attention to how these emerge through time within interaction
between participants.

Needless to say, given the stage in their development, the capabilities of current
prototypes developed for virtual social interactions are necessarily crude. It may be that
recent approaches that are endeavouring to mimic or simulate particular features of co-
present interactions may be the precursors of more radical developments. However, even
for collaborative environments that do not necessitate the representation of individual users
on the screen, an understanding of certain rather mundane, yet robust, resources utilised by
participants in interaction may be useful (cf. Heath, et al., 1995). Hence, given the
capabilities being explored at this time, it would appear worthwhile to consider the
resources that such systems currently need to support.

The attempts at developing systems to support social interaction not only suggest the
current limitations of the technology, but also the paucity of understanding of even the most
mundane of activities in social interaction. Over the last thirty years a growing body of
research has emerged which has analysed recordings of everyday interaction in order to
reveal the details of the practices through which these are achieved (Atkinson and Heritage,
1984; Goodwin, 1981; Heath, 1986; Sacks, 1992; Sacks, et al., 1974). Although these
studies have developed a corpus of findings concerning the organisation of talk and visual
conduct, we still have little understanding concerning how individuals collaborate with
respect to objects and artefacts in the local environment. Recently, in concert and
collaboration with various other researchers, we have begun to explore these issues,
analysing both the use of mundane artefacts, like documents, and electronic systems, like
computer technologies, in everyday settings (Goodwin, 1993; Greatbatch, et al., 1993;
Heath and Hindmarsh, 1995; Whalen, 1992). These have focused on such matters as how
turns-at-talk are coordinated with those of co-participants, the commitments and demands
placed by participants through the production and placement of different kinds of turns and
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how visual conduct, body orientation and gestures, is interrelated with talk. This work has
revealed the sequential nature of conduct, and how it emerges turn-by-turn, each being
produced with respect to a prior and shaping the context for the next. Although the findings
emerging from this research may be preliminary, this work attends to the details of the
ongoing production of activities-in-interaction, and may be of some relevance to developers
of technologies that aim to support participation and collaboration.

In the following sections of this paper we explore the ways individuals come together in
everyday settings to accomplish activities with artefacts. In these settings, which include an
architectural practice, a financial dealing room and a control room of an urban
transportation system, participants come together to engage in some activity. The
participants may be co-located or dispersed; connected merely through a telephone system.
Nevertheless, in the single instances considered, we hope to give some sense of the
complexity of the activities in which the participants engage and how they are sensitive to
the moment-to-moment conduct of their colleagues. Consideration of these issues raises
some possibilities for the development of technologies for collaboration. Although, it
appears at first that these findings are constrained to circumscribed work settings, in more
‘open’ and ‘flexible’ systems, these rather simple problems of initiating interaction and
collaboration may be even more acute (cf. Hindmarsh et al. 1998). Moreover, the studies
outline some problems in considering the support for groups, not only for what is known as
groupware intended to support collaborative work, but also for the support necessary for
collaboration between more diverse collections of individuals. It may be that holding onto
too static a conception of group or community may unduly constrain the potential of such
technologies.

3. Establishing a Common Orientation to an Artefact

Initially, we consider a straightforward example. Two architects come together to
discuss a problem with the set of drawings they are currently working on. Whilst Pete (P)
works on his computer, another architect, Richard (R) comes up to the paper plans to Pete’s
left and asks him about a particular feature on the plans.

(1) Transcript  1 Pete Richard

R: are you sure you’re flipping the right one

around Pete. ➜

(0.2)

P: yeah
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(2.5) ➜

P: I’m flipping (0.5) look on level one ➜

(1.1)

R: you you just told me that you have

flip flipped that one around

(0.6)

In the course of major changes to the design of the building, the directions of all the
main staircases have to be changed (‘flipped around’). Richard’s question concerns some of
these changes. Although his ‘are you sure you're flipping the right one around Pete’ secures
a reply from his colleague, Pete’s ‘yeah’ does not seem adequate. Richard remains oriented
to the plans. After over 2 seconds Pete turns towards the paper plans and begins to discuss
the changes he is making – ‘I'm flipping (0.5) look on level one’. From this moment a long
discussion of over five minutes ensues concerning the changes Richard is making and the
various alterations Pete has marked up on the paper plans and made on his computer. It is
worth considering therefore, some of the details through which this interaction comes
about.

Although, whilst he utters his initial question Richard glances towards Pete, his body
remains oriented to the paper plans. He then returns back to look at the paper plans. Pete,
on the other hand, remains oriented to the drawings he is working on displayed on his
computer screen, uttering only ‘yeah’ to Richard’s question. The pause in the talk and
Richard’s continued orientation to the paper plans, appears to mark a juncture in the
activity, drawing Pete away from his computer system and into a collaborative activity.
Indeed, following this Pete not only turns towards the paper plans, but begins to remark
about a particular feature on them, pointing to the staircase he is changing on his and
Richard’s far left. The timing of the talk and its delay produced with respect to a particular
body orientation appears to draw a colleague into a joint, focused activity.

In some ways, Pete and Richard’s conduct is utterly ordinary and unremarkable.
Richard, using conventional devices like the design of a question, a pause in talk, a
particular body orientation and changes to that orientation, secures an alignment of a
colleague to an object of common concern (cf. Goodwin, 1981; Jefferson, 1989). However,
these devices are used with some sensitivity and rely on the resources available to Pete. As
can be seen from the images above, Richard is standing to the left and some way behind
Pete – he is just on the periphery of Pete’s regard. Although Pete is hunched over his
computer, Richard takes it as unproblematic to ask him a question. It may be that Pete is
also sensitive to Richard’s changing orientation, through the changes in the direction of talk
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as Richard first glances towards and then away from Pete. In any case, maintaining one’s
regard at an object accompanied by the potential withholding of a turn-at-talk, appears to
place demands on a colleague to upgrade their participation.

This simple movement into a collaborative activity over an artefact is accomplished
quite unproblematically through the participants’ coordinated use of a range of resources:
the design and pacing of talk, shifts in glances towards colleagues and artefacts and
changes in body orientation. These are both designed for a co-participant and place
demands on a colleague’s participation. Hence, the movement into a focused collaborative
activity is itself achieved collaboratively by the participants, from moment-to-moment the
nature of the participation is gradually upgraded, emerging from the coordinated use of talk
and visual conduct. It comes off as unremarkable and unproblematic through the skilled
practices of the participants.

Obviously this is only a simple and momentary instance of the emergence of a
collaborative activity between two participants. However, in numerous instances of
everyday interactions, in various settings we find such delicate use of interactional
resources for moving between different kinds of co-participation. Here, and elsewhere in
our materials, we find participants sensitive to changes in the orientation of colleagues
often discriminating between the various demands placed by shifts in glances and body
orientations within the course of the emerging conduct. In this they frequently make use of
what appears to be happening in the periphery of their regard with respect to the current
moment in the interaction, and particularly in relation to the artefact of concern. However,
the movement into what could be called ‘focused collaboration’ is not simply a
coordination between different individual’s behaviours, it is thoroughly interwoven with
the talk of the participants. The participants not only make use of features of the talk, the
direction and shifts of direction of its production, but on the very demands talk places on
them. For this, the design of a question or the timing of a pause, at a particular moment, can
be critical to the ways in which the emerging commitments of colleagues are seen and
understood.

4. Multiple Participation and Involvement

Of course, movement into a collaborative activity may not always appear so delicate. In
many settings, focused interactions appear to follow from explicit requests to collaborate in
specific activities. Further, more extreme examples can be seen in settings where someone
is shouting out something, for example an ‘outloud’, which can be picked up by one of a
range of colleagues, and that initiates some kind of collaborative group activity. Perhaps
the most well-known example of such a setting is the financial dealing room where, on
some markets, prices of stocks and names of buyers and sellers are regularly shouted out
across the floor with the possibility of initiating a trade. In the following instance, Derek, a
salesman in stocks and shares, shouts across the desk for the current prices on ‘Bats’ (the
abbreviation for British American Tobacco shares).
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(2) Transcript  1

Derek: What are Bats
(1.0)

Paul:  Thats us
Tim:  Bats

(0.6)
Derek: Bats

(0.4)
Paul: Thats us

(5.3) ((Derek comes round and looks at the screens))
Tim: What have you got in mind sir

(1.0)
Derek: I want to sell a hundred

(0.7)
I want to sell fifty Orange D’you do Orange?

Derek does not get a direct response to his question about the price of Bats. Instead, two
traders Tim and Paul reply simultaneously with ‘That’s us’ and ‘Bats’. This response
identifies them as the traders in the share, whilst also withholding actually giving a price.
After his initial request Derek comes around to stand behind Tim and Paul whilst repeating
the name of the share, to which Paul replies again: ‘that’s us’. When Derek is stationery
behind Tim, Tim turns around to briefly glance at him and then turns back to his screen.
Tim Paul Derek

    
Tim: What have you got in mind sir

Derek stands behind Tim for over four seconds before Tim asks ‘what have you got in
mind sir’. Only then does Derek say the amount he wants to sell, a hundred (thousand)
shares, and adds that he wants to sell fifty (thousand) ‘Orange’ (a telecommunications
company) stock as well.

Through various interactional devices, Tim, Paul and Derek come together to trade in
some shares. Indeed, one could consider this as an instance of a ‘group’ of individuals
emerging to accomplish some activity. Whether or not Derek wants a price, there and then,
Tim and Paul’s minimal responses to his initial shouted question at least selects for him
potential co-participants in a trade. This provides him with the resources to move into a
more focused interaction with Tim and Paul. However, his repetition of his query only gets
the same self-selection from Tim and Paul. Indeed, Tim actually turns towards Derek and
then asks him directly what he ‘has in mind’. Derek’s initial query is particularly vague,
neither stating whether he wants to buy or sell nor the amount he wants to trade – critical
matters when dealing in shares. Tim and Paul’s responses may then reflect this vagueness.
Indeed, it takes an explicit query from Tim for Derek to give more details of the trade he is
proposing.
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From the initial shouted query, Derek, Tim and Paul come to be oriented towards the
screens in front of them. These screens, which give the current prices of various stocks and
shares become a resource in the subsequent trading.

(2) Transcript 2
Derek: I want to sell fifty Orange D’you do Orange?

(0.3)
Paul: Yeah

(2.0)
Tim: I can do them both on the prices Derek I (wouldn’t   )

(5.0)
Derek: (Give) me a half penny in one of them

(0.3)
Tim: No (i  ts )
Paul:  I’ll give you three and a half for the Orange  ((To Derek))

(0.4)
Derek: That’s fair enough

(0.3)
Derek: Three and a half for the Orange

(0.3)
Derek: Three and a half for the Bats

((Tim turns to look at Paul, Paul looks at Tim))
Derek: Thank you

       Derek  Tim  Paul

  
Paul:  I’ll give you three and a half for the Orange

After Paul’s confirmation that they deal in Orange shares, Tim says he can only buy at
the prices on the screens, turning to Derek as he mentions his name. Tim relies on Derek’s
orientation towards the screen to make sense of his utterance. Derek appears to do this,
however he does not seem happy with that price. Instead, he requests a higher price –
‘(give) me a half penny in one of them’, which Tim rejects. As Tim begins to give an
account of his rejection, Paul turns towards Derek and agrees to the proposal. Derek
confirms, in full, the prices on both shares and the trade is done.

Although Tim and Paul deal in a common list of shares, they each keep individual
accounts, or ‘books’. So, despite collaborating over many deals, they also can trade
separately. Hence, there is an ambivalence to whom Derek’s request to sell is being made.
It could be to Tim or Paul, or to both of them. It is only after Tim’s rejection of Derek’s
suggestion that Paul discriminates himself as an alternative buyer. Indeed, up to this
moment Paul’s participation appears to emphasise the joint nature of his dealing with Tim,
repeating ‘thats us’ in reply to Derek’s initial request.

So, although what could be considered a group quickly and delicately emerges to engage
in a deal, each maintains an orientation to their individual responsibilities. Paul’s offer, at
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that moment, in the light of Tim’s rejection, discriminates that activity potentially on his
own behalf, from the foregoing talk by Tim. In doing this, it is interesting to note that he
not only glances towards Derek, but also at Tim. Indeed, after the deal has been
accomplished Paul asks which deal Tim will record as his own.

So, even after the deal there is some ambivalence to the ways in which activities are tied
to the individuals in question; it is still open who will buy which share. Although the
traders have individual responsibilities and can engage in individual tasks and activities, the
distinctions between them and between these and ‘collaborative’ activities are produced in
the ongoing interaction. The participants can delicately shift between an individual activity
and a joint venture and can even let which orientation they are engaged in remain open. It is
thus hard to identify a stable characterisation of the ‘group’ in such an instance, even
between the two traders Tim and Paul. Although the participants in ‘the deal’ could be
discriminated between seller and buyers, or between salespeople and market-makers, when
the three participants come together jointly to accomplish the deal, they can, in a moment
and through their talk and activities, delicately shift their orientations to these activities and
responsibilities. It can be ambivalent whether participants are collaborating in a ‘group’ or
engaged in a collaborative activity, or even how they are at any moment in time
discriminating their participation from those of their colleagues: even a participant’s
demarcation of an activity as his own can be sensitively produced with regard to the
concerns of others.

In this instance, we see through the talk and visual conduct participants gradually
coming together to accomplish an activity focused on the artefacts in front of them: the
computer screens. Although the initial query is shouted, this does not mean that it is
necessarily insensitive to the conduct of colleagues. Indeed, as has been mentioned
elsewhere (Heath, et al., 1993) the design of outlouds and other shouted utterances can be
tailored to the demands of the local setting; they can be heard by a range of participants and
in their very design they do not demand particular responses. In the instance considered
here, the shouted question is not only answered, but is a resource for a more focused
collaborative activity. As in the previous instance in the architecture practice, the
movement into collaboration is accomplished through the delicate production of talk and
visual conduct of the participants. It may be noted, however, that though they momentarily
turn to each other, the critical resources for the activity are the computer screens. The
contents of these are utilised not only to accomplish particular activities, for example, to
refer to a specific price for a trade, but are essential in the production of activities. Through
the screens, sense is made of the deals and of the ongoing interaction. Though a face-to-
face orientation is important, and in some ways used in critical junctures in the activity, it is
by orienting towards the artefact that collaborative activities are accomplished.

5. Disparate Participation in an Activity

The examples we have considered reveal some ways in which two or more people can
come together to deal with a problem or issue over some common domain; a paper plan or
a computer screen. In many cases it may be that the common domain or the common
problem cannot be so well circumscribed. The following instance is drawn from the
activities which take place in the control room of an urban train system in London. The
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day-to-day running of this system is coordinated by several personnel in the control room.
Also situated in the control room and at the same console are staff responsible for
announcements and staffing arrangements (CRAs). With the various managers and
engineers located in the control room and visiting staff, executives, trainees, trainers and
train drivers, it is not uncommon for the control room to become quite overcrowded and
noisy. In the following instance, one controller (Ci) is talking with a visiting engineer (E)
about the trains required for a future test, whilst the other (Cii) is talking with one of the
CRAs (CRAi), who is simultaneously dealing with a phone conversation.

(3) Transcript 1

Cii Ci E

 

Ci Cii CRA

(Ci turns from talking to engineer
to answer phone))

Ci: train
base (to) train seven one (0.1) go
ahead over?

CRA: how long are you keeping that A Tee Pee train
there
(0.2)

Cii: there is a train (leaving) (0.2) all the ones
(0.2)

(0.1) CRA: (oh there is one )
Op: (       Stratford

West India Quay  over)
(0.4)

(0.5)
CRA: ((on phone)): ( ) leaving Stratford now

Ci: Select emergency shunt proceed
forward in that mode dock at Poplar
routeboard two zero seven  (0.2)

Whilst she (Cii) is talking to the CRA concerning a train which needs to be brought into
the maintenance centre to be repaired (‘the ATP train’ or train numbered 111), the principal
controller (Ci) finishes the conversation with the engineer, answering a radio phone call
that has been ringing. This radio phone conversation is with a train operator (Op) who
needs to change the mode of his train out of automatic operation. This takes some time to
handle. In the meantime the second controller deals with the query from the CRA; the CRA
passing on the message to the remote caller that the problem train is ‘leaving Stratford
now’. Cii then enters several commands into the computer system, whilst Ci continues to
talk to the train operator, two of which are concerned with taking the problematic train out
of action. She goes on to deal with other trains out on the track. When Ci finishes his phone
conversation, looking at the screen in front of him, he says to her: ‘ehhm (0.2) I was going
to say let the one (one one) go’.

Although the multifarious happenings in this instance are complex and may seem
confusing, Ci’s utterance to Cii at the end of his phone conversation with a train operator
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concerns the train Cii had been discussing with the CRA at the beginning of the call; a train
Cii has just set to go into the sidings.1  After Ci’s utterance Cii changes its setting back. For
a brief moment both Ci and Cii are focused on the computer system in front of them and
concerned with a common problem. They then go onto other more distinct tasks.

So, although he has been engaged with the engineer and then the call, Ci is also
sensitive to the activities of Cii and the CRA. He is both aware of the previous
conversation of his colleagues and its consequences. Indeed, he even seems to be sensitive
to the fact that the commands Cii has entered into the system have been with respect to this
train. Nevertheless, when he does suggest ‘letting the 111 go’, Cii immediately goes on to
type the command. Despite all the activities that have been underway in the control room,
not only has Ci been aware of the details of what has been happening, but Cii does not find
it problematic that he has done so.

As has been revealed in workplace studies of other settings (Goodwin and Goodwin,
1996; Heath, et al., 1993; Heath and Luff, 1992a), participants can, whilst being engaged in
one activity, remain acutely aware of other activities underway in the local environment. In
this case, and many others we have observed, this is not just some casual awareness of
happenings in the periphery of vision, it is a situated practice accomplished by being
immersed in the ongoing activities occurring in the domain. Here, Ci attends to a co-
interactant - the engineer - whilst making sense of the talk between two colleagues
alongside him on his desk. Later he makes sense of the typing of his colleague whilst
talking on the phone with a remote caller. But these accomplishments are not distinct. Cii’s
typing is made sense of in the light of the foregoing talk between her and the CRA, just as
Cii understands Ci’s utterance in the light of these activities and the conduct of her co-
participant. The activities are continually being understood in the light of the ongoing
interactional activities of one’s co-participants. The context is being continually reshaped
and renewed by the contributions of the participants in the setting.

In (3), from early in the call Ci adopts an orientation where he can see both system
displays and the consequences of Cii’s typing. Hence, whilst he is engaged in one activity,
the call, he can observe what is visible and public in another, Cii’s typing. However,
making sense of the typing depends on it being recognised as part of a situated activity,
specifically with regard to a particular train and course of action. With respect to the case at
hand, making sense of the course of the activity which Cii is engaged in relies on seeing
her typing in relation to the happenings on the screen, to the state of the service and in the
light of prior activities with others. Although adopting a bodily orientation where multiple
activities may be visible is critical for the accomplishment of such activities, these
activities can only be made sense of through the inherent skills of the participants. The
production of these activities relies on the participants’ skills in the domain, in this case in
operating a transportation service, revealed and made intelligible through the everyday
interactional competencies of the participants.

In this instance, several individuals with a range of disparate interests and concerns
come together in a variety of ways to accomplish various tasks and activities. It involves
participants who have been working together for several hours in the same control room
and have worked together before, and other participants, engineers and callers who have
more temporary relationships with the personnel in the control room. These participants are

                                                          
1 Further background is given in Luff (1997) and Heath and Luff (forthcoming)
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both co-presently located in the control room and in various, perhaps even unknown
locations, outside. The collaboration between them can appear to be straightforward, as
when one colleague talks to another about a particular train or happening on a computer
screen, or more diffuse, as when one is found to be attending to the details of another’s
conduct. Hence, it would be hard either to circumscribe relevant ‘groups’ involved in the
various activities or the collaborative activities being undertaken. Both the participation in
any particular activity and the nature of the participation appear to be continually in flux.
For a moment individuals can come together to focus on a common object and artefact, and
yet the resources they rely on to achieve this make use of prior understandings of the
activities of colleagues in the domain. Similarly, whilst they may be collaborating over
some activity with a colleague they may also be attending to other ongoing events in the
local domain. As with the dealing room and other settings we have considered, individuals
and ‘groups’ then not only participate in different ways with each other, for example,
overhearing, overseeing or monitoring the activities of others, but can also participate in
multiple ways in different activities.

6. Implications for Requirements

Common to both the aims of developers of groupware and community support systems
is the requirement to support groups of individuals in some form of collaboration. Although
it may be considered useful to focus on the kinds of support necessary for more ‘diverse
and amorphous groups’ of people, the instances considered in this paper reveal just how
diverse and amorphous collaborative activities can be in circumscribed work settings.
Remote individuals can call up on the phone and engender a range of types of participation
from various individuals within a local environment. The talk can be overheard by others
and it may require some explicit involvement from another colleague which may, in turn,
necessitate some focused collaboration over an artefact. For a brief moment, several
individuals can come together, deal with a problem and then disperse to engage in other
activities. This coming together being accomplished by the collaborative production of talk,
shifts in orientation and other visual and vocal conduct. Moreover, even when engaged in
apparently individual tasks, they can be sensitive to the involvements of others; their talk,
visual conduct and activities with artefacts. Such collaboration can appear disparate and
amorphous; it emerges through the ongoing interactions of participants. Hence, it may be
that the requirements of groupware, systems to support communities and CSCW may not
be that distinct.

It may, of course, not be appropriate to replicate the ways in which individuals
collaborate and participate with each other in co-present interactions; though many of the
recent technological solutions currently have a flavour of this. ‘Embodiments’ are provided
with the ability to ‘point’ within the local environments, to turn and move towards other
embodiments and in closer proximity ‘hear’ and ‘speak’ to each other. It is difficult, even
with the inclusion of video images, for such solutions to provide the kinds of resources
available and utilised by participants in co-present interactions. It may be that more novel
developments are possible. However, despite the many proposals for new ‘spaces’ for work
and interaction and the oft-cited hopes of radically transforming the ways in which we
currently participate in activities, it is hard to conceive the resources individuals will utilise
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in such envisionments. Indeed, in both the proposals for new collaborative and interactional
technologies and in those systems currently being developed, the actual resources provided
to individuals can appear remarkably crude, relying on participants engaging in explicit
activities at the interface in order to accomplish quite simple activities. Nevertheless,
before proposing a radical transformation in the way we interact and collaborate it would
seem prudent to consider the nature of the activity one wishes to transform.

In trying to outline some requirements for technologies to support interaction and
collaboration it is worth reviewing some of the interactional resources utilised by the
participants in the settings considered so far. Even if a technology was developed that
aimed to support resources of this kind, it would no doubt transform the interactional
practices of the users in some way. Moreover, identifying requirements from such studies is
problematic. The demands on an analyst in trying to warrant a particular analyses of
interaction are quite different to those of a designer or requirement engineer aiming to
develop some novel technology (Jirotka and Wallen, forthcoming). Indeed, it is uncertain
whether strong warrants can be given for developed requirements, or whether such a
commitment is appropriate. Any requirements identified would better be considered as
provisional, being part of an iterative design process, needing testing, prototyping and
experimentation with various options and trade-offs identified by the analysis.
Nevertheless, it is useful to outline the interactional resources that are apparent from the
three settings considered above and from recent workplace studies undertaken by ourselves
and others.
• Talk. Critical to the accomplishment of collaborative activities is the production and

intelligibility of talk. Participants are sensitive to the timing of talk, its pacing, pauses in
its delivery and even changes to the pitch and contour in its production. From such
resources participants can make sense of and draw inferences concerning the speaker’s
conduct. Particular features in talk, positioned at relevant moments, can draw a
participant into an interaction, demand a response or a particular kind of response and
maintain alignments to an ongoing activity.

• Body Movement and Orientation. Participants can produce and make sense of delicate
changes to body orientation, subtle shifts of glances and movements towards particular
domains. An individual can remain oriented to an object whilst glancing to another
domain or co-participant. Co-participants not only discriminate these, but make use of
them in the production of appropriate next activities.

• Gestures and Pointing. These can be delicately designed and mark out critical features
and aspects in a collaboration, for example, in the development of an ‘iconic’ gesture,
where a certain matter is illustrated through the hand and body movement. Critical,
however, to their intelligibility is their production with respect to the ongoing talk. Their
initiation, shaping and development is both tied to the talk, and also to the participation
of the recipient.

• Engagement in Multiple Activities. Individuals can be engaged in more than one
activity with different co-participants. Their participation in these may be of different
kinds, and their footing to each may be marked or discriminated for their colleagues. For
example, participants whilst taking a phone call may break away from it to engage in a
conversation with a colleague, marking this juncture not only for the remote caller, but
for the co-present co-participant.
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• Double Duty Activities. Apparently simple activities and utterances can be produced
simultaneously for different participants. A shouted question or remark may not only
select a particular recipient in a local domain but also make others in the setting aware
of an ongoing activity. Similarly a reply can self-select a respondent and display to
others that the matter is being dealt with.

• Peripheral Participation. Participants frequently adopt orientations which allow them to
monitor, oversee and overhear the conduct of others. When they are engaged in
seemingly individual activities, participants may be sensitive to the conduct of others,
even designing those activities with respect to the activities of colleagues.

• Use of Artefacts. Critical to the accomplishment of collaborative activities is the use of
artefacts. Artefacts and features of artefacts are not only a key resource utilised within
interaction, but also emerging talk and visual conduct may only be made sense of with
respect to the details of the current state of the objects. Hence, having access to the
artefact and a colleague’s orientation to that artefact is critical to the accomplishment of
collaborative activities. Objects may be brought into the interaction only momentarily,
and their sense and relevance understood with regard to the ongoing talk and to the
emergent natural history of events.

 These are merely some of the more straightforward interactional resources which
participants rely on in collaborative work. It would be hard, even with the sophisticated
video and distributed computer systems currently available, to support the delicacy and
sensitivity of such practices. Nevertheless, they may point to some rather straightforward
requirements for technologies to support real-time interaction and collaboration. No doubt,
in choosing amongst the following there are trade-offs which have to be made, and in
developing particular solutions developers may undermine critical resources on which
participants depend. Pointing out some of these critical resources may thus be useful when
considering the transformations that are likely to be required of potential users.

 It may be worthwhile re-emphasising the need to consider the activities of users even in
systems that are designed to be open to adaptation. However, it appears curious that the
activities that community support systems are intended to support are so unclear. This may
be because developers of community support systems wish to deploy technologies that
transform the way in which individuals communicate or just let new forms of
communication emerge through the use of these systems. However, in such cases it may be
more important to ensure that the technology does offer support for the activities that these
systems do offer - that is for the establishment and maintenance of forms of
communication. In this light, though the following requirements may seem more pertinent
to sophisticated developments in groupware and community support systems, for example
CVEs and other virtual interaction spaces, they may also be a starting point for considering
the support that more conventional technologies could give to collaborative activities and
interaction.
• First, it should be noted that talk frequented is related to some object or artefact. Hence,

resources are required that allow individuals to commonly refer within interaction to
objects and the details of these objects;

• talk should be available synchronously with the resources for performing activities,
whether these are for altering the orientations of individuals or for manipulating objects.
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• the sequential organisation of talk should be preserved. The ordering, and if possible, the
pacing of turns of talk by participants needs to be maintained.

• the technology should afford a flexibility in the movements of the participants. Users
may need easily to adjust their orientation with respect to others and objects. They
should not only be able to adopt different orientations with respect to an object (cf.
maintaining a body orientation whilst glancing elsewhere), but these must be apparent to
co-participants.

• if the technology is to support the delicate movement into focused collaboration between
participants this movement should itself be achieved collaboratively through the
technology. A participant should be able to make use of the previous conduct of a
colleague as a resource to produce an appropriate next sequential activity.

• the technology should allow for subtle discriminations to be made in the talk.
Participants are sensitive to pauses and delays in talk. They also can be sensitive to
changes in the tone and direction of speech.

• the technology should allow for different formats in the production of talk, for example,
allowing for broadcasts, selected audiences, overhearers etc.

• the technology should allow for a range of gestures to be made with respect to artefacts.
Note, that the impact of these may not be so much in their design but how they can be
made visible to co-participants.

Together these suggest that developers at least consider, if not focus on, the resources
that are produced through talk and the activities that surround artefacts. This may appear
strange given the attention that has recently been devoted to developing video support for
collaborative work, supplements to text-mediated communication or for those systems that
make use of sophisticated graphics, for example those that provide embodiments of
individuals. As can be seen from the instances above, talk provides a delicate range of
resources for establishing, maintaining and differentiating distinct forms of participation.
Therefore, talk or more accurately interaction, is itself a collaborative activity which
developers of community support systems may need to consider, either to support through
the technology or as a resource for novel designs and enhancements. Of particular interest
are those through which interactions about and around artefacts are accomplished. What
appears to be required, both for video-related technologies and for other collaborative
virtual environments, is a focus on the ways of supporting artefact-centred activities.

7. Summary

Novel forms of technology suggest the possibility of new interaction where
geographically distributed groups of individuals can interact together. However, such
technology has also raised questions of exactly how people come together in those spaces
to participate in various activities. It appears that even when the aims of the technology are
to transform the very ways in which individuals work and interact, the resources used in the
design still rely on some model, either implicit or explicit, of ordinary social interaction.
We hope to have revealed, through just a few instances of everyday interaction, how
complex and subtle ordinary participants’ resources are for accomplishing collaborative
activities.
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In order to illustrate the type of detail that may be of interest to designers, we have
reviewed studies that reveal the mundane, yet precise details of how people collaborate in
these settings; details that are concerned with the timing and coordination of activities. The
findings reveal how participation in activities emerges through the use of co-present
interactional resources, for example, through talk and visual conduct, and by access to
artefacts such as paper and electronic documents. On occasions when two or more people
come together, each individual can draw upon various forms of talk, outlouds, questions
oriented to another, and various body orientations, to move into focused interaction.
However, and more importantly, collaboration emerges through the sequential nature of
activities; the delicate and sensitive ways in which one activity is made sense of in relation
to a prior and is utilised and provides a foundation for the next.

The studies suggest that even in simple work settings, participants with different rights
and responsibilities come together momentarily, from a range of standpoints and
collaborate in some activity. This collaboration may appear momentary, bringing together
participants with a variety of skills and concerns. However, even a momentary point at a
document or a glance at a screen is immersed within the ongoing interaction, made sense of
with respect to the talk and visual conduct of colleagues. If just some of this sensitivity and
delicacy, and if some common-sense skills and practices can be supported by a novel
technology, then that technology would be a radical and innovative contribution to the
development of tools to support collaborative work.
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1.  Introduction

Recently, in a variety of electronic communities, many types of information
sources and services specific for the community have become available. These
communities extend beyond countries and languages, and information exchange
among people with different cultures, circumstances and organizational ways is
popular.

It is sometimes difficult for residents in such a community to find suitable
information sources and services in a short time for realistic use. This is mainly
because vast information is stored in a non-structured form on networks and there are
poor retrieval tools for finding heterogeneous information. Moreover, most people
have little experience with information retrieval on networks, and information on
networks changes frequently.

Abstract.  Recently, in electronic community, information retrieval
and communication have bcome popular among people with different
cultures, variety of circumstances and organization in electronic
communities. However, it is sometimes difficult to find suitable
information and services in a short enough time for real use, because
quality of information on internet is not unified and quantity of
information is enormous on internet.

In this paper, we discuss communication issues in electronic
communities, especially asymmetrical communication between
experienced experts and residents with less information. These are
two view points: 1) Retrieving Heterogeneous Information Sources,
and 2) Integrating Heterogeneous Information Sources.

Moreover, we propose an effective communication method that
combines synchronous communication and synchronous
communication to perform N:M communication. The proposed
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There are two approaches to finding a solution for this problem. One is to edit
information. Most network information is not structured, and sometimes it is not
edited properly for retrieval.

In the other approach, it is reasonable to find a suitable retrieval expert and acquire
the satisfactory information by communication with the expert. There are two types of
communication with an expert, synchronous and asynchronous communication.
Synchronous communication tends to restrict the expert’s time, so when there are few
experts, it is necessary to alternately use these two types of communication.
 In this paper, we discuss issues of electronic community from the view point of
communication between members who have different amounts of knowledge and
experience, that is the expert and the resident with less knowledge. We mainly discuss
the following points:
   1) Retrieving Heterogeneous information Sources, and
   2) Integrating Heterogeneous Information Sources.
  Moreover, we propose a consultation method that enables smooth communication
between members who have different amounts of knowledge and experience with
both combination of synchronous and asynchronous communication. The proposed
method can properly utilize the expert’s time and satisfy the user.

2. Problem of Gathering Information from Heterogeneous
    Sources in an Electronic Community
   
  A vast volume of information is stored in networks these days, but it is difficult for
the typical person to search for proper information on a network. There is a big
information gap in quality and quantity between people who provide information and
people who search for information. There are three reasons.
1) Unstructured information storage on network
  This is mainly because vast of information is stored in a non-structured form and
there are poor retrieval tools for finding heterogeneous information. People provide
information from their own view point on a network, and sometimes people with less
experience edit information so the information is provided with poor structure. It is
difficult not only to search for the proper information but also to understand the
information.
2) Instability and Diversity of Information Source

The quality and quantity of information sent to a network is quite different from the
environment and the intention of the sender. Deciding the preciseness or quality of the
information should fully depend on the people who provide the information.

However, key factors about the information are usually not clear for the people
who search for the information, so it is difficult for the user to make use of the
difference. If key factors about the information, such as the date of publication,
preciseness and presentation format, are not clear to the user, the information is of no
use for the user because people can not use information without knowing these key
factors. The information may be formed with some special viewpoint or may have
quite relevance to the user. Information on networks also changes every day. Many
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homepages disappear without any notice, and do not reappear.
3ÒHeterogeneous Characters in Community
   It is difficult to understand information stored in a network from a different
culture and circumstance so the user must determine the exact information for his use.
The user must check the domain, ontology, and re-structuring of the information. It is
necessary for the user to combine asynchronous communication for the retrieval of
information of stored information with synchronous communication.
4) Difficulty in Communication
  It is also difficult for expert and resident to communjicate because of the following
two reasons.
  a) Difference of Task Features
     The information retrieval task may be non-structued for the resident but not for
the expert. The expert has a specialized dictionary and can access exact information
from the given information using the dictionary.
  b) Multitask Situation
     It is sometimes necessary to use knowledge of multiple expert to find exact
information. In addition, to save the time of expert, it is desirable for the expert to
correspond with many questioners at one time. However, we don’t have sufficient
information search tools for the expert to conduct multi-conversations as he wishes.

3. Concept and Structure of Interactive Consultation for
    Gathering Information

   Here, we discuss the issues mentioned above for the proposal of a remote
consultation system as an example of a communication system among members in a
community.

3.1  Purpose of Interactive Consultation

  An interactive remote services system provides a wide range of public services to
residents from expert staffs in a variety of fields.(Fig. 1)
Three types of services are provided in the system;
   a) Information services by remote servers
   b) Transaction services by remote servers
   c) Consultation service by expert staff at distant locations

Usually, residents receive unmanned service through a special terminal or PC at
home, but the resident contacts with the expert in a central office at distant locations
connected through the network when he can not find out what he needs. Through the
communication with the expert, the resident finds the needed information and
knowledge of using the information.
In the example of an insurance company, information such as catalog, procedure,
location, etc. is provided. During the operation, the customer has procedures for
acceptance and processing, and then uses tele-consultation by an expert clerk if
the self operation service is not satisfactory (Fig. 2).
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3.2  Strategy for Tele-Service Providing
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  We try to extend this group-ware system to support a community. For this purpose,
we analyze each step in the process of consultation. Roughly speaking, the

consultation process consists of four steps.
  They are (1) Information Provided by Self-operation, (2) Self-operation Pre-
Consultation, (3) Consultation by Expert Clerks,  (4) Processing Procedures by
Servers / Clerks (Fig.3). In the first step, the customer searchs the information by self-
operation at the customer terminal. If there is any problem, the customer uses tele-
consultation by expert staff. Our system sets the intermediate step between these two
steps, that is, when the expert staff intervene in the customer operation. Our system
supports a smooth transition among different tele-service stages.

3.3 Information Exchange between people in heterogeneous community

In the first step, we suppose a situation of information exchange where the
information is transferred between two heterogeneous communities. We think the
exchange and sharing information is not easy directly from our experience with a
consultation system, and also because of the reasons mentioned before.(Fig. 4) This is
partially because of the heterogeneous character, i.e., different knowledge domain,
ontology and procedural structure. In addition, the information source in a community
is diverse, dispersive and dynamically changing.

To overcome this problem, we propose a two phase edit method, post-edit and pre-
edit (Fig. 5). In a conventional media, information is edited by a professional editor,
so the user easily and safely use the information because the editor guarantees the
quality and preciseness of the information with a standard degree. However, a variety
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of people send information on a network,, and there is no editor between the

information sender and information user.
  We propose to set editors between the information sender and information user, and
we believe there should be two types of editor for information exchange on a network

Fig. 4  Communication between People in Heterogeneous community

Fig.5  Communication between People in Heterogeneous community
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because it may be difficult for one editor to know everything about the information
sender and information user.

In the two phase edit method, one editor learns the characteristics of the
information sender and the other editor learns the characteristics of the information
user. Thus, the information of community A is transferred to community B through
two types of editing (Fig. 5).

In the pre-edit phase in community A, the editor in community A structures of the
community information and edits the content for common use. Then in the post-edit
phase, the editor in community B classifies and edits the information processed in
community A for only the community B user.

As an example of pre-editing, we developed “Theater” which helps people pre-edit
community information in the style of a thesaurus. The objective of “Theater” is to
provide relevant terms for a network search. It provides co-occurrent data as well as
usual broader and narrower terms and provides maintenance function for community
users as well as customization function for each user. An example of the “Theater” for
an internet search is shown Fig. 6. In this example, “Theater” helps the user for
finding suitable key words in his search in use of co-occurrent relation among key
words as well as standard thesaurus.

By using “Theater”, people are able to dynamically create thesaurus. The main
point of our method is that this co-occurrent relation is community-specific. The key

features of the community will be reflected on the co-occurrence relation, so people

Fig. 6  User Interface by Theater
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outside of the community will able to predict the key words concerning what they
want to know.

 In addition to the change in a community, that is, when a new document is added
or created, this relation should be maintained. Looking at the history of change in a
community may give some insight of the community change to the people outside the
community.
  As an example of post-editing, we also developed extended version of “Zooworks”,
which helps people post-edit the community information. Zooworks organizes and
shares community information in a style that automatically records and indexes all
sites and text visited with a Web browser (Fig.7). It uses a folder paradigm to
categorize URLs and also allows the sharing of URLs. It allows for user to execute
searches by keyword, dates, and search process. Extended version of ZooWorks helps

users find, categorize and characterize the “previously visited URLs”.
    

3.4  Cooperation between Human expert and System for service

  Cooperation between expert and system is very important in the consultation
system,, because the time of the expert is usually restricted and the service ability and
flexibility of the system is also limited. When residents ask all questions to experts
and experts provide all services, it is difficult for resident to contact the expert at any
time.
  There are three patterns of communication in the consultation system (Fig. 8):
   a) communication between heterogeneous group,
   b) N:1 communication, and
   c) succession of communication.
  In our system, the communication between expert and resident is that between a
heterogeneous group. A staff member sometimes corresponds to multiple (N)
residents at a time. Also, a resident can not get all the information needed from one
staff member, so a succession of communication is necessary.

Here, we propose a concept for coordination in the consultation system, that is, the
expert and system give service in one body. Conventional cooperation between
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Fig. 7   Basic Idea of “Zooworks”
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human and system is where the computer performs simple exercises and fixes the
form of consultation, and experts share flexible and complicated consultation. The
time of the human expert is expensive, so human expert only responds to flexible and
complicated questions of many residents (Fig. 9).
  In addition to the behavior of the human expert and the system in a conventional
concept, our concept has the following,

  1) Human expert assists communication between resident and system.
  2) System assists communication between resident and human expert.
  3) Human expert and system communicate with resident in turns to save the time of
the human expert .(Fig. 10)
 To achieve function 3), the expert and system respond to one resident in turns, but
they must not let the resident find any difficulty in consultation, so smooth succession
of communication with the resident. To perform this function, the expert and system
share ongoing information on the consultation.

3.5 Three Characteristics of Communication

  Here, the three communication functions mentioned before are described.
1) Communication between Heterogeneous Group (human expert and residents)
   The objective of this function is to construct a satisfactory solution for the resident
and save the time of the expert. To perform this function, we adopt a non-symmetric
display and let the computer control the input, that is, the system has a consultation
scenario.

 Fig. 8  Communication Patterns in Consultation System
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2) N:1 Communication (Expert and N Residents)
   The objective of this function is to provide just in time service, that is, necessary

timing, necessary consultation, and an appropriate expert. To perform this function,

resident Terminal Staff
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 and complicated consultation

Clerkless Lobby

Fig. 9  Typical Cooperation between Human and System in service
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Fig. 10  Our Cooperation between Human and System for service
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we adopt a real time observation of the resident's behavior and their operation log.
3) Succession of Communication between Homogeneous Group (M Experts)
   The objective of this function is to save the time of the experts and not to satisfy
the resident. To perform this function, human experts share information such as the
consultation log. their memorandum, and the communication history between the
resident and the system.

4.  Supporting System of Remote Consultation

4.1  Requirements of System

  Here, we discuss the requirements, which the communication features stated above
need to satisfy in order to support trouble-free consultation. We observe an example
of asymmetrically cooperative work, in which the participants have differing roles
in Hutchins’ work [2]. In this research, the following two requirements are noted for
trouble-free cooperative work:
(1) Overlap in the scope of the participants’ knowledge

This enables one participant to take the part of another participant when  needed.
(2) The observation scope:

This means that each participant is within the scope of another’s participant’s
observation. This enables one participant to be aware of the need to help another.

   In remote consultation, the consulting staff have a specialist’s knowledge and
ontology in the field related to the consultation. They also have knowledge on how to
use the remote consultation system. In other words, the consulting staff’s knowledge
is inclusive of the customers’ knowledge. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the
consulting staff to be appreciative of the other side’s (customer’s) role. The remote
consultation system needs to have functionality to enable the support staff to take over
a customer’s operation.
  Let us examine the observation scope. As stated above, the consulting staff also
need to be able to take on the role of the customer. Therefore, the remote consultation
system must have functionality to enable the staff to observe a customer’s situation so
that the staff can be aware of the need to help the customer.

4.2  Additional Functions Supporting Asymmetrical Communication

(1) Additional functions (Tele-operation, Tele-monitoring and Input-control )
   Tele-monitoring, Tele-operating, and Input-control are functions, that support the
expert staff in taking the initiative during a remote consultation. This functions are
designed to aid customers who are having problems in completing a remote
consultation.
 We propose that the consulting staff take the initiative during a consultation. The
tele-monitoring function would permit the consulting staff to monitor a customer's
terminal without the customer’s request. Furthermore, a tele-operating function would
enable the expert staff to guide the customer through the various procedures by
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remotely operating the customer's terminal.
  If a customer is confused by the procedures directed by the terminal, the remote
consultation system enables staff to rapidly respond to the situation. One approach to
enable one person to remotely monitor the situation of the other person involves the
techniques to provide not only a detailed view (such as a standard videophone link)
but also a "global view" [3]. This technique enables staff to comprehend the situation
around the customer but does not provide information on the customer's terminal.
However, the tele-monitoring function can provide the expert staff such information
so that they can fully understand the stage of the operation where the customer is
having difficulty. The staff would not need to explain the procedures to the customer,
as the tele-operation function would enable the staff to remotely complete the
operations as the customer wishes.
  In the TV Conference system, it is difficult to see the reaction of other side, and
this feature makes it difficult to intervene during the other side’s. This feature
sometimes causes redundant communication because both sides feel difficulty
intervening the speech of the other side.

To overcome this problem, we developed a switching function that includes a
control for the right to speak. The system detects the operation of a customer or staff,
and it switches the right to speak according to the consultation scenario. It also it
notices both customer and staff when they go to the next step after switching the right
to speak, so the customer has to stop speaking.
(2)  Overview of the remote consultation system
  We designed a prototype remote consultation system as shown in Figure 1. It is
composed of a single customer terminal and a single consultation staff terminal for
use in financial services. Each terminal has a video-conferencing subsystem as
videophone for remote conversation. The system provides the following services.
(a) Information service: customers can obtain information directly from the terminal.
(b) Consultation service: customers can consult with consulting staff via videophone.
  Customers can simultaneously use these services. The consulting staff only
participate in the remote consultation service.

4.3  Evaluation

  This remote consultation system is now in practical use in the financial services
field. We have investigated how the tele-operating function is being used. The finding
of which are as follows:
(1) Changing the page displayed on a customer’s terminal to that needed by the

customer.
   This need was observed when a customer called the support staff because of
confusion on how to use the terminal in order to see a particular page. The customer
explained the service he wanted to the support staff who changed the page displayed
on the customer’s terminal for the customer. The customer could then continue to use
the information services as before.
(2) Displaying explanations on the customer’s terminal

This case arose when the staff needed to explain information to a customer using
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the pages contained in the information service. The support staff, who had already
initiated dialog with the customer, could also take control of the customer’s
terminal to aid in explanation by using information displayed on the customer’s
terminal.

  We analyzed the consultation process into four phases: preparation phase, issues
explanation phase, consultation phase and termination phase. This made it clear that
the proposed function is most effective at the consultation phase because in the
consultation process there often is a step where the staff directs the operation to the
customer, and this step is greatly improved by the proposed function.

5.  Conclusion

  In this paper, we have proposed a method for information exchange between
residents with an information gap in quality and quantity. We have discussed the
characteristics of information exchange in an electronic community and clarified the
issues. We then proposed a remote consultation system to facilitate the smooth
operation of the system. The functions have been implemented in a system for the
financial services field, and we have evaluated the effectiveness of the functions in
practical everyday use. It has been suggested that an effective means of supporting
remote consultation would enables the consulting staff to take control of the
customer’s terminal so the staff can initiate the consultation.
  In our experiment, the characteristics of a TV conference were made clear. We find
many usable features in it despite the lack of information compared with face-to-face
communication and the lack of direct manipulation with articles on the other side.
Examples include changing the viewpoint giving an intensive impression, changing
the background, voice and image, and being able to record the communication log
  By using a teleconference system, we can change our view, and this means we can
get the viewpoint of the person we are talking to and take the view of an outsider who
watches the conversation. This means a new possibility of “avata”, for example, if
your avata wears clothes specific to your community, how do people feel about the
difference of characteristics in your community.
I would like to clarify these points clear in future work. Also, the social and
psychological effects of our system should be made clear from the view point of
human –agent collaboration
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Abstract. Communities distributed in time cannot interact directly.  I propose
that they can form and interact through histories recorded with digital informa-
tion.  The field of interaction history is defined and examples of tools built to
help a communal process (social navigation) are shown.  Ways in which these
tools can aid the formation of certain kinds of communities are described.

1 Introduction

Communities are, for the purposes of this paper, groups of people with shared interests
or similar problems who interact for reasons of mutual benefit.  This interaction can be
as simple as friendly support or as detailed as patients in a community of disease-sur-
vivors who relate entire treatment regimes to each other.

Digital communities are widely acknowledged to be less stable and more fluid than
physical communities [16].  People enter and exit more easily, and communities form
and dissolve with much greater rapidity than in the physical world.  If one’s goal is a
long-lived and stable virtual counterpart to the physical community, this is a problem.
However, we are interested in a different sort of community, one which is formed
around a specific set of problems or set of similar interests.  If the problems are solved
or the members’ interests change and they choose to move on that is not a problem.

We also consider our community members to be distributed in time as well as in
space; as such they may never communicate directly.  The usual CSCW 2x2 diagram is
shown in Figure 1 with some example tools that fit three of the four combinations.  In
the fourth, unlabeled combination — different time, same place — we find an opportu-
nity to use interaction history tools for problem-oriented communities.

Figure 1 — Distribution of community tools
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Interaction history is the record of people and objects involved together in an effort.
Interaction histories may contain many different kinds of information, as described in
the next two sections.  Digital information lacks history.  It lacks the texture and depth
and richness that comes from being used by many hands over much time.  Where the
physical world is rich with cues and montages that we take advantage of constantly,
our data remains sterile.  When we open a word processing document or visit a web
site it is as though we were the first and only people ever to handle this data. Contrast
this with a borrowed book or a lived-in house; both are rich with the markers of previ-
ous use and these markers (the dog-eared pages, the padded arch of a low doorway)
serve as pointers and help us make better use of the information and the space.

I am investigating how interaction history can be used in digital information.  My
chosen domain is social navigation — the process of using cues from other people to
help you find information and potentially to more fully understand what it is that you
have found.  Social navigation is a prototypical same-place/different-time problem.
People leaving a record of their past interactions become guides for newcomers to the
community space.

2 Interaction History

The histories of interaction with objects are the accumulated records of past actions,
with emphasis on sequences of actions, relationships of elements on which the user has
acted, and the resulting structures.  History modifies an object’s state, but not just any
accumulation of state modifications are interesting history.

The modifications or additions that make up interaction history affect not just the
object but our perceptions of, and uses for, the object.  For example, near the end of
1997 news stories began appearing indicating that certain artworks in American
museum collections had been plundered by the Nazis [19].  This bit of history did not
change the objects themselves; instead it changed our perceptions of them.  What had
been done in the past changed our ideas on how to treat the objects in the present.

We use interaction history information daily in the physical world.  Objects often
carry their histories with them, as in the examples of the dog-eared book and padded
doorframe above.  Physical objects often change in response to use: brass shows a
patina where human sweat and friction have been applied, stone stair treads show cur-
vatures worn by thousands of shoes passing over them, etc.  We make use of these
traces, often without conscious thought, as when we let a book fall open to a particular
page because it has been opened to this page often in the past.

The goal of our project is to find ways to make interaction history information as
easily and naturally available in the digital world as it is in the physical.  This effort is
inspired by original work done by Hill and Hollan in the early 90s [4][6].

3 Dimensions of History

The first part of the problem is to characterize the problem space.  We use six dimen-
sions to describe the area we mean by “interaction history.”  These dimensions
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describe a large set of possible forms of history and many possible systems which
could be built.  In the real world, objects typically show several forms of history at the
same time; it is an open question at this point which forms of history will be most ben-
eficial to communities.

3.1 Dimension 1 — Visibility of Purpose

Purpose relates to why something was done.  Some forms of history show only what
was done but give no reasons.  A later user must infer the reasons, if they are impor-
tant.  At the other end of the spectrum, some forms of history show “why it was done”
so that we understand motivation, but not what happened.

In the physical world, we might see that the pages of a book have been selectively
dog-eared, but not understand why.  Alternatively, we might know that our colleague
uses this technique to mark pages from which he wants to draw quotations, but not see
which quotes had been extracted.  In the digital realm, we could imagine a collabora-
tive editing tool which would allow users to see what text had been removed by others,
but not why.  A different interface could allow authors to attach rules explaining why
they made changes so that co-authors could see the notes.

3.2 Dimension 2 — Rate/Form of Change

History moves forward, building as more interactions take place.   However, there are
also two other processes occurring at the same time.  One is “fading,” the other is
“obscuring.”  In a fading process, history-rich objects are replaced, people move on
taking organizational memory with them, and history is discarded because it is no
longer important or lost because people forget and there is no longer a record to remind
them.  In an obscuring process, records of new interactions cover up old ones.  History
is often layered and while this layering often gives a richness, it also covers up.

Fading can be characterized as a decay function, much as we talk about decay func-
tions for signals.  Both the accretion and decay functions will vary in any history-rich
interface.  A key benefit of modeling interaction history explicitly in digital systems
will be to help users distinguish discarding from forgetting.

3.3 Dimension 3 — Degree of Permeation

Permeation is the degree to which interaction history is a part of history-rich objects.
History may be inseparable from the object, as in the worn-stairs example, or it may be
completely separate, as in the stolen-art example.  In a history-rich interface, we must
decide how closely to link the objects of interaction and the history information.

In most cases, the history information must be kept peripheral, as it should be an
enhancement to the user’s task environment.  If interacting with the history informa-
tion becomes a central focus, we have probably changed the task too much.  An appro-
priate analogy here is to a painting: the painting may be appreciated for what it is
alone, or it may be framed.  A good frame will enhance our interaction with the pic-
ture; it complements our looking.  Interaction history is like the frame; the picture is
the information to which the history relates.
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3.4 Dimension 4 — Personal versus Social

History can be intimate to a person — what have I done?  Or it can be social — what
has been done here?  Many tools focus on personal histories; for  example, the facili-
ties within web browsers that allow users to see and revisit sites they have been to in
the recent past.  Group histories are more rare but, we believe, more valuable because
most problem-solving tasks are collaborative in nature.  One of the primary benefits of
interaction history is to give new users the benefit of seeing what was tried in the past.

The other value of group history is that it promotes organizational learning.  While
it is true that organizations cannot learn unless individuals within the organization
learn, it is also true that if the learning is confined to individuals then it cannot benefit
the group as a whole.

3.5 Dimension 5 — Active versus Passive

Most interaction history is passive; it is recorded and made available without conscious
effort.  When we prop open a cookbook so that we can read the recipe while our hands
are busy, we do not think of ourselves as recording our favorite recipes. But that is,
passively, what we are doing.  We could actively record the same information and we
often do, but this takes additional thought and effort.  Unfortunately, the “good stuff”
may be in the active history.  Just as we may make many editing changes to a docu-
ment (passive history) before committing a new version to a repository (active history)
we often find that people take the time to record history because they feel it is impor-
tant. The challenge for history-rich interfaces is to find a good balance, allowing his-
tory to be passively collected while still capturing enough of the right data.

3.6 Dimension 6 — Kind of Information

There are an infinite variety of kinds of interaction history information that can be cap-
tured.  What kinds of information are available are, to a large degree, dependent on the
purpose of the observer.  For example, a doorknob may show a particular pattern of
wear accumulated over time, which may be important to someone interested in affor-
dances (that is, how people have handled the knob).  Alternatively, someone interested
in the history of the building might take note of whether the knob was made of expen-
sive brass or cheap aluminum.

One of the key distinctions in kind of history information is accumulation versus
sequence.  Some forms of history accrete, and are represented as changes in the state
of an object; some forms are sequential and make the sequence longer as more history
is added.  Think of the difference between the accumulated wear on a road versus the
added position fixes on a navigational chart.

Since we cannot possibly characterize all the kinds of information available, we use
the following framework to organize this dimension.  It focuses on the uses to which
interaction history might be put.  The framework is intended to be usable in two direc-
tions.  The first takes the approach of looking at the kind of information available
(grouped loosely into “who,” “what,” “how,” and “why”) and asserts tasks or problems
for which that kind of interaction history information would be valuable.  Conversely,
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one could start with a particular problem in mind and see what kind(s) of interaction
history should be captured to help with that problem.

• Knowing “what”
- search for value
- reassurance
- guidance
- reduction of clutter

That is, we identify four distinct uses for “what” information.  Knowing what was
done can be useful if users are searching for value, particularly among clutter.  The
underlying assumption is that users will converge on solutions which satisfice; that is,
which are good enough given the constraints of time, knowledge and resources.  Inter-
action history provides the kinds of guidelines that are so valuable in satisficing.

Reassurance is a common concept.  Simply put, if I want to be reassured about what
I am doing, a record showing that someone has done it before can be reassuring in that
it tells me I am not alone.

Guidance is the process of directing someone in a task or journey.  Written direc-
tions can be guidance, and a record of what people have done before is also a form of
guidance.

Reduction of clutter is a way of referring to history’s organizing function.  What
was done provides structure and allows us to make sense of a mass of possibilities.  I
will argue (below) that history provides an extermalization of peoples’ mental models
and while any given user’s model may not precisely match with any others, it is still an
organizing framework to which one can react or relate.

• Knowing “who”
- companionability
- re-creation
- sociability
- authority

Knowing who has done something, or who is involved in the interaction history can be
important as well.  Companionability refers to our natural desire to do things with our
friends.  If I know what my friends have done I may be more likely to do it; conversely,
I may avoid doing what my enemies have done, unless I want to know how they see the
world.

This is related to sociability, our human tendency to do things in groups and to iden-
tify with groups even if no specific members of the group are present or known.  For
example, a Jew such as myself might have a greater interest in doing things if I know
they have been done by other Jews in the past, even if I don’t know the specific Jews
involved.

This is similar to re-creation, the desire to do again what someone famous has done
in the past.  People in the Boston area often follow the path of Paul Revere’s Ride
because they are seeking to recreate a famous historical event.  Americans might simi-
larly seek to sleep in a bed once slept in by George Washington.
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Knowing who has done something is also important for establishing authority and
possibly authenticity.  A margin note written in the author’s own handwriting may be
considered more relevant or authoritative than one written by an unknown reader.  In
some cases, authenticity and authority may be the same thing; for example, a baseball
can have a scrawl on it which looks like Babe Ruth’s signature, but unless the scrawl
was actually produced by Ruth it is probably worthless.

• Knowing “why”
- similarity of purpose
- goal discovery

Knowing why something was done can be important for two related reasons.  The first
and most common one is similarity of purpose.  That is, I may care a great deal about
something that was done by people with a goal similar to mine.  For example, knowing
that the pages in a reference book were dog-eared by someone writing a paper similar
to my current writing would be potentially important knowledge.

A rarer, but potentially more valuable, reason for knowing why interaction history
occurred is goal discovery, a form of serendipity.  I may be in the process of making an
addition to my house and knowing that the previous owner built up the flooring to
avoid rot from poor drainage could be very important.

• Knowing “how”
- naturalness

Finally, knowing how some bit of interaction history was done can be important for
issues of naturalness.  Objects afford certain ways of interaction; that is, they make
some interactions easier and some harder.  Doorknobs afford turning; door plates
afford pushing.  Knowing how someone used an object in the past can make it easier to
use in the present

4 Problem Domain

In order to investigate the possible forms of interaction history, we have chosen to
focus on the domain of social navigation.  That is, literally, using information from
others to help you find what you want.  I argue that social navigation leads to the for-
mation of problem-oriented communities, as described above.  These communities are
people trying to solve similar problems (in this case, find and understand similar
things) and looking to other community members for help.  This assistance is provided
in the form of records, or traces, of past actions.

Probably the most common form of social navigation is information recommenda-
tion, sometimes referred to as social filtering [14].  Information, usually in the form of
ratings, from other users is applied to help the current user.  This is done either by
selecting one or a few items from a large database of potentially recommendable items,
or by ordering, rating or filtering information items based on past ratings data.  Sys-
tems which fall into this category include the Bellcore video recommender [5], the
MIT Media Lab’s HOMR music-recommendation system [13], the Do-I-Care Agent
(DICA) for Web pages [15], and the Usenet news rating system GroupLens [11].
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Although this sort of recommendation is “navigation” in a sense, we are more inter-
ested in the literal problems of finding one’s way around.  We believe this task is an
appropriate one because it is an increasing problem in large information spaces such as
the World Wide Web and because it is a task which normally makes use of traces and
history information.  Hutchins’ book Cognition in the Wild [8] gives an elaborate
description both of the artifacts used in modern ship navigation and the particularly
social nature of the task.

To help in our Web-based social navigation task, we were inspired by three artifacts
common to many forms of navigation in the real world: maps, trails (or paths), and
signposts.  We are investigating how these tools can be made history-rich or used in a
history-rich interface.

5 Tools Built

As part of this project we have been developing prototypes associated with helping us
understand the issues around interaction history.  We have built several tools to use his-
tory in the display of navigation information.  Each of the tools represents a point in
the multidimensional space sketched out above.  The project, called Footprints — by
analogy with the footprints we leave in the physical world, involves deploying and
testing these tools in controlled situations and users’ normal browsing environments.

Footprints uses information from web server logs to see where users have gone, and
then processes that information into various displays.  Thus, all the prototypes so far
are “passive,” in that the user leaves history traces without any extra effort.  The next
version of the system, which should be deployed early in the spring, will allow users to
create signposts, an active form of history.  Signposts will also give users the chance to
leave more purposive information, such as why they navigated where they did and
should enable community members to communicate more directly with each other.

The kind of information gathered is a series of A->B transitions, where A and B are
World Wide Web documents and the transition is any navigation technique used by
people to get from document A to document B.  This is often clicking in their web
browser on a link embedded in the HTML of page A which takes them to page B, but
can also be typing in a URL or selecting a bookmark.  The system combines these sim-
ple transition pairs into more complex structures, such as:

That is, the document B and all documents used to reach it as well as all documents
reached from B.  The system also assembles linear sequences of transitions into trails,
as described below.

The first version of the system [17] used maps, as shown in Figure 2.  These maps
take the information about which pages at a Web site the user has visited and construct

A

B
C

D

E
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a directed graph representation: nodes are pages, and edges are traversals used to get
from one web page to another.

Figure 2  — Use Map of Agents Web Site

The map in Footprints is displayed using a hyperbolic geometry, in the style of
Lamping et al’s work at Xerox PARC [9].  Users can drag and rotate the objects in the
map to improve their view of any given part of it.  Links are color-coded to show the
relative flow of traffic.  The most heavily-used links are in red, the least heavily used
are in blue and intermediate levels of use are in shades of purple.

Not all pages at a site are represented in a  Footprints map; only those actually vis-
ited by users.  Edges, as noted above, may be created by users clicking on URLs within
the page, or by any other means, such as the user selecting a bookmark or typing in a
new URL.  In some ways, these “other” links are more interesting, in that they show
transitions between pages which do not exist in the HTML but which users feel are
appropriate for one reason or another.  This is an insight into users’ cognitive models
of how information should be related, a point which is addressed in more detail below.
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It is also one method by which community members can shape the information space
to be more to their liking.

Maps and other tools in this project are not merely representations, but are also
active navigation aids.  Users can single-click on any of the nodes to bring up the title
of the document represented by that node.  Double-clicking on a node brings up the
corresponding page in the user’s web browser.

Usage maps provide an interesting complement to the conventional quantitative
(hit-count) based methods of looking at Web traffic.  Interaction history maps show
sequence, obviously, but at a higher level they can be seen to expose the kinds of expe-
riences which users can get from a web site.  This information is useful for new com-
munity members who want to be able to see quickly and clearly what experiences an
information space has to offer.

Figure 3 shows two different kinds of experience within the same interaction history
map.  This particular map is taken from about three weeks’ worth of use of the Soft-
ware Agents Group web site.  The circled sets of node visits show the experiences.  We
have named these experiences for ease of reference, but have not developed an ontol-
ogy or taxonomy of possible experiences.

The first experience (upper right) I call “narrative” because it takes the form of a tra-
ditional story: tell me something, tell me something else, then tell me another thing,
with only minor diversions off the main thread for explanations of specific points.

This sort of experience works well for novice users, who want a slower-paced or
simpler introduction to material.  A user who preferred to dive right in might look
instead for a “storefront” experience, such as the one in the lower left of Figure 3.  In
this experience (as in the aisles of a store) there is a rich interconnection of items, with
no obvious natural sequence among them.  By making the experiences explicit we can
encourage people to join appropriate communities and to enter these communities at
places which are comfortable for them.

Experience information can also be valuable for  community designers.  Designers
can both look at an ongoing experience and can compare experiences based on
changes they make to the information presentation. Designers can and should give
thought to the kinds of experiences they want to provide for the community members
they seek to attract.   Any given presentation of a set of information will favor some
experiences and discourage others.

In many ways maps (and the trails discussed below) are a vast oversimplification of
the information used to create them.  An edge in a map shows which documents it con-
nects, the direction of travel, and the use of that transition path relative to other transi-
tions in the map.  It is possible to extract a wide variety of other history information
from the data and to show this additional information in the map representation or in
another form.  For example, mean and standard deviation numbers could be generated
for each link.  Links could be filtered and shown or not shown based on a number of
factors, such as similarity of purpose of past community members to the present user.
Additional uses such as these are presently being investigated.  We will return to this
issue in the Status section.
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Figure 3 — Narrative and Storefront Experiences

5.1 Version 2 — Trails and Annotations

Experiences in Web browsing are rarely confined to one site.  Therefore, our latest ver-
sion allows users to be followed across multiple web sites as they browse.  The result is
a set of trails of pages which are connected both directly (by links on the pages) and
indirectly (by other actions the user takes).  These trails are then compared to show rel-
ative levels of use.  The levels are also color-coded for ease of recognition.  As with
maps, shades from blue (lightly used) to red (heavily used) are intended to be sugges-
tive.  Nodes are again Web documents, and edges are transitions between them.

In order to help users identify which are the most and least-used trails, color-coded
words are placed next to the end nodes of trails based on their level of use. Users can
single-click on nodes to see their titles (thus the stair-step representation, which leaves
room for text display).  Double-clicking on a node brings it up in the corresponding
browser window.

However, the trails representation does not stay static as the map does.  When the
user moves to a new page, either by clicking on a node in the trails view, clicking on a
URL in the Web page, or typing in a URL, the trails view adjusts.  It always shows all
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and only the trails relevant to a given page.  For example, in [4], the user is on the page
listing the publications of the Software Agents group; this node is highlighted in black.

In this case (as in many others) there are a number of different trails which include
this page on them.  The system displays all that it knows about all the paths; however,
to minimize visual clutter and help give a sense of decisions, the system combines
trails which have a common starting point so that similar paths are shown merged.  For
example, imagine that the following sets of paths are in the database.

Then if the user was looking at page B, the representation would be:

The two representations of ‘D’ are not collapsed since they represent different paths
through the space.  The multiple representations of A and B are collapsed, however,
since their positions in the path space are identical.  If the user now selects page C, the
representation would change to:

The A->B->D->F path is removed because it is no longer relevant.  Other paths
containing page C (which do not also contain page B) would be shown if they were in
the database.

If we think of the map representation as the highest level in the sense that it over-
views a set of history information from a great virtual altitude point of view, then the
trails representation is slightly lower level.  The same interaction history information
as was shown on a map can also be shown in the trails; however, the trails separate out
the sequences.  In this sense, maps are a merged set of trails.  Annotations, presented
below, are a level below trails.

A->B->C->D
A->B->C->E
A->B->D->F

A
B

C

D
E

F

D

A
B

C

D
E
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Figure 4 — Trails showing degrees of use

The next example, Figure 5,  shows an interesting dichotomy in how people make
and use Web pages.  It shows two paths which include the home page of Pattie Maes,
who heads the Software Agents group.  In the more often used path (the bottom of Fig-
ure 5), people start at the “PowerGrid Journal” page.  This journal has reprinted an arti-
cle written by Maes [10], and in the Web version of the article, each page is given its
own Web page.  People who make it through the article are curious, and follow a link
from there to Maes’ home page.  Since their interest is in software agents, they then go
on to read about the Software Agents Group by visiting our group home page.

A different group of people start off searching for sites about software agents and
for some reason find themselves interested in the people who make such agents.  They
then follow a link to a page on our Web server which describes the people in our group,
including Maes.  These people, once they have gotten to her page, continue to be inter-
ested in her personally and visit her page of family pictures.

One of the hardest problems in classical information retrieval [12] is the question of
deciding what a document is “about.”  Various solutions, such as keywords, abstracts,
and machine-generated summaries have been tried, each with varying degrees of suc-
cess.  The more homogeneous a document is, the more likely these methods are to suc-
ceed.  Home pages on the Web are an uniquely bad data set for this kind of technique,
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because they are so diverse and so heterogeneous.  Even within a single person’s home
page there are likely to be a number of sections about quite different things.  Finding a
single thing which a home page (or even most Web pages) are “about” is a recipe for
failure.

Figure 5 — Who is Pattie Maes?

Interaction history solves this problem by allowing multiple senses of “about” to co-
exist.  In Figure 5, we see that Maes’ home page is in some sense about  Maes-the-
researcher and also in some sense about Maes-the-family-person.  This multiplicity is
natural in our everyday lives where we all play multiple roles, sometimes simulta-
neously.  Objects may have multiple uses: books can be doorstops or window props or
even hammers in the right situations.

In addition, these multiple senses can aid our understanding.  Earlier, I argued that
interaction history was valuable in part because it helped to provide context for infor-
mation to which users can navigate.  Figure 5 provides an example of this: we under-
stand much better who Maes is if we can see her not only as the leader of the Software
Agents Group, but also as a person.

5.2 On-board information: annotated pages

As noted above, one of the major aspects of interaction history is the degree to
which it is connected to the object itself.  The tools discussed so far — maps, lists and
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trails — all use windows separate from the user’s browser window.  We are also begin-
ning to experiment with on-board  information, in the form of annotations placed
within the Web pages themselves.

Figure 6 shows a Web page with the annotations turned on.  The annotations appear
in the form of percentages attached to each link which can be detected in the HTML of
the page.  They represent the percentage of people visiting this page who followed
each of the links off the page.  This is, essentially, the same information as is present in
the trails discussed above, but shown from a still “lower” point of view, in comparison
to the view given by maps and by trails.

Figure 6  — Annotated page

There are, however, some important differences.  First off, the annotations are in
numerical terms rather than the categorical (lightly used... heavily used) terms used to
describe trails.  Second, the annotations do not represent all the data that is available.
Any links which exist but are not represented in the HTML of the document (for exam-
ple in imagemaps or cgi-bin generated links) cannot be annotated.
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In addition, the Web presents a number of difficulties for displaying on-board —
that is, highly connected — interaction history information.  The display parameters
which one might manipulate in a traditional user interface, such as color, font type and
size, and location of the displayed information, are all under the control of the page
designer.  An interaction history system which attempted to use any of these parame-
ters for history display would risk obscuring or even destroying the very information
which it was trying to augment.

This augmentation is key; we must remember that interaction history is not the
point of the user doing the browsing and may in many cases not even be relevant to her
accomplishing her task.  If dealing with history information becomes the task, then we
have done something wrong, much as someone who cuts pages out of a book may
make impossible the later use of that book for its original intended purpose.

Even with these limitations, however, annotations may yet prove to be useful.  They
show very directly which options are of most interest to users; for example, in Figure 6
most people who visit the page are clearly interested in learning in about Programming
by Example.  Far fewer are repeat visitors (who likely clicked on “What’s new here?”).
In addition, the sum total of all the links followed is about one third of all the visitors.
That is, two thirds of people who visited this page went somewhere other than to a
page linked to this one.  That indicates that either many people came to this page in
error (which may be a problem with pages that link to this one), that this page
answered their question or satisfied their curiosity, or that this page is simply not entic-
ing enough.  Separating out these reasons — and probably identifying the different
communities they represent — requires a different sort of history information, which is
discussed in the Future Work section.

5.3 Behind the Scenes

The first version of the Footprints tools used a Java applet to create and control the
maps.  However, we wanted more flexibility and the ability to work with more brows-
ers, so we changed our design for the current version.  The present design is repre-
sented in Figure 7.

In this design we use a proxy server, which is a Java program.  This server handles
communication with Web servers out on the net, but also includes a communication
path to get data from the Footprints database.  The proxy handles displaying the map
and trail windows as well as inserting annotations into the Web pages, if the user
requests them.

The use of a central database is an obvious drawback.  In an ideal world, interaction
history information would be present and kept with every digital object.  However,
until we reach that sort of world, we are using a central database for convenience and
simplicity, even though this slows down the interaction by approximately a factor of
two.

This architecture is primarily useful because it frees us from the constraint of
depending on the browser manufacturers to support the latest versions of Java, which
we may need and which may not be supported by the user’s chosen browser.  In most
ways our proxy server is like any other, but it allows us to modularly control the HTTP
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stream into and out of the browser.  This is convenient for us, as we wish to continue
adding and testing different interaction history tools.

Figure 7 — Footprints Architecture

The proxy also has a simple control panel which allows users to individually turn on
and off the various history tools.  In addition, if users do not want to use the system, it
is a simple button press to turn off the proxy in their browser’s preferences.

There is also a Footprints Web site (footprints.media.mit.edu) which
allows users to download the latest versions of the software and to search the database
for trails of interest, based on simple keyword matching.

6 Status and Future Work

The Footprints tools are presently being given to beta-test users.  In addition, we are
beginning a series of experiments to determine the effectiveness of interaction history
information for a social navigation task.  We are building an artificial time-distributed
community (of volunteers) to participate in a problem-solving task to see if the pres-
ence of interaction history information is helpful.

One of the key unanswered questions in this project is exactly what information
should be shown in each of the tools.  As noted in the discussion of maps, we are in
fact showing very few of the possible bits of information that could be displayed.  To
some extent, this is based on advice and early experience [7] and a concern that show-
ing too much history information would distract people from their primary tasks.

We are also considering ways in which various factors could be systematically
applied as filters against the basic history information.  So, for example, users might
want to filter which paths they see based on how recently the paths have been used, or
based on some measure of how “hot” the information is.

As noted above, the tools we have built so far concentrate on the passive side of
Dimension 6.  Version 3 of Footprints, which will deployed in summer 1998, will con-
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proxy
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Map Trails
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tain tools to allow users to input a more active form of history.  Currently under consid-
eration are tools which will accept comments on pages and trails that the user has seen
or followed, and a mechanism to allow users to specify why they have visited a partic-
ular page.  This should help users identify “people like me” which is important in com-
munity formation.

Similarity of purpose may turn out to be a useful filter, as noted above.  However,
we want to make sure that this project does not simply become another “guides”
project in which people are encouraged to follow paths laid down by some authority
[3] [18].  Footprints is much more concerned with the ability of communities of users
to allow their own uses of the objects to be seen.

7 Conclusion

It is early in the project to draw any grand conclusions.  At this point, our efforts are
primarily aimed at demonstrating that the idea of interaction history is a valid one and
that we can indeed transfer from the physical world useful notions of navigation which
can be appropriately applied to social navigation in an information space.  The exam-
ples in this paper are intended to show that not only is this possible, but that even sim-
ple tools can be extremely effective in helping users accomplish tasks which are
difficult or impossible without interaction history information.  We believe we have
demonstrated usefulness in three areas in this paper:

- discerning what kind(s) of experiences an information space might
offer;
- understanding different, orthogonal senses of a complex document;
- increasing understanding by providing multiple ways to reach the
same information.

More tools need to be created, and more testing needs to be done, but I believe that the
examples shown here hold promise for convincing others that interaction history can
have useful and even surprisingly good effects on the problem of social navigation.
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Abstract.  Virtual Reality (VR) provides a powerful technology that will dra-
matically change the way we communicate in the near future. In BT, we have
been collaborating with Sony and the BBC in researching VR technology by
developing and delivering collaborative virtual environments (VEs) to support
communities. This paper presents The Mirror, a ground breaking experiment in
VR technology over the Internet, which provided a vehicle for exploring key
questions like: How can we support evolving communities and enhance com-
munication using this technology? What are the key components that constitute
compelling, stimulating and easy to use VEs? We modified existing tools and
techniques used for usability assessment to introduce concepts of ‘trial by
Internet’ and ‘cyberfocus groups’.

1  Introduction

“A rapidly expanding system of networks, collectively known as the Internet, links
millions of people in new spaces that are changing the way we think, the nature of

our sexuality, the form of our communities, our very identities.”

(Sherry Turkle ‘Life in the Screen’, 1995 [1])

Advances in technology over the past decade have led to geographical boundaries
coming down as we move towards an age of networked communities. The concepts
of telepresence, teleoperation, virtual conferencing and shared environments are be-
coming a reality in supporting and creating these communities.

The explosion of the Internet1, coupled with the emergence of Virtual Reality (VR)
provides a powerful and easily accessible delivery mechanism that is dramatically
changing the way we communicate. It is re-defining the role of computers and te-
lephony to provide compelling virtual environments (VEs) that help mediate collabo-
ration, conversation and social interaction between people.

Preliminary research has generated a wealth of information and insight into this
area [3, 4, 5,]. However, many researchers are still unsure of the benefits VR technol-

                                                          
1 More than 4.5 million people have used the Internet during the past year in the UK [2].
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technology brings to its users.  Indeed, Pederson notes that, "After a decade of
experience with emerging media space technology, we are still at odds as to how they
benefit their users" [6]. Others feel it is a major design challenge to create a system
that allows subgroups with widely differing needs and norms to form and re-form and
to socially negotiate access control among the subgroups. This is achievable through
virtual environments and our research aim was to understand some of the potential
benefits.

In his plenary speech at CHI 97, Johnson [7] reported on some of the potential
consequences and side effects of the Internet for society. He reported that although
academics and educators stress information access, and business people stress com-
merce and entertainment as the primary uses of the Internet, what people really want
from the net are new ways to communicate with each other.

It is essential for researchers to establish a sound understanding of user perceptions
and behavior as they inhabit and progress through virtual spaces over time in the real
context of use. We describe the background to the Mirror and the framework for
establishing this knowledge. We outline our methodology for understanding the im-
pact of this medium on users.  Qualitative and quantitative results are presented with a
summary of the implications of the findings for developers of Internet based VR
community tools.  We present the relative merits of the assessment tools and tech-
niques used and end with a discussion of further research areas that need to be ad-
dressed in order to understand VEs from the user perspective.

2 Researching the Human Element

"You [the user] not only give your avatar2 life, but you give other avatars life via
your presence. Pixels do not matter unless you have people behind them."

           (Randy Farmer, Electric Communities, E2A ‘96)

“It seems like the people really make the worlds.”

(User comment from The Mirror Trial)

People are the main content of CVEs (Collaborative Virtual Environments).  It is
through their actions and experiences that the environment comes to life.  As a result,
technology must be harnessed to support the user experience and must not be the sole
driver.

With collaborative VEs, we are moving into a new domain where the user be-
comes an integral part of the technology.  Researching the human element requires a
modification of the more traditional approaches to cater for the fact that unlike most
other technologies, with VR, we are dealing with a dynamic medium where the envi-
ronment  is generated in real time in response to user actions and experiences. User

                                                          
2 Individuals are represented in virtual environments through their Avatars; a body image

generated by the computer and controlled by the user.
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User experiences vary depending on how they decide to interact with objects in the
VE and who else is sharing the space at the time.  Therefore, user trials need to
involve real people in real time to make sure people are responding as they would in a
real environment.

2.1 Assessing Virtual Environments over the Internet

At its core, the Internet brings together people who can be located absolutely any-
where across the world.  The traditional laboratory based trials therefore needs to be
modified to investigate acceptability and usability issues when using controlled ex-
periments.

In addition to researching specific aspects of VEs, it is essential for developers and
designers to learn about the whole process of delivering virtual environments to end
users i.e. the customer experience. This involves consideration of the technology,
system performance, and content design, together with user interface issues.

The Mirror project provided an ideal opportunity to investigate these areas. The
following sections describe our approach to assessing VEs to effectively capture
collaboration between remote Internet users.

3 The Mirror virtual environment

The Mirror [9] was a research project created by BT Labs, Sony Corporation, the
BBC and Illuminations.  The project brought together key disciplines of 3D design,
media, engineering and human factors with the aim of producing a compelling,
stimulating 3D virtual interactive environment to support a community brought to-
gether through television. The Mirror comprised six multi-user on-line worlds which
were made available to over 2000 viewers of the BBC2 technology programme, The
Net.

3.1 Designing for collaboration, contribution and community

The worlds of The Mirror reflected the themes of six broadcast TV programmes of
The Net in their overall settings and individual audio-visual interactive elements.
Moreover, they were designed to experiment with specific aspects of VR content, to
explore which would be most appealing to both new and experienced participants.
The worlds were linked by an entry portal, (Figure 1) which highlighted a "World of
the Week" corresponding with the broadcast TV programme.

The six virtual worlds were built around the following themes: Space, Power, Play,
Identity, Memory, and Creation. Each world had a specific ‘personality’ which par-
ticipants could experience with others. These are described below:
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Fig. 1. The Mirror entry Portal presenting the 6 worlds to users

Space: Based on aspects of navigation and space on a lunar terrain, the environ-
ment included alien creatures, some of whom responded to users’ presence.
“Teleports” were used to produce unexpected transitions between different points in
the world, there were a number of visual illusions, and a cage encouraged co-
operation between visitors, since a trapped avatar could only be released by a friend
on the outside.

Fig. 2. Interactive objects bring people together by encouraging collaboration

Power: Animated figures from the past and present of computing were included in
a hall of fame, which led visitors into a debating arena.  The arena could be custom-
ized, with an option to modify the image at the rear of the stage and to include celeb-
rity "super-avatars", able to broadcast their chat to all of the audience.  Additional
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Additional functionality allowed the audience to record their votes, which were then
visible on a scoreboard above the stage.

Identity: This world involved experimentation with notions of identity and the in-
fluence of the environment on people and places. The world changed between day
and night, as did the characters and their surroundings.  An X-ray machine identified
new arrivals to those already in the world, a guided tour was available, and a garden
with musical sculptures hinted at future instrumental possibilities.

Memory: Significant events from the last few decades were brought alive along
memory lane, which wound through an open landscape. There were snippets of tech-
nological, political and cultural history designed to prompt comment and discussion:
President Kennedy's motorcade would drive along the lane, and Elvis made fleeting
appearances. Audio clips and image flick-books suggested scope for streaming of
broadcast audio-visual content within a shared space.

Play: An over-sized playroom filled with games and tricks, designed to promote
co-operation and rivalry between visitors.  Features included a rocket that required
three people to launch, a shuffleboard with persistent scoreboard to foster competi-
tion, and a bouncy castle which shook the avatars.

Fig. 3. Bouncy castle in “Play” - a popular meeting place!

Creation: Vibrant flora and fauna brought life to a world which provided visitors
with a chance of "fifteen Megabytes of fame". Creatures included frogs, a dragon and
a turtle.  User authoring will be an important element of shared spaces, promoting a
greater sense of community involvement and ownership. A simple VRML2.0
authoring package was supplied to citizens of The Mirror, and an art exhibition was
held with exhibits downloaded into Creation world by users.

The Mirror worlds were launched in parallel with the broadcast of the first pro-
gramme, and closed after seven weeks with an "End of the World" party.

When designing the worlds, one of the goals was to develop a self sustaining envi-
ronment in which users could contribute to the content of the VE not only through
communication with others, but through involvement in the special events.  They
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They could provide material for the art show in the Creation world, take part in
debates and game shows in Power world, leave memories in Memory world, and
interact with the application objects present across all the worlds.  The assessment
looked at the success of these features.

The assessment of the Mirror consisted of two phases:
x Beta usability trial: This comprised a controlled user trial which ran over a two

week period, prior to the TV programme. The overall aim was to test the process for
designing and delivering a virtual environment to end users in preparation for the
‘live’ trial with the BBC. The main trial consisted of four one hour sessions in which
the participants were asked to complete a task. 

   Participants did not meet each other outside the virtual environment until
after the controlled sessions were complete and they attended a face to face focus
group at BT Laboratories. All correspondence during the trial between the research
team and the participants was conducted through WWW (World Wide Web) pages,
a procedure we call, ‘trial by Internet’.

x The Mirror field trial: This was the main trial which ran for 7 weeks. The main
aim was to investigate and understand the technology and usability requirements for
delivering interactive 3D environments to support communities over the Internet.
The extended trial allowed us to look for changes in usage over time. We were also
able to find out what users had expected from the technology.

The following sections describe the Mirror field trial.

3.2 Measuring usage and usability in The Mirror field trial

The key advantage a field trial has over a user trial is that it allows researchers to
investigate usage over time and in the real context of use.  Analysis of the content of
the interaction between users helps to understand how communication and behaviour
develops over time, the impact of and relationship between the different components
that make up the user experience and the additional functionality required to support
users over time.

Field trials of VEs pose new challenges for researchers. With the Mirror, there was
little opportunity to control who went into the world and at what time. As a result, the
complete suite of techniques used compensated for weaknesses present in individual
techniques.  A comparison of actual (objective) behaviour and perceived (subjective)
feedback helped provide an overall assessment of The Mirror (Figure 4).
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Fig.4. Usability framework for understanding VEs in real context of use

3.3 Findings from the Mirror Experiment

3.3.1 Overall results

The Mirror proved successful in providing an environment where people from across
the world were able to meet, communicate and interact within the shared virtual envi-
ronment.
Visitors to the Mirror: Over 2300 people registered to become citizens of the Mirror
spending a total of 4408 hours logged onto the server. Of the total who registered, it
was estimated that approximately 1,600 individuals connected to the Mirror server
over the course of the experiment.

During the trial period, users spent between a few minutes to a few hours in any
one session. In terms of the overall time spent in the world, a total of 1147 user hours
were recorded in Play (Figure 5). Play appeared to be the most popular world. The
hours spent in Power corresponded to the timing of the special events.

OBJECTIVE 
ANALYSIS

SUBJECTIVE 
ANALYSIS

OVERALL
 MIRROR 

ASSESSMENT 

Recorded
interactions
between users
and the VE: Analysis of
the text files of communication
between  users and recordi-
ngs of visual content.

Usage Data:
Performance statistics
of interaction between
users and the VE. Eg.
frequency  of access,
movement in space,
total session  time, time
spent in
different  worlds.

Observed Behaviour: Actual
observation within worlds. Researchers
can access and study the VE as passive
and/or active participants.

Helpline Data: Problems and
issues raised via support eg. WWW

Helpline. These included both
technical and usability related
issues.

On-line VE questionnaires:
Target sample of users to
obtain feed back related to key
dimensions in  VEs and
specific aspects of the trial.

Focus groups/ Cyberfocus
groups: Focus groups carried
out both face to face and
within the VE [Cyberfocus
group].
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Fig. 5. User time spent in each Mirror World

Initial attraction: The link to the TV programme formed the initial incentive to visit.
Once there, the graphics and the interactive applications provided the initial focus of
interest which was essential in attracting people and ensuring return visits.  Identity
clocked up 880 hours of user time, most of which occurred early on in the trial.  Users
highlighted the design of Identity world as an initial incentive to remain and explore.
Special events: The special events played a key role in bringing together new people.
Attendance at these events totaled over 500 hours across all the worlds. Such events
contributed to an evolving 3D space where users’ experiences and interactions change
the environment. There were consistent increases in usage on the dates of the special
events.
Communities in VEs: Users who became regular visitors to The Mirror developed a
real sense of community over the  trial period and feedback indicated a genuine emo-
tional involvement rarely associated with new technologies.

The main reasons for return visits were to meet new people, look around the
worlds, and interact with objects . Over time, communication between users became
the most important reason.

User feedback was captured by the comments during the ‘end of the World’ party
(figure 6) in the Mirror at the end of the trial:

“It wasn’t until I was left standing on my own, in front of Elvis, that it really hit me
what had happened.  Thanks a lot for a month of fun and great community

spirit...please pass a last farewell on to everyone..”
“I very much enjoyed the experience, had a lot of fun and met some wonderful

people”
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Fig. 6. Avatars at the end of the world party

Communication over time: The nature of communication within the worlds changed
over time. Some described this change as positive, as relationships became more
personal. Users enjoy the ability to communicate with others, first anonymously and
then, if they feel comfortable, more socially. Conversations in the early days of the
worlds often concerned topics such as where people were from and what they did for
a living. As people became more familiar with other regulars inhabitants within the
worlds, the conversation moved away from this general chit chat.

"With people that I trust, it [the conversation] has changed because of the fact that,
OK they now know me, they know the kids, they ask about the kids."

Others perceived the change in communication in a negative light.  They reported
that people became unfriendly and less open to outsiders as time progressed.

"At the beginning you'd go in and type 'Hi' and someone would immediately come
back and say hello to you. Later on you'd go in and type 'Hi' and it was ignored."

One disadvantage of this was that new visitors found it difficult to get to know ex-
isting users and feel at ease. Often existing groups would be huddle closely together,
indicating a 'closed private chat'. Just as in real life, it is often difficult to join an ex-
isting chat, and subtle body movements and gestures are used (often unconsciously)
to signal the intent.

The use of text also changed over time. Users reported that they became less con-
cerned with the number of typos during a text chat. Users also made more use of e-
mail short cuts to emote, e.g. :-), : -<. These findings support the evolution of text
based communities [1]. Users were also aware of their position in the space, tending
to stand in groups facing the people they were talking with.

Others ways of enhancing the use of text included the use of "....." at the end of
sentences to indicate that other users should wait for the next sentence before reply-
ing. This was a way of overcoming the limited size of the text input window and also
informed others that the content was still being constructed.
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This development of “group etiquette” and conventions is evidence of community
formation - it develops out of necessity but becomes the defining feature of the com-
munity, part of its “culture”.
Impact of design of VEs on user behaviour: The Mirror also highlighted ways in
which the design of the environments can influence behaviour.  Below is an extract
from the Mirror chat logs.

Rich: I'm much more aggressive in real life, compared to here.
Candy: So are you trying harder here?
Rich: no.
Candy: So why the difference?
Rich: It's not an aggressive environment.

Explanations for what constitutes aggression in VEs. Included, content of lan-
guage, appearance of avatars, name of avatars, look of the environment, and posi-
tioning (e.g. invasion of personal space)
Avatars: In order for users to feel ‘a part of the environment’, contributing to the
formation of a community, it is important to provide a degree of personalisation, so
they can identify with their embodiment. Participants were given a choice of 4 dis-
tinctive avatars which were customizable through the Avatar changing room. (Fig. 7)

Fig. 7. The Mirror avatar changing room

Avatars were perceived as essential in allowing individuals to project their own
personalities. Users highlighted the need to include additional functionality e.g. ges-
tures, ability to signal emotions, functionality to enhance self-awareness in the VE.

“If you are interacting with other avatars, it is important that they perceive you as
a unique presence.”

“I would like to import my own VRML handbag?”

“I want to project more of myself into here.  To be more expressive....”
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Sense of presence and use of space: questionnaire feedback showed that users per-
ceived sense of presence to be important regardless of which world they were in. This   

is supported by comments given in other sources of feedback.

 "The purpose of these type of places (virtual worlds) is to give you the feeling of
being there. If they don't achieve that then it is only really a fancy IRC [Internet Re-

lay Chat] type programme."

"You need to be part of it to get the most out of the experience."

"The more you feel you belong to ANY society, the more relaxing and enjoyable it
becomes."

“ I think I treat the VR world much the same as the real world.”

“.... but the interaction and emotions are v real”

From observation of interaction within The Mirror worlds, it was noticeable that
users tended to stand in groups facing the people they were talking to and move
around according to the changes in the conversation (fig. 8). This indicates that users
were aware of their position within the worlds as well as their position in relation to
others in that world.

Fig. 8. Users tend to gather in groups to communicate

Users themselves reported finding the sense of presence within the worlds con-
vincing and encapsulating.

"After a while I found that my sense of presence improved and started to think of
myself as an avatar rather than a person in The Mirror."
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This quote not only shows the sense of immersion but also reveals the mechanism
by which this sense of immersion occurs.  This demonstrates identification with the
avatar and a beginning of feeling “embodied”.

More indirectly, some of the conversations users were having in the worlds sug-
gested that they were feeling immersed within their surroundings.

Candy: "Can I stand next to you Saucy, I feel more comfortable."
Saucy: Some people like to face the person they talk to
Saucy: I hate people getting too close
Candy: Invading your space
Saucy: ..but others don't mind standing on top of someone

Having established the importance of feeling a part of the environment, partici-
pants noted that this was influenced by other factors such as system reliability, ease of
navigation and experiences when trying to communicate [8]. In response to the ques-
tion, “did you feel part of the environment?”, one participant commented:

“Yes, right up until something went wrong.  And it doesn’t matter how big the
window is. Once you are in there, you ignore the rest of the screen.”

Virtual environments over the Internet on small screens are providing compelling,
real life experiences.  There is an analogy here with TV, film and computer games - a
compelling film can be compelling on a small screen, a boring film can be boring on
a big screen. Gameboys with tiny screens seem to be good at getting people totally
involved.

The trial also highlighted some critical issues:
x Initial contact with the Mirror: The early contacts with customers: initial adver-

tising, registration, delivery of CD and installation are key to providing a positive
first impression. These are essential to the user’s decision to buy (or reject!), or in
the case of the Mirror, to use and continue using the product.

x Speed of loading worlds/interaction speed: Long loading/response times resulted
in some users abandoning the trial at the onset. As one user commented:

“..there is no point in making this difficult as I thought the goal was to experience the
worlds, not have problems getting through doorways!”

Speed was a major concern to all participants as it detracted from the sense of im-
mersion in the 3D scene.
x Restrictions caused by aura3: The existence of a personal aura was seen as a

major barrier to communication. For small numbers of users, this does not cause
too much confusion, but when large numbers are gathered in a small space, re-
strictions arising from the aura mean users may not be able to see other people
they are expecting to see. So, for example, if the aura size is ten, it may be that the

                                                          
3 The aura is specified by software algorithum which determines the field of interaction for

users.  Only those objects, information, and avatars that fall within the users aura are de-
tected and made visible to the user.
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eleventh person expecting to meet friends may seem to be alone or with complete
strangers!

x Achieving a critical mass of people within the worlds: The primary motivator for
visiting or returning to a particular world was the number of people in it. Users
reported that many worlds were empty thus reducing motivation to return there in
future.

4 Supporting communities in VEs: Conclusions from the Mirror

The Mirror was a pioneering experiment in interactive, multi-user VRML worlds and
events such as debates, game shows and art exhibitions were world firsts in the field.
Some of the key conclusions are now provided:
x Users need clear incentives for visiting: It is not as simple as putting people in a

VE and letting them get on with it. Users seem to need some guidance or someone
else to bring them together and get them talking.  In the case of the Mirror the in-
centive was the broadcast programme.  Once there, interactive objects and special
events (figure 9) provided the incentive [10]. However, in the real world, people can
move to new places if they get bored.   As researchers and developers, we need to
explore how to overcome these barriers to sustain interest over time, eg. providing
users with the tools and authority to set up events themselves.

Fig. 9. Users participating in a real-time debate in the Mirror Power world

x Cater for the impact of aura restrictions. Auras pose problems for application
developers and users [3]. These cause problems for large populations and will im-
pact on communication, and hence development of persistent communities.

x Experiment with influencing behaviour in VEs. The Mirror findings have
implications for service providers.  Developers of VEs which assist the formation of
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communities need to take account of the potential negative aspects of communica-
tions, e.g. exclusion of individuals, ganging up on people [11, 12] as much as the
positive community behaviours like looking out for each other.

x Provide users with more flexibility to express themselves: Even the ‘low’ pixel
avatars in the Mirror contributed to the sense of identification and embodiment ex-
perienced by users. The ability to customise avatars is a key requirement for users.
This can also influence behaviour. Findings from social psychology have shown that
when people are made self-aware, they are more likely to act in accordance with
prevailing standards. When self-awareness is reduced, people are less likely to act in
accordance with the prevailing values [13].

5 What did/did not work from a usability evaluation  standpoint

One of the aims of the Mirror trial was to understand how successful or problematic
existing techniques are for understanding VEs.  During the planning phase we made
some modifications to the techniques we used.

5.1 Using the WWW: Trial by Internet

The Beta trial was successful in eliciting key improvements prior to the main field
trial. Our user trial was conducted over the Internet via WWW pages and e-mails.
This approach worked well, allowing users to access the environments from a real
world setting as opposed to a laboratory.

Administration over the Internet also overcomes the potential problem of ‘experi-
menter bias’ and can reach users located remotely.

Although we are not advocating that all trials to be run over the Internet, we have
shown that they can produce useful data.  The approach has to be modified if the
experimenter is interested in what actually happens outside the VE in the context of
use.

5.2 Collecting subjective data

Cyberfocus groups: The Beta trial used face to face focus groups.  With the main
Mirror field trial, we conducted cyberfocus groups which proved useful and allowed
us to reach a remotely located user base cost effectively.  An extract from a cyberfo-
cus group is now provided:

CK: ..what type of help should there be?
Treacle Pud: “..a guide would be good.”
Dave: “..guides, signs and pointers.”
Rich: “An assistant.”
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Candy: “Virtual of course.”

A word of warning through. At this stage in our research we are not recommend-
ing moving over completely to cybergroups! It is important to further compare the
output of face to face versus cyberfocus groups to fully understand the benefits.

On a similar thread, our research has shown that conducting one-to-one interviews
in VEs can work well.  The key challenge is to ensure that the interviewer establishes
trust with the interviewee. Although this is true of any interview, the ‘you can be
what and who you like’ ethos of virtual worlds may interfere with this.

5.3 Platform statistics

It is essential to obtain objective data for understanding usage and technical issues
related to worlds. A wealth of insight can be achieved from data about movement in
the worlds, the way in which groups form and behave in VEs, or the use of the con-
tent in the environment .

6 Future Direction

VR has the potential to help create, and sustain communities where individuals can
come together to meet others, develop relationships and share experiences.   This
paper has provided an overview of some of the findings from the trial of a VE pro-
viding more than just a chat space.

With the Mirror, the look and feel of the themed worlds, the link to the TV pro-
gramme, the interactive objects and the special events takes the VE beyond existing
text and graphical chat spaces. It provides users with more choice and opportunities to
meet others, express themselves and build relationships and communities.

The Mirror was an early experiment in using VR as a tool for supporting a com-
munity by bringing the Internet closer to TV. We are also exploring the possibility of
supporting communities brought together under the education domain, and the use of
VR to support collaborative working. In terms of assessment metrics, detailed statisti-
cal analysis of the questionnaire data will allow us to identify correlations between
key dimensions of VEs (Figure 10) with a view to help benchmark future services
and predict the combinations required for different application domains, eg. in busi-
ness applications, ease of  navigation may be less important than easy communication
and avatar representation.

In parallel to the development of VEs which are effective and well received by
their users, we are continuing our research focusing on specific aspects of VEs.  We
need to establish a better understanding of the following issues:
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x Design of content for compelling VEs to sustain communities. What are the tools
and functionality required to allow users to contribute to content of VEs?

x Social and ethical implications of VE technology. Do VEs break down cultural
barriers or are they duplicating real life?
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Fig. 10. Attitude profile from Beta trial questionnaire data
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Abstract. We have developed a system, called Silhouettell, that provides
awareness support for real-world encounters. Silhouettell uses a large graphics
screen. People's locations (who and where) are projected as shadows on the
screen. The feedback from the shadows allows people to naturally know each
other. Silhouettell also selects and presents topics common to two to or more
people to make conversations easier to start. The current implementation uses
World Wide Web (WWW) pages as the material describing the common topics.
Experiments with three users are reported to show how Silhouettell works in
practice. We also examined where the system would be best used by polling
people from various nations.

1 Introduction

Various electronic meeting support systems have been studied and developed. There
are two forms of meetings: formal meetings, such as business meetings, and informal
meetings, such as chatting in a hallway or a lobby. Also, there are two ways of
supporting these meetings: supporting them in the real world, and supporting them in
a virtual space.

Table 1 classifies electronic meeting support systems.

Table 1. Classification of electronic meeting support systems

Formal Meeting
(business meeting)

Informal Meeting
(casual meeting)

Real World
Presentation Tools

(PowerPoint)
Awareness Support

(Silhouettell)

Virtual Space
Conferencing Tools
(MediaSpace, etc)

MUD Tools
(FreeWalk)

To support formal meetings in the real world, presentation tools are commonly
used. For meetings between separated people, video conferencing tools have been

T. Ishida (Ed.): Community Computing and Support Systems, LNCS 1519, pp. 316-329, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



developed. MediaSpace[6], MAJIC[5], InPerson[7], and CU-SeeMe[2] provide
virtual spaces through computer networks. To support informal meetings, various
multi-user dungeon (MUD) tools have widely spread. FreeWalk[3], for example,
provides a virtual 3-D space to realize accidental encounters.

It is surprising, however, that almost no research has addressed informal meetings
in  the real world. Our approach is to provide awareness support, which augments the
real world, to enable people to become aware of other people who have common
interests.

We think that awareness support should provide a place for people to come
together. For this purpose, we utilize a large graphics screen where people can share
displayed information. WebStage[9], a Web browser, actively presents information
that users are interested in or need. We introduced this idea into awareness support.
We believe that a system that displays common interests to users can enrich their
encounters.

This paper describes Silhouettell, a system that finds topics common to the
participants and uses World Wide Web (WWW) pages to present the topics by
displaying them on the large graphics screen. Section 2 describes the design concept
of Silhouettell. Section 3 shows how we implemented Silhouettell. Section 4 reports
experiments in real-world encounters using Silhouettell.

2 Design Concept of Silhouettell

2.1 Shadow Play

The following functions are important for awareness support.

� Displaying the presence of others:
By representing each user as an object (shadow), the system can alert the user to
the presence of others.

� Identifying the participants:
The system displays user profiles (name, affiliation, interests, etc.), so the user can
identify the other participants.

� Displaying relations between users:
The system displays common interests between users to stimulate conversations.

To realize the above functions, Silhouettell uses a large graphics screen. Fig. 1
shows the concept of Silhouettell. Fig. 2 shows an example of it in use.
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Fig. 1. Concept of Silhouettell

Fig. 2. Using Silhouettell in the Real World

Silhouettell displays the shadows of the other participants as objects, with their
profiles above their shadow. The use of shadows is easier to understand than other
ways. For example, chatting systems often use avatars or icons, such as in
CommunityPlace[8]. When using avatars or icons in a real world, however, users may
not be able to identify how avatars or icons correspond to them. If we use shadows,
however, the correspondence becomes much clearer. Though mirroring, showing the
actual appearance of the other participants, would be clearer than displaying shadows,
 the user may be uncomfortable at having all the other participants “looking” at
him/her all the time. We think that shadows are the best way to signal existence. A
comparison of the three approaches is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Comparison of displaying users

Avatar or Icon Shadow Mirroring

sense of existence low middle high
level of stress low low high

Moreover, Silhouettell enriches encounters and encourages conversation by
presenting common topics. The connection lines between each topic and the shadows
show groups interested in the same topic.

2.2 Large Graphics Screen

Social Agents[4] supports face-to-face conversation by using a CRT monitor to
display the human-like face of an agent. Using a large graphics screen is more
effective to support real-world encounters than a CRT monitor.

We find that large screens are better than CRT monitors in the following points.

� Using functions in a wide sphere
If the system provides a small display, users have to use it in a narrow place. A
large screen obviously enables users to play with the system in a wide sphere
without regarding where they use.

� Projecting users' shadows at the same size
To confirm the profile of a particular person, it is easy if the profile is shown above
the corresponding shadow. A large graphics screen enables users to ascertain what
people are there at a glance.

� Public display
Even people far from the screen can see the shadows. They may be attracted and
join the conversation.

Table 3 compares CRT monitors to the large graphics screen.

Table 3. Comparison between CRT Monitor and large graphics screen

CRT Monitor Large Graphics Screen

Sphere of use narrow wide

Shadow size reduced full size

number of users who
can see the picture

small large
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2.3 Common Topics

It is hard for such media as TV, radio, magazines, etc., to help conversation.
Though they surely include various information, they are arranged almost regardless
of watchers', listeners' or readers' interests. Each user has to select contents by turning
pages or changing TV channels to get information that he/she wants. Silhouettell
actively promotes conversation by selecting and presenting common topics among
users.

A common feature of electronic conferencing systems is that the system supports
conversation by providing a virtual conference room. InPerson and CU-SeeMe, a
conferencing room by displaying all participants. MediaSpace and MAJIC connect
two or more locations to increase opportunities for encounter among people in
distance.

Unlike electronic conferencing systems, Silhouettell increases the opportunities for
conversations by presenting topics common to different groups of participants. Table
4 compares electronic conferencing systems to Silhouettell.

Table 4. Comparison of supporting ways

Conferencing systems Silhouettell

Provided Object virtual space common topics

Place of encounter increase no change

Occurrence of
conversation

no change increase

The most efficient way of selecting appropriate topics is to find common terms
(affiliation, interest, etc.). Silhouettell compares the terms in the users' profiles and
presents topics related to the common terms.

For instance, imagine a conference hall with two (or more) people who do not
know each other, but whose research interests are close. To encourage them to start a
conversation, Silhouettell provides topics related to terms common in their profiles.

3 Implementation of Silhouettell

We implemented a prototype system of Silhouettell in Human Media Equipment at
Kyoto University, following the above policy.

3.1 System Configuration

Fig.3 shows the system configuration of Silhouettell. It consists of two computers,
SGI ONYX and a SGI INDY, connected via Ethernet. The ONYX is connected to a
large graphics screen with 2880x680 pixel resolution through the SGI Multi Channel
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Option (MCO). The INDY is connected to the output of a video camera. The screen is
a rectangle some 5 meters in width and 1.5 meters in height, and images are projected
on its backside. The video camera is placed at the center of the screen.

Fig. 3. System Configuration

Images from the video camera are processed by the Video Process in the INDY,
and the results are sent to the Main Process in the ONYX. The Main Process
generates the screen image from the profile stored in the Profile File, Web pages, and
the data from the Video Process.

3.2 Presenting Common Topics

In this section, we describe the selection of common topics and their presentation.
We use WWW pages which can provide multimedia presentation for various

topics. The system searches WWW pages for selected topics and displays the found
pages between corresponding users as follows, which is performed.

Getting users' profile
We consider the  following two ways of inputting the user ’s profile.
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The first one is to have each user wear a small computer[1]. Such systems can
collect and present more detailed information to the user. When a user stands in front
of the screen wearing a badge that includes his/her information, for example, a sensor
could detect his/her profile and location.

The second approach is for the system to store all user profiles. A user enters
his/her profile and information for recognition before using the system. If the user
stands in front of the screen, the system recognizes him/her by some ways (for
example, image processing) and searches and uses his/her profile. After that, no
preparation is required.

We adopted the latter approach so as not to burden the user with equipment. The
system only needs a projecting device with a large screen and a video camera, and a
computer which controls the system, and no special instrument is needed. Users do
not have to have any additional device. Before using it, they need to enter their profile
only once. Thus, they can use Silhouettell just by standing in front of a Silhouettell
screen.

Searching common topics between users
If there are common keywords among several users, system searches a WWW page
that matches to them with a search engine on WWW. The page is registered and used
at the next time.

Changing the size of displayed topics
The system changes the size of the topic display window to reflect the physical
distance between users. When they are far from each other, the topic window is quite
size. As they approach each other, the topic window increases in size. This is to
encourage users to approach each other with the idea of confirming the topics listed.

3.3 Projecting Shadow

The system generates the shadow of a user by comparing the current image to the
background image. This is done in the following three steps.
First, when the system starts, it captures the background image from the pictures
taken when nobody is in the room. Noise is averaged over 100 frames. Second, at
runtime, the system finds the differences between the current input image and the
background image, and displays the areas as shadows if the degree of difference
exceeds a predefined threshold. Since the data contain noises mixed when the image
is input, the system shades off the picture to diffuse the noises. Shadows must exceed
width and height thresholds. It is necessary to consider the difference in the ratio of
the width to the height between the image taken by the camera and the screen. The
system cuts out the area recognized as a person and pastes it after transferring the
coordinates.
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3.4 Identifying Users

The system identifies users by the color of their clothes in the following way.
The system averages the value of pixels corresponding to the user’s chest area and

identifies the participants by the stored values (they are input at the first use).
The system records the locations of all users in the current and the previous frame.

The distance of user movement is calculated based on the position difference between
the two frames. If it is too large, the system determines that the identification is wrong,
and that the detected area corresponds to another person whose value is the second
closest to the detected value. The use of both color and location significantly reduces
misidentification.

4 Encounter with Silhouettell

4.1 Example of Use

Fig.4 shows an example of an encounter using Silhouettell.

1. One person shows up:
User SAGAWA enters the media room, his shadow and profile are displayed on the
screen (Fig.4(a)). The profile shows, from the top, that his name is SAGAWA
Ryusuke, his affiliation is Kyoto University, and his interest is skiing.

2. Another person comes to the room:
Next, another user (name: TANAKA Hironori, affiliation: Kyoto University,
interest: Softball) enters the room. A WWW page related to the common topic,
Kyoto University, is presented by Silhouettell (Fig.4(b)). Lines are drawn to link
the page and the two shadows to indicate that the topic is shared by SAGAWA and
TANAKA.

3. One approaches to another:
They are motivated by the topic, and one approaches to the other. The WWW page
is then magnified (Fig.4(c)). Consequently, conversation about the page occurs.

4. A third person joins:
The third user (name: MATSUMOTO Hiroaki, affiliation: Kyoto University,
interest: Softball) joins, as a result of finding two people talking to each other. The
topic of Softball which is also shared by TANAKA is newly displayed, and the
page about Kyoto University which is common to all of them moves to the center
of the screen (Fig.4(d)).
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Fig. 4. Encounter with Silhouettell
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4.2 Lessons Learned

Through using Silhouettell with three users, we validated our implementation policy.
We had three users, who registered their personal profile in advance, spend about ten
minutes in the media room with no explicit guidance. They had not been told about
the system.

Before this experiment, we expected the following scenario: A user who entered
the media room would notice the shadow on the screen first, and immediately
understand that it represents himself/herself. The user would then find a WWW page
displayed between his/her shadow and another person's shadow. At first, it is too
small to be read easily. However, it is magnified when they approach each other, and
the user naturally recognizes that the common interest is displayed. Conversation
would then occur to discuss the contents of the displayed WWW page.

The actual behavior of users through this experiment was slightly different from
our expectation as follows: They saw their own shadows and moved their hands and
feet first. Second, they started playing with the shadows: they walked around and
passed other users. Finally, conversation about displayed WWW pages began. During
the conversation, the users seldom moved and some of them sat down.

Their behavior can be interpreted as follows.

� A user gets interested in the shadow and finds out that it is his/her own shadow
because its movement is the same as that of his/hers. Secondly, the user is
interested in another user's shadow and interferes by passing, crossing, and so on.

� The user stops moving after understanding the behavior of shadow, becomes
attracted by a presented WWW page, and starts conversation about the topic.

Hence, we conclude as follows.

1. Showing their shadows and common interests is effective for attracting users to the
system.

2. Presenting topics promotes conversations in real-world encounters.

As we expected, users recognized their own shadows and start conversations
related to the WWW pages presented. However, WWW page size often remained
static because the change in distance between users was not large after they started a
conversation. The content of conversations was not directly concerned to the WWW
page, but about the topic suggested by the page.

We also asked 5 Japanese and 25 non-Japanese in Kyoto University to answer a
questionnaire. The latter were from Europe, America, Asia, and Africa, and they are
mainly research fellows or (under)graduate students. Table 5 shows the nationalities
and their numbers.

The following features were obtained from the results of the questionnaire.
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Table 5. Rates of Nationalities

nationality Japan
Asia, except

Japan
Africa

Europe and
America

number 5 11 3 11
rate (%) 16.7 36.7 10.0 36.7

� Where would Silhouettell best be used?
Table 6 shows the results.

Table 6. Where would Silhouettell best be used?

Order
 (1 means most suited)

1 2 3 4

Public Space
2

(7.1%)
5

(17.9%)
6

(21.4%)
15

(53.6%)

Event Hall
10

(34.5%)
8

(27.6%)
7

(24.1%)
4

(13.8%)

Community Space
12

(42.9%)
8

(28.6%)
8

(28.6%)
0

(0.0%)

Private Party
6

(22.2%)
7

(25.9%)
6

(22.2%)
8

(29.6%)

Over 70% of the subjects selected community space (student union buildings and
so on) as being very useful (1) or useful (2). 62% also selected event hall (the site
for an international conference and so on).  In contrast, over 70%  thought that
Silhouettell would not be useful in public spaces (i.e. a street corner). The
responses for Private Party (home party and so on) varied widely.

� Contents of profile which a user shows
Table 7 shows the profile contents that were considered acceptable to the subjects.
Most subjects accepted the display of name, affiliation, interest, and nationality.
However, few accepted  the display of phone number and address.

Table 7. What data should be displayed

content number

name 25

affiliation 21

nationality 24

address 9

phone number 7

interest 22

birthday 12
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� Cultural Differences
According to the results of this questionnaire, we found the following cultural
differences.

�  Places suitable for Silhouettell use
Table 8(a) shows the answers of the subjects from Asia, where the data are the
those in Table 6, while Table 8(b) shows the answers of the subjects from
Europe and America.

Table 8. Where would Silhouettell best be used?
 (a) Asia

evaluation 1 2 3 4

Public Space (%) 9.1 27.3 36.4 27.3

Event Hall (%) 18.2 36.4 18.2 27.3

Community Space (%) 70.0 20.0 10.0 0.0

Private Party (%) 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0

(b) Europe and America

evaluation 1 2 3 4

Public Space (%) 10.0 20.0 10.0 60.0

Event Hall (%) 27.3 36.4 27.3 9.1

Community Space (%) 20.0 30.0 50.0 0.0

Private Party (%) 40.0 20.0 10.0 30.0

While 90% of Asians have affirmative opinions about the use in community
space, only half those from Europe and America shared the same opinion.
Though 70% of Asians had negative impressions about its use in private parties,
European and American people had various opinions.

�  Displayed Profile
Table 9 shows the same data as Table 7, but they are divided into two columns
according to the region the subjects were from. The left column shows the
number of positive answers for each content from Asian people, while the right
column shows those from European and American people. European and
American people have negative opinion for displaying their affiliation, while
Asians are more liberal on this issue.
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Table 9. Cultural differences in releasing data

content number (Asia)
number (Europe

and America)

name 10 (90.9%) 8 (72.7%)

affiliation 10 (90.9%) 4 (36.4%)

nationality 10 (90.9%) 8 (72.7%)

address 5 (45.5%) 2 (18.2%)

phone number 4 (36.4%) 2 (18.2%)

interest 8 (72.7%) 7 (63.6%)

birthday 3 (27.3%) 3 (27.3%)

We summarize these results from three points of view.

1. Utility of Silhouettell
In community spaces where people who have common topics and do not know
each other gather, Silhouettell can be an effective tool in helping people to start
conversations.

2. Privacy
People hesitate to release their complete details to the public.

3. Cultural Difference
We suggest that there are some differences of sense about presenting topics and
privacy between areas. The sense on what topics or attribute one can open to public
depends the area he/she come from.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a system, named Silhouettell, for awareness support in real-world
encounters. Silhouettell uses a large graphics screen, but does not require the user to
possess any additional equipment. It attracts people by projecting their shadows and
promotes conversation by presenting common topics based on users' profile.
Silhouettell dispays WWW pages as a way of showing common topics. Through a
preliminary experience with three users, we validated our implementation policy: the
system can support awareness in real-world encounters. We also examined where the
system would best be suited through the results of questionnaire collected from
people from various nations.

We have developed a series of tools for community computing[10][11].
Community computing supports the early stage of collaboration, or helps various
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people to organize communities. Awareness support for real-world encounter
encourages people to know each other[12].

Future work includes extending Silhouettell to improve of topic selection, and
more analysis of the reactions of users from different cultures.
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Abstract. The term \socialware" is used to indicate systems that try

to build a social infrastructure, which is needed to help community ac-

tivities on the net. Such an infrastructure and systems are needed for

establishing forthcoming network communities, which would become the

core of social activities through the net. This article describes an out-

line, experimental instances and further directions of socialware. Our

experimental systems reported in this article are: the \Community Or-

ganizer" { which aims to support for the formation of new communities,

and the \Community Board" { which aims to support for smooth com-

munications between people by visualizing the structure of discussions.

We believe that socialware will be a promising application for multiagent

systems.

1 Introduction

As the internet is continuous to grow, social activities through the net will be-

come more and more common. Activities entirely on the net have already started:

Virtual factories, virtual markets, virtual malls, network games and so on. The

core of social activities is a network community: Informal group over the net-

work. Various forms of network communities exist and cover a wide range of

subjects: Study group, hobby group, consumer group, research group, local (re-

gional) community and so on. Such network communities are expected to become

more important for all of us in the future.

Although several systems exist for establishing a community over the net,

these systems have limitations which will pose problems in the support of forth-

coming network communities. Current problems include:

{ Finding people sharing a similar interest.

{ Getting to know others better.

{ Sharing common contexts in a whole community.

{ Identifying the ow of a conversation/discussion.

{ Making a decision e�ciently over the network.

{ Finding what relationships people have.

T. Ishida (Ed.): Community Computing and Support Systems, LNCS 1519, pp. 330-341, 1998.
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Such problems also exist in non-network (conventional) communities, but the

problems appear much clearly in network communities since they are not con-

strained by restrictions of time and place. To address these problems, a social

infrastructure is needed to help community activities on the net. We call systems

that try to build such an infrastructure \socialware".

There are several approaches for building socialware, and they depend on

what aspects of communities are to be addressed.

1. Community as an informal communication group.

2. Community as a place for knowledge sharing.

3. Community as a group for performing activities.

First approach can be found in [7], where a new environment is developed for

informal communications. Second approach can be found in [9], where systems

for sharing mutual knowledge using ontology are discussed. Our approach falls

into the last category, that is, to support several network community activities

based on interaction between software agents, and between humans and software

agents.

There are several characteristics speci�c to network communities:

{ Participants of a network community are widely distributed.

{ Most communities have a dynamic nature.

{ Each members has individuality.

A multiagent architecture is well suited for such characteristics and therefore we

adopt one to achieve socialware.

This article describes an outline, preliminary instances and further directions

of socialware, which will be a promising application for multiagent systems.

2 Socialware as Multiagent Systems

2.1 Stages in the Development of a Community and Areas

Addressed by Socialware

To explain the issues that we address in the framework of socialware, we roughly

divide the development of a community into the following three stages as a

working model.

1st stage: Formation of a community.

2nd stage: Activities in the community.

3rd stage: Restructuring the community.

The �rst stage is the formation of a community. In this stage, we address the

issue of how to bring people together. That is, support for linking people with

others, or with communities, that share similar interests [1, 8, 10, 13]. For this

linking, search engines or directory services for communities can partially help.

However, they do have their limitations as they are primarily designed to search
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for and retrieve information, and not to bring people or communities together.

Therefore, more specialized and sophisticated systems are needed.

The second stage involves several activities in a community that has been

formed. In this stage, we address the issue of smooth communications [5]. Also

included is support for visualizing hidden contexts [11], as well as identifying the

stream of a conversation/discussion [6, 12]. To achieve smooth communications,

knowing the contexts of the individuals as well as the shared common contexts of

the whole community is important. The term \context" includes such aspects as

the depth of knowledge of individuals, their attitudes towards the subjects, and

mutual knowledge and manners (ethics) for the community. A lack of contexts

and/or a failure in identifying the stream of a discussion may cause, for example,

\ame wars" [2], which unfortunately often happen in network communications.

Another example is where a newcomer possibly has di�culty understanding what

is going on in the community.

The third stage is organizing people in a community and/or restructuring

a community (or possibly ending a community). In this stage, we address the

issue of how to identify the objectives/roles of the community and individuals,

and organize them. Revealing human relationships and people networks [4], is

important for the issue. Since network communities are amorphous compared to

organizations like companies and schools, such relationships and networks are

sometimes hidden or unknown. This causes di�culty in �nding the \key" person

or people suitable for the current concerns, despite such search being needed to

restructure the community for the sake of improving current activities or starting

a new movement.

Community
Information Base

Network
Agent

Matchmaking Interaction/Action 
  Support

Integration/Structuring
Matchmaking between
persons and communities de
pending on their 
personalities

Supporting interaction and 
actions among members

Information gathering and
 Integration for community,
Structuring the community

Fig. 1. An image of areas of socialware
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2.2 Characteristics of Network Communities

There are several characteristics speci�c to network communities, for which a

multiagent architecture is suited toward. These are: Distributed, dynamic and

individuality.

The �rst characteristic is that the participants of a network community are

widely distributed and the number of potential participants is large. Hence no

solid, centralized or monolithic system would be adequate: The only feasible way

to implement such a system seems to be to create a (set of) personalized agent(s)

for each participant, and to have them cooperate with each other.

The second characteristic is that communities have a dynamic nature. The

active membership changes over time, in addition to the roles of individuals and

objectives, and moreover, the community will likely change its aspect. In other

words, there exists no �xed organization nor a clear goal for a network com-

munity; people are at an earlier stage, that is to say, a pre-organization. This

characteristic contrasts the area of groupware that helps people already orga-

nized, work cooperatively, where the members, their roles, and their objectives

are rather clearly de�ned.

The third characteristic is that the individuality of each member is preserved

even in one community. That is, each member can have diverse objectives, even

if all members share common interests in general. Furthermore, people can be

members of several communities at the same time depending on their various

interests. Hence, supports need to be personalized to adapt individual objectives

and interests. They also need to adapt variations and changes of interests and

activities of a person.

2.3 A General Architecture of Socialware

The characteristics described above indicate that a multiagent architecture is

suitable for achieving socialware. Here, we propose a general architecture of

socialware to illustrate this (Figure 2).

We view a community as a collection of personal units, community-agent(s),

and the set of relations between them.

A personal unit consists of a user and his/her personal agent(s). The main

functions of the personal agent(s) are to get and maintain user's pro�le by ob-

serving user's activity, and to assist user in communicating with others. This

architecture enables the community to spread over the net. It also enables the

user's individuality to be maintained: Each personal unit can simultaneously

belong to several communities rather than totally included in a community, re-

ecting the situation that the user has multiple interests and activities.

Community-agents have the function of providing shared information, knowl-

edge and/or contexts within the community and act as mediators for informal

communications between people.

The whole system needs to be exible and adaptive so that it can adapt to

the dynamic nature of a community where the community members, as well as

their relationships, will likely change over time.
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Fig. 2. A general architecture of socialware as a multiagent system

To adapt to multiple aspects of a user and the user's changes in interests,

for example, the user may have multiple agents which communicate with each

other. These agents communicate with the user either directly or through an-

other agent which acts as a mediator. It is possible for some agents to be domain

speci�c (e.g. an information retrieval agent specialized to �nancial news), and

others more generic (e.g. an interface agent for navigating and reading docu-

ments). An individual agent can help the user by, for example, gathering and

exchanging information, visualizing contexts, and recommending/assisting the

user in making a choice. All of the agents cooperate and act as a whole system,

with the user being central to. Adaptation can be achieved by changing the sys-

tem dynamically and autonomously. For example, a domain speci�c agent can

clone itself to produce a new agent and make additional communication channels

when the user's interest has changed.

3 Experimental Systems of Socialware

3.1 Community Organizer

We have developed a prototype application for the purpose of \linking people",

which we call the \Community Organizer" [13].
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The Basic Function. The basic function of the Community Organizer is to

enable people �nding other people and potential communities.

Each user has its own viewer agent which graphically presents potential com-

munities around the user. The viewer agent locates users (indicated by icons)

in a two-dimensional space, where the distances among users reect the degrees

of common interest (relevances) among them. In any view-space, the user of the

viewer agent is located at the center.

The relevances between users are calculated from the users' pro�le data. We

have implemented three di�erent methods in obtaining user's pro�le.

1. From the user's input.

2. Given a URL for user's \home page", the system collect pro�le data auto-

matically from user's information published on the WWW using information

retrieval techniques.

3. From archives of mailing lists using keyword extraction techniques.

Each viewer agent has slide-bars which adjust the weightings of the view-

points temporary, since the degree of common interest consists of multiple as-

pects. These include such aspects as location, date and time, type, contents, and

intimacy, in the domain of voluntary activities for example (Figure 3). When

the user changes the weightings of the viewpoints using the slide-bars, the agent

automatically re-calculates the relevances between users using a weighted cosine

measure and reects the results into the view-space.

In this way, the system enables users to �nd other people that have similar

interests, as well as potential communities among users. Users can also simulate

several possibilities of potential communities, by changing their viewpoints.

Additional Functions. Additionally, the viewer agent can learn the weightings

from user feedback. When a user �nds that a person who does not seem to share

common interests is located very close to the center (i.e., to the user), the user can

indicate the fact to his/her viewer agent. Then, the agent modi�es the weights

of keywords permanently to reduce the relevance value between the indicated

person and the user. This function enables the user to customize the viewer

agent, and personalize the view according to his/her interests.

The viewer agent not only provides the view-space but also communicates

with other viewer agents, as well as communicates with a server agent which

maintains a database. For example, the learning process involving the weight-

ings can be done cooperatively: Each agent can exchange the weightings that it

has learned with others. This cooperation reduces the ability of personalization

but improves the speed of learning, especially when pro�les of users may be in-

su�cient or erroneous. Therefore, this ability can be regarded as an information

sharing method in a potential community.

The system has another function: to multicast a message to other users within

a certain distance from the user. This multicast area can be adjusted by the user.

The system also has the ability to introduce a user's friend to another friend.

These functions enable the user to easily communicate with an amorphous group,
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Fig. 3. A screen-shot of the Community Organizer through a viewer agent
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leading to the formation of a new community. Furthermore, as an extension,

negotiations can be carried out between agents of individual users (under the

control and cooperation of the users) when a new community is to be formed.

Extensions. We are now developing several extensions for the system.

One extension is to locate messages/informations in the view-space as well.

Besides that user can multicast a message, user can also \locate" a message in

the view-space without specifying the recipients. This function enable the users

to route the message according to ones interest and intention directly, without

�rst examining who will be interested in. The message located in the view-space

has another e�ect that it can attract other persons near by. Thus, we can expect

a positive feedback loop of message/information accumulation and gathering of

people.

Another extension is to display an average of pro�les of persons in a certain

region which is selected by the user. The average of pro�les is represented by a

simple diagram. Therefore the user can know why there seems to be a group of

people (in the region selected), what pro�les they share. This leads the user to

identify (possible) communities around the user.

The other extension is to exchange user's view-point each other. This enables

users to share a common standpoint/context, or enables the users to know new

ways of looking at other persons. It is expected to help users in forming new

community as well.

3.2 Community Board

We have developed a prototype application for visualizing the structure of dis-

cussions, called the \Community Board" [6].

The system consists of board agents for each user and a server agent for a

community. Each board agent has functions to display messages as icons, show

each messages in detail, and compose a new message (Figure 4). The server agent

maintains databases of the messages and the keywords.

The Basic Function. The basic function of the Community Board is to visu-

alize the structure and the context of discussions in an integrated view-space.

Three main dimensions are chosen to express the structure of a discussion:

person, topic, and time. In the view-space of the board agent, each message

is represented as an icon. Person, topic, and time are represented by the type,

position, and shading of the icons, respectively.

Person: Each person has his/her own icon for messages.

Topic: Each message is located according to its topic, with similar topics lo-

cated nearby. The topic for a message is currently given by the writer of

the message as a keyword. We plan to allow multiple keywords or to extract

keywords automatically from messages. The relevances between topics are

calculated using a database on the server agent. Each board agent decides
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Fig. 4. A screen-shot of the view-space for the Community Board
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the locations of the topics from the relevances using a multidimensional scal-

ing method. The locations are re-calculated whenever a message with a new

topic arrives.

Time: Icons for messages become dimmer and smaller with time (�nally dis-

appearing). The correspondence between the period of time and the icon

shading can be de�ned by the user.

Users can take in the various combinations of these three aspects at a glance,

without changing the view-space itself.

Such combinations of information can be used in several ways.

Person and Topic: A user can decide whether to join a discussion, or can

guess to whom a question relating to a topic should be asked, from the

information about people and topics.

Topic and Time: Users can grasp the relations between topics, what topics

have been discussed (or not discussed), and what topics are current (or old),

at a glance, from the information about topics and time. Such knowledge

helps the users learn the current context of the discussion and helps them

anticipate responses beforehand, e.g., before they join the discussion.

Time and Person: The users can better understand the transitions between

topics from the information about people and time. This helps them under-

stand other users and the causal relations between their messages.

In this way, users can obtain and share the contexts of a community. This helps

smooth communications between people, helps in revealing relations between

people, and helps in �nding the role of each person.

Extensions. Beyond the functions described above, we are now developing

several extensions for the system.

One extension is to re�ne the relevance database of topics from user's feed-

back. This is useful since each community may have its own vocabulary and

terminology. By re�ning the relations between topics, a database that reects

the contexts of a community will be built. Such a database will be valuable espe-

cially for newcomers to the community. This also overcomes the drawback that

the standard dictionary is hard to capture dynamics of words.

Another extension is to consider the quality of messages. Using evaluations

of messages with users' feedback, each user can �lter messages of low quality

(i.e., less important for the community, or for the user). The evaluations can be

used in summarizing and arrangement of the discussion, since they reect which

opinion is dominant or what message is attractive. It can also be used to reveal

the trend of \silent majority", or to give users a motivation to improve their

discussion.

Further extensions are planned: One is to provide a personal view-space for

all users. Except for the basic view-space, which is public to all participants, each

user can overlay his/her own personal view-space, using his/her own agent. This

gives each user a more closed space, which may be used only by a restricted group
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of users or privately by the user. The other is to provide multiple board systems

for all users, according to their interests. Currently, one board corresponds to

one community. Users may set up multiple board systems for each community to

which they belong. These systems need to coordinate with each other, to arrange

user activities in several communities as they may conict at times.

4 Future Direction

Socialware is a new concept for network community support [3]. We believe that

it opens up new areas of application for a multiagent framework.

In addition to the application systems described above, several research areas

may exist in the framework of socialware. Such research areas include:

{ Modeling the behavior of communities: How people act in network commu-

nities?
{ Modeling and describing the relations between people.
{ Modeling and e�ciently expressing the \contexts".
{ Symbiotic media: How to make \community feeling" (or \we-feeling") ?

Further application systems for socialware include:

{ Controlling the course of discussions, to help in decision-making in a group.
{ Helping to restructuring people inside a community (applications in the 3rd

stage of the community).
{ Providing much more exible communication channels (such as self-organizing

mailing lists).
{ Aiding users in publishing information, so that they can share their knowl-

edge and contexts without much e�ort (such as semi-automated publishing

systems { writing and maintaining, e.g., Web pages, are known to require

great e�ort).
{ Integration of these systems.

We are presently trying to develop such systems.

There are several technical challenges in implementing socialware as a mul-

tiagent systems.

Flexible multi-agent architecture: There might be a situation that new

agents are made dynamically to adapt to changes of a community and a

user's interest, or that members (hence their agents) join/leave a community.

Finding methods for adapting such situations exibly, and making coalition

of agents which dynamically changes its structure and behavior, are one

important direction of technical challenges.
Human-agent collaboration: How human and agents can e�ectively collab-

orate as a system? There are several researches that study the collaboration

of agents, though new style of collaboration seems to be needed when human

is tightly incorporated into the system. Good coordinations of human and

agents will be required, and hence e�ective collaboration in human-agents

system is an important technical challenge.
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Controlling the complex system: Network communities are very complex

systems, since they are distributed and dynamic, and since they consists of

variety of users, agents and human-agent systems. Finding ways of control-

ling, managing and/or get along with such a complex system is an important

challenge.
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Abstract. An agent augmented community is a new framework that
uses agent technologies for the augmentation of our community activi-
ties by integrating cyberspace, the real world, and personal contexts. We
have been developing a mobile agent system that can recognize real world
situations, move to remote computers, and process information through
communication among agents. The detection of real world situations is
performed through the integration of various methods, including location
awareness using a global positioning system (GPS) and object recogni-
tion through machine-recognizable IDs (barcodes, infrared, etc.). One of
our testbeds is a campus navigation system that provides information
about the facilities and activities of a university campus environment
according to the user's physical location and individual needs. It can be
personalized for the user by using user-speci�c information about her
interests and preferences. The other testbed is a new tool for the aug-
mentation of face-to-face conversations. It can exchange participants'
personal data through interagent communication.

1 Introduction

An agent augmented community is a new framework that uses agent technologies
for the augmentation of our community activities by integrating cyberspace, the
real world, and personal contexts.

The concept of augmented reality has been extended so that it covers in-
teractive systems that can enhance the real world with additional information.
Such systems support real world human tasks by providing information such
as descriptions of objects as they are viewed [9, 7], navigational help [8], and
instructions for performing physical tasks [3]. Augmented reality systems essen-
tially require the ability to recognize real world objects and situations. There
are several approaches for detecting real world objects/situations, such as scene
analysis by visual processing, or by using machine-recognizable IDs (barcodes,
infrared, etc.), location detection using the global positioning system (GPS),
communication with physically embedded computers, and so on. IDs of static

T. Ishida (Ed.): Community Computing and Support Systems, LNCS 1519, pp. 342-358, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



objects (e.g., doors, ceilings, walls, etc.) can give clues to a location awareness
system.

Integrating augmented reality and agent technologies has created a new re-
search �eld. This �eld requires special agents that recognize real world situations,
move around in cyberspace, search for information related to the intentions of
their users, communicate with humans and with other agents, and perform, on
behalf of the users, some tasks in cyberspace.

This kind of agent can support the user's tasks in a real world environment,
such as place-to-place navigation, instruction in physical tasks, and the enhance-
ment of human knowledge related to the physical environment. After an agent
detects a real world situation and understands the intentions of its user, it can
access information worlds (e.g., the Internet) like other software agents. Thus,
it can dynamically integrate the real world with information worlds.

We have been developing a mobile agent system that can recognize real world
situations and process information using remote computers. Since a wireless
network of mobile or wearable computers [13] is unstable, mobile agents are very
useful when their users want to access and manipulate information resources on
the network. The agents can move to remote hosts, process data, and send results
back to the users.

The agent can also be personalized for the user. This personalization is done
using a user pro�le and an agent learning mechanism. Since personalization
involves personal information, the agent would also protect the user's privacy
using agent authentication and data encryption.

The situation-aware, personalized agent accompanies the user and stays aware
of the surroundings and activities of the user. Therefore, the agent has a rich
source of nonverbal clues with which to clarify the user's requests and to interpret
intentions. The e�ciency of communication is a�ected by situational informa-
tion, which can also be a cause of ambiguity in messages. Situation awareness
can thus play a role in `disambiguation.'

The agents work to augment interpersonal communication. Situation-aware,
personalized agents can add a supplemental context providing personal infor-
mation and the current status of their users to their messages. This can help
receivers of messages to understand their context better, increasing communica-
tion e�ciency. We call this type of communication augmented communication.

The agents can also augment our daily face-to-face conversations by exchang-
ing personal information, i.e., some personal information exchange can be prop-
erly managed by the agents. Of course, agents would have to receive their users'
approval to send personal information at each exchange, this transfer of personal
information might help the conversation participants learn about each other, and
could be saved for future use.

In this paper, we discuss the concept and potential applications of augmented
communication and an implementation of situation-aware, personalized mobile
agents. We also explain two experimental application systems that have been
implemented.
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2 Augmented Communication

Augmented communication is a new style of human communication that is en-
hanced via situation-aware, personalized agents.

In this section, we briey describe several potential applications based on the
concept of augmented communication. These have not yet been implemented,
but we have enough technology to do so when some issues concerning information
and physical infrastructures have been overcome.

The situation-aware, personalized agents can help users make use of previous
conversations (within the context of the current conversation), by showing a
summary of previous texts. The Remembrance Agent [11] is one such example.
This could facilitate conversation by reducing duplication.

Another example is an intelligent telephone operator that checks the current
status of the callee before the user makes a call to that person. If the potential
callee is very busy or talking to another person, the agent will recommend that
the user not call at that time. Again, agents will always take care to protect the
privacy of humans and will cooperate to satisfy their users' demands.

Our augmented communication also covers an integrated system of agent-
mediated communication and previous asynchronous communication based on
electronic mail and bulletin boards. Users can attach their agents to text mes-
sages for conveying some contextual information about their physical environ-
ments. Also, they can hide messages inside agents by translating the messages
into an agent language whose semantics is well de�ned by the agent's ontol-
ogy. In this case, more advanced communication will be possible since agents
can understand the contents of messages and will be able to convey nuances as
well as physical contexts. Futhermore, interactions between the messenger agent
and the receiver agent will result in intelligent �ltering and summarization of
messages.

Community activities will be supported by such an agent-based, intelligent
message handling system. This communication among community members will
overcome, not only the gap of space but also that of time. Communication will
be customized for each agent of each member using personal information. So,
received messages will be �ltered according to user preferences. Messages be-
ing sent can be personalized with the user's situational information (locations,
physical environments, current activities, etc.).

Cooperation among agents will work as a social �ltering, a type of informa-
tion �ltering based on recommendations given by other users [10]. The agents
will exchange users' recommendations with their interests about speci�c topics.
A recommendation will include a user or agent ID, keywords, an identi�er of
the information resource (e.g., URL), an annotation of contents, and an evalu-
ation value (normalized positive value). The evaluation value is decided consid-
ering the frequency of access to the information and counts of usage, reference,
and recommendation of the information. The recommendations are generated
semi-automatically and stored in a shared database. First, an agent searches
for recommendations about a particular topic. Then, the agent tries to contact
agents that are responsible for the selected recommendations. Next, the agent
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tries to assign a credit to each responsible agent contacted. The credit is deter-
mined through communication between the requesting agent and the responsible
agent, because the credit depends on the task of the requesting agent and the
career of the responsible agent. The agent repeats the credit assignment process
for all selected recommendations. Then, it gives the user the recommendations
that have the higher credits.

The agents can utilize real world information as well as online digital infor-
mation. For physical environments, respective agents can guide their users to
meet at a certain place in the real world. The agents could also negotiate and
decide the most appropriate time and place to meet. Since interagent communi-
cation includes information on physical environments and personal status/plans,
mutual understanding for each other will be established more e�ciently than by
present-day e-mail or telephone calls.

Our augmented communication also has a role of seamlessly integrating real
and virtual community places. Recently, some electronic squares for chatting
have been open to the public. There are also virtual cities where inhabitants
have three-dimensional �gures and can move around a virtual world and talk
with one another using speech balloons. Our system tries to reconstruct real
community activities on virtual environments. The users can remember their
activities by interacting with the virtual environments and change/update their
ideas and comments. Our system also supports each individual's memory and
extends it to the common knowledge database of the community.

An example application of the integration of real and virtual community
places is tracing and re-experiencing real world activities in a virtual environ-
ment. Using GPS, the system can trace users as they walk through a real town
and then shows the walks on a virtual town that imitates its correspondence.
Later, users can re-experience their previous walks using the virtual town and
can go so far as to �nd their favorite items in the stores again. The agent will
facilitate their recollection by showing memory cues and guide them to their
destination.

3 Implementation of Situation-Aware Personalized

Mobile Agents

Augmented communication utilizes mobile agents for personalizing information
space by dispatching programs with personal data that are controlled by their
responsible users. Mobile agents also give a good solution for information local-
ization. For security reasons, data stored on some hosts might not be accessible
from the outside. Only users of authorized mobile agents can access and process
such localized information remotely.

Our architecture of mobile agents is based on the design principles of Tele-
script technology [15]. Here, agents are implemented as migrate-able programs
that are interpreted in particular \places." Places can perform the following:

{ Places can identify visiting agents using their authorities.
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{ Places can communicate with visiting agents and supply information service.
{ Places can give the right to access resources to appropriate agents.
{ Places can mediate communication among visiting agents.
{ Places can protect the security of resources from agents.

To implement mobile agents that can move around in cyberspace such as the
Internet, we employed a Java-based mobile agent programming system. While
Telescript technology provides its own programming environment for mobile
agents, it is not easy to use for extending language speci�cation. A Java-based
agent programming language such as APSL (Agent Programming System and
Language) [5], on the other hand, allows us to easily extend the language so as
to include personalization, cryptography, and situation awareness techniques.

The APSL operation environment assumes that agent programs are running
on one of three types of hosts: a Customer Host, an Agency Host, or a Service
Host. A Customer Host is a user's mobile host that is connected to the network
using some type of wireless data communication. Obviously, there are times that
it is disconnected from the network and its computational performance degrades
accordingly. Therefore, remote programming by means of mobile agents is very
important. A Customer Host user will access an Agency Host where the agents
have been developed and stored, and download an agent customization environ-
ment, including templates of agent programs and a user interface. Through the
user interface, the user is able to supply some parameters to the agent that can
be used during its operation. The user sends the mobile agent to one of Service
Hosts where it can obtain various services. After the agent is sent o�, the Cus-
tomer Host will be disconnected. The mobile agent visits several Service Hosts
and returns to the Agency Host when it has �nished all its tasks. When the
Customer Host is reconnected to the network, it accesses the Agency Host again
and the mobile agent returns to the Customer Host from an agent repository
environment running on the Agency Host. Finally, the mobile agent gives any
work results to the user. Figure 1 shows the overall process of a mobile agent
operation in APSL.

In APSL, places are implemented as agent programs called place agents.
However they can not move around the network, in contrast to mobile agents.
Place agents provide a variety of services to mobile agents by communicating
with them. One of the advantages of this implementation of places as agents
is the protection of secured data embedded in the mobile agents, because place
agents can access mobile agent information, not by interpreting programs, but
by exchanging messages generated by the mobile agents. Place agents also work
as mediators that enable several mobile agents to exchange their messages.

APSL also provides a communication package that supports communication
between a mobile agent and a place agent. The communication package imple-
ments a communication protocol according to available resources. Making im-
plementation of communication protocols independent from agent programs is
very important since a protocol should be shared by communicators, and imple-
mentation depends on the resources that communicators can provide. In APSL,
place-mobile agent communication is initiated by supplying the communication
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Fig. 1. APSL Operation Environment

package to the recipient agent. The list of resources and their access permissions
are checked before initiating each communication, then the initiating agent se-
lects an appropriate communication package. Agents must use a communication
package for every message exchange.

Place agents are categorized as personal place agents and public place agents.
Personal place agents running on Customer Hosts can access any personal infor-
mation resources (e.g., ID number of a credit card). Public place agents running
on other hosts cannot access such personal information, but can use some public
information resources (e.g., product catalogs).

Situation awareness techniques are implemented in place agents. The place
agents accept user/object/location IDs from the physical environment and relate
these IDs with the appropriate information resources such as customer databases,
product catalogs, local area maps, Web pages, and so on. If the information re-
sources are located at remote hosts, then a mobile agent is instantiated and
transferred to the remote hosts. The instantiation is done by a parameter set-
ting to a template of agents. So, the place agents have the ability not only to
communicate with mobile agents but also to create them. The mobile agents
access the information resources that are related with real world situations rec-
ognized by the place agents. After communicating with agents at remote hosts,
the mobile agents return to their original host and report to the place agents.

Personalization techniques are implemented in personal place agents. The
personal place agents can access user pro�le data. They also have a model of
user interests and a statistical learning mechanism for user model modi�cation.
A user model will be described using several methods including weighted feature
vectors, decision trees, Bayesian networks [2], and Gibbs's distributions [1]. We
have to select an appropriate representation, one suitable to a particular task and
domain, since a more complex model requires a more time-consuming learning
algorithm.
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4 Agent Augmented Community Applications

We have been developing two experimental systems using situation-aware, per-
sonalized mobile agents based on the above techniques.

4.1 HyperCampus: A Location-Aware Personalized Campus

Navigation System

HyperCampus is a system for campus information guidance. It determines a
user's location using GPS and infrared beacons, and provides user-speci�c, context-
dependent information on campus and university activities heighten the user's
understanding and interest in the university.

Figure 2 shows a snapshot of HyperCampus in use.

Fig. 2. HyperCampus in Use

Figure 3 shows a system con�guration of HyperCampus.
The personal place agent detects the user's current position and records

his/her activities for personalization. The personal place agent also manages the
user's personal data. The user can give orders for the agent to process information
on the network. The personal place agent generates mobile agents and dispatches
them to appropriate Service Hosts.

HyperCampus Contents Information contents, including a user registration
form, are created on using APSL with Java. Personal data, including location
information, is managed by the personal place running on mobile or wearable
computers. Typical contents are:

1. Campus area information
Campus map, building locations, information on outdoor services, etc.
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2. Architectural information
Outlook images of buildings, history of construction, information on events
related to buildings, etc.

3. Indoor information
Floor plans, laboratory information, room information, information on in-
door activities, etc.

4. Class information
Timetable of classes, lecture room information, etc.

5. University information
Other university related information

6. User behavior history
Chronological list of places visited and information accessed

The system shows the user's current position using a campus map with a
position indicator (Figure 4), and related information using a simple Java-based
information browser that is connected with the location awareness module.

Figure 5 shows an example screen of the user registration form for agent
customization. In this screen, the user can give orders for the agent to process
information at remote computers located at places the user visits later. For
example, user Katashi Nagao asks his agent to make a list of Java-related books
by retrieving the data stored at the library. When he arrives at the library, the
agent returns and provides information as shown in Figure 6.

HyperCampus Functions The GPS calculates global positions (latitude and
longitude) and the system converts them into local map coordinants when the
user is outdoors. Inside, each room has an infrared transmitter at the entrance,
which transmits the room ID when the door opens. Therefore, the system knows
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Fig. 4. Map and Position Indicator

Fig. 5. Example of User Registration Screen

Fig. 6. Example of Library Information Screen
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its indoor positions by detecting room IDs. The information browser is sensitive
to each position and shows related information. Also, the information presenta-
tion depends on current time and changes contents according to time. So, when
the user is close to a lecture room, for example, the system can present informa-
tion on the class that is being held at that time. Of course, the user can retrieve
information about other events regardless of time.

In order to relate information contents with real world situations, the sys-
tem prepares some scenarios that specify appropriate information resources that
should be selected when the user is on a typical scene. However, it is impossible
to predict every interaction that a user could perform at a certain scene. So, we
also provided a mechanism that is exible enough to reduce user confusion and
to allow easy recovery of the previous status if the system's prediction function
were to fail.

Personalization of this system is done by a predescribed user pro�le that in-
cludes the user ID, subject, research theme, and interested items. History of the
user's activities such as places visited and information accessed also contributes
to this personalization. The learning mechanism involved will be described later.
The system uses the pro�le and history to select some appropriate scenarios for
guidance. The selection depends on the measure of relevance between infor-
mation and predicted user interests. The relevance value is calculated with a
distance of weighted feature vectors that abstractly represent the user's recent
concerns.

Since the users of HyperCampus use mobile/wearable computers and wireless
networks, the data communication is unstable and the local user-side resources
are very limited. So, the mobile agent functionality is essential. After getting
user requests, the mobile agent moves to a Service Host, communicates with its
place agent, and processes data acquired from the place agent. If some necessary
information cannot be accessed from the place visited, the agent can move to
another Service Host.

Example Scenarios for HyperCampus To give an example: After identify-
ing the user, the system accesses class information and searches for particular
classes related to her subject and interests. Then, the system guides the user to
the proper classroom of the next class by considering her current location and
the time.

Another scenario demonstrates a laboratory tour. Some visitors and students
are looking forward to learning about activities related to their studies and/or
interests. The system can create a personalized plan of lab tour for each user.
The system will also contact the sta� of each lab included in the tour. The order
of visits is decided based on relevance values and physical distances.

We are also preparing a library scenario. At a university library, if the user
walks around a bookshelf, the system retrieves information on the available books
there that are related to her interests. It also will indicate which books are
reserved and which can be borrowed. This is an extension of a subscription
system that provides its subscribers with information updated since their last
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visit on the Web. Physical location can be a �ltering clue to select appropriate
information and timing.

There is a scenario for uninterestedness. If the user has not accessed any
information and not moved for a certain period, the system may decide that
she is resting for a while. Then, the system will push information relevant to
her current position and interests. This will encourage the user to become more
interested in the campus and the university.

Other scenarios concern community support. An example would be the loca-
tion noti�cation of other people. If a friend of the user is accessing information in
the user's neighborhood, the system informs the user of her friend's location and
situation. This function might infringe on the privacy of another. So, the system
must solicit agreement before notifying the user of the other person's current lo-
cation and situation. The system can also support asynchronous communication
via physical environments. The user can leave a message at some physical place
and other users can read this message when they reach there. The creator of the
messages can restrict those recipients by specifying user IDs or group IDs.

We are also designing a human memory supplement system that stores the
user's activities connected with physical places. Like Forget-me-not [6], the sys-
tem works as a memory cue by showing short descriptions of the user's accessed
information and places visited in chronological order.

Learning Mechanism for HyperCampus We implemented a learning mech-
anism for user personalization of HyperCampus. The mechanism uses a weighted
feature vector. The feature corresponds to an attribute of concepts related to
the user's interests. The concepts include activities, facilities, and social events
at the university. The attributes are related objects (e.g., `book' is an attribute
of `library'), functions (e.g., `to study' is an attribute of `lecture'), characteristics
(e.g., `multimedia presentation' is an attribute of `auditorium'), and so on.

Learning is roughly divided into data acquisition and model modi�cation.
The personal place agent acquires user's behavioral data by detection of loca-
tion change and information access. This data includes the time and duration
that the places were visited, the information that was accessed, and the seman-
tic attributes related to the places and the information. Model modi�cation is
performed by calculating the relevance value between an input that corresponds
to an action of the user and a model of the user's interests that is constructed
from previous data, plus parameter adjustments (e.g., weights) of attributes in
the constructed model.

First, an initial model is built based on the pro�le data of the user. The
pro�le consists of the user ID, subject, research theme, and interested items.
We de�ned an initial feature vector (user model) as a one-dimensional array of
real number values that implicitly reect the user's subject, research theme, and
interested items. For example, if the user majored in history, features related to
historical events and architectures have higher weights than other features.

The model modi�cation algorithm is very simple, because we calculate the
average value of all feature vectors. The reason is as follows: Let x be a model of
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interests, and fe1; e2; :::; eng be a set of feature vectors. A relevance value between
a feature vector e1 and model x is given by an inner product of two vectors ei�x.
Then, in order to maximize the sum of relevance values S(x) = �i(ei�x) = nE�x,
x should be �E, where E is the avarage of all feature vectors and � is a positive
constant for normalization.

Considering the task, feature vectors have enough representation power and
allow a simple calculation algorithm to be applied for parameter tuning.

HyperCampus is being evaluated by some freshmen at Keio University in
Japan. Since they are not very familiar with their campus, the system will prove
helpful in �nding good lectures, classes, and professors that will interest them.

4.2 HyperDialog: A Tool for Augmented Face-to-Face Conversation

We applied the situation-aware, personalized mobile agents to the augmenta-
tion of our daily conversations. The system is called HyperDialog. This system
would be used at informal meetings or parties. Face-to-face conversations can be
augmented through exchanging digital messages in parallel via the participants'
agents. Such messages include e-mail addresses and URLs that are more useful
if obtained digitally. HyperDialog is a secured digital information exchange tool
using mobile agent functions.

Figure 7 shows a snapshot of HyperDialog in use.

Fig. 7. HyperDialog in Use

Figure 8 shows the system con�guration of HyperDialog.

The system can also work as a social matchmaker in that it can search for
someone who has the same interests as the user at a meeting or a party. The
personalized agents retrieve other participants' accessible personal data, and
calculate the degree of overlapping interest for each participant.
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Fig. 8. HyperDialog System Con�guration

Example Scenario for HyperDialog A typical scenario might be:

A user receives an invitation to a party and decides to attend. Before going,
the user sends her mobile agent to a Service Host that is managed by the party
hosts. The agent holds some messages including the person's name, ID, the
Customer Host name, comments, items of interest, etc. At the Service Host, the
place agent identi�es the visiting agents and accepts their holding messages.

At the party, every participants with a mobile computer automatically re-
ceives the other participants' information from his/her previously sent mobile
agent. Of course, this information can be accessed from outside the party venue
by the privileged (e.g., registered) user. However, we think that timely and im-
plicitly conveyed information will be more convenient if the imformation is not
so critical.

The personal place agents know where they are by location beacons and can
access the Service Host automatically. The agents show the participant list to
their users using the information browser. But at this time, the users do not
know correspondences between an item in the list and a real person. If the data
contains a photo, they might be able to determine the person related to the item.
However, in some cases, a photo does not contain enough data to distinguish a
person.

The mobile agents calculate a�nity values between their users and other par-
ticipants by checking overlapping items of interest. Then, the agents send the
data to the personal place agents. This will facilitate their informal communi-
cation. During a face-to-face conversation, participants can exchange personal
information such as e-mail addresses and personal Web page URLs via their
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mobile agents. One person can transmit the user's ID to another person in the
conversation via an infrared transmitter like the Active Badge [14]. Thus, the
personal place agent can identify the person and get to know his/her Customer
Host by receiving the ID through an infrared receiver and retrieving data from
the Service Host. The agents can also specify the recipients of any data, be pre-
vented from broadcasting data, and can be instructed to send data only after
their users' approval.

Figure 9 shows an example of the registration screen for a user to input
his/her name, comments, and selective items of interest. Figure 10 shows an
example screen of the introductory data that is automatically received when
the user arrives at a party venue. On this screen, the user (in this case, Taro
Yamada) can browse other participants' registered information collected by his
transferred mobile agent. The user can also see the a�nity scores between the
user and other participants. However, the participants can keep some personal
information such as e-mail and Web addresses private.

At the party, Taro Yamada meets another guest, Hideo Nomo, and they
exchange their IDs via infrared. Thus, their personal place agents know whom
the users are meeting, and select the pro�le data of the other person from the
introductory data.

After chatting, Taro wants to know Hideo's e-mail and Web addresses. So,
Taro's agent asks Hideo's agent for Hideo's e-mail address and URL. If Hideo
approves, Taro's agent receives the data and updates the screen as shown in
Figure 11.

Fig. 9. Example of User Registration Screen

Security Architecture for HyperDialog A security architecture for Hyper-
Dialog is based on a public-key cryptosystem [12]. We apply it to agent authen-
tication using a user's secret key as an encrypter of the agent programs. Foner
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Fig. 10. Example of Introductory Data Screen

Fig. 11. Example of Filled Data Screen

[4] has discussed another security architecture based on a multiagent system.
But it is not applicable to mobile agents.

Since HyperDialog manages personal information, the system must provide
privacy protection. This is mainly done at the Service Host maintained by
party/meeting organizers. The organizers of a party prepare a listing of invited
guests and their public keys obtained from the key repository.

After receiving an invitation, a user A encrypts her mobile agent with her
secret keyKSA. Expressed mathematically, we can say that CAA = KSA(MAA)
where MAA means A's mobile agent and CAA means its cipher version. Thus,
the cipher-agent is computed from the mobile agent via a function of the key
KSA.

At the Service Host, the system receives the cipher-agent and tries to decipher
it using participants' public keys. This computes MAi = KPi(CAi) where i
means any user and KPi means her public key.

If there is a key KPi which can decipher the cipher-agent correctly, the user
of the agent must be i, since only i's secret key could encrypt her agent MAi.
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The above mechanism is only used for agent authentication. But in Hyper-
Dialog, agent authentication is su�cient to protect participants' privacy, because
no one other than invited guests can access the party/meeting's Service Host and
get the participants' personal information. Since private data not registered to
the Service Host will be exchanged during face-to-face conversation, the users can
immediately notice what is going on in interagent communication, and, there-
fore, they can manually control security matters by allowing or disallowing their
agents' behavior.

5 Concluding Remarks

We have discussed a new application of agent technologies that supports real
world tasks such as campus navigation and face-to-face conversation at a party.
The main objective of this research is to integrate the real world and information
worlds seamlessly. We think that combining the technologies being pursued in
the research areas of augmented reality and software/mobile agents is a very
promising approach to this problem.

Interaction between humans and agents is one of the most important issues
for software agents. Since the proposed agents detect their users' physical envi-
ronments, the agents should be aware of users' potential desires and implicitly
deduce users' concrete intentions when they say or do something.

We have described two implemented prototype systems based on the concept
of an agent augmented community. They are not yet practical because of the
lack of adequate technology and open experimentation.

Future research will include a more detailed analysis of agent learning, agent
collaboration, security, and personalization. Since we have implemented them
in a rather ad-hoc way, a more general mechanism that better realizes the true
functions of an agent augmented community needs to be pursued.

We have a lot of work ahead of us to make the concept of augmented commu-
nication practical. For example, we have to establish an information and physical
infrastructure, that is, a basis of seamless connection between the real world and
cyberspace. To implement agent technologies, we have to develop a secured inter-
agent communication method, a multimodal human-agent interaction technique,
and agent learning and adaptation techniques. We hope that many elegant solu-
tions will be invented in the next decade and that agent augmented community
applications will make our personal life more creative and our community life
more communicative.
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Abstract. 

 

Shared interests often serve as the basis for the formation of commu-
nity. Yet it is often difficult to find others on the net who share one’s interests,
due to the large size of the network, the difficulty of finding newsgroups, mailing
lists, and discussion groups that reflect possibly unusual interests, and because
most people do not often post.

To address these issues, I have designed and am implementing 

 

Yenta

 

, a system
that safely and securely introduces people on the Internet who share some similar
interests, and that enables the automatic formation of interest groups based on
these shared interests. Yenta is a system of distributed, individual agents, each
instantiation of which is run by an individual user. Each user’s Yenta discovers
its user’s interests by direct examination of the user’s personal files. It then finds
groups of similar users without divulging sensitive information.

 

1 Introduction

 

Shared interests often serve as the basis for the formation of community. Yet it is often
difficult to find others on the net who share one’s interests, due to the large size of the
network, the difficulty of finding newsgroups, mailing lists, and discussion groups that
reflect possibly unusual interests, and because most people do not often post.

To address these issues, I have designed and implemented 

 

Yenta

 

, a system that safely
and securely introduces people on the Internet who share some similar interests, and
that enables the automatic formation of interest groups based on these shared interests.
Yenta is a system of distributed, individual agents, each instantiation of which is run by
an individual user. Each user’s Yenta discovers its user’s interests by direct examina-
tion of the user’s personal files. It then finds groups of similar users without divulging
sensitive information.

Yenta will be distributed to increasingly larger user populations, and eventually offered
to the network at large. I will undertake an initial study of both the operation of its
underlying algorithms and the sociopolitical impact of its use as it accumulates a user
base. The performance of the underlying algorithms will be studied quantitatively by
collecting and analyzing statistics produced by each running Yenta. Yenta’s social
impact will be studied via qualitative research methods involving interviews of its
users.

This paper describes some of Yenta’s capabilities in helping to form and support com-
munities, the methodology of its field trials, and how its computational models are
designed to facilitate its goals. Research about Yenta bears on issues of community for-
mation, large-scale network discussions, and computer-mediated communication; its
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use of strong cryptography also bears on the future of the information infrastructure.
Thus, this paper describes research that will:

• Facilitate community formation, via automatic determination of user interests and
matchmaking users with similar interests into groups of like-minded individuals.

• Deploy such a system to increasingly larger user communities—not only for re-
search purposes, but also as an intended public good.

• Protect user privacy rigorously, and enable large-scale deployment, by careful use
of anonymity, pseudonymity, strong cryptography, and a fully-distributed architec-
ture with no single point of compromise.

• Encourage user communication within communities by making a variety of conver-
sational tools available, and prevent abuse of the pseudonymous nature of the system
via a built-in reputation system.

• Demonstrate the utility of strong cryptography and the value in designing systems
from the outset to protect the civil liberties of their users.

• Enable the study of the resulting system, both technically and sociologically. This
includes both the communications between users, and how they make use of the
built-in reputation system.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes why we are trying to build
community and how matchmaking helps. It then briefly discusses important aspects of
the overall architecture of Yenta. Section 3 explains some of the implementation deci-
sions that went into Yenta, how they facilitate community formation, and help users to
trust Yenta with private information. Section 4 demonstrates what a user might see in a
typical interaction with Yenta. Section 5 describes how Yenta’s effects will be evalu-
ated, including both the operation of the software and its effects on its users and the
communities they form. Finally, Section 6 describes some related work.

This paper summarizes Yenta’s design, but does not provide full details. Interested
readers may consult previously-published reports on Yenta’s overall architecture and
implementation [15] and security model [16].

 

2 Design rationale

 

This section discusses why matchmaking is useful for community formation, why it us
valuable for studying the formation and maintenance of electronically-based communi-
ties, and why Yenta is structured as a decentralized system. It also discusses the impli-
cations for user privacy, which can influence user acceptance.

 

2.1 Why matchmaking?

 

Yenta is designed to form groups of people interested in similar topics, and to introduce
some of these users to each other. This problem is known as 

 

matchmaking.

 

There are many reasons why one might want to support interpersonal matchmaking:

• People are often working on similar projects without realizing it—be it two people
down the hall from each other reinventing the same wheel, or two doctors doing re-
search on similar cases without knowing that both of them are studying the same lit-
erature.
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• It is often the case that people need to find an expert in some field, but finding such
an expert can be difficult and time-consuming.

• Many people feel socially isolated. Often, someone with a particular, unusual inter-
est may wonder whether there are others who share that interest and, if so, how to
find them.

All of these applications are intertwined with the problem of 

 

building community

 

,
which is often poorly-supported by existing tools on the Internet. For example:

• Many matchmaking systems require the user to indicate his or her interests explic-
itly, either in free text (such as a classified or personal ad), or by selecting from a list
of alternatives. In general, however, requiring users to formulate and update a de-
scription of current interests is intrusive, timeconsuming, and usually incomplete—
and users almost never keep such descriptions updated. Furthermore, lists of alter-
natives restrict users’ descriptions of themselves only to those categories that have
been designed into the system.

• Matchmaking often occurs in online communications systems, such as Usenet,
mailing lists, and the Web, because one user sees something written by someone else
and initiates a dialog based on it. However, this requires that at least one of the indi-
viduals involved publish something, be it a netnews post, a letter, or a web page, in
order for others to find him or her. Lurkers—people who read, but do not publish—
are thus effectively invisible. They form an undiscovered resource, and a huge one,
since most people read far more than they publish.

Yenta addresses these problems by determining user interests automatically, without
requiring (but not preventing) user intervention, and by constantly attempting to update
users’ interests and make new matches based on them. It does not require that users
publish anything, or, indeed, even write anything in particular of their own in order to
do the matching. Yenta operates using a 

 

completely decentralized, peer-to-peer

 

 archi-
tecture. The individual Yenta agents thus serve as 

 

facilitators

 

, acting as 

 

intermediaries

 

in bringing people together.

This research combines multiagent systems, matchmaking, and cryptographic tech-
niques in a unique fashion. Yenta’s automatic determination of user interests, combined
with its decentralized, multi-agent architecture, poses challenging research problems.
Its method of operation and the interest groups formed of its users facilitate study of a
variety of social and political effects.

 

2.2 Why adopt a decentralized architecture?

 

One of the simplest ways to implement a matchmaker is to use a 

 

centralized

 

 architec-
ture, in which one system serves a potentially large number of users. Many currently-
implemented agents, especially matchmaking agents, are designed this way. Such an
architecture has some advantages, including implementation simplicity and the ease of
centralized control. Unfortunately, there are problems with a centralized architecture:

• Scaling such a system to large numbers of users is difficult. In systems which must
correlate user interests, for example [36], straightforward approaches to this prob-
lem generally require a quadratic-order matching step somewhere.
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• A system that handles potentially sensitive information requires high trustability. A
centralized server provides a single point where either accidental failure or deliber-
ate compromise can have catastrophic consequences. Note that deliberate compro-
mise is not limited to disgruntled insiders or malicious outsiders; a steady flow of
subpoenas

 

1

 

 can be potentially just as time-consuming to deal with for system oper-
ators, and can be similarly injurious to users’ trust.

Many foreseeable future applications for software agents involve large numbers of
agents interacting with each other. Such systems will have to be implemented in a dis-
tributed way, rather than depending on a single master server. 

 

2.3 Multi-agent matchmaking

 

This research focuses on the design and sociology of a 

 

matchmaking 

 

service, one
designed to find groups of people with similar interests and bring them together to form
coalitions and interest groups. The intended scale of the matchmaking is that of the
entire Internet, an environment in which there are potentially millions of users and mil-
lions of agents corresponding to them. 

Although decentralized, multi-agent systems have several important advantages in such
an application, they have problems, too. One of the largest problems is 

 

how agents are
supposed to find each other. 

 

Each agent should not have to know about (and, indeed,
probably cannot

 

 

 

know about) every other agent, user, or resource on the network.
Instead, some mechanism by which agents may locate only the useful agents on the net-
work must be arranged. There are several difficult coordination problems, due to the
problem being solved and the potentially large number of agents involved. For exam-
ple:

• There is no obvious a priori hierarchy in this application by which to organize the
agents. (Why would any one person’s interests be at the top of any hierarchy? How
would we know whom to pick, anyway?) This makes the common solution of a sin-
gle-inheritance tree, which is useful in many other domains, inappropriate here.

• Asking other agents 

 

at random

 

 is quite inefficient, resembling diffusion in a gas—
it means each agent could be required to ask every agent on the network, guarantee-
ing a solution that scales poorly.

Yenta’s design addresses these points by using 

 

clustering

 

 and 

 

peer-to-peer referrals

 

.
This approach is outlined in greater depth in Section 3, and is more completely
explained in [15].

 

2.4 Security implications

 

Yenta’s use of personal information—the interests of its users, and their private conver-
sions with each other—raises serious security and user-privacy concerns. There is
potential for violating users’ civil rights due to inadvertent disclosure. Further, if these

 

1. Subpoenas are not an idle threat—for example, as reported by the Wall Street Journal [41],
Federal Express must cope with several hundred subpoenas 

 

a day

 

 of its shipping records. In gen-
eral, centralized repositories of the activities of large numbers of people must deal with this as a
matter of course.
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concerns are unaddressed, users may be averse to trying out the software in the first
place.

In general, agents are useful because they understand some aspects of their users’ goals
and can carry out actions autonomously to fulfill those goals. This may require that any
given agent know personal or sensitive information about its user. The agent must be
robust against revealing this information to third parties and against being subverted by
a malicious interloper into carrying out an undesired action.

As the value of the information or the motivation to inflict damage increases, the pos-
sibility of inadvertent information disclosure or subversion of an agent’s goals by an
attacker are very real. This is particularly important in applications that handle highly
personal information. People’s personal privacy may be violated—and careless han-
dling of this data may violate laws in countries that mandate the safe handling of per-
sonal data.

Multi-agent systems require that the multiple agents collaborate to accomplish their
users’ collective goals. Such systems must often depend, to a greater or lesser extent,
on sources of information obtained from others, and must often “leak” information
about their own internal state or the goals of their users in order to interoperate with
their peers; this makes security and privacy harder to achieve. Further, a trusted inter-
mediary is often an impractical or unavailable solution, which complicates the problem.

Yenta deals with a large amount of potentially personal information, and this informa-
tion must be protected. A large amount of this protection is obtained by Yenta’s decen-
tralization—it is difficult and often pointless to attempt to compromise or subpoena a
very large number of sites. Other protections are afforded by the use of strong cryptog-
raphy. A fuller discussion of Yenta’s security strategy can be found in Section 3.3, and
a complete discussion appears in [16].

 

3 Design and implementation strategies

 

The research proposed here is structured into two primary areas: 

 

design and implemen-
tation

 

 of the Yenta system, including algorithms for matchmaking users and algorithms
for keeping this data secure, and 

 

evaluation

 

 of the resulting system, including both
quantitative evaluation of the algorithms and qualitative evaluation [28][30][40] of the
system’s utility to its users and its social and political impact for them. An overview of
Yenta’s design appears in this section, and its evaluation appears in Section 5.

Yenta is concerned primarily with 

 

finding

 

 people who share an interest with each other,
and 

 

using

 

 that information to form coalitions and interest groups in which users may
communicate among the group. These groups can then be used as the basis for one-to-
one introductions. Yenta must also 

 

secure 

 

information about its users to prevent viola-
tions of their privacy and civil rights.

Yenta’s implementation presupposes that every Yenta is a 

 

persistent

 

 agent that runs
most of the time, for long periods. The user does not start up the agent, get an immedi-
ate result, and shut it down, but instead runs it in the background for hours or weeks,
while it uses the referral algorithm to find and join appropriate groups of agents whose
users share the same interests. As the process runs, any given user’s Yenta may join
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several groups simultaneously, because the user may have several interests simulta-
neously.

 

3.1 Finding the right cluster of peer agents: the core idea

 

Yenta’s architecture borrows ideas from 

 

computational ecology

 

 [19], in which agents
use local knowledge to self-organize into larger units. The 

 

core ideas

 

 in the approach
are:

• determine the user’s interests,
• compare the agents’ information in a 

 

peer-to-peer, decentralized

 

 fashion,
• use 

 

referrals

 

 from one agent to another and an algorithm resembling 

 

hill-climbing

 

to find other, more appropriate agents when searching for relevant peers, in order to
• build 

 

clusters

 

 or 

 

clumps

 

 of like-minded agents, and to
•

 

use these clusters

 

 of similar or like-minded agents (whose users therefore share sim-
ilar interests) to 

 

introduce

 

 users to each other and enable cluster-wide 

 

messaging

 

 be-
tween users whose interests match.

Yenta determines the user’s interests by scanning all of the user’s mail and files and
building a statistical representation of what the scanned text is about. This representa-
tion is a classic weighted vector of keywords [43], in which common words are dropped
and the other words are stemmed. Each document (a single message or a single file) is
represented by a single such vector (called here a 

 

grain

 

) which reflects word frequen-
cies found in the document. These individual vectors are then aggregated using a clus-
tering algorithm into 

 

granules.

 

 Each granule consists of several grains, and represents
a single user interest. The user can have an arbitrary number of such grains, reflecting
a variety of interests; it typically works out a user has one to two dozen interests.

Yentas cooperate to form 

 

clusters

 

 of users; each such cluster reflects a number of users
all of whom share some particular interest. (A cluster is composed of many granules—
each granule representing one particular interest of one particular user.) Any given
user’s Yenta can be in multiple clusters simultaneously, since any given user is pre-
sumed to have multiple simultaneous interests.

The Yentas form these clusters by cooperating in a distributed algorithm. Each Yenta
remembers, for each cluster that it is in, which other Yentas it has recently talked to—
this is its 

 

cluster cache, 

 

and there is one such cache for each interest associated with this
Yenta’s user

 

.

 

 Each Yenta also maintains a list of other recently-contacted Yentas which
do 

 

not

 

 seem to share any common interests—this is its 

 

rumor cache. 

 

There is only one
rumor cache for any given Yenta.

When two Yentas discover that they share a common interest (two of their granules
match better than a threshold), they remember this fact. They also trade the contents of
their cluster caches for this interest, hence merging two smaller clusters into one larger
cluster. Each Yenta updates its cluster cache to be the union of the initial pair of cluster
caches.

On the other hand, consider a Yenta (call it A) which has not yet found a suitable cluster
for some particular interest. When this Yenta asks another (B) if it matches this interest,
and is told it does not, it then asks for a 

 

referral

 

—it asks B for some third Yenta (C),
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from B’s rumor cache, which is a 

 

better

 

 match for this interest. Whichever Yenta C is
chosen by B does not have to be very good (in particular, it does not have to be good
enough to be termed a “good match”); it must only be a better match than B itself.
Yenta A then asks C directly about its interests, and this process iterates. Yenta A can
follow this chain of referrals in a word-of-mouth algorithm which approximates hill-
climbing, and which works better than random search.

 

3.2 How the resulting clusters can be used

 

Forming clusters of interests is an ongoing and continuous process for the Yenta agents,
due to the scale and constantly-changing environment of the Internet. Once these clus-
ters have formed, how can they be used? The primary application for these clusters is
to 

 

use them to send messages to other users

 

. These messages may go to 

 

single users

 

 or
to some 

 

subset of everyone

 

 in a cluster. Some messages may be initiated by Yenta itself,
such as the automatic suggestion of an introduction when two users’ interests match
unusually well. Other messages are initiated by the user, as part of a conversation with
either a single other user or the members of a particular cluster.

All messages, introductions, and so forth are identified by 

 

pseudonyms.

 

 These pseud-
onyms are persistent, and are also unique and unforgeable due to their cryptographic
implementation. No Yenta ever transmits actual identifying information about its user
to another Yenta—though if its user cares to reveal that information by sending a mes-
sage to another user, or to a cluster, that is the user’s decision. Blinding actual user
identities in this fashion is one of Yenta’s main defenses against particular sorts of
attacks and privacy invasions, and is dealt with more extensively in the discussion of
security below.

Clusters are subject to constant change, as Yentas join and leave, and as their users’
interests change. Yenta can thus track changes in its environment.

 

3.3 Security

 

Since each Yenta handles a large amount of personal information and potentially shares
that information with other Yentas under control of arbitrary individuals who are not
necessarily all deemed trustworthy, the design must attend to several security and pri-
vacy issues.

Many of these issues, at least in theory, affect many distributed applications that handle
user information, such as electronic mail. However, such applications traditionally
have not been ubiquitously protected, and the use of privacy-protecting technologies,
such as cryptography, within them is still very much the exception. Yenta can benefit
from being a new application, one created in an era when both the insecurity of the pub-
lic network is well known and the cryptographic tools to address that insecurity are
well-understood. 

However, there are unique reasons why protecting users’ privacy is an especially
important part of Yenta design. In applications such as electronic mail, the user chooses
both the recipient(s) and the message text, and thus may exercise at least some control
over who is most likely to see the contents, and what those contents are. Disclosure by
recipients to unauthorized persons, or by third-party eavesdroppers, is still easily possi-
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ble, but may be ameliorated somewhat by the sender’s choice of subject matter—par-
ticularly private matters simply should not be transmitted in the first place. Yenta, on
the other hand, transmits a great deal of personal information 

 

automatically

 

 and 

 

to
unknown parties

 

, hence amplifying the potential for disclosure to inappropriate individ-
uals. Further, because it forms groups of users based on their interests, it makes such
groups easy to find and could, if improperly designed, make their identities known to
outsiders when the group’s members wished them concealed.

Attacks on Yenta’s security roughly divide into 

 

passive attacks 

 

and

 

 active attacks.

 

Some of these attacks could be applied to many types of systems, while some are pecu-
liar to Yenta.

Passive attacks do not attempt to modify data flowing between any pair of Yentas;
instead, they attempt to obtain data surreptitiously and without permission. They could
include eavesdropping on the data being transferred, doing traffic analysis of aggregate
data flows among sets of Yentas, reading data stored by each Yenta in its user’s file sys-
tem, and subpoenaing data that may exist in particular locations.

Active attacks are those in which data or the underlying infrastructure is actively dis-
rupted. They can include spoofing (identity fraud of one sort of another), replay of old
data, man-in-the-middle attacks, and subverted distributions of Yenta.

Yenta uses accepted and proven cryptographic algorithms and protocols to counter
most of these threats. Although the use of these various techniques in Yenta as an appli-
cation is unique, the actual cryptographic tools employed are 

 

not

 

, in general, novel, and
for good reason—such tools always require a long period of public scrutiny before they
can be trusted. Hence, when it comes simply to communications privacy and authentic-
ity, Yenta uses tried-and-true techniques.

Not all the threats posed to users of Yenta are strictly algorithmic—outright fraud and
deception by other users are to be expected. Such confidence games require no sophis-
ticated passive or active attacks on Yenta’s communications themselves; instead, they
prey on user expectations. While this is in general a problem with, e.g., electronic mail,
in Yenta it is far worse, because users have no a priori way of either knowing each other
or in tracking back a communication to its source. Indeed, since the underlying design
emphasizes anonymity and pseudonyms to frustrate such attempts, such fraudulent rep-
resentations are uniquely important to Yenta. Yenta therefore contains a 

 

reputation sys-
tem

 

 that allows users to make statements about themselves, called 

 

attributions.

 

 Other
Yenta users can then cryptographically sign individual statements with which they
agree. Such attributions allow newcomers to judge the character of another user by
reading what statements they have made that others agree with, and can be used to
determine whether to proceed with an introduction or whether to present communica-
tions from another to the user at all.

Reputation systems such as this are extremely unusual in typical applications on the
Internet today. How they are used within Yenta may enable interesting sociological
study of users’ needs for privacy and of how one represents oneself to strangers in a
way that one’s peers will support.
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Yenta explicitly does 

 

not

 

 attempt to deal with certain threats, such as whether the user
has a trusted path to his or her binaries, Byzantine failures in which more than a small
number of all Yentas have been deliberately compromised by malicious parties, or a
large class of denial-of-service attacks (which might well deny service by disrupting
the network as a whole, and not just Yenta itself). In general, dealing with these prob-
lems are far outside of the scope of this research, and some are fundamental problems
in the way most popular operating systems and computer architectures are commonly
designed.

 

4 A typical set of interactions

 

To lend some concreteness to the discussion above, consider the following typical set
of interactions with Yenta. Only a few of the most important parts of Yenta’s operation
are demonstrated here. In these examples, the user chose the name Greenstalk. We’ll
use this name for clarity in the discussion below.

When a user starts up Yenta for the first time, she must choose a name and a passphrase.
Various cryptographic keys are generated, including a unique, unforgeable crypto-
graphic ID. Yenta then asks where to find the various mail files to start its granule-for-
mation algorithms. When completed, Yenta has a description of the user’s various
interests. The process of asking for a name and a pointer to the user’s filesystem, and of
generating cryptographic keys, happens only the first time the user starts Yenta; after
that, Yenta remembers all of its information across runs.

Each user runs their own copy of Yenta. Those copies communicate with each other
using a Yenta-specific communications protocol known as the InterYenta protocol.
Each Yenta also communicates with its owner (only!) via HTTP to the user’s web
browser, which means that Yenta need not understand every window system in the
world, but merely how to speak HTML. We presume that any Yenta user therefore has
at least some kind of browser available—a reasonable assumption these days for users
on machines that are on the network in the first place. Yenta’s user interface thus makes
Yenta look like a traditional web server, but do not be fooled—each page is generated
on-the-fly by the user’s own Yenta, and there is no centralized web server anywhere in
the architecture.

Once cryptographic keys have been generated and preclustering is complete, Green-
stalk can check on which interests Yenta has deduced by examining a page like that
shown in Figure 1, on the next page.

This is a very abbreviated list of interests; typical users find themselves with a few
dozen. Each interest is identified by some salient words—those which are most useful
in separating out one interest from another. Even though Yenta can make strong guar-
antees about the privacy of the data, users may still want their Yenta to disregard certain
interests for other reasons. In the example above, Greenstalk clicked “Ignore” because
she really does not care to be introduced to other people just because they have meet-
ings, too.

Greenstalk can always adjust these listings later if she wishes, and is free to simply
allow them all to assume their defaults. Hence, when Yenta starts up, it can immedi-
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ately start trying to find peers, without forcing its user to go through an extensive con-
figuration phase first. This is critical to its success—every minute of configuration
required to make Yenta work for a given user cuts down on the number who will be
likely to use it at all.

After Yenta has preclustered and is attempting to find peers, Greenstalk can get a rough
idea of how the process is going by examining a page such as the one shown in Figure 2
below.

This particular page shows that Greenstalk’s Yenta has already found one cluster of
other Yentas whose users share an interest with her—the shipment of one-time crypto-
graphic pads. The number of known peers is computed from the cluster cache for this
interest, and the number of estimated peers in the entire cluster is approximated via
hearsay from others in the cluster. Her Yenta is still looking for a cluster reflecting a
different interest—writing conference papers about agents—but has not yet found any
Yentas close enough to be considered peers.

Once Yenta has found a reasonable cluster (or a few such), what might happen? There
are two basic operations initially supported for clusters of which we are a member:

 

Figure 1.  

 

Abbreviated listing of typical interest clusters, as found by Yenta.

 

Figure 2.  

 

Abbreviated listing of Yenta’s status while searching for other, similar Yentas.
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• Sending a message to some subset of the cluster’s members.

 

2

 

• Getting introduced to a particular member of the cluster.

 

3

 

An example of such a suggested introduction appears in Figure 3 below.

In this example, Yenta is suggesting an introduction based on a particular cluster—
apparently, Greenstalk’s Yenta did eventually find someone else with an interest in
one-time pads.

The example details a number of attributes describing the potential introducee, such as
Blueshell’s name and cryptographic ID,

 

4

 

 and a cryptographically-derived estimate of
how long this Yenta has been around. This latter quantity gives some hints about how
much might be invested in this identity—was it just created via an AOL disk in the
mail, or has it been around for a while? The very bottom of the page shows which
shared interest prompted the introduction, and indicates that, in this case, Greenstalk’s
Yenta was the one that decided that an introduction might be appropriate.

Note the attestations for Blueshell in the center of the page. Greenstalk might like to
take a closer look at them. For example, she might wish to verify that there is some rel-
atively-trusted path back to someone she knows, and hence that the signatories aren’t
all simply fraudulent alter-egos under Blueshell’s control. She can do so by examining
a page such as that shown in Figure 4, on the next page.

 

2. Via the attestation system, users may filter which messages are displayed or propagated to
other Yentas. Hence, Yenta does not guarantee that messages will get to everyone in the cluster in
all cases.
3.  These introductions are suggested automatically when two members of the cluster appear to
match very closely—more closely, in particular, than most of the rest of the known members
seem to match. How often such introductions may be suggested is, like many other aspects of
Yenta, a user-settable parameter.
4.  Recall that this is a unique, unforgeable quantity, because it is the fingerprint of the key
required to communicate with him at all.

 

Figure 3.  

 

A typical introduction.
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Yenta can give some support in finding paths between the three signatories listed above
and someone Greenstalk knows better, if necessary.

Suppose that Greenstalk goes ahead with the introduction. What can she do? One ser-
vice Yenta can provide involves simply setting up a conversation between the two par-
ties, allowing them to negotiate how much additional information they wish to reveal—
a little or a lot. The conversation, like everything else in Yenta, is routinely encrypted,
and neither party knows the other’s 

 

true

 

 identities unless they tell each other. A typical
set of conversations might look like the example in Figure 5 below.

Note that, in the pages shown here, we assume that the user desires a totally passive
interface, in which Yenta never offers information unless the user follows some appro-
priate link. In fact, for those browsers that support auto-refresh of pages (e.g., Netscape
and others), the user can also specify that certain pages should have updates “pushed”
out if the page is visible and something noteworthy happens. This allows a user to leave
a Yenta page up in some browser window, and be immediately notified when some-
thing changes. The choice of interaction styles is up to the user.

Only the high points of Yenta’s user interface have been covered here. Advanced users
have other ways of controlling Yenta’s behavior. For example, Yenta has a large num-
ber of configurable parameters to control aspects of its security, how introductions can

 

Figure 4.  

 

Attestations serves as a word-of-mouth reputation system.

 

Figure 5.  

 

Having a conversation using Yenta. All communications are transparently encrypted.
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be made and how often, what sort of limits are to be placed on the resources Yenta is
allowed to consume, and so forth.

 

5 Evaluation

 

Evaluation of this research requires that real users use Yenta. There are two dimensions
to my study: quantitative evaluation of Yenta’s underlying algorithms, and qualitative
evaluation of users’ reactions to Yenta. 

 

5.1 Rollout strategy

 

Yenta will be fielded to increasingly large groups of users. This will allow investigation
of its performance at varying sizes. In addition, a gradual release should allow catching
critical bugs early and avoid garnering a negative reputation in the potential user com-
munity for items easy to correct.

Initial releases of Yenta will be made available in-house, first to particular interested
individuals in the MIT Media Lab and then, more generally, to the rest of the Lab and
particular interested sponsors.

 

5

 

 A later release will target MIT undergraduates via a port
to common Athena [2] machines; this provides a relatively large and homogenous set
of machines in a user community that is both technically sophisticated and willing to try
new software just to experiment with it.

Many details of Yenta’s design, including various presented papers about the system,
have been available on the Web for upwards of two years. A web form has been avail-
able in that interval for readers of these documents to express their interest in using a
beta version of Yenta when it becomes available (and, if they wish, to also indicate
interest in helping to port it to other architectures). This has garnered several hundred
interested individuals all over the world, and these will be solicited as users in the next
phase of the rollout.

The ultimate goal involves offering Yenta to the worldwide network, via targeted
advertisements to likely mailing lists and newsgroups whose readers are likely to want
to experiment with the technology.

 

6

 

 If Yenta is successful, word of mouth may then
enlarge its user base further. This step is not required to complete the research, although
it is desirable.

Yenta uses cryptographic algorithms which are currently export-controlled by the
United States government [21]. Yenta’s deployment is explicitly cognizant of these
limitations. Dissemination of Yenta’s cryptographic elements will be limited through
the use of the same techniques used to make Pretty Good Privacy [42] available on the
network.

 

7

 

5. In particular, our sponsor British Telecom has been very enthusiastic about collaborating with
us on this technology, and will be among the first to try it out. Indeed, the development of their
Grapevine system was largely inspired by the author’s work on Yenta.
6. Such advertisements will be sent with the cooperation of the moderator of each list; they will
not be spammed indiscriminately.
7. The General Counsel for the National Security Administration has stated in a public forum
(the 1996 Computers, Freedom, and Privacy conference) that such steps are deemed sufficiently
restrictive—since they derail typical commercial export of cryptography simply by their cum-
bersome nature to corporations.
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5.2 System performance

 

The performance of Yenta’s clustering algorithms have a strong effect on the utility of
the system as a whole. Therefore, part of the evaluation of the research includes study-
ing the scalability of the algorithms for varying numbers of users, and investigating
where performance may be improved.

Yenta can potentially report on a large number of interesting statistics, and Yenta as
fielded will do so by extensive automatic logging via the network to a central collection
site—being careful to blind such data 

 

before and during transit 

 

so that individual user
identities cannot be discovered.

 

8

 

 Such blinding increases user acceptance of the large
amount of data that could potentially be collected, and also makes the collection site a
much less attractive one for compromise.

Some of the parameters to be collected from any given running Yenta include, at least:

• Clustering statistics—how many interests does this user have? How many clusters
of other Yentas have been found for this user’s interests? How much communication
did Yenta require to find them? How many interests did the user wish 

 

not

 

 to use for
introductions? How much mail or how many files did Yenta scan to determine the
user’s interests?

• Preferences—how has the user set parameters such as general security and privacy
levels? What sorts of resource limits (cache sizes, process and network utilization)
has the user imposed on Yenta? Has the user specified a limit on the number of in-
troductions to be made in a particular time period, and if so, what? Is the user filter-
ing incoming messages to him- or herself, from either individuals or the cluster?
What filtering parameters are used?

• Usage—how many messages into groups has the user read or written? What about
messages to individual users? How often does the user interact with Yenta’s user in-
terface? How often is the help used? How many attributions does this user have?
How many have been signed, by how many other users?

Since Yenta has not yet had a large-scale trial, many aspects of its basic clustering algo-
rithms have been simulated. The algorithms used to group individual mail messages
(grains) into interests (granules) have undergone several revisions, using real mail as
input. The algorithms used to group Yentas into clusters have been examined for up to
a thousand simulated Yentas.

 

5.3 Sociology

 

Part of the impetus for pursuing this research is sociological and political. If provided
to users, will they use the sorts of instant interest groups that Yenta can provide? How
will they manage their online reputations, and what sort of social signalling systems
might develop around them?

 

8. Note that this blinding means that neither the implementor, the server that receives the statis-
tics, nor an eavesdropper to the transmission may obtain user-identity information. Also, since
Yenta’s transmissions are 

 

always

 

 encrypted, an eavesdropper is denied the contents of the trans-
mission as well.
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To investigate these issues, particular individuals in Yenta’s user community will be
interviewed, either online or in any other communications medium deemed appropri-
ate, and their experiences, attitudes, and opinions will be collected. Users may be solic-
ited at random or may choose to contribute their opinions at their own discretion. The
actual identities of those who participate will be protected; those who participate using
Yenta itself as the communications medium will have their identities automatically pro-
tected unless they take steps to reveal them.

Qualitative evaluation methods [28][30][40] will be employed in pursuing answers to
the questions that Yenta raises. I am not interested here in detailed investigations of
tweaks to Yenta’s user interface or in similar pursuits; instead, I am interested in
whether or not Yenta facilitates social change. Such change could consist of enabling
conversations among people who otherwise would not have met, or who (even if
already known to each other) would not have known of a particular shared interest; it
could also consist of changes in attitudes towards the protection of personal informa-
tion and the use of cryptography in everyday life.

The sorts of communities formed by Yenta users is of prime concern in this sociologi-
cal research. An interest group is 

 

not 

 

the only thing that makes up a community; the sta-
ble, groupwide conversations, social customs, and sense of shared responsibility for the
continued evolution of the group are also important. Part of the purpose of fielding
Yenta will be to investigate how the affordances it makes available—for example, easy
group conversations, easy discovery of people with related interests, a reputation sys-
tem, and pseudonyms—can be useful in forming and evaluating communities.

 

6 Related work

 

A common technique in systems that support computation among a group of users is to
centralize a server and have its users act like clients. Such systems are by far the most
common organization for this task; Yenta is one of the very few that tries to break this
mold. Centralized systems, while unsafe and having scaling problems, do have certain
advantages, of course—not only are they easier to build, but web-based centralized sys-
tems also offer the possibility of supporting themselves via banner ads and the like in
an obvious and straightforward manner. Of course, they have many disadvantages,
such as requiring a centralized authority which may not be trustable in the face of crack-
ers or subpoenas, or which may overload and constitute a single point of failure.

Webhound/Webdoggie [35][36] and HOMR/Ringo/Firefly [26], for example, both sub-
scribe to this principle. A central server maintains information about user interests, and
users connect to the server (in both cases, with web browsers) to discover whether they
have a match. Both systems require the user to be proactive in establishing and main-
taining an interest profile, although Webhound/Webdoggie also obtained leverage by
using a data source the user already kept updated, namely his or her hotlist.

Kuokka and Harada [24] describe a system that matches advertisements and requests
from users and hence serves as a brokering service. Also a centralized server, their sys-
tem assumes a highly-structured representation of user interests.
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Sixdegrees [27] is an interesting idea in matchmaking, generally for professional rea-
sons; this site specializes in 

 

who you already know

 

 and uses this information to find
minimal spanning trees to others who you would like to know. 

PlanetAll [34] has a somewhat different approach. It concentrates on 

 

finding people you
once knew

 

, rather than on finding new people you might like to know. Like Sixdegrees,
it is a centralized, web-based service, and everyone using the service is identified by
their real name.

Although romantic matchmaking is 

 

not

 

 an explicit goal of Yenta, there are a large num-
ber of matchmaking systems specialized for this application, and they are worth study-
ing.

 

 

 

Such systems appear to be invariably centralized. For example, Match.Com [11] is
a straightforward romantic-matchmaking service. Similarly, the Jewish Matchmaker
[7] (unfortunately also called Yenta, for obvious reasons) is one of several more-spe-
cialized systems that function similarly: surveys for filtering, personals for secondary
selection, and a centralized server, all backed up by a web-based interface.

Kautz, Milewski, and Selman [22] have taken a more distributed approach to match-
making. They report work on a prototype system for expertise location in a large com-
pany. Their prototype assumes that users can identify who else might be a suitable
contact, and use agents to automate the referral-chaining process; they include simu-
lated results showing how the length and accuracy of the resulting referral chains are
affected by the number of simulated users and the accuracy and helpfulness of their rec-
ommendations. Yenta differs from this approach in many ways, such as using ubiqui-
tous user data to infer interests, rather than explicitly asking about expertise, and in its
use of strong cryptography, good user security, and anonymity.
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Abstract. In this article, we intend to shed some light on the subject of social
life in a 3D virtual world. 3D virtual worlds are expected to promote people’s
interactions over time and space. However something more seems to be neces-
sary to encourage people’s activity in a 3D virtual world in which one
characteristics of interaction is “anonymity”. In anonymous environment,
everything is less distinguishable, less trustworthy, and less attractive. It might
be interesting to introduce a way to represent our personality. To be compatible
with anonymity, we introduce a virtual partner “symbiot”. We can use the
symbiot to let it represent a part of our personality. Symbiots could develop
their personality through interaction with us or through observation of our
behavioral traits. We have conducted a series of experiments to develop a
personality of symbiot and in some cases, we succeeded in producing a kind of
primitive personality.

1   Introduction

It is expected that 3D virtual worlds could easily extend our life over time and space.
They provide 3D spaces where we can interact. Unlike text based communication, in
a 3D virtual space, we can directly see visual images of a world to which we belong.
We can use not only verbal communication but also motions and figures as
information media. Due to this characteristic, we have much more freedom of
representing ourselves in 3D virtual space interaction than text based interactions.
First and foremost, 3D virtual worlds form a “border-less” space: we can free from
physical constraints of the real world. When we enter a 3D virtual world, we can meet
with people from various countries: US, Europe, Asia, or Africa.

We must create 3D virtual worlds so as to encourage people to interact with others
in a group and in motion. Nevertheless, the actual condition does not seem to be as
such. In general, people connect to a world and chat with those who have already
been in the world. While chatting, avatars do not move so much. Even if there is a
function to change a posture of avatars, people do not use it so frequently. This is
partially because it is not necessary. It even annoy people when people think of how
to and when to use the function. In some sense, for chatting, 3D world images do not
help people to interact. A single chatting window may be enough to talk with others.
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One apparent contribution of 3D virtual worlds here is that  the worlds provide
some landscapes about which people can talk. However, because of a rather poor
variation of landscapes, the topic about the landspaces will soon become boaring. We
could expect future technology that provides more interesting landspaces including
more attractive animated objects. Nevertheless, as far as interaction among people is
concerned, that does not solve a problem how to encourage people’s activity in 3D
virtual worlds. This is because 3D virtual world interactions lacks vividness of human
society as we have it in the real world.

It is worth thinking about the personality of participants in virtual space
interactions. This is related with a subject of  “anonymity”. This anonymity
characterizes one true aspect of virtual space interactions of any style. Because of this
anonymity, personality of individuals in a virtual space is less apparent than in the
real world. Sometimes, people prefer such anonymity in communication because they
can separate their existence in a virtual world from the existence in the real world. We
can pretend a person totally different from the reality. From the personality point of
view, however, there are some deficits as compared with social interactions in the real
world.

Less distinguishable.
In the real world, we have various types of personality. Personality gives us criteria to
distinguish people as a group or to distinguish individual people from each other.
According to personality, we can assign roles, tasks, and so on. If personality is
unclear, it becomes a hard job to purposefully distinguish participants. For example,
forming a functional group in a virtual space may be a really difficult subject. It is
hard to expect that an organization spontaneously emerges. It may be possible to
prepare distinguished characters of avatar. Nevertheless, personality, as we will
discuss later, is not only a matter of figures but also and more importantly a matter of
consistent pattern of behavior. We may be able to expect sophisticated animation of
avatars [1] or facial animation [2]. Then, the next problem is how we can reflect our
personality on the expression of those animations. Operationally speaking, it is not
easy to let users use such options. There is also an empirical study reporting that
people prefers to use voice or text communication rather than animation.

Less trustworthy.
In general, we cannot trust somebody until we know the person very well and unless
we are sure that it is the very person. To establish a trust-relationship, we need to look
at a person directly as it is. Or, we need a kind of certificate to trust for backup:
recommendation, for example, by whom we already trust. In a virtual world
interaction such as chatting, such rigorous trust-relationship may not be required1.
Nevertheless, we want to be sure, at least, if we are talking to a person with whom I
really want to talk. If we can obtain some more information on the personality of
others, it may be helpful to make a trustworthy conversation. We could present our
                                                          
1 We may be able to provide a rigorous mechanism for confidential talk. This is another issue

from the topic of this paper.
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face by using video image transmission as in FreeWalk [3]. It is desirable to present
ourselves in a private space where a system can guarantee that nobody else can view
our video image. Nevertheless, I suspect that,  without such a secure space,  most
people do not prefer to present their own face on the Internet even if it is
technologically possible

Less attractive.
Attractiveness is an important factor in social interactions. The real world is attractive
and exciting. It is full of events of various kinds. On the contrary, current 3D virtual
worlds are less attractive. One reason is thee reduction of sensory information. In a
virtual space, we lose the sense of touch, of background noise, the scent of odersm
kinesthesis, the sensation of taste, and visual cues which give us a peripheral
awareness of the presence of others [4]. The other reason, although it is related with
the reason above, is a lack of personality: less variation in characteristics. Imagine an
aquarium. If the aquarium is small, it contains less variety of fish, and if the different
kinds are separated in individual tanks, then we will soon get bored. This is because
they are less attractive and therefore we are not really stimulated. In contrast, if we go
to a large aquarium in which many kinds of fish are swimming together in a large
tank, then we will be excited to view interactions among different sorts of marine
creatures, sometimes in confusion and sometimes in order. Different fishes have
different personalities. The same sort of fish tends to school together. This is a natural
dynamics of living organisms. However, if we ignore such difference in personality, a
world becomes monotonous and boring as seen in a small aquarium. The same words
are applicable to current 3D virtual world interactions. This is one reason why virtual
world is not so attractive.

In this paper, we will discuss a subject of personality in 3D virtual world. First we
investigate what kinds of elements help us to present personality and introduce a way
of representing personality as a “partner” avatar, which we call a symbiot. Next, we
will introduce self-biased conditioning as a learning method to create personality
through interactions with a particular user. Finally, this paper reports results of
experiment of learning a set of reaction patterns.

2   SYMBIOT: a Representative of Personality in Virtual World

In this section, we will introduce a personalized software agent called symbiot and
discuss about symbiot’s personality. In addition, we will briefly explain self-biased
conditioning, as a learning mechanism to train symbiot’s personality.

2.1 What is Personality?

A basic assumption here is that we have our own personalities but we do not want to
present our personalities as they are. Nevertheless, we need to present any kind of
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personality for making a virtual world interaction more distinguishable, trustworthy,
and attractive. How can we achieve this goal? Our solution here is to bring up an
artificial agent so that we can find a part of our personalities in behaviors of the agent.
We call this type of agent symbiot2 (See an example in Fig. 1).

Then, what is personality for symbiot? Personality, as one definition by a
psychologist, represents those characteristics of the person that account for consistent
pattens of behavior [5]. This is a very concise human-specific definition. To apply the
notion of personality for artificial agents, Moffat arranged the definition by Pervin as:
Personality is consistent reactive bias within the fringe of functionality [6]. Then, the
question is how we could have such consistent reactive bias. Personality has a close
relationship with emotion because, as Frijda emphasises, emotion can be seen as
changes in activation of behavioral dispositions caused by relevant stimulus events
[7]. It can be thought that personality and emotion are supported by the same
underlying mechanisms3. A significant function of emotion is action readiness by

                                                          
2 Symbiot is a synthesized word derived from “symbiosis” and “robot”. This word represents

the nature of an agent which forms a symbiotic relationship with users.
3 Moffat classifies emotion, sentiment, mood, and personality, with respect to focus and dura-

tion [6]. Emotion is a focused and short-term response while sentiment is a focused but long-
term response. Mood is a generous and short-term response while personality is a generous
but long-term response. Here, he addressed emotion and personality in both side of extremes.

Fig. 1 Symbiots in a 3D virtual world. In the left window shown is one
green cone avatar, which represents a remote user. In the right window, three
kinds of avatars are shown; a red cone avatar, which is a remote user, a red
cylinder avatar, which is a symbiot of the remote user, and a human-like
avatar, which is a symbiot of a local user.
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which we can prepare body conditions for  some predicted danger. In situation of
danger, it is very useful to respond quickly. It is better to have treated a stick as a
snake than not to have responded to a possible snake [8]. So, emotion is essentially
this type of consistent reactions. Furthermore, we can find a relevant topic in primate
social intelligence such as alarm call learning, attachment behavior, or deceiving [9].
For example, in the case of eagle alarm call learning in monkeys, a young monkey’s
eagle alarm call is initially nonspecific [10]. But, they soon learn to be specific by
observing their peer’s lack of reaction to their false eagle alarm call. A point to be
noted is a fact that young monkeys originally have a “nonspecific” response pattern of
reacting to any bird. This is interesting because personality, emotion, and social
intelligence seems to root to the same mechanism, which is to produce consistent bias
or reactive patterns. In some sense, personality or social intelligence is a matter of
decision making of an  attitude based on perceived inputs.

If we think so, a process to form a personality could be the same as a process to
train social intelligence. According to our previous study on social intelligence
[11,12], a conditioning system helps to develop social intelligence. The conditioning
here denotes classical conditioning by which more than two stimuli originally
irrelevant are associated in a conditioned reflex. We could explain this fact by
conditioning, an originally very generic response pattern becomes specific, as this can
be seen in young monkey’s eagle alarm call learning. Resulting specific patterns may
differ among individuals due to their different experiences. This variation, we believe,
is a root of personality. Therefore, we could summarize that personalities come out
through a process of specialization of given generic and consistent response pattens.
We could say, in turn, that personalities could be consistent reactive bias because they
are bounded by fundamental generic and consistent response.

In our study, based on the above consideration, we are going to use the same
conditioning system used for developing social intelligence as a basis of personality.
In the next section, I will briefly explain the self-biased conditioning.

2.2 Self-biased Conditioning

We have developed a self-biased conditioning system for the purpose of developing
social intelligence in interaction with others. This is basically an unsupervised
learning method. This method presumes that there is a set of primary response
networks, each of which responds to any definite pattern of inputs with a definite
pattern of outputs. Each response network should be as general as possible. This
means that only a few sensor inputs are originally considered. Each primary response
network contains at least one expectation node which detects whether an expected
input is received. If the expectation fails, it forces the learning system to learn to
produce a negative reinforcement signal so as to suppress the output of the primary
response network. This learning is done with an associative network by incorporating
some sensors which were active at the moment when the expectation failed. This
learning of a negative reinforcement signal may result in a situation where the output
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is suppressed even when the expectation is satisfied. This, in turn, forces a learning of
a positive reinforcement signal in order to activate the output from a corresponding
primary response network.

Let me explain more concretely how it works, with an example shown in Fig. 2.
Initially, the primary response networks produce a definitive response pattern that if X
is activated, then M fires (namely, if A, then C). This direct activation of M by X
corresponds to what Frijda calls a concern, which is a major need or preference. There
is at least one expectation node. This denotes an expected input to be perceived while
a corresponding primary response network is activated. When it perceives an
expectation failure, then it triggers a conditioning of a corresponding negative
reinforcement signal, which is to update weights of those nodes on the line connected
to y-. As it experiences this negative perception, the amplitude of y- becomes such
larger as it suppresses the output of M. After that it will face with a situation where X

                                                        associative memory
        sensors                                   -
                                      +                             -
                                                               P
                 …                                                    …..

                                  X                 y+           y-            
            A                                +    +         -          actuators
                                  Y
            B                                            M                    C
                               a primary response network

                                                                                 …

Fig. 2 An example of self-biased conditioning system. A condition-
ing system is composed of two elements: a set of primary response net-
works and a single associative memory shared by all the primary response
networks. A primary response network consists of three types of nodes: a
single activation node X, at least one expectation node Y, and at least one
motor center M. A motor center takes a pair of inputs: y+ and y-. These
are a positive and a negative reinforcement signals which come from the
associative memory. A system takes a set of sensor inputs, among which
A is connected to X and B is connected to B, directly. A system also has a
set of actuators (or effectors), among which C is directly connected to M.
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is activated and a perception at Y is as expected but M does not respond. Because a
primary response network by itself represents a consistent response pattern, behaviors
against the expected pattern has to be adjusted. So, this situation triggers a
conditioning of a corresponding positive reinforcement signal so that it promotes an
activation of M. These are the basic processes happening on this conditioning system4

and mostly fitting to Frijda’s theory of emotion [7]5.
The action on associative memory during conditioning is to let sensors, initially

irrelevant to a primary response network, participate in a motor center response of the
primary response network. Let’s consider an example of learning eagle alarm call
[12]. In this case, sensors A and B are a flying object sensor and a peer’s eagle alarm
call detector, respectively. C is an effector to produce an eagle alarm call. Other
sensors could be yellow object sensor and so on. When we give three different
samples to a conditioning system randomly and continuously, the system is
conditioned so as to make a better response with respect to a peer’s eagle alarm call.

Three samples are given: S1 gives a set of sensor inputs saying that there is a flying
object and a yellow object but there is no peer’s alarm call. S2 says that there is a
flying object and a peer’s alarm call. And S3 represents that there is no flying object
but a peer’s alarm call. Expected conditioned reflexes are to ignore a yellow flying
object and to respect a peer’s alarm call unless there is a flying object. The result is
shown in Fig. 3. The success rate is a number of the same response as peer’s eagle
alarm call for simulation steps. A success rate in its early stage decreases and then
increases. This tendency characterizes a basic process of self-biased conditioning.
This conditioning begins with a negation of a definitive response when it perceives
that a situation does not support an expectation, represented by an expectation node.
Then, it gains positive reinforcement when it perceives that a motor center response is
inconsistent with an expected input. As we expected, the resulting conditioned
reflexes are to ignore a yellow flying object and to respect a peer’s eagle alarm call
over a perception of a flying object.

2.3  Symbiot’s personality

Then, what do we think of symbiot’s personality in consideration of self-biased
conditioning? Personality determines a way of reaction in a given situation.
Emotional responses is one way of reaction. Emotional responses support personality.
In fact, Self-biased conditioning represents emotional responses by its primary

                                                          
4 For more details on system’s behavior, please refer to [12].
5 According to Frijda’s theory of emotion, emotion arises as a result of two-stage appraisal of

the stimulus. Primary appraisal is a continuous relevance detection procedure to see if
stimulus events are relevant to one or more of the concerns. Secondary appraisal is the con-
text evaluation of the event, to identify features of the surrounding situation that are signifi-
cant of the right behavioral mode. In self-biased conditioning, primary appraisal is embodied
as activation nodes and a part of secondary appraisal is implemented in mechanisms to trig-
ger conditioning of an associative memory.
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response networks. Primary response networks enables a system to produce
immediate response whenever they perceives a definitive pattern of inputs.

However, personality is a characteristic made of a collection of tendency of
responses, including not only emotional responses but also more sophisticated
cognitive responses. Nevertheless, we can assume that emotional responses as the
most fundamental reactive mechanisms restrict a tendency to develop a unique
personality by producing conditioned reflexes and by creating more deliverative way
of thinking in a higher level. For example, social intelligence affects the personality. If
we cannot develop social intelligence, which is an intelligence required for social life,
we will have a personality disorder. Self-biased conditioning can explain how some
basic types of social intelligence could be developed by making specific conditioned
reflexes. A conditioned reflex in this case is a specialization of  a more generic
response. It is ineffective to systematically respond to a certain pattern of inputs after
we experienced that we did not meet any danger when we perceived the very same
pattern. This is why young monkeys can soon learn not to produce an eagle alarm call
when they do not hear any peer’s eagle alarm call.

In this paper, we focused on personality of this level, namely, personality supported
by conditioned reflexes. In addition, we are interested in such conditioned reflexes as
being created through interaction with others6. This is because our objective in this
study is to personalize a software agent so that it can exhibit a part of our personality.
If we succeed in helping an agent to develop its personality through interaction, then it
must show such a personality that we prefer. Because a personality is supported by our
concerns, which can be thought as preferences, our preferences reflect our own
                                                          
6 An example of this is a monkey’s eagle alarm call. Here, we can suppose that young monkeys

have a unconscious expectation of listening peer’s eagle alarm call when they produce an
eagle alarm call.

Fig. 3 Success rate in eagle alarm call experiment
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personalities. Then, the personality that we prefer may represent a part of our
personality. This is a fundamental idea of this study.

3  Experiment

In this section, I would like to introduce an experimental system to demonstrate a
development of simbiot’s personality.

3. 1 Foundation of Personality

First of all, we are going to define very fundamental primary response networks that
enable agents to exhibit personality. Here let us consider the Big Five theory in psy-
chology. In the Big Five theory, which accounts for human personality with five
major traits: Openness, Conscientious, Extrovert, Agreeable, and Neurotic (which are
abbreviated by mnemonic OCEAN). Openness covers natures of curious, broad inter-
ests, creative, original, imaginative, and untraditional. Conscientious includes organ-
ized, reliable, hard-working, self-disciplined, honest, and clean natures. Extrovert is a
trait to contain natures of sociable, active, talkative, optimistic, fun-loving, and affec-
tionate. Agreeable mentions good-natured, trusting, helpful, forgiving, gullible, and
straightforward natures. Finally, Neurotic considers natures of worries, nervous,
emotional, insecure, inadequate, and hypochondriac.

                                         O1         O2             O3

                                                      y+        y-
      Object                      X               M                           Approaching
      detection
      User’s                      Y      User call
      approach
      detection

Fig. 4 A primary response network for one experiment. This net-
work defines a fundamental personality which is open, extremely consci-
entious, extrovert, agreeable, but not neurotic. If a symbiot detects any
object in its sensing area, it produces two behaviors: one is to approach
the object and the other is to let a user know the object by which this sym-
biot was attracted. The expectation node Y represents an expectation that,
during this particular primary response network is activated, it must detect
a user’s approach. Otherwise, it causes an expectation failure.
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For Openness, we initially define a symbiot as curious entity by giving one primary
response network. This primary response network illustrated in Fig. 4 lets a symbiot
approach any object. The same primary response network can represent sociable and
talkative nature by letting the symbiot call a user to the location of the attracted object.
If a user does not show any interest in any object, the symbiot may become indiffer-
ence. A symbiot is in some sense agreeable. Namely, it does not know doubt correct-
ness of perceived inputs.

It is possible to condition a symbiot so as to believe that a user prefers a particular
type of object if we intentionally pretend to do it, despite we do not like it. With re-
spect to a trait of Neurotic, it is a matter of conditioning sample. If conditioning sam-
ples are inconsistent, it may produce a purely emotional symbiot, which means that the
symbiot is faithful to its original implementation of primary response network. A
matter of conscientious, we could say that symbiots is conscientious to its low level
responses by primary response networks.

There is no cognitive process to estimate future benefit so it is not possible to make
mercenary behaviors. In summary, a symbiot that we define is initially, open, ex-
tremely conscientious, extrovert, agreeable, but not neurotic. However, some possi-
bilities exist to develop a closed and/or neurotic personality. Note that a user is a spe-
cial object and there is a stationed routine that lets a symbiot be near the user unless it
detects any object.

3.2 Simulation Environment

Our target system is a 3D virtual world. However, a 3D world visualization is com-
putationally expensive. In addition, for our objective in this particular experiment, a
2D environment is sufficient. Therefore, we use a 2D-world, as an approximation of

    

                                                                         User

                                                                         Symbiot

                                                                         Object

                                                                           Sensing
                                                                           area

                                                                           Pointing
                                                                           by Symbiot

Fig. 5 A simulation environment. A user and a symbiot can move in a
2D lattice space. The symbiot has a sensor to detect any object within a
certain range. If an object is sensed, then the symbiot can also detect the
properties of objects (e.g. color, size, and so on).
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3D world, where a user and a symbiot are modeled as square mobile objects as shown
in Fig. 5.

Basic units are provided: user unit, symbiot unit, object units, and world units. A
world unit registers all the objects in a database, including user and symbiot avatars
and maintains all the exported properties of these objects. Each symbiot has a limited
range of sensors as in Fig. 5. Each symbiot can access attribute information of objects,
which is maintained in the world unit, within its sensor range.

Behaviors of a symbiot are defined as follows:

1. If the distance to a user is more than D, then it attempts to catch up with the
user.

2. If the distance to the user is within D, then
2.1. If it detects any object and the motor center outputs 1, then it draws a cir-

cle on the object on a screen at the same time as it approaches the object.
2.2.  Otherwise, it attempts to follow the user.

Attributes of objects have three categories: color and  size. Color is either red, green,
blue, or yellow and size is either large or small. For all of these, the symbiot has sen-
sors to detect them. The symbiot has two other sensors: one to detect an object near
them and the other to detect an approach of a user to an object by which the symbiot
is attracted. In total, the symbiot has 7 sensors to detect all the attributes. Some ex-
periments may not use all the attributes.

3.3 Simulation Results

In this experiment, note that simulations are not repeatable. This is because a user is
controlling movement of user avatar and it is difficult for a user to repeat the same
movement. Many trials of experiment were attempted. Self-biased conditioning was
successfully able to produce a consistent attitude to a particular attribute of object
when user’s attitude was consistent. Otherwise, it is regarded that user’s attitude was
neutral to a certain atribute of object. Typical examples of personality we have
obtained through simulations were: 1) a presentation of a strong preference, 2) a
presentation of a strong aversion, and 3) a neutral attitude. In case 1, a symbiot
presents a behavior to hesitate to leave an attracted object even if it perceived that a
user went away from the symbiot. In case 2, a symbiot no longer shows any interest
for a detest object even it passes near the object. In case 3, a symbiot produces an
action as it is designed. Namely, it approaches an attracted object whenever it detects
the object.

Fig. 6 depicts a result of one particular experiment involving a strong preference to
yellow objects. This shows a very good example when a symbiot develops such a
strong preference. In a framework of self-biased conditioning, by its nature, it is not
possible to develop solely a positive preference. It first needs to have a conflict
between a perception as is expected and an unexpected output of a motor center. As
seen in Fig. 6, WYOP, which is an intensity of preference for yellow objects grows
up, between 1800 and 2000 time steps, abruptly while a value of negative
reinforcement signal is high.
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4  Related Work

One strong motivation of this study is to make our life in 3D virtual worlds more
attractive so as to promote people’s interaction. It is sure that attractiveness is a
property of entertainment. For example, it is possible to introduce artificially tailored
personalities or characters of agents. A typical example of this is Bate’s believable
agents [13]. Bates’ believable characters have attracted people because they can imi-
tate human-like expressions of emotion and present an “illusion of life.” People will
feel them as living if we can feel any kind of sympathy. For this objective, Bates
emphasizes the role of the emotional state of the character. I agree with him in a sense
that software agents must show behavioral patterns, even if only partially, with which
we are familiar in human society. By so doing, people can project their own feelings
onto the agents. Some studies emphasize this point (e.g. [14, 15]). Our point of view
is slightly different from those views of “directed personality” as in believable agents.
Agents can attract people not only because their behaviors are human-like but also
and more importantly because their behaviors are personally familiar to us. In other
words, we need to emphasize a process to develop personality rather than an appear-

Fig. 6 Preference to yellow objects. This figure depicts a result of an
experiment to investigate a relationship between a negative reinforcement
signal and a development of positive preference to yellow objects. In this
figure, symbols y-, WYOP, and WYON stand for a negative reinforce-
ment signal, an intensity of preference, and an intensity of aversion, re-
spectively.
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ance of personality. In this sense, it is important to develop personality, in a way of
training conditioned reflexes, through run-time interaction with ours.

Nass, Steuer, and Tauber has conducted a set of experiments on human-computer
interaction [16]. They have picked up some social psychological or sociological theo-
ries and applied these theories by replacing humans with computers. The purpose of
this set of experiments is to study whether human users recognize computers as social
actors or not. Computers are provided with characteristics of human: language output,
responses based on multiple prior inputs, the filling of roles to play, and production of
human voice. As the result of experiments, Nass, Steuer, and Tauber concluded that
“the human-computer relationship is fundamentally social” and “many principles
drawn from the existing literature in social psychology, communication, and sociology
are relevant to the study of human-computer interaction and have clear implications
for user interface design”. In addition, they imply that we can expect a wide range of
social responses from computer agents, even if the agents are not rich enough to rep-
resent themselves. With respect to their remarks, introduction of personality for soft-
ware agents behaving as ours partners is expected to contribute to human’s devotion
to 3D virtual worlds or to human’s pleasure in 3D virtual worlds.

Some researchers have developed systems on which personality was implemented
(e.g. [6, 17]). Moffat’s Will is an implementation of Frijda’s theory of emotion. It is a
symbolic architecture, based on traditional AI techniques, and consists of some com-
ponents: perceiver, executor, planner, predictor, and emotor. All the components are
connected through memory. It is not a learning agent. The personality of Will is de-
termined by programmable parameters. The parameters include the number of con-
cerns, the relative importance of the concerns, the factor of surprise, the factor of
uncertainty, the appraisal categories, the appraisal value, the action tendencies, the
relative strengths of the action tendencies, and the built-in sentiments for particular
objects. In our current study, we only consider the action tendencies and the strength
of action tendencies are learned through conditioning. In a future study, we may ex-
tend our work so as to include the above parameters. Moffat discusses how Will fits to
the Big Five theory. In conclusion, Will can model about a half of the Big Five
(Conscientious and Neurotic, for sure, and Extrovert, somehow). In addition, Moffat
notes that Will’s awareness of other agents as social beings is non-existent. In con-
trast, self-biased conditioning always presupposes the involvement of social beings for
their development. By using an expectation node to represent somebody’s attitude, we
can let systems learn social intelligence as is the case of young monkey’s eagle alarm
call learning or attachment behavior [12].

5  Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed about a subject of personality of agents in 3D virtual
worlds. The current 3D virtual world is less distinguishable, less trustworthy, and less
attractive. This is partially due to the fact that 3D virtual world does not contain
enough variation. As well as other possible ways to increase variation, introduction of
personality will lead to more distinguishable, more trustworthy, and more attractive
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3D virtual world interaction. We have introduced symbiots, being our representatives
in a 3D virtual world, which can exhibit personality.

Personality can be defined as consistent reactive bias within the fringe of
functionality. In other words, personality is produced by a collection of consistent
tendencies or preferences to do something or to choose one of many. Personality of a
symbiot can be obtained through interaction with a particular user if it is consistent.
To acquire personality, we have used self-biased conditioning, which was originally
designed for developing social intelligence. This self-biased conditioning supports to
create emotionally motivated fundamental personalities.

In this paper, we have conducted a series of experiments to investigate how the
self-biased conditioning works for creating a symbiot personality through interaction
with a user. Experiments were done by using a simplified 2D virtual space. The self-
biased conditioning has succeed in producing a unique personality of a symbiot which
reflects user’s preference. When the user consistently avoids objects with certain
attributes, the symbiot starts to averse object with such attributes. When the user
shows a strong preference for objects with certain attributes, then the symbiot also
shows a strong preference for them. In this case, even if the symbiot perceives that the
user went away from it, it exhibits a certain persistence to one of them, by which it
was attracted for the moment.

It is true that an acquisition of personality by self-biased conditioning illustrates
just one possible way of personality development. In the case of human beings, a
much higher level of cognitive processes such as planning or prediction for the future
is also affecting a personality formation. Nevertheless, we would like to mention that
primary responses (or emotional responses) must provide the most fundamental
generic consistent biases. Namely, primary responses are also a part of personality.
Self-biased conditioning gives a way to specialize such generic consistent biases
through “presupposed” interaction with others. This is just a beginning of our study of
symbiots as our representatives in virtual worlds. Once we successfully create our own
symbiots, we could imagine that, while we are meeting in a virtual space, our symbiots
can interact with each other so as to examine other’s personality. This is one of our
future studies in this direction.
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